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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The three following stories, all separated in space and time, each iilustrate a loca1,

time-bound response to particulil threats and fears. Yet, all three exhibit the same story of

the fear of pollution of water, with its attendant physical threat to the community by an

alien and threatening group.l

ASFIBOURNE - 1988

Ashbourne is a small settlement of some 150 people in the Adelaide hills. Its

cility

co
were to be permitted and a program of domestic work and therapeutic activities would
apply to all residents.

Substantial opposition from local residents greeted the proposal. It was so intense,
that the matter became the subject of a prorracted hearing under the South Ausffalian
Planning Acr during which the concerns of residents were aired.3 Some raised specific
fears for themselves and their families - for example, that the level of drug related crime
such as burglary and theft would increase in the neighbourhood as a result of the facility.

Other fears were not so clearly expressed. Yet, they we e so strongly presented
that they e planning the Council as a requirement
of operát The Plan that the Drug and Alcohol
Services ... for the of water samples" taken from
the creek running through the property - this to be done every three months for at least 5
years. It is not clear what purpose the analysis was intended to selve. The Tribunal
provided no guidance and the water quality of the creek was already suspect from normal
rural activities occurring upstream.

The transcript of evidence suggests that this unusual and vague requirement was
imposed in response to a fear on the part of the residents; that their proximity to a small
poþulation of former drug addicts somehow presented a health risk to the people of
Ashbourne and its surrounds through the contamination of the small watercourse. The
nature of this risk was unstated. AIDS was raised as a possibility, though rejected by
expert evidence. Other diseases associated with intravenous drug use such as hepatitis B
wele also seen as possible contaminants. Again, the pollution of the creek from this
source was rejected by public health experts as a serious proposition.

Throughout the case, the residents' concerns remained vague. A witness acting on
their behalf stressed the "concern of local people about something that is introduced into
their environment about which they have reasonable doubts."¿ The nature of that
"something " was never stated clearly. Was it the prospect of disease or was it these

1 Muny other stories could be told: see the Endnotes to this chapter.

2 A gou"rnrnental treatment agency for alcohol and drug dependentpersons, incorporated under fhe South
Australian Health Commission Act, I976.

3 Francis et al v Drug and Alcohol Services Council (1987), Planning Appeal Tribunal, 451-461 of 1986.

4 tUi¿, cross-examination of N F V/allman; 306.
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urban, marginalised strangers who, as clients of the facility, would be coming into their

;idrii Wa"s this threar sy-mbolised by the fea¡ that the water supply might become

polluted and the community thereby infected?

WEDDERBURN - 1931

The depression and the labour unrest of the 1930s made an impact on even the

smallest Austrälian communities. In early March 1931, a great fear swept the Western
Olrt ict of Victoria and in response, the lócal inhabitants of Wedderburn, a small township

hapless community. To make matters worse ir

ceitainly form a fifth column within the town.
Êaced with this imminent threat, the inhabitants set to work defending their town.

Two men were driven out to the local reservoir and "hoisted into a gum tree with a loaded
gun ... to keep guard, in case unspeakab-le things to the Town's
ívater supply." in the event, atened and its inhabitants
remaineäïiôtims only of the crisis of the time.s

LAKE GENEVA - 1348

Of the epidemics caused by the plague bacillus, the most destructive in European
terms occurred in the mid fourteerith ceñtury. It is generally accepted that the disease

came from the East, following trade and communication routes, many newly opened up as

a result of the crusades. Plague spread through settled trurope reaching even its most
remote corners. Estimates hãve put the death toll as high as one third of the whole
population of Europe.

Among the victims of the Plague n

Lake Geneva and their deaths prompted e

causes of the plague in the area. A surviving
describes the iucãess of this investigation.o I the

to\iln were implicate A most Suspects

admitted to thèir inv e fficient to
make them admit to p exPlained how

the plague had come to Cillon.' .fne way the Jews spread the plague was simple. BV_nig,ht they would steal out to
the wells used io supply drinking waler io the town and would drop_smali bags into them.

a poisôn that bðen prepared by the rabbis or other Jews, some from as far
The poison was said tb contain some paft of the basilisk, a fabulous

ok and breath was believed to be fatal. The horrific effects of the plague

5 :|hir story was taken from a description in Cathcart M . Defending the National Tyck-shop._\Íelboume:
McpheeGíibble,t988; 12.seealsoMooreA.TheSecretArmyandthePremier.Sydney:UnivNSWP,
t989;124.

Nohl J London: George Allen and Unwin, 1926; Appendix'
ners at See also, Ginzburg C. Ecstasies. London: Penguin,
page 6 unity is referred to as Chillon.)
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on this pafiiculal coÍìmunity was eloquent proof of the potency of th^is poison at work. It
was alsõ known that the Jewish communities were, originally, less affected by the
epidemic. This was further proof of their involvement in its-spread. One Jew volunteered
that the rabbis had ordered him and other Jews to avoid drinking the poisoned water for 9
days after its contamination.' 

When confessions were made, further persons were implicated and they in turn
he authorities seemed to be uncovering a
s to spread the plague throughout Europe.
ove the age of 7 were implicated" in the
metimes, Christians were said to be involved
e acting on behalf of the Jews. Executions
ese trials were spared.

This thesis is the product of my attempts to understand a problematic issue in

public health legislation . In I97 6, the Royal Commission into the Non-Medical use of

Drugs (the Sackville Commission) was established to enquire into the laws and policies

relating to drugs in South Australia. This was the first Governmental study that adopted a

critical, historically based, approach to the ever increasing spiral in drug penalties that

typified Australian drug laws in the 1970s. As part of the background to its work, I

prepared a number of papers for the Commission about the development of the drug laws

in South Australia. This work revealed what was not well known at the time, that the drug

legislation was relatively recent in its origins, which was unusual given the extraordinarily

severe penalties that the offences allowed. Secondly, the original Opium laws passed at

the turn of the century seemed to have been driven primarily by the fear of a minority

group living in Australia at the time - the Chinese. V/hen considered in their historical

context, it was as though these laws were anti-Chinese laws rather than anti-opium laws.

Post 1965 drug laws and the drug laws of other countries also seemed to suggest a focus

on outsiders rather than on the drug itself and its potential for physiological harm.

This observation revealed a window to other important aspects of Australian public

health law. A study of the Chinese experience in 19th century Australia demonstrated that

drugs were one aspect of a broader series of issues. The Chinese were blamed for the

introduction of smallpox and bubonic plague. They were said to be dirty and unhygienic.

In a number of ways, they were said to be a health threat to the V/hite Australians with
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whom they came in contact. Health occupied a central position in the anti-Chinese

campaigns of the period.

What seemed to be the case with the Chinese seemed also to be true for other

groups, including the Jews in medieval Europe, the poor and a variety of wanderers,

immigrants and strangers in many times and settings. In the mid 1980s, it seemed also to

be true for persons (in Australia, usually homosexuals) suffering from AIDS. These

historical data, though removed in time and place, when considered togethet, raised

questions about the way communities were characterising threats in public health tenns.

\ilhat began as a useful way of focusing on the history of Australian drug laws since 1900

had the potential to provide important insights about the way social $oups characterised

and responded to threats.

As an adviser to the South Australian Minister of Health over much of the 1980s

and 1990s, it seemed to me that many of the debates and anxieties that accompanied

public health legislation still retained a focus on outsiders and marginal groups rather than

on the public health needs that legislation should address. For example, unnecessary

provisions to again toughen the criminal drug laws (an issue of relatively small public

health importance but the users and suppliers were stigmatised as marginal and deviant)

could pass through Parliament in an evening with few questions asked. Attempts to limit

the extent to which the tobacco industry could advertise cigarettes occupied days of

acrimonious debate, yet tobacco constitutes the most significant drug problem in the

Australian community.z This thesis has come out of the need to understand why this was

the case.

Views such as those identified in the Ashbourne / Wedderburn I Lake Geneva

examples, about minorities and their alleged health threats, are part of a persistent pattern

in cultural traditions. This thesis ilgues that these patterns are related to the way in which

7 thir issue will be considered in Chapter 9
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dominant cultural and racial goups have justified claims for physical and social

separateness from other groups. It considers how statements about health, disease and

living conditions - collectively, statements about public health - have been instrumental in

maintaining and justifying the separation of groups. The assertion that a particular group

presents a public health problem to the majority has been a powerful theme in the history

of race, ethnic and minority relations and social class.

The narative method which is employed investigates and brings together many

historical accounts of the public health response to minorities, ranging from the Gentile's

reaction to the Jews in medieval Europe, to the European reaction to the Chinese in 19th

century Australia and the ethnic and cultural conflicts precipitated by the arrival of the

Southern and Eastern Europeans in Australia immediately prior to and after World V/ar II.

Other writers have dealt with particular aspects of this story but have not attempted to

review the wider historical field that is considered here.8 A study of this wider f,reld

allows some generalisations about the application of public health to social minorities and

about the way that communities recognise and respond to threats. Finally, this study

considers the extent to which the development of contemporary public health policy

continues to be influenced by this historical legacy.

The thesis is substantially influenced by Durkheimian sociology in its argument

that public health has been, and continues to be, used as a way of marking boundaries

between the dominant and other groups and of maintaining, affirming and legitimising the

privileged economic position and status of those dominant grcups. For example, this

occuned when middle class people believe that the working classes smelt and bathed

infrequently or when the Chinese \ilere chased off lucrative gold fields because they were

said to present a health hazard. These views are important, both in defining group

8 S"" fo. example, Helmer J. Drugs and Minoriry Oppression.New York Seabury Press, 1975. (This deals
with the application US of drug legislation to ethnic and racial minorities.) Mort F. Dangerous Sexualities.
London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1987 and Brandt A,M. No Magic Bullet. New Yo¡k: Oxford U P, 1985.
(Both books deal with the application of venereal disease cont¡ol legislation to women suspected of
prostitution.) The many histories of the Chinese in Aust¡alia generally do not take their subject matter into
the wider historical context.
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boundaries and also in appearing to confirm to its members the legitimacy of dominant

social groups.

John Last, a prominent practitioner and theorist of "public health" defines it as "the

combination of sciences, skills, and beliefs that is directed to the maintenance and

improvement of the health of all the people."e This thesis focuses on epidemics and the

fear of epidemics, the use of the term "public health" will focus on disease and illness,

things that have been seen as threats to the health of communities. This is an issue we ate

all familiar with. Many school history texts for example have painted graphic descriptions

of the black death, the great plague of London and other epidemics, together with the

bacteriologist heroes of the 19th century, triumphant in their conquest of disease. Disease

is a powerful notion that expresses and directs community fears, often antagonistically, to

outsiders. Hence, serious outbreaks of disease are important periods for observing

relations between dominant and minority social groups. Epidemics provide a time of

crisis, of heightened awareness in communities that accentuate the process of violence, of

finding scapegoats and labelling minorities. In epidemics and fears about disease the

creation of boundaries between dominant and minority social groups becomes particularly

stark.lo

"Public health," as used here, encompasses other issues including prostitution,

drugs and more general ideas about sexuality or presumed genetic inferiority. These are

also areas with a public health dimension, for which Ministers of Health in Australia have

had direct responsibility and involvement or about which prominent public health

practitioners have been vocal - and through which the threat of the outsider has also been

expressed. Finally, "public health" is also defined here to include aspects of the way

people live and with it the view, often put, that outsiders are dirty, unhygienic or have

disgusting practices. These attributes do not bring with them the grand threats of

9 Lurt I ed,. Public Health and Preventive Medicine (Maxcy-Rosenau) 12 Ed. Norwalk (Conn), 1986; 3.

10 Indeed, Peter Curson entitled his history of epidemics in 19th century Sydney Times of Crisls. (Curson P
Times of Crisls. Sydney: Sydney Univ P, 1985.)
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epidemics, often they carry no health threat at all, but are expressions that establish

differences between groups which are justified in public health terms. These are also

powerful and recurring themes in the following narrative

This thesis has the following structure. Chapter 2 considers issues in social theory

that are based on the ideas of groups and social boundaries, examining especially the work

of Emile Durkheim and related writers. It focuses on concepts such as "ritual solidarity"

and the "sacred and the profane" and the things that emphasise and maintain social

boundaries. Chapter 3 considers how boundaries between social groups have been

significant as issues in public health. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 apply this idea in the contexts of

social class, sffangers, and the "city and the country". These Chapters argue that there are

numbers of ways in which ideas about public health are used to emphasise "good" and

"bad"; that they both separate and justify the separation of groups and create and enhance

boundaries between groups. These ideas are then considered in the context of the history

of race and ethnic relations in Australia. Chapter 7 examines the public health issues

surrounding the arrival and settlement of Chinese in 19th century Australia. Chapter 8

extends these ideas to the Southern and Eastern European arrivals in the 20th century.

Chapter 9 examines aspects of contemporary public health policy and contends that

minority groups remain a prominent focus of public health controls.

There were a number of related areas that this thesis might have considered but did

not. It could, for example, have looked at the way in which women were made the subject

of repressive public health legislation; the way that they became the objects of blame for

disease and ill health; or were labelled as witches and often lost their lives as a result. It

could also have considered the issue of madness, arguing that particular social groups

have been labelled as "mad", thus bringing them within the ambit of the medical system

and justifying their control in health tefins. These two examples would be important

extensions of the subject matter presented in the following Chapters. They have been
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discussed in detail by other writers.ll The narrative presented here is sufficiently

comprehensive to sustain the general proposition that the way outsiders and marginal

gïoups were seen and treated within the administrative and social frameworks of dominant

communities allows us to say something about the way ideas of threats from the outside

have been organised and aniculated as public health issues. It also allows us to say

something about the way ideas about public health policy (the things Govemments and

administrators do, ostensibly to maintain and improve the health of all the people) have

been focused historicalty. As Chapter 10 argues, these two points are important for

current public health policy and for providing answers to the problem that precipitated this

work; namely, the inconsistencies in current drug policy in Australia.

Finally, the theoretical framework of this thesis is set within what appears to be a

recent and increasingly more rich and diverse application of the traditions of boundaries

and outsiders to a variety of historical and social perspectives, of which public health is

onlY one.12

ENDNOTES
The theme of the poisoning of water by strangers and enemies appears many times

in different historical contexts. For example, it appeared as a poison well story which
sought to account for the Plague of Thucydi
Descriptions of Disease. Springf,reld: Charl
(332-400 AD), wrote that water was rendere
(BrodySN _ f
the poilutio history and it was said that the Scots infected
the wells at 9. (Thomas K. Religion and the Decline of
Magic. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1978; 667.) In the 20th century, the belief about the
polfution of water remained strong in Europe. On the outbreak of the First V/orld War,
boy scouts were sent to guard the local reservoirs in Britain in response to the belief that

in the Ausr dness: A Social History of
outhWales, Matthews J J. Good and Mad
orical Cons ustralia. Sydney: Allen and

Unwin, 1984.

S

order in Europe between the 17th and 19th centuries.)
of Chicago, 199 1. (an anthropological study of boundaries and outsiders.)
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German agents would poison the water. (Recollections of W H Joyce, a boy scout in
1914. This England. Autumn t986; 69.)

These stories feature in contemporary themes. In 1977, a Victorian State
Parliamentarian drew attention to a publication known asThe Liule Red Bookfor SociaL
Change, available in Melbourne, which among other things allegedly advocated the
poisoning of the \ilater supply. (Victorian Parliamentary Debates 9 March, 1977;6175.)
On Christmas day 1989, there was the assertion that reactionary forces in Romania \ilere
poisoning the milk and water supplies of the inhabitants of Bucharest. (ABC News, Radio
National, 25 December, 1989 - quoting Chris Pantis, President of the Australian
Romanian As sociation. )

More generally, Gordon Allport and Leo Postman suggest that "The rumor that
enemy ffoops have poisoned water wells recurs it seems in every war" (Allport G W and
Postman L. The Psychology of Rumor. New York: Russell and Russell,1965;771.)

The pollution of water is also an important theme in Australia. The Chinese on the

Queensland goldfields were said to pollute the water supplies, (Cilento R and Lack C.
Triumph in the Tropics. Brisbane: Smith and Patterson, 1959; 199.) In South Australia, it
was said that the juices from a burnt aborigine had polluted a nearby well. (South
Australian Parliamentary Debates, 2 December, 1898; 1013.) There are more recent
examples, Marcia Neave recounted that one of the restrictions imposed on the local
prostitute popuiation of Kalgoorlie was that they kept away from the local swimming
pool. (Neave M. AIDS and'Women in the Sex Industry - Legal Approaches to Public
Health, 1989. Communiry Health Studies,13:423-430.) - The swimming pool fear has
been recognised in other contexts. For example, early this century, Lord Kitchener
prevented soldiers with venereal disease from using the swimming baths. More recentl)',
people with AIDS were also prevented from using these places. (Davenport-Hines R. S¿-r

Death and Punishment. London: Picador; 178 and 331.) - In 1992, an innovative plan to
bury bodies (they were to be frozen and buried vertically) in Victoria was objected to on
the grounds that it would pollute a nearby lake. One resident objected "they are going to
put bodies alongside lapping water. It wouldn't happen anywhere else in the world." The
thought of contamination of the water by dead bodies as opposed to dead stock was
particularly disturbing. (Adelaide Advertiser, 20 April, f992;2.)

The curative powers of 'water were also recognised. In the New Testament, water
was the medium through which a number of Christ's miracles were described. Thus, holr'
water has had a special significance in the Christian tradition. (Thomas, op cit; 33.) The
purifying powers of \ilater have been widely reported across cultures. Within the Hindu
context, "\ilater is a great purificatory agent", and the River Ganges had both a purifying
and a religious power. (Dumont L. Homo Hierarchiczs. Chicago: Univ of Chicago P,
7970 51.) The ancient Greeks used water to purify themselves by washing off profane
contamination (Van Gennep A. The Rites of Passage. Chicago: Univ of Chicago P. 1960:
90.) Other rituals associated with the use of water as a purifying agent have been
reported. Webster argues that "the use of water is world-wide because water is a universal
cleanser." (Webster H. Taboo: A Sociological Study. Stanford: Stanford Univ P, 1942;
38.) Sometimes, these purificatory rites could be practised so vigorously that they were
described by outsider observers as "washing mania." (Steiner F. Taboo. London: Cohen
and West, 1956; 135.) Both Eliade and Van Gennep have written on the purifying
curative and regenerating effects of water. (Eliade M. The Sacred and the Profane. San
Diego: Harcourt Brace, 1959: 131 and Van Gennep, op cit; 52.)

The site of water was often given a special significance. Thus, holy wells were
known throughout Britain and are considered to have pre-Christian origins. (Thomas, op
cit; 54.) They were believed to have curative properties. (Brand I. Observations on
Popular Antiquities (Ellis edition.) London: Chatto and Windus, 1900;,516.) Richards
suggests that "Traditions of healing springs are as old as civilisation itself." (Richards P.
The Medieval Leper, Cambridge: D S Brewer,1977;74.) Within a contemporary context,
the visual power of pure unpolluted water was the central theme of a recent British
television advertisement, "Sky to Tap" promoting the interests of a private water company.
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("Religious rites are being used to sell off water, reports Martin Davidson." New
Starcslnan and So ciery, 12 May, 1989; 42.)

The overriding theme emerging from this brief analysis is the idea.of water as a

power for good - for purifîcation and cure and itsbeing threatened þy 4p impure and the

þoluting. These are 
-threats 

to senses of order rather than thr, ats with direct cons-equences

to heahñ. Yet, the things that protect water from the threat are said to be in aid of
preserving the public'slealth.- This dimension of public health practice will be a central
theme in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2 BOUNDARIES AND SOCIAL THEORY

1 INTRODUCTION: SOCIAL TIIEORY AND HISTORICAL NARRATVE

The central issue that this dissertation explores is the blaming of minorities for

health problems and the justification of pejorative attitudes towards minorities on health

grounds. The central argument is that the association of minorities with disease is fa¡

more than an issue of public health risk: rather, it expresses the fear and concern that a

dominant social group has of minorities or outsiders. To establish that argument, this

Chapter focuses on the theory of the French sociologist Emile Durkheim and the

elaboration of some of his work by the anthropologist Mary Douglas and others. Those

sources are shaped into a theoretical lens through which the public health narrative in

Chapters 3 to 9 can be considered.

Chapter 1 described three incidents that touched on the theme of the poisoned

well. Each emphasised the contamination of water (a vital and symbolic substance) by

outsiders or marginal people perceived to be threatening to the majority $oup. There are

many more records of this and related themes. Some colonial Australians verbalised their

objections to the local Chinese community by complaining that Chinese market gardeners

polluted the vegetables they hawked around Sydney and Melbourne streets by fertilising

them with their urine. The same complaint was made by Australian soldiers about

Egyptian fruit and vegetable sellers in Cairo in 1914 and a simila¡ view was held later

about Greek market gardeners in South Ausralia.l

If these stories were about public health, they might have been laid to rest by

the assurances of a medical officer or a health inspector. Indeed, much of the medical and

health evidence about the Chinese in 19th century Australia, for example, tended to

dismiss the idea that they posed a health risk to the community. However, the fact that

these stories and beliefs continued over long periods of time suggests that they are not

1 See Chapters 5 and 8.
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statements about health, except in the sense that they take health implications as their

subject matter. Another way of seeing these stories is to ¿lfgue that they are more

significantly statements about threats and fears held by communities about outsiders and

that their strength comes from their alarming and d¡amatic subject matter - the idea that

the outsiders represent a threat to the community's health. Thus, whether or not the events

alleged against minorities in the narative ever occurred and, if they did, whether they in

fact resulted in a public health threat, ceases to be the central issue. The lack of

verification in no way appoars to reduce their appeal and strength.2

Narrative histories of the Black Death of 1347 illustrate the point. They

suggest that the European Jewish communities were held responsible for the spread of the

disease in ways that were quite improbable. While it is important to make this point, in

the sense that it refutes the accusation, it is more important to consider why this particular

minority was blamed so vehemently. It is also important to consider why the assertions

that minorities pollute water, introduce disease and live in such a way as to pose a health

threat to the wider community have occurred with such frequency. To aim simply to

refute these assertions, to do no morc than let the "facts" speak for themselves, is to

assume that the process of blaming minorities for public health and other problems simply

operates through the continued mistaken beliefs of crowds, newspaper owners,

government officials and others. It further assumes that if the truth of these matters could

be explained to the "mistaken" gloups the prejudice would disappear.

An approach that is restricted to discovering, and then publicising, what is

taken to be the truth as the sole issue of significance has important public policy

implications. It fosters the idea that racism or prejudice against minorities is all the result

of mistaken facts and that if it can be demonstrated that, for example, Asian immigrants

are not taking Australian jobs or that Asians are peaceful and responsible neighbours, the

2 In considering the durability of popular views about
Hitchhikcr.Loñdon: Picador, 1983, which in a variety
myths". The history and srength of two popular
tlte coca-cola bou[e are considered by Coleman

5-338 and Fine G A.
Chinese restauranß s

in this Chapter.
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problems of racial prejudice in Australia would disappear. However, such a view fails to

take account of the depth and basis of racist attitudes.3 Considering this point, John Rex

cited the case of the "old lady living in terror of her coloured neighbours", an image used

by one English politician as an a.rgument for restrictive immigration policies. Diligent

investigation by journalists could not find this old lady. When the story was exposed the

argument simply shifted, its proponents claiming that whether or not she existed was

irrelevant: the fact was the community believed that she and possibly many other old

lad.ies living in similar circumstances existed and, because of this belief, coloured

immigrants were a problem.4

The prominent Australian historian Geoffrey Blainey has justified his calls for

reduced Asian immigration in similar terns. Blainey was concerned not so much with

examining the facts about Asian immigration and expressing his concern in terms of what

was actually happening: he was concerned with the public's perception of what was

happening. In his view, it was "public opinion" that would determine immigration policy.

By analogy with Rex's example, it was not necessary for Blainey to have to demonsffate,

as evidence of the "Asian invasion" of Sydney's West, that thousands of Cabramatta

clothes lines did in fact have "noodles drying on them" (this was an assertion quoted by

him.) It was sufficient that, as the assertion became more publicised, the community

would belíeve that this was occurring and would therefore be concerned about the level of

Asian immigration.s

Understanding "facts" and exploring the accuracy of racist assumptions is

important. However, if racist ideas are to be challenged they cannot simply be refuted as

t
tering
t0

4 Rex J. Race Relations in Sociological Theory. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1970; 148'

5 Bhiney G. Attfor Australia. Sydney: Methuen Haynes, 1984;132. The following has been said about the

call ûo "public opinion":'To define beliefs as public opinion is itself a way of creating public opinion, for such a reference

both defines the norm that stiould be democ aticålly supportecl and reassures anxious people that
authorities respond ûo popular views

@delman, lg77 - circdin de Lepervan_che M and_ B^ottomley^G jrd. The Cultural Construction of Race.

Sydney: Sydney Assoc for Studies in Society and Culture, t988; 26.)
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errors of fact: they must also be understood as a social process as well as alleged

statements of fact. Further, explanations for discrimination should not focus on the

victims of the discriminatory practices but on those constructing these practices and, more

importantly, on the social process of discrimination. For example, the social attitudes,

processes and relationships that gave rise to the witch fears of the 16th and 17th centudes

a¡e the important issues in writing about witches and while we may not share these beliefs,

we should acknowledge that people who believe in witches have held their beliefs in

interesting and significant ways.6

The argument presented in this thesis also goes beyond telling the "facts" of the

nalrative. It is grounded in a social theory that contextualises and explains the narative.

In particular, it shows that communities have maintained views about the association of

minorities with public health problems that, while they may be rejected on later analysis,

have also been both interesting and significant for public health policy.

2 A DURKHEIMIAN APPROACH TO SOCIAL THEORY AND HISTORICAL

NARRATTVE

The social theory from which the public health themes in this thesis have been

developed was most originally and significantly expressed in the work of Emile Durkheim

(1858-1917), the most prominent of the late 19th century French sociologists. Among the

principal elements in Durkheim's sociology are the ideas that: society is an entity in itself,

something more than the collection of the individuals comprising that society; and the

focus of the sociologist should be upon the things that kept society together rather than the

things that stratified and divided it. Durkheim remains a central source for modern social

theory and his later work, in particular, continues to provide a focus for a number of

contemporary writers who have drawn from it and have examined the symbolic and the

ritualistic aspects of social activity within his framework.

6 See Mary Douglas' comments in Douglas M. Eyans-Prichard.London: Fontana, 1980; 104 and Marwick
M ed. Wití: hcr$l ønd S orcery. Harmondswolh: Penguin, I97 0: 17 &. 319.
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The social analysis offered in this thesis is shaped by Durkheim's theory, especially

his last major work, The Elementary Forms of the Religiotts Life Q9l2), which examines

the ritual and symbolic significance of rules and laws as statements about the

strengthening of groups and societies. The Elementary Forms was based on a number of

ethnographic sources. Prominent was Spencer and Gillen's observations of totemic beliefs

among Aborigine communities in Central Australia, written in 1899.7 A second and

particularly significant historical strand was the work of the Scottish biblical scholar

William Robertson Smith whose influential series of lectures ,The Religion of the Semites,

was first published in 1889.8 These were disparate sources with different temporal,

geographical and social contexts but both emphasised classifications and boundaries

between things and people. Robertson Smith's description of ritualistic practices was set

within a context that we recognise as public health. The protection of water; the ideas that

polluted persons were dangerous; that the polluted person can infect others, particularly

through the medium of water, are views that have a coherence and logic within a public

health context. The work of Robertson Smith is important; his tracing, from pre Christian

times, of the power of ritual pollution exemplified within the context of disease and

pollution draws on ideas of public health significance.g

7 Spence. W B S and Gillen F J. Native Tribes of Çerytrql ltlst¡alla. London: Macmillan, 1899. See also

U"i"ã"ði ö iañ¿ Calaby J H. "Sa Much that is-New": Baldwin Spencer 1860-1929. Melbourne: Melb Univ
P, 1985; chapters 9 and 10.

8 Rob"ttron Smith W. The Religion of the Semites. New York: Schoken Books, 1972. Lukes S. Emile
D urklrcim. London: Penguin, 197 3; 237 and 239.

9 Robe.tson Smith's work has been regarded as a cent¡al contribution to the sociology of religion and an

important
Religion. 

!o

t
6

fane world. From this Robertson Smith identified

substance. While, in turn, the sacred power of water c

There was also a positive side of
s. Qbid; 183.) He also provided
e context of ritual prohibiúons, in
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Although Durkheim's ethnography has been reinterpreted by a number of

anthropologists including the Australians Stanner and Elkin, The Elementary Forms is

still a work on which many writers as diverse as Pa$ons, Erikson, Douglas and Giddens

rely for their study of gtoups, communities and bounda¡ies.10

Four themes from Durkheim's writings are significant for the theoretical

perspective of this thesis. Firstly, Durkheim's idea of society as "a thing in itself ', as a

collective entity. Secondly, the idea of the "sacred" and the "profane", the things that

threaten and the things that protect communities and, with this, the boundary that protects

the sacred from the profane. Thirdly, the "collective representations", the common values

and ideas of the community. Finally, the idea of "effervescence", times of change and

crisis in the life of communities.

Society as a Thing in Itself

Durkheim's general view of society is summarised in the idea that it is "a

reality sui generis". In his view society is more than simply the collective sum of the

social relations of its members, it is the sedimentation and aggregation of these various

relationships and can be thought of as a realiry in its own right with its own features and

characteristics. In this context Durkheim argued that a person is both an individual and a

social being, the latter representing "the highest reality in the intellectual and moral

the sense that they were faken to be ttre result of breach of taboos, for example by eating forbidden food.
(Ibid;449 and 184.)

chapter 25 of Lukes, op cit. Stanner and
ism, based on Australian material,

r¡rate account of aboriginal cosmology. Yet,
in this area. Stanner said of Durkheim: "for

in Freedman ll{ed. Social Organisation: Essays Pres
Elkin wrote: "Du¡kheim's position cannot be comple
Book Review, 1937. Oceania,8: I 19-120; 1 19.)
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order."ll This view of the group as a "thing in itself' has been described by Lukes as the

"key-stone of Durkheim's entire system of thoughf 'r2 Iltis significant for this thesis

because it suggests the relevance ofconcentrating on the response of. groups to outsiders.

In this case, responses that have been prompted by the idea that the group itself, the

community as such, is under threat from the outsider.

Social Boundaries: Sacred and Profane

A Durkheimian view of society makes boundaries particularly relevant. The

idea of a cohesive group or community implies a boundary or a margin, a point that

divides "group" from "non-group". It is at the margins, that the community can be under

greatest and most direct threat. This thesis shows that the most visible applications of

social and public health controls occur at the boundaries. The boundaries of groups are

not simply physical barriers, frontiers and customs posts; they are also the ideas and

values that separate the community from those outside, the "sacred" in society from the

"profane," the "self' from the "other" and the group as "healthy" and the other as

"diseased."13

InThe Elementary Forms,Durkheim wrote that all known religious beliefs

presuppose a dual classifrcation or dichotomy of things "sacred" and things "profane". He

thought this classificarion so complete that it allowed a "division of the world into two

domains."l4 In Alexander's view, this separation carried two implications. Firstly, there

would be a set of symbols and values that represented the strength of the community, that

is "a system of beliefs, symbols that represented collective moral commitments."

Secondly, a social structure would be imposed by this system that:

1l Durkheim E. The Elenrcntary Forms of the Religious Liþ.London: George Allen and Unwin, L976:16.
(fhsr pub. 1912.)

12 Lok"r, op cit;22.

13 Gil*an S L. Disease and Representation: Images of lllness from Madness to AIDS.Ithaca: Cornell Univ
P, 1988;7.

14 Durkheim (lglz),op ciq 37.
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In Durkheim's view the "sacred" and "profane" were two distinct spheres, one

central and protective of the community, the other threatening to the community. Those

sacred things that are held by the community in high esteem contrast starkly with the

profane things, which threaten to undermine or destroy the sacred. In giving substance to

these ideas, Durkheim considered the contrasting content and qualities of the "sacred" and

the "profane" to be as follows:

articulated and, indeed enforced morality by dividing-symbols into.con-tradictory
;"iËü"*äÌiäc*i"¿äáä-piöiã;ä;nd-tîëícãíine saciê"o iymbols in rituals that máde
iiõiátiõ" dangerous. t5'

beneficent powers or forces, impersonal or diffused, anthrop-omorph-ic, protectors,
gods, holy þlaces, inspiring lovê and gatitude (we would call these benevolent and
"pure" forces);

. sickness. for example,'these malevolent alid impure
evil or

(by

One obvious meaning of the sacred lies in the religious context but its full

significance extends beyond this. In The Elementary Forms Durkheim took a broad view

of religion, less concerned with specific beliefs and more concerned with systems and

symbols of fundamental social organisation. This breadth of definition has allowed one

later commentator to claim that "the concept of the sacred [was] an essential category of

social thought" that transcended the "narrow concept" of religion as it is commonly

defined.lT The importance Durkheim places on symbols that represent the sacred also has

a logical extension to the secular symbols that communities use to protect their values. He

wrote:

15 Alexander J C. Social-Sructural Analysis: Some Notes on is History and Prospecs, 1984. The

S o cio lo gic al Quar terly, 25:. 5-26: 15.

16 D*kh"irn (lglz\,op ciq 409. See also, Pickering V/ S F. Durkheim's Sociology of Religion: Themes

andTheories. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1984; 126' 127.

17 tick"ring (1984), op cit; 161.
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"reDresentations" society itself has fashioned ... Profane
ttrbsie wñiðñ èãch oTus cônstructs from our own sense data

The "sacred" or the values of the community group are its collective ideals.19

Social theorists focused on the sacred as reflecting order, stability and

continuity. One example has been "civil teligion", the idea that the community has rituals

that, while not explicitly religious, help keep the group together and emphasise the

outside, the things beyond the group.2O In a structural context, the dichotomy has been

said to be essential in defining and understanding classifications, establishing opposites

and identifying things that lay outside the boundaries of the community. The

anthropologist Edmund Leach emphasised the importance of classifications and

demarcations for communities :

Uncertainty
language cu a man or
a beast; eith to any

building I am either inside or outside. But tc e to its
opposité entails passing through an ambigu-ous."threshold", u state of uncert_ainty

*'here roles are ôonfuséd and éven reversêd. This marginal position is regularly
hedged about by taboo.2l

This dichotomy between the "sacred" and the "profane" is explored by the

narrative part of this thesis. It takes the "sacred" to be the collective views and ideas that a

community holds about itself - its values. The "profane" are the things outside the group,

the things that evoke disorder and chaos. These are not absolutes. As indicated there a¡e

no theorotical limits to the subject matter of the "sacred" and the "profane". Some suggest

powerful continuities in human thought such as the idea that the leper is "unclean". The

18 Durkheim E. Concerning the Definition of Retigious Phenomenq,(t8!9) reproduced in Pickeri-ng W q F.

Orlm"im on Retigion.Lonäon: RoutleAge aïO fe-ga r Paul, 1975; 95. See alsb, Durkheim (1912), op ciq
37,39 and Pickeiing (1984), op cit; 119.

19 Durkheim E. The Dualism of Hrunan Nature (1914) reproduced in Wolff K H. Emile Durkheim, 1858-

1917. Columbus: Ohio State Univ P, 1960; 335.

20 S." the entry Civit Retigion (Johnson_H M) {r {upgr^ | ?l{ Kuper J eds. The Social Science

Encyclopaedi¿. London: Rbuttedge and Kegan Paul, 1985. 109.

2l LeachE and Aycock D A. Structuralist Interpretation of Biblical Myth. Canbridge: Cambridge U P'
t983; 15.
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dichotomy is also open to opportunistic representation. For example, governments anxious

for electoral favour can define in legislation what is sacred and what is profane. They can

create stark categories of "sacred" - the thing to be protected - and "profane" - the threat to

the sacred.

In the light of the narrative, it is argued that the threat to the collective was often

articulated in terms of health and disease; those symbols of "impure powers" - corpses and

sickness. The measures taken to protect the sacred from the profane were often justifred

formally in terms of public health. The narrative sustains Leach's idea that people who

cross boundaries prompt confusion, are dangerous and, in a physiological manifestation of

their poltuted status, are seen as diseased and a threat to the health of the community.

Ideas about disease and outsiders shed light on the anxieties and responses that have kept

social groups separate and have identified intruders. The manifestations of disease also

demonstrate the polluted status of the person with whom the disease is linked. They

illustrate the danger he or she poses to the community. These two ideas reinforce each

other: strangers a¡e said to introduce disease as an expression ofthe threat they present as

"outsiders", while the idea (real or imagined) of disease, among outsiders becomes the

demonstration of that threat.

Collective Representations

Durkheim said that the things that identihed the "sacred" were "beliefs, myths,

dogmas and legends". He referred to them as "collective representations". They were

beliefs and ideas that were socially generated, responded to social concerns, corresponded

to the structure of the community from which they came and operated as though they had

an autonomous existence.22 Most importantly, collective representations sat outside the

individual, they were a "thing" of the community, an aspect of Durkheim's idea of society

as a "reality sui generis."23 In Sociology and Phílosophy (published posthumously in

22 ThotnpsonK. Emite Durkheim. London: Ellis Horewood, Tavistock, 1982:62.

23 D*kh"irn (lgl2),op cit; 16 & 444,Lukes, op cit; 19.
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lg24),Durkheim described collective representations as "partially autonomous realities

which lead their own life", that could "attract and repel" each other, form new syntheses

and engender new representations. He referred to "the luxuriant growth of myths and

legends" as evidence for his views.% Adam Kuper described collective representations as

social values and norms, embedded in the individual's consciousness thlough the process

of socialisation.25

The "poisoned well" stories of Chapter 1 fit within this idea as does the

enduring myth that Chinese restaurants serve cat to their customers in place of more

traditional forms of meat. This latter "myth" emphasised the view of the Chinese as

threatening strangers; their alleged culinary mis-classifications as "dangerous" to

Australian ways of seeing and evidence of the danger of the Chinese outsider in Australia-

Another collective representation that is more deeply embedded in European culture is the

legend of the Wandering Jew, described in Chapter 5 as an example of a "dangerous

stranger".

Myths and legends have an important place in communities. Keith Thomas, in

Religion and the Decline of Magic, described persistent myths and prophesies, which

claimed thei¡ authority from antiquity or from God and, had cunency in the 17th century.

Their subject matter varied but themes such as the Arthurian legends or the overthrow of

historic invaders such as the Normans were recurring. Although Thomas rejected their

historical accuracy, he pointed out that these prophesies "presupposed a continuity

between present and past."26 The narrative examines the embedded nature of a number of

public health themes and beliefs, such as the idea that persons who are suffering from

disease wilfully seek to infect others, arguing that they also provide a continuity between

present and past and are a collective expression of the community process.

The Durkheimian idea of "collective representations" gives a continuity and a

framework for the events described in the nÍurative. It allows us to interpret recurring

24 D*kh.i. E. Sociology ønd Philosopåy. London: Cohen and West, f 953; 31. See also Lukes, op cit; 8

25 Kuper A. Anthropology and Anthropologists. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983; 50.

26 Thor^ K. Retigion ønd the Decline of Magic.Ilarmondswofh: Penguin, l97l;469 and 513.
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ideas such as the poisoned well as a general collective response by a community. It

provides individual "public health" stories with a context that links the historical with the

contemporary and interprets them as aspects of a general social phenomenon.

Effervescence

In Durkheim's view communities were not static; they were undergoing

change, sometimes extreme change. He focused on periods of intense social change and

times of crisis, arguing that they prompted periods of re-defi.nition and renewal that he

called "efferyescent" periods. He believed that sometimes, during periods of rapid social

change or revolutionary periods, the need for communities to identify themselves, to

define their boundaries and to classify who was "in" and who was "out" would become

more explicit and more urgent:

teractions have
and assemble
is characteristic

Effervescence was centrally a collective process, the product of the group

coming together. It was most intense when people "are assembled together and are in

immediate relations with one another, when they all partake of the same idea and the same

sentiment."28 States of "effervescence" have also been described within a religious

context. The Pentecostal tradition of tatking in tongues is one example.29 Whether the

context is religious or secular, the dominant factor is the intense collective activity

applying equally to crowds and to congregations.30 It also brings with it a re-creative

aspect. Pickering wrote "if effervescence is a vehicle for the creation of new ideas and

27 Durkheim (lglz),op ciq 210.

28 D*kh"i. (Iglz),op cit; 345. See also, Pickering (1984), op cit; 390.

29 Pi"k"ring (1934), op cit; 393.

30 L,rk"s, op cit;462. Pickering (1984), op cit; 383.
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activities, it is also the vehicle for the re-creation and reaffirmation of moral and spiritual

life."31

Durkheim does not locate effervescence within particular historical

contexts. pickering suggests that both the social changes of the Carolingian period and

some of the events surrounding the Crusades qualify to be called "effervescent periods".

They were times of crisis and change that prompted people to come together and reaffirm

their collective values in the face of those changes.32 There were periods in Australian

history that were effervescent, periods of uproar and change. These were periods that

focused on the changing and reshaping of Australian society such as during the gold

rushes of the 1850s and 1860s, and periods of emerging nationalism in the late 19th

century. V/ithin these periods there were specific issues: the responses to Chinese

immigration during the gold-rush; their (Chinese) implication in the epidemics of

smallpox and plague in the late 19th century. The anti-Chinese campaigns of the 1880s

occurred during a period when the Australian communities were reaffrrming their

nationalist values and looking towards Federation. These campaigns and the restrictive

legislation that followed them were incorporated into the nationalist agenda and

culminated in the White Australia Policy.33 They protected nascent Australia from

outgroups. They located the stranger (generally a person who was not Anglo-Saxon) as a

rhreat and then distanced them in law, policy and public opinion. Public health played a

prominent part in this Process.

While extreme and sudden changes are publicised as historical "events",

communities also routinely renew collective values. National gatherings and holidays,

commemorations, such as ANZAC Day, "recharge" the sacredness.34 These events focus

31 lick".ing, op cit; 388.

32 Rnea B. The Future of the Sociotogical Classics. London: George Allen and Unwin, 1981; 29.

Effñllceni é"""ts *¡i'rórrã" impönant part of the historical coñtext within which the health issues a¡e

considered in the narrative.

33 S"" Briøin A M. Victoria, The Chinese and the Federal Idea, 1887-1888, 1969. ANU Hist J,No 6: 44-

60.
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the communities for which they are significant and express the collective sentiments of the

group. In 19th century Australia there were days of significance. American Independence

day was one example that was celebrated here and focused on liberties and ideals.3s Such

a day commemorated the formation of a new society, free of the old European constraints

on individual liberty. To the goldfield diggers it symbolised independence, freedom from

alien threats such as the Chinese diggers and freedom from the Colonial Authority that

protecred the Chinese and regulated the goldfields and the diggers' conduct more

generally. It may be significant that the 4 July 1854 and the 4 July 1857 (American

Independence Day) and the 14 July 1861 @astille Day) were the dates of three significant

outbreaks of violence against the Chinese, or were prompted by their presence, on the

Bendigo, Buckland (North east Victoria) and the Lambing Flat (New South Wales)

diggings respectively. V/hat was clearly signifrcant about these events was the broader

context in which they occurred. The Buckland and Lambing Flat disturbances were

tumultuous events that went broader than just being seen as anti-Chinese disturbances.

They were presented as threats to established order in Colonial sociery, as seditious

attacks on the British State - allegedly by a new nationalism that focused on republican

ideals - the American and French diggers were singled out for special mention in the

newspaper reports. The Chinese were the expression through which this tumult was

occurring.36

To summarise: Durkheim offered an interpretation of society that focused on

the community as an entity itself, aware of the "profane" intrusion from the outside. He

argued that societies articulated themselves in their collective representations - a broad

35 S." for example, the report in the Age, 6 July, 1857; 6'

protection of the Chinese.
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range of things including myths and beliefs - and that during periods of effervescence'

rapid change or crisis the need to protect the community becomes all the more imperative.

Durkheim's theory is used to consider the idea that disease is the threat and the

visible manifestation of chaos and disorder associated with the "other". The powerful and

often ritual response to disease is focused by the lens of Durkheim's theory: dirt, disease

and disorder are expressions of the "profane" and evidence of its incursion into the world

of the "sacred". Public health laws can be seen as boundary fences that police and protect

the social margins from that incursion.

3 LATER DURKFIEIMIAN TFIEORISTS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO PUBLIC

IIEALTH

Twentieth century social theorists have relied substantially upon Durkheim's

witing. Talcott Parsons has portrayed his work in a functionalist context emphasising his

ideas of law and social values as institutionalised within communities.3T Parson's

influential interpretation has bestowed a conservative mantle on Durkheim and has also

made his earlier work, in particular The Divísion of Labour in Sociery (1893), more

prominent than later work such asThe Elementary Forrns of the Religious Life. One

functionalist application of Durkheim was Kai Erikson's study of the Salem witch trials in

17th century New England, an event Erikson interpreted as aboundary crisis, a response

by a community under the threat of change. This response operated to define more closely

and tighten the boundary of the Puritan New England community in such a way as to

construct the dimensions of a deviant and threatening world outside those bounda¡ies - in

this case, the world of the persons defined as witches. Here, as elsewhete, when

ction,Vol l. New York Free Press, 1968; chapær 8
n Durkheim in the International Encyclopedia of

en

ry. London: Macmillan, 1984; 58.)
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communities were under threat, the boundaries were tightened.3S Anthony Giddens has

argued that this functionalist emphasis has detracted from a fuller interpretation of

Durkheim, that it has represented his work as becoming "more and more dominated by the

notion of moral consensus which thus almost completely blanks out his parallel concern

with modes of institutional change."39

The functionalist view of Durkheim has been prominent for a long time. More

recent writers, including the anthropologist Mary Douglas, whose work is significant for

this thesis, have used his theory to identify and focus on deeper "below the surface"

descriptions of underlying structures in communities.ao Douglas' elaboration is important

for a public health focus, in particular for the development of a central argument that

pollution or contamination is seen as the consequence of breaching social and physical

boundaries. She has argued that such a perception is a featu¡e of contemporary Western

society as much as it is of ancient or exotic cultures.4l When used in its cultural or

ritualistic sense, "pollution" caries the idea that a transgressor has been marked or defiled,

has become impure and unclean and even a danger to the community. This also has great

public health significance: the idea of ritual pollution has a physical context of meaning.

The idea of something being "unclean" or "defiled" suggests disease and contamination.

This is important; ritual pollution avoidance has not been an explicit feature of British and

Australian communities in the 19th and 20th centuries. However, as the narrative shows,

public health issues have been important and, as Douglas has argued, "physiological

pollutions become important as symbolic expressions of other undesirable conduct."42

38 Erikson K.WaywardPtuitans.New York: Wiley, 196ó. See also Jhomqsgn K. Beliefs anllQeoJogy.
London: Ellis Hoiewood, Tavisúock, t986; 43, and Brett J. Robert Menzies' Forgotten People' Sydney:

Macmillan, 1992:92.

39 Gidd"n. A,. Proftles and Critiques in SocialTheory. London: Macmillan, 1982;44 and 46.

40 It has been said that Mary Douglas and Victor Tumer (who described rituals of collective solidarity.in .

African communiries and thé ¡n¡ali ttrat happen on ttre boùndaries of those -co4m¡4tief'remain within the'-?3ü:3i'#f'rii!,1:8:,:í'?ä'tri'"'ilTl,:H"*¡,i'11"

Cornell Univ P, 1969.

41 Douglas M. "Pollution" in Sills D L ed. The Internqtional Encyclopedia of Social Sciences. New York:
Macmillan and The Free Press, 1968.

42 Douglas, "Pollution", op cit; 340.
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Thus the stranger, the intruder, is seen as dirty and diseased (ttre manifestation of his or

her "polluted" status) and a danger to others. Public health controls and policies

responded to this by focusing on and sustaining the idea of the stranger as dangerous.

Within this general framework, a recent focus for "late Durkheim" analysis is

John Alexander's edited book Durkheímian Socíology: Cultural Studies, which brings

together a collection of essays that use a Durkheimian framework, to consider a range of

specific social events from the French Revolution to Watergate.43 These contributions are

informed by Durkheim's idea of the "sacred" and the "profane" and the importance of the

boundary in separating and protecting the sacred.

This brief survey of Durkheimian theorists suggests that the boundary question is

important for both functionalist writers such as Erikson, for whom boundaries a¡e a

protective mechanism for groups under threat, and for structuralists, for whom separations

are important in the process of classifying people and objects. In both cases, boundaries,

the definition of the community and its separation and protection from incursions are

important foci for understanding social activity.

4 SIGNIFICANCE OF SYMBOLS

This thesis ilgues that public health laws and views about public health in the

many historical contexts, discussed in later chapters can be seen as symbols or expressions

of other issues, of boundary maintenance and the separation of the sacred from the

profane. Communities have lived and continue to be vivified by a world of symbols,

expressed in a number of ways including rituals and laws. Their meaning can only be

understood if a questioner is prepared to go beyond the surface of the ritual or the

legislative control in question. While the formal, descriptive content of the law or ritual

43 Alexander J C ed. Durkheimian Sociology: Cultural Studies. Cambridge: Cambridge U P, 1988. The
stated purpose of this set of studies is to bring an analysis of the symbolic phenomena of Durkheim's work
more directly into sociology. (See ¡ age 1)
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CHAPTER 3 BOUNDARIES AND PUBLIC HEALTH

1 GENERAL GORDON'S STATUE

Towards the southern end of Melbourne's Spring Street stands a bronze statue of

General Charles Gordon who was killed in the Sudan on Australia day 1885. Fifty

thousand Victorians subscribed to a fund for its erection. So enthusiastic were they that

enough money remained to establish the Gordon Institute for Boys, to echo locally the

dead General's work among the neglected boys of East London. Gordon's death had a

remarkable impact on Australians, prompting a wave of patriotic responses and civic

mourning. Colonial Expeditionary Forces to avenge his death were promised and

excitement ran to such a pitch that even the small country to\iln of Warrnambool offered a

contingent.t The statue's unveiling was a substantial affair. The Age report estimated that

between 7,000 to 8,000 people crowded into Spring Street to hear the Governor and other

dignitaries (accompanied by the members of the Gordon Cadet Band) perform the

ceremony. An identical statue had been erected in Trafalgar Square eight months

previously, a fact the Governor mentioned when he spoke of how "a scattered people

could be one at heart." He spoke also of his hope that both the statue and Gordon's life

would "educate generations yet to come."2

Many of those attending the unveiling crowded up Spring Street and were literally

a stone's throw from Parliament House. This brought them within a zorue that prohibited

more than f,rfty people from coming together for any political or unlawful purpose. Since

theirs was manifestly a patriotic pu{pose, the prohibition was ignored. The Act that

created this zone had been passed hurriedly in 1860 as a result of a riot around the

Parliament buildings thought so serious that the Colonial authorities had summoned the

militia and prepared for the full onslaught of mob rule.3 The apparent purpose of the riot

I Age t4February, 1885; 9.

2 Age 27 June, 1889; 5.

3 An Act for Securing the Freedom of the Deliberations of Parliament and for Preventing Disorderly
Meetings,1860 (24 Victoria, no 108.)
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was to protest against the delays in reforming the Colony's land laws. The Age suggested

that more sinister forces were at work. Describing the disturbance as a "contemptible

display" of mob rule and "an outrage on the public peace", it was said to be the work of a

few "evil disposed persons" in the crowd. Police evidence suggested that some of the

rioters were wearing and distributing red ribbons, proof that they were there for some

"ulterior purpose." One officer saw "many persons with the same red mark." The fuli

significance of this mark or its purpose was not spelt out. It may have indicated support

for the Italian populist Garibaldi whose name was mentioned in speeches beforehand.

Certainly, it hinted that the challenge to'wealth and power in Victoria might be wider than

just land reform.a

The Melbourne sfteet-scape that General Gordon's bronze gaze cornmanded bore

evidence of orderly prosperity. The Government buildings of Spring Street and Treasury

place were splendid classical monuments to colonial pride and success, tributes to

"Marvellous Melbourne", the largest city in Australia. Less than four hundred yards away

there was another world, the Chinatown of Littte Bourke Street. So remote was this place

of darkness from the brilliantly lit prosperity of neighbouring streets that it took on the

fascination of a distant and exotic world to which a visit, on one account, was something

akin to Dante's descent into hell or a "walk in the shadow of death." In this place the

Chinese took on the form of animals, gliding "soft footed" and menacingly from their

gambling houses and opium dens. Those who descended into the dark lanes and narrow

alleys of Chinatown, this other world of vice and degradation, had left Marvellous

Melbourne far behind them.s

General Gordon's statue stood within a web of actual and notional boundaries'

First, in commemorating the gallant deeds of George Gordon, the statue was elevating the

idealised Englishman, standing in stark contrast to his heathen foes. Indeed, Gordon's life

4,l,ge 3}August, 1860; 4, 5.

5 Hume F W. The Mystery of a Hansom Caå. London: Hansom Cab Pub Co, 1887. See also, Davison G et

al ed. The Outcasts õ¡ tøe'lbõurne. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1985; chapter 2.
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took on something of a mythical quality. His good works among London's destitute poor,

his suppression of the slave trade, the popular picture of him at the head of native armies,

armed only with a bibte and a cane, made him pre-eminently an Imperial patriot whose

civilising mission, both at home and abroad, was to bring light into da¡kness. Gordon was

the spirit of civilised England.o

At another level, the outpouring of grief in colonial Australia at the news of

Gordon's death was a collective statement about the Empire that Australians saw

themselves a part of. In offering detachments for the Sudan, the Colonies were ready to

do their part "as an integral portion of Empire."7 BY their offers, the Colonial

governments and the many Australians who supported them could reaffirm their position

as adherents to civilised values. This contrasted with the threatening heathen savages that

were epitomised in Gordon's foe and assailant the "Mad Mahdi." Heathen savages were

also believed to threaten Australia from other directions and when the New South Wales

contingent left Sydney Cove to commence its undistinguished campaign in the Sudan,

Australian governments had for two decades been passing laws to preserve V/hite

Australia by resricting Asiatic immigration. This process had achieved a renewed

intensity by the time of Gordon's death and the need to keep the menacing yellow and

black hordes at bay by securing Australian boundaries against them was widely accepted,

even by those who remained critical of the Sudan adventure.

Second, the Act passed so hastily in 1860, that created a special zone around

Spring Street, was described as an Act "for securing the freedom of the deliberations of

Parliament and for preventing disorderly meetings." It was not a new idea, similar English

legislation was passed in 1817.4 In the most obvious sense, it created a protective

boundary around the engine house of the established constitutional process, a protection of

the "sacred" from the profanity of mob rule. It also emphasised the boundary between

6 A. Th.,Age eulogised, his was the character of the crusader and the covenanter and his death would cause
"a thrill of päin throîughout the civilised world." (Age lZFebruary, 1885; 5.)

7 Age 14 February, 1885;9.

8 Seditious Meetings and Assemblies Act,l8l7 (5'7 Geo III, C19.) This was in response to the fear of civil
unrest during the turbulent period that followed the Napoleonic wars.
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classes, the privileged groups who had no want of change and those for whom a better life

depended upon it.

Third, by the time of Gordon's death the Chinese population in Victoria numbered

about 10,000. It was falling away from a high of about 25,000 some thirty years before to

about 2,500 by the time of Federation. This was a very small proportion of the Victorian

population yet the Chinese were reviled and subject to a campaign of quite extraordinary

virulence. They were seen as dirty, diseased and economically and morally threatening to

Europeans. Laws were passed to restrict their entry to Australia and to disadvantage them

socially and in the workplace. Popular magazines such as the Bulletin carried stories that

served as warnings to Europeans of the dangers of the Chinese and of associating with

them. Crowded together, through poverty and necessity rather than through choice, their

"Chinatowns" became a byword for vice and disease. The barriers that separated the

Chinese from V/hite Australia were profound, both within the Colonies and at their

borders, culminating in the White Australia Policy that policed the boundaries of the

country for the better part of the twentieth century.

This Chapter considers the general issue of boundaries, of which public health

regulations a.re a part. It argues that boundaries exist in many contexts, some physical,

some notional, delineating social as well as spatial differences. Many of these boundaries

take the subject of health in the sense that the dangers beyond the boundary, that are kept

separate from the community, are articulated in health contexts. This danger, prompted by

outsiders, was often characterised as being to the health of the community. Public health

needs thus played an important role in justifying restrictive measures against strangers.

This chapter considers the idea of boundaries in a general context and then focuses on

their public health signif,rcance.

The visitor to Gordon's statue was presented with a series of boundaries. Some

existed at law; some could be visualised. Others rwere notional, yet they powerfully

distinguished order from chaos or darkness from light. Boundaries distinguish the "good"

and the "orderly" within from the "threatening" and the chaotic outside. The world of
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General Gordon, as for many 19th century Australians, was the world of imperial values

and constitutional order and the prosperity of European development. These were

challenged by the other worlds of the Mahdi, the mob and the Chinaman.

2 THE CONSTRUCTION OF BOUNDARIES

Boundaries mark the limit of territory and perception. They separate one thing

from another. As a physical marking out of territory, boundaries seem to have existed

since prehistoric times and frontier posts, fences and road side signs are all modern visual

representations of the limits of communities, marking and defining territory.e Boundaries

also separate the "known" from the "unknown" and crossing these borders and entering

into the physical space that lay beyond could prove threatening to the adventurer. Some

of these spaces were mystical other worlds, such as St Brendan's islands.l0 Others were

actual locations invested with special meaning such as the "fairy hills", reported

throughout Europe as the homes of elves, dwarfs and fairies. The magical status of these

particular sites was often protected by taboos, which emphasised their boundaries and set

them apart from the rest of the countryside.ll Because of their role as gatewa)¡s to other

worlds boundaries have been regarded as "dangerous." Th-resholds, crossroads, fords and

bridges became mysterious places. For example, to stand at midnight (itself a boundary)

on the point where three parishes met was to court disaster.12 In a study of medieval and

ancient fairs, Dexter remarked that "fairs held on the boundary were very ancient" and that

Hermes, a god of the boundaries was also a god of fairs and markets. It is worth noting

9 Th"r" were megalithic stones of England's West Country which have beeninterprelejl.as-serving the
function of bounãary stones (Watkins A. fhe Old StraightTrack.I-ondon: Abacus, 1974;27 .)

10 Webb J F. The Lives of the Saints. Harmondsworth: Penguin, L965:.34 (Voyage of St Brendan.)

1 1 Simpson J. E w op e an My tho lo gy. London : Hamlyn, 1987 ; 36.

12 simpson, op círi34 &37.
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that fairs were places associated with misrule and chaos and became the subject of

restrictive controls (both public health and public order) in Victorian England.ts

Boundaries also define the "known" world and have been exemplified in a

ceremonial way. A prominent example is the rogation week ceremony of "Beating the

Bounds", which still occurs in Britain. Described in Brand's Popular Antiquíties, it

involves the parish clergy and choir in a walk to each marked corner of the parish at which

point a rite is conducted. The beneficial effects of this ceremony were claimed by

Herbert's Country Parson (1652) to include:

Justice in the preservation of bounds. Charitie^in.l^gving, walking, and neighbourly
accompanying one another, with reconciling of differences... Mercie in relieving
the poor by a liberal distribution" la

Anticipating Durkheim by some 250 years, Herbert's explanation describes a process of

definition and inward strengthening of the parish by this ceremony of defining its

margins.ls

Boundaries remain important. The more obvious examples are the major

Australian \ilar memorials which, in both a spatial and a legal way, create a clear

separation of the "sacred" from the "profane." The formal, ordered layout and the

powerful symbolism of these places emphasise their physical and spiritual separation from

the rest of the city. In Melbourne, visitors to the Shrine of Remembrance are reminded

that they are entering "holy ground." These boundaries have also been defined

legislatively. In South Australia, a better code of conduct is required by persons

approaching the Adelaide memorial than is required for the rest of the City. Persons

13 D.*t"t T F G. rs. Perranporth (Cornwall). New Knowledge hess, undated
(1920s); sections 3 sh Fairs Ãct,1871. 

^This 
gave the Government the power to

òtose afy fairs whi ssary or the cause of grievous immorality."

14 Brand J. Observations on Popular Antiquities. London: Chatto and Vy'indus, 190,0; 113. This ceremony
was thought to have been based on the Roman feast of Termlnaliq._(See "Terminus" Hammond N G L and

Sculla¡d lln. f ne Oxford Classical Dictionary . Oxford: Oxford U P, 1970.)

Ellis Horewood, Tavistock, 1985; 53 Van Gennep A.
P, 1960; 175.)
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within its precincts, must be "decently and respectably clothed" and not of "bad

chatacter."l6

Boundaries are also a visual expression of classifications and the social

representation of space. In 19th century Britain, these classification were prominently

those of rich and the poor. In 1849, Edward Miall described the physical layout of English

churches in the following way:

The poor man is made to feel that he is a poor
rich.- ... the graduated scale of pews, the free
separation between class and class.lT

man, the rich is reminded that he is
sittings, if there are any, keep up the

This was one example of a physical layout that separated the classes. The

orderly and planned nature of the new towns proposed in Victorian Britain provided a

visually grander example of this process. Orderliness and cleanliness were said to be the

prominent virtues of the new towns. Physical separation was also cenffal to the scheme.

In Titus Salt's new town "Saltaire" for example, the houses of the managerial classes were

distinctly sepalate from the workers' houses. Robert Cheesman wrote:

There was no "chaos" in this plan where, through the careful classification of like
people ... into discrete spatial zones, the architects had achieved a "sense of
otder."18

16 S.. Russell W B. U¡e Witl Remember Them: The Story of the Shrine of Remembrance. Melbourne:
Trusreesoftheshrinepub,lg8S;72,73&.61. CityofAdelaideBy-Law,LXIII(InRespectoftheNational
Soldiers' Memorial),1950; clauses .2 &.4. This provision should be co_mpared with a.statue of Edward VI,

> ihe consecrated area of a church was "polluted" by an act of
occur remonial process was required
Thom and the Decline of Magic.
of the tection of the "sacred" is the

ich restricts the context within which words such as

on with any commercial venture). A reason being that
ghtly used." (South Ausralian Parliamentary Debates,

26 November, 1920; 1916.)

17 tn Jay E Cambridge.U.P, 1983;98. Miall's
description recedenl Christopher-Fl_ill noted that
during ttre r e poor" from church. QItll C. The

WorldTurn

18 Cheesman R. Patlerns in Perpetuity. Adelaide: Thomton House, 1986; 149.
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Here, spatial boundaries emphasised social boundaries and physical separation was

associated with orderliness. Another Victorian planner spoke of the need to segregate or

zone "naturally different social classes."le

Even without the planners' forethought, separation of classes occurred as a

simple function of economics and the urban slums seemed a world away from the affluent

parts of the city. The chaos, dirt and disorder of the Sheffield slums were described by the

prominent town planner C C Reade in the following terms:

[The visitor] wanders down lane after lane, narrow and ditty, and dominated by
that overwhelming sense of disorder; children in droves, unwashed women ... and
gnmy workmen2o

This idea presents the vision of dirt and disorder within the working class

domain of the slums. In the eye of its middle class beholder, dirt was associated with

disorder, with misclassification, with the opposite of the orderly classification of the

planners. In these ways, the blight of the Victorian slums contrasted orderly prosperity

with the gnmy and chaotic profanity of the urban poor. Whether this separation occurred

through economic disparities or through efforts to positively order the built environment

and maintain what was seen as the "natural" separation of the social classes, the effect was

the same. Both were visual expressions of the vast boundary that lay between the social

classes.2l

19 mio; t6s.

20 Citø in Hutchings A and Bunker R ed. With Conscious Purpose, Adelaide: 'Wakefield Press, 1986; 47.
The segregation of homeless people from affluent sectors of cities is a feature of 20th Century urban design
and policing. In his study of Los Angeles, Davis describes this as a policy of containment. (Davis M.
Afterword - A Logic Like Hell's: Being Homeless in Los Angeles, I99I. UCLA Løw Review, 39: 325-332.)

21 this idea was also expressed in the comparison between the depictions of the "orderly, family centered,
pre urban wodd" of rural America compared with the chaos of the new indusEial cities. (See Boyer P.
Urbqn Masses qnd Moral Order in America 1820-1920. Canrbridge (Mass.): Harvard Univ P, 1978; 32 and
illustration.) This representation of the world through spatial contexts has been recognised in both large and
small scales. S J Tambiah provides an example of the layout of rural housing in Thailand. Here: "the
architectu¡e of the house becomes a central grid to which a¡e linked (in a precise and ordered way)
categories of the human and animal word." (Douglas M ed. Rules and Meanings. Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1973;132.) At the grander level, Taylor has demonstrated how the German Nazi party utilised rituals and
massed displays in conjunction with powerful visual symbols as a necessary way of expressing its ideology.
(Taylor S. Symbol and Ritual Under National Socialism, 1984. British J. of Sociology,32: 5M-520.)
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A central issue about boundaries is that dangers lie beyond them. This point

has been a part of the "way of seeing" of many communities. For example, the dangers of

remote "other worlds" was a subject of popular Victorian literature where fictional hetoes,

ignoring the warnings of terrified inn keepers or desertion by guides, push deoper into

inhospitable regions where vampires and other horrors were said to lurk.22 Some

expressions of these dangers will be considered here. Significantly, they were sensed

rather than real. They prompted detailed accounts of fantastic figures and other worlds

that lay, menacing, beyond the boundary of the known world. Most importantly, they had

the effect of defining the boundaries and values of the communities that defined those

dangers. Threats to health took a consistent role in the expression of those dangers.

Cannibal beliefs were one prominent example of this.

Cannibal beliefs have a rich and varied history which is part of the folklore of

many communities. Cannibals were a species of monstrous beings who were said to lie

beyond the boundaries of the known world. W Arens, a scholar of cannibal beliefs,

maintains that they contain and transmit "significant cultural messages."23 A common

thread of beliefs was that man eating occurred beyond the boundaries of civilised

communities. For Herodotus, cannibals lived beyond a gteat desert. For others, they lived

across the seas in the new world, or in darkest Africa and, more recently, in the most

remote and inaccessible parts of New Guinea. These were far off and unknown regions.2+

There is also a tradition of domestic cannibalism. Here cannibals were said to

be the marginal and threatening people within the writer's own coÍlmunities. Both Jews

and witches were said to have eaten Christian babies and cannibalism was a sign of their

es.
There
See

23 Arens W. The Man Eating Myth. Ortord: Oxford U P,1979; 182.

24[bidi 10, 22 See also Koch K F. "cannibalism" in Hunter D E and Whitten P e'd'. Encyclopedia of
Anthropology. New York: Harper and Roe, 1976.
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marginal "outside" status.2s The linking of cannibalism with unpopular minorities has

occurred in the 20th century and cannibal stories remain a powerful ingredient of modern

urban horror.26

Cannibal beliefs have worked their way into popular tradition and are still

accepted by many as real phenomena.n For example, they have worked their way

powerfully into folk beliefs. Popular European nursery stories portray cannibals, eager to

eat children who have wandered into strange places as Jack and the Beanstalk and Hansel

and Gretel illustrate. Yet, little, if any, reliable evidence of ritual cannibalism is

available.2s As with witchcraft, cannibal beliefs are interesting in terms of what they say

about the communities who made them. It is important to consider why cannibal beliefs

exist and how this relates to the idea of boundaries.

The cannibal stories, like the even richer vein of fairy stories, illustrate the

dichotomy between the known world of the community and the unknown world beyond it.

urope.London:
vP,I943i 125, ular
Newall Y. The :

26 ¡,tggg
and ci¡cum of
witchcraft,
Flames." Á ish

children during World V/a¡ II. One described a rumour, current. in Romania at the rime, that a Jewish
Vampire was devou¡ing Christian children.

27 Arens,op cit; 13.

28 Arens, op cit; 36 and 150. The villains in the cannibal stories
bevond the 

-boundaries 
of civilised communities or people akead e

ceñtre. The view that they eat human flesh further categorises th
"non-human" nature and the th¡eat that they present to the comm

' as childhood terrors could also be considered in this
of Cannibali.sm. Washington: Society for

Another group of cannibals were described as having tails. These stories a¡e interesting because the

presence or absence of tails is a significant marker between civilised humans and brute "savages." It was

also an ancient Devonshi¡e belief that people in Cornwall, ie beyond thei¡ boundaries, were born with tails

"and were scarcely to be classed with Ch¡istian people." Baring-GouldS. Curious Myths of the Middle Ages

New York: University Books, 1961; 145 &157. (This is a reprint of essays originally written 1866-1868.)
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They are an expression of the dangers that lie beyond the boundary. In these stories, the

physical boundary is supplanted by a notional boundary that contained the ideas around

which the community was organised. Outsiders, physically within communities, but

outside its idea of self were marginalised and marked in various ways. The belief that

Jews and people described as witches ate humans was an expression of this. The cannibal

stories defined the boundary in the sense that they located outlandish behaviour and

provided a reference point from which those who accepted the stories could look inwards

and protect and strengthen their own values.

Views about convicts in 19th century Australia provide another example of

dangers imagined to lie beyond the boundaries of a fragile community. In 1788, over half

the European population of Australia were convicts and fo¡ the next 70 years, a significant

part of the European population were or had been convicts.2e Firstly, convicts were

outcasts from the world of 18th and 19th century Britain, thrust into the chaotic other

world of savagery and darkness, and whose outcast status was said to cloak them with a

dangerous contagion.:o Then, within the boundaries of developing Australia, the free

settlers displayed a growing antagonism to the "polluting" threat of the convict SlStem.3l

This antagonism was articulated in such a way as to make the boundary between free

settlers and convict central.

Free settlers saw the convict society as quite separate and potentially

corrupting and threatening. They constructed their idea of community so as to exclude the

convict community from it, seeing all convicts as outsiders. This separation was

supported by the general idea, held by respectable society, that convicts were inevítably

29 B.t*."n 1805 and 1836, ttre sometime convict population of New South V/ales was between 30Vo and
46Vo of the total population. Sherington G. Australiq's Immigrants. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, t980;24.

30 Wtrite R. Inventing Australia. Sydney: Allen andUnwin, 1981; 16.

31 See theArgus 22 August, 1849 (cited in GrantJ and Serle G. The Melbourne Scene 1803-1956.
Melboume: MèlbUniv p,1957; 63.) Seegenerally, HirstJ B. Convict Society øndits Enemies. Sydney:
Allen and Unwin, 1983.
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depraved. They were described as "the very dregs of society", never trusted and always to

be kept safely at arms length.lz The convict taint was said by some to be hereditary'

Commenting on a particularly violent rape in Sydney in 1886, the Queensland Figaro

introduced the story by saying of the assailants: "the detestable seed of the old convictism

of Botany Bay is yielding poison plants true to its heredity."33 Convicts were seen as

fundamentally different from free settlers, a difference emphasised in a number of ways

the distanced them; for example, there was their apparent inability to feel pity and to

exercise the sensitivities of their betters.3a Their improvidence and unrestrained search for

immediate gatification was another way in which they were distanced. Several writers

complained that when food was short, convicts immediately ate whatever they could with

no thought for tomorrow.35 These shortcomings were said to originate from the convicts

themselves rather than the convict system. They were accepted as examples of the

distinction, expressed in the Parliamentary Enquiry into the Report on Transportation

(Molesworth Committee) L838, between the free settlers, who were described as "the men

of thrift and probity", and the convicts, described as "the children of intemperance."36

Other examples of the convicts' innate depravity could be gleaned from stories

such as their tearing pages from the bible to make playing ca¡ds.37 There were also more

spectacular and terrifying examples. At the public executions, the condemned man was

sometimes seen to remain unrepentant, even joking about his fate and refusing to

acknowledge the awful authority of the State over his body. Such moral anarchy, even in

c.)

I'l;uu
Faber,

1987;320.)

33 Queensland Figaro,25 September, 1886; 445.

34 Laras A. The Aesthetics of Terror and the Personif,rcation of Power, 1986. Social Analysis , 19: 20-38;
29.

35 Ingleton, op cit; 126. Lattas, op ctt;27. Hirst, op cit; 34.

36 Molesworth, op cit; 8.

37 Hirst, op cit; 17.
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the face of death, was a powerful symbol of the gulf that separated convict and free

settler.3s

There were also the horrifying accounts of cannibalism allegedly practised by

escaped convicts in the bush. Cannibalism was a popular subject for the Sydney press of

the day. The reports generally were based on the uncorroborated statements of the

recaptured convict who confessed to eating fellow escapees while on the run. One such

story developed a series of powerful themes that emphasised the inhumanity of the

convicts. It was said that the "demon of evil" had possessed them; that their mutual fears

and murderous suspicions had reduced them to the status of wild beasts. Here the cannibal

theme was exalted and the brute and non-human status of the convict was emphasised in a

number of ways. They lacked even the collective solidarity of the group. Rather, they

lived in a state of dangerous anarchy.¡e This cannibal story makes an interesting contrast

with another story involving shipwrecked sailors on King Island, where the description of

what had apparently occurred was more grisly than the convict story. Yet, the sympathy

was for the crew who, as the title put it, were "compelled to lkill and] eat each other in

order to support existence." The sailors were "poor creatures" drawn together by

misfortune and their characterisation was that of people forced to undergo a horrifying and

inhuman ordeal rather than horrifying and inhuman people giving vent to their natural

depravity.+o

The moral gulf between convicts and free settlers was one thing. Convicts

were also said to be threatening. The possibility of a widespread convict rebellion was the

most obvious direct threat.4l There was also the view that their presence was corrupting.

In a submission to the Molesworth enquiry, the A¡chbishop of Dublin likened the convict

und in the description of an early execution in South

and to everything. He seemed actually to have gone
between the human and ttre brute creation"'

Low,1882;142.)

39 Ingleton, op cit:96,125.

40rbidi20z.

4 1 ttre Castle Hilt uprising of 1804 was an example of such I !lTe4, tho_qgh_ it_was quickly suppressed.

Cla¡k C ¡¿H. Histiry of Ãustalia, Vol L Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1962: l7l.
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settlement in New South Wales as a vast lazar-house "in which the morally tainted should

dwell alone."+2 He also claimed that this moral taint was contagious and risked "infecting"

the respectable free settlers.43 He saw the transportation system as a "river of choleta",

perpetually renewed at the source and daily, "carrying off fresh victims" including many

"[once] virtuous young women." Such anxieties emphasised the boundary between the

convicts and the respectable classes and emphasised the idea that the convicts must be

kept as a class apart until the eventual elimination of the transportation system itself.ø

The boundary between convict and free settler was seen as perrnanent as well

as profound. The convict stamp was the outward sign of perrnanent depraviry and

separation. Simply, convicts were born not made. Yet, some emancipated convicts rose

to positions of power and wealth in New South Wales. Notwithstanding, they remained

"inffuders" into respectable society. They were seen as anomalies, persons who had

entered improperly into free society. Emancipists were the butt of ridicule that exploited

their uncertain status as anomalies. For example, there was the story of Samuel Terry, the

rich ex-convict who reputedly kept his wife as a drudge to save money on servants. In

England, humorists played on the inversion of ex-convict politicians and magistrates

dispensing justice in an upside down land.4s The sresses that followed emancipation were

expressed in a series of social and political issues turning about the acceptability of

42 Mol"r*orth, op cit; 38. There is no evidence that ttre Archbishop ever visited New South Wales; he was
expressing his views about convicts generally.

43 tai¡,;52.
44 miO; 52. Prominent Englishmen, both at home an
William Wilberforce and the colonial clergyman J D

om the community of the free settler. Molesworth, op

cit;37.

ce

1986; chapter 7.)
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emancipists at dinner or their holding offîcial positions. This was coupled with assertions

that ex-convicts were continuing their old ways in different circumstances.46

The central issue in this process ,was the idea that people who though legally

free, and sometimes claiming the entitlements of prominent citizens, remained convicts "at

heart." This apparent crossing of the social boundaries made them anomalous in the eyes

of the free settlers. The settlers responded by defining the boundaries in such a way as to

continue to exclude the emancipists from free society. This was all the more important

given the fragile and isolated nature of Australian society in the early 19th century and

threats upon it, from both the convicts and the bush. A vision of convicts as pefinanently

excluded from their respectable society strengthened and protected the free settlers in their

own identity as respectable immigrants.

Boundaries mark the point between the known and the unknown. They

identify the limits of the community and delineate it from the world beyond. Taking

Durkheim's view, they separate the sacred from the profane. This discussion of

boundaries demonstrates how things were kept separate, for example, how the sacred was

defined and protected in the case of war memorials, how the threat outside the boundary

was afiiculated in the form of cannibals and how respectable society visualised boundaries

that distanced the threat believed to be presented by convicts and emancipists in colonial

Australia.

3 BOUNDARIES AND PUBLIC FIEALT

Boundaries are important issues in public health. Threats from outside are

often given shape as public health threats. The boundary that protects the group from the

46 Hitst, op cit; 153-167. Molesworth claimed that where emancipists acquired property,-this was usually
the resuit oÏ illegal or immoral activities and that the ownen of publi-c house,s were generally ex-convicts.
This thinking seived to maintain the bounda¡y between convict and free settler long after the formal
const¡aints on the former had been lifted. (Molesworth, op cit; 33.)
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outside is the point at which pubiic health policy is most vigorous. The health and

hygiene practices of groups have also been interpreted as ways gloups protect themselves

from the outside world. Views about "good health" and "bad health" can be seen as a way

of recognising order, identifying anomalies and expressing the threat of the anomaly. This

part of the Chapter considers the public health significance of boundaries.

Gypsy domestic practices and our, European, domestic arrangements about dirt

can be viewed in the context of boundaries. They emphasise rules that keep things

separate, preserve the orderliness of classification and protect against encroachments and

the blurring of categories. Judith Okely's account of Gypsy women and their relationship

with the wider world of the non-Gypsy makes particular reference to the fastidious nature

of their behaviour.aT For example, they are careful to use an apron when cooking. This

ensures that food does not come into contact with their street clothes. There is also their

sffict sepffation of the bowls used for washing piates and cutlery and for bodily washing.

At first glance, such attention to personal cleanliness might seem an admirable and

sensible response by peopte whose itinerant way of life and primitive facilities makes

hygiene a pressing issue. Okely interprets this process differently. She says that these

rules of hygiene o "purity" are part of the Gypsy fixation with the boundary between the

Gypsy community and outsiders. The outer body of the Gypsy, her clothing, that paÍt that

comes into direct contact with the wider, non-Gypsy, world was potentially polluting to

the inner body. The need to protect the inner, Gypsy, self demanded these rules of

hygiene. Food was also carefully prepared. It came from the wider world and was

accompanied by the fea¡ that it was "unclean" in the sense that it had been handled by

non-Gypsies. Okely reports that for this reason Gypsy woman took care in the prepa.ration

of food, a process which involved washing and fastidious prepafation.

In Purity and Danger, Mary Douglas considers the nature of dirt.¿a She asks;

why is something dirty? V/e may believe that we know instinctively what dirt is and why

47 Ot"ty J. The Traveller Gypsies. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ P, 1983

48 Douglas M. P urity and D anger. London: Ark Paperback, I 966.
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things are dirty. Dirt and dirty thing are of great public health signifrcance and it is

important to explore some of this "instinctive" knowledge. Douglas' introductory

assessment of dirt - that it offends because of its disorder; that it is matter out of place -

gives us the opportunity to reconsider our own understanding of why we see some things

or acts as dirty. It may be considered "dirty" not to wipe ones feet and bring soil and litter

from the street into a house. It may be considered "dirty" to place shoes on a dining room

table or to put begrimed cooking pots in a bedroom. Alternatively, a kitchen would not be

a suitable place to sleep and lavatories are separated from kitchens by some obvious

intermediate space such as a laundry or a passage. These examples may appear to be

about avoiding dirt, appropriate behaviour and the organisation of living space in the

interests of public health. However, what is most significant about sleeping in kitchens,

not wiping feet, or cooking in a bedroom is that these acts misclassify things, they put

them out of place. Soil in a garden is one thing - in a house it is another. People prepare

food in one place and sleep in another. None of these things necessarily has anything to

do with hygiene: rather, infringements powerfully challenge our ideas of order and place.

They also bring with them the view that the transglessor is "dirty" and therefore of interest

to the public health process.

At first glance the fastidious Gypsy woman or the person carefully wiping feet

at the threshold are both practising the virtues of cleanliness. These actions can be

justified as "good health" practices. However, taking the interpretations of Okely and

Douglas, they are about boundaries and separateness. They reinforce the Durkheimian

dichotomy of the "sacred" and the "profane." They protect the community from the things

outside or protect order from disorder.

Public health practice, and ideas about public health, have been a way of

pfotecting groups from encroachments and, also, as a way of identifying and

substantiating the things that are anomalous because they are out of place. The anomalous

thing is threatening because it evokes disorder. The collective body of the community is

so threatened in the same general frame of understanding as the body of the individual is

threatened by disorder; in both cases, dirt and sickness are the visible symptom and the
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risk to the health of the person and to the public health of the community is the price of the

encroachment.4e Where the anomaly is a person or some class of strangers, the threat to

the Group's health (the public health) has been expressed in a number of specific and

detailed ways, outlined in later Chapters.so Food, leprosy and the Indian caste system are

three ways in which this general issue will now be examined. All have a common theme,

a public health justification for separation, classification and the protection against

anomalies.

Anomalous Things and Forbidden Foods

Mary Douglas remains one of the most influential of the "Post Durkheim"

writers. She applies the theme of the "sacred" and the "profane" most explicitly in her

work Puriry and Danger (1966).st Purity and Danger is about health and hygiene. It is

set within the framework of classification and misclassification. Hence, dirt is anomalous

- "matter out of place." It is objected to because it "offends against order" and it resists a

"positive effort to organise the environment."s2 The unease that this prompts and the rules

of cleanliness and orderliness that exist to prevent this transposition a¡e health related

expressions of Durkheim's separations.

49 ttt" analogy between the body of the person and lhe collectiv_e body is discussed in Feher M et al ed.

Fragmentsfoîthe History of a HumanBòdy - PartThree.New York: Urzone, 1989.

50 In addition to health, there are also other ways in which this ordering occurs. Rules of etiquette are

barriers that separate groups "fhose who do" frdm those "who do not." Sometimes the distinction between
health and manners a¡e blurre¿; what is seen as "bad manners" is also seen as "dirty." Elias N. The History
of Manners : The Civitising Process, Vol 1. New York: Pantheon books, 1978, chapter 2 generally and 115.

ed
hro

been
I theme remains a central contribution to social

anger is discussed by Tambiah and
enguin, 1973: 159, l9l & 192; and
r&.' Pantheon, 1910:38; and by Leach

of dge: Cambridge U P, 1983;
nt that rules about health or
th the book for The Jewish

52 Douglas (1966), op cit; 2.
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Rules about foods are also aspects of the same classificatory process. There is

a central division between food that can be eaten - because it is "clean" - and food which is

"unclean" and is prohibited. Pork is an "unclean" food for many people. Yet, from a

simple health perspective, pork is not substantially more problematic than other food- For

Douglas, the "uncleanliness" of pork must be seen through another focus. She argues that

it would be wrong to consider the Old Testament authors of these prohibitions as no more

than "enlightened [or mistaken?] public health administrators."S3 Pork is not the only

Jewish dietary restriction, though it is the best known. The point is that these dietary

restrictions provide a "summary of the categories of Israelite culture." They are

representations of the "symbolic structures organising the [Jewish] universe."S4 In this

structure the pig is seen as a taxonomic anomaly. It is within this context, she argues, the

anomaly of eating pig must be seen. Pig avoidance was a visible symbol of being Jewish

(a fact emphasised by the Gentile habit of eating of pork) and gave Jews who practised

this orthodoxy a visible symbol that linked them to their community.ss

Jewish dietary rules remain a powerful symbol of being Jewish, a point made

tellingly in Philip Roth's novel Portnoy's Complaint Alexander Portnoy is a successful

New York lawyer moving out of his traditional Jewish environment. When his mother,

for whom these traditional rules are a central sign of her Jewishness, suspects her son of

not eating kosher food she retorts:

Just wait till your father hears what you do, in defiance of every.healthìabit there

could possibly be. Alex, answer ms somethilg ... hory dg.ygt llti$.Mellin ,

Weiner gave 
-himself 

colitis? Why has this child spent half his life in hospitals?
Because he eats 'chazerai.'56

53 fUi¿; aring the taxonomy of a variety.of animals,

whose c ican pangolin, whose prohibited status was

gleaned e.P 54,56 andl67-110'

54 Douglas (1970), op cit; 38.

55 iui¿; 39-40.

56quotedin,segal A. BreachofOneRuleBreachestheSystemofRules,inDouglas(1973),opcit;260
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For Mrs Portnoy, ill health is the logical result of breaking the dietary code. People who

rwant to stay healthy follow the rules, which become "healthy habits" thus masking, though

reinforcing, their symbolic function of emphasising separateness. In his analysis of the

novel, Segal makes the point that the Jewish dietary rules evidenced by Mrs Portnoy's

response construct two worlds, the kosher world of cleanliness and order which then

contrasts with the other world of the chazerai (meaning "piggishness" and a terrn

associated with disorder, abominations and confusion) which follows from eating

forbidden food.

Food anomalies that are the subject of legislative sanction or critical comment

can be found in Australia. The idea that it is inappropriate to eat domestic pets is one

example that has provided an enduring source of complaint against the Chinese

community in Australia. In 1856 , the Melbourne Punch ran a cattoon in which a Chinese

is shown trying to buy the grocer's pet cat, appalently mistaking it for part of the

merchandise.sT These stories continue to the present time. In December 1988, the rumour

that an Adelaide Chinese restaurant was serving cat and dog to unsuspecting customers

was given as the reason for a drastic loss of trade, while in November 1992, the Australian

foreign minister was widely reported as saying that he understood that the Chinese head of

state ate "four puppies a day."ss

Refuting or thinking through these stories is important. Considering why they

persist and why they take their particular subject matter is more significant. Eating dog

and cat seems anomalous and outlandish to Australians. There is no apparent logic to this

view and, as Nancy Viviani suggests, these concerns seem selective when made by people

who think nothing of eating fluffy lambs.se Public revulsion at the idea of eating dog or

cat is a way of defining and separating the groups who are thought to eat these animals -

57 Fubi* S ed. Mr Punch Down Under. Melbourne: Greenhouse Pub, 1982; 78. It was again made in the
1940s against a Chinese restraurant in Bendigo. (Countrywide (ABC television) 12 July, 1991.)

58 Advertiser, 28 December, 1988; 38. This rumour was promptly refuted by local public health officials
who inspected the kitchen. See also Advertiser,l l November, L992;-1. (This was apparently intended as a
jocular iesponse to the disappearance of the Governor of Hong Kong's pet dog.)

59 Viviani N. Tåe Long Journey. Melboume: Melb. Univ. P ., 1984:264.
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the Chinese (generally regarded as outsiders in Australian society) - from those who do

not. Assertions about the eating of these animals take on an important symbolic function

that orders society and marginalises the Chinese proprietor said to serve dog or cat in their

restaurant. Indeed, the person who eats, or serves, cat or dog is removed from humanity, a

fact suggested by the 1856 cartoon, where the indignant grocer's assistant dismisses the

Chinaman as a "cannibal indian."60

Current food policy and laws about food provide other examples where the

health focus is secondary to the ordering of the environment in accordance with the ideas

of appropriate classification. National Food Standards determine types of foods that can

be sold. Foods which are not so determined cannot be sold. For example, horse cannot be

called meat and cannot be sold as meat. This is a culturally prompted prohibition. There

is no health reason why horse meat should be prohibited. However, like the dog or the cat,

though unlike the pig, the horse remains an anomalous addition to most Australian dinner

tables.ol Food Legislation also regulates the use of space. For example, the South

Australian Food Hygiene Regulatíonr prevent people from sleeping in areas set aside for

kitchens or where food is prepared for sale. There is no public health reason why this

should be prohibited: rather, the thought of sleeping in a kitchen offends our sense of order

and the law reflects that faü.a

The public health and the ritual concerns sometimes come together. Under

South Australian food law, meat that has come from an animal that has not been

slaughtered (it might have died of old age) is, by definition and without further proof

required, "unfit for human consumption" irrespective of whether or not a health risk is

associated with the meat. This is the most stringent provision in the State's food laws.

Such a srrict prohibition is at least partially defensible historically in the interests of food

hygiene, given Smith's graphic account of the eagerness with which 19th century London

60 tnis idea is discussed in detail in White D C. Myths of the Dog Man. Chicago: Univ of Chicago, 1991.

61 These prohibitions change as cultural mores change.In l992,horse remained a p_rohibited food in South
Austratia. The first proposãl to allow its sale was rejected by the South Australian Cabinet in 1982 on
cultural rather than health grounds. (Author's recollection)

62 Food ÍIygiene Regulations,Igg0;reg 24.
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meat traders would pass off diseased meat to consumers.63 Thus health concerns may

seem to require a general prohibition on the sale of all meat where the animal had simply

died. However, eating something that has died is a prohibition within another context.

Ralph Bulmer's reassessment of the anomalies in Leviticus deals with this issue. In

Jewish belief, carrion eating animals are unclean and eating carrion is an unclean act. In

Bulmer's view, this is prompted by the idea that the body immediately after death is in an

unclear and nebulous state, not alive yet still fully whole. For this reason, the corpse is

polluting and to eat ca:rion is to be polluted. The exception to this is slaughter,

accompanied by the appropriate ritual. In some regions, these rituals still occur. In

Australia, the only "rituals" are the public health requirements associated with meat

hygiene.ø

These two issues, the health and the classificatory, support each other. As a

general rule it is unwise to eat meat from an animal that has died. There may be some

infection that renders the meat hazardous. However, sick animals may in fact be

slaughtered while the meat from a dead animal (whatever the cause of death) may be quite

fit. This absolute prohibition under the Food Act is not waranted in health terms. Nor

does it exist simply out of "an abundance of public health caution." Rather, it gains its

strength from the idea that the corpse is polluting and a "danger" to those who consume it.

Leprosy

Leprosy is a disease caused by the bacillus Micobacteríum leprae. It is very slow

to develop, difficult to contract and not all cases result in the gross deformity and

disfigurement that is generally associated with the disease. It is only in the past 120 yeats

that the mechanism of leprosy has been understood. However what people have realised

for millennia was that leprosy was a selective visitor. It did not decimate communities as

other diseases did. Rather, it singled out individuals whose resulting disfigurements stood

63S*it¡FP.ThePeople'sHealll¡.London:CroomHelm, 1979:203-207. FoodAct,1985(South
Australia); section 3 1(2Xb).

& Bulmer R. The Uncleanliness of The Birds of Leviticus and Deuteronomy, 1989. Møn Q.{.S.), ?A:304-
320;312,3I3.
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them apart so obviously from their neighbours. Leprosy and societal reactions to it bring

together notions of physical and moral anomaly. The physical is based on the common

idea that the disease causes gross deformities that reduce the sufferer to the status of "less

than human." The moral, on the idea that leprosy is a badge of sin, a punishment for

wickedness. In both cases, the effect is to place lepers beyond the boundaries of society,

to see them as anomalous outcasts.65 This has been the prominent view in the policies

directed to the disease. The person infected, the "leper", was shunned, was considered

unclean and was subjected to a process of ritual quarantine and banishment out of all

proportion to the public health threat of the disease. For example, legislation passed in

Queensland in 1892 provided what was effectively a compulsory and pennanent detention

on the islands set aside as leper colonies. Significantly, the politicians who supported

these restrictive laws knew that the disease was only moderately infectious.66

Leprosy has prompted disgust and revulsion far beyond its status as an infectious

disease. It has been a particular subject of journalistic horror which focused on the slow

physical decay of the leper, the grotesque changes that destroy and distort their features,

reducing them to marginal creatures, no longer human.67 The term "leper" found its way

into language and literature as signifying an outcast, and has taken a meaning far broader

than a simple description of a disease state.68 Until 1986, South Australian health

legislation gave leprosy the formal status of a "loathsome disease."6e It has been and

continues to be freely used as a terrn that emphasises a general outcast state. A public

health analysis of leprosy presents a problem: why has a disease that is only mildly

65 S." the case of one leper and his family, Queensland Pa¡liamenta¡y Debates, 6 July, 1892; 600.

66 rUi¿; OOz.

67 In 1898, the QueenslandWorker printed a story about a visit to the Dunwich island station. It described
oneleperintr "thewho ofmeattumingbl_ackwith-deg.ay. Tþ9
featurès had d being left ed with largerepulsive scales." Its affect on
the viewer wa e sight ... w sick and a feeling come over us as if the
blood were freezingin ou¡ veins." (The Worker,28}l{ay,1898; 7.)

68 For examp "moral leper", and also_appear_i¡.r Chaucer and
Shakespeare. subjects for many ple,James.Michiner in his novel
ttawatî Q959 xual behaviour of I se of the disease, in very strong
and honifying, though inaccurate terms.

69 Food and Drugs Ac¡, 1908 (South Ausralia). This remained in force until 1986.
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infectious been the subject of such vigorous connol? To answer this question, it is

important to consider the idea of the leper as an anomaly, as something out of place, an

outsider in the community. The horror reserved for lepers is a horror prompted by that

anomalous status and the "dangers" associated with that status.7o It was this idea that

prompted the removal of lepers and their often permanent incarceration in isolated leper

statrons.

There are prominent themes in the history of leprosy. One is the idea that the leper

is "unclean." In the biblical references the prescribed cure involved "cleansing."Tt The

idea of "uncleanliness" is a powerful one. It stands in sta¡k contrast with the notion of

"clean." It connotes the idea of the leper as disordered, as out of place in the community.

With the physical uncleanliness there came moral uncleanliness. Saul Brody, has written:

"[s]ince ancient times, leprosy has been considered an unclean disease, and its victims

have long been linked with moral impurity" and the leper was seen as an "emblem of

spiritual corruption."T2 The physical and the moral came together.T3 Leprosy was a

metaphor for both physical and spiritual comrption. It was the outward expression of

inner sin. In 1882, the Rev W M Thomson wrote of the "deadly leprosy of sin", it was

nomalies are recognised in many cultures. For example,
ans but common, indeed expected, among animals. This
sc me cultures with significant consequences for these

twins. For example, among one African culture they are seen to have a "mediating function befween

j
health of neighbours and animals. This is a state lhat
particular ceiemony. (Tumer (1969), op ciC 48.)

'll Leviticus, in particular chapters 13 and 14, establish rules for the detection, treatment and "cleansing" of
lepers. tn2kinþs,5,Na'amañ,aSyriangeneral,was"cleansed"ofhisdiseasebybattringhimselfseven
times in the River Jordan,

72 B-rody S N. T/re Disease of the Soul: Leprosy in Medievql Literature. Ithaca: Cornell Univ P, I974; 51.

writi leprosy was ;

also Y(2008C-2 alled
ven" il. (Skinsnes 19&

35:2I-35;23.) Th explanation for leprosy. _Rqthe¡ than being a
in, the disease was "given special grace by God." Leprosy has been
"sacred Malady." w is not clear. It has been suggesæd that such a

amongst retuming Crusaders (persons unlìkely tq be 
_

cit; 1Õ0.) Yet, it is also consistent with the idea that the
l) touched by the deity and, because of this, occupied an
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"loathsome and polluting; its victim is shunned by all as unclean." Sin was man's "moral

leProsY."T+

One expression of the lepers' sin was the common idea that they were libertines. It

was said that lepers "burn with desire for sexual intercourse"; they were naturally

immoral.?s This fear built on the threat of the pollution of the "clean" community by the

"unclean" leper. It was further enhanced by the long standing idea that lepers were

deliberately spreading their disease. In 1346, lepers were forbidden from entering the City

of London for this reason.76 Such views have continued into the 20th century.zz

One explanation for this was that lepers sought their solace in infecting others and

used this fear when confronting authority; another, that they believed that they could cure

themselves by infecting others.78 Both views made them dangerous outcasts to people

who accepted them as realities.

The dissonance between leprosy as a public health issue and the public health

response to leprosy can be explained in the idea of the leper as an anomaly. The disease

process itself encouraged this idea. As leprosy progressed its victim lost human shape and

stood on the boundary between "human" and "non-human."79 In 1896, a New South

Wales parliamentarian, also a medical practitioner, said that lepers were "not fit to

associate with human beings." It was as though the leper had ceased to be human.80 The

74 Lewis G. A Lesson from Leviticus: Leprosy, 1987. Man,22: 593-612:593.

75 Brody, op cit;52. This may have promoted the mistaken, but common, idea that leprosy was a venereal
disease.

76 It was said in the proclamation:
some of them, endeavouring to contaminate others with that abominable blemish (that so to their
own wretched solace they may have more fellows in suffering) as well in the way of mutual
communication, and by the contagion of their polluted breath, as by carnal intercourse with women
... do so taint people who are sound.

(ZnigLerP.TheBlackDeath.NewYork:HarperTorchbooks, 1967;97.) Seealso RichardsP.TheMedieval
Leper and his Northern IIeirs.Can$ridge: D S Brewster, 1977.

77 ZappaP. (Inclean! tJnclean!London: Lovat Dickson, 1933.

78 Skinsnes, op cit; 23; Zappa,op cit; 69, 188, 190.

79 For a discussion of this idea, see Sheehan J J. and Sosna M ed. The Boundaries of Humtnity. Berkeley:
Univ of Calil 1991; chapter 2.

80 New South Wales Pa¡liamenta¡y Debates, 6 October, 1896:3771. In a description of a Chinese leper in
Western Victoria some 30 years earlier, the newspaper went to some lengths to convey this idea, writing that
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quarantine process also advanced this idea. The medieval qualantining of lepers was done

through a ritual performed under ecclesiastical law. Its effect was to announce the lepers'

"death" to the world, symbolised by their donning a distinctive garb.8l The ritual made the

leper a legal as well as a physical anomaly in the sense of being dead yet living. The

process terminated their official civil existence yet, they continued to live both in fact and

also in the eyes of God. This "living death" emphasised the anomalous status of the leper.

The responses ro leprosy go beyond the public health needs of the disease. They

can be explained more significantly in the context of the anomaly and the "danger" of

marginal people and the resulting fear that the disease brings. Peter Richards suggested

that the reaction to lepers was prompted by a profound horror: "[a] disfigured face or

mutilated limb excites in most onlookers not only revulsion but also a primitive fea¡ ... an

instinctive fear of something horrible."82 The "instinctive fear of something horrible" is

the disfigurement that changes a human into a non-human and reduces them to the status

of an anomaly. The leper has become dead to the world yet still lives.

The Indian Castes

The third example of boundaries and public health illustrates how ideas about

pollution and bodiiy contaminations underpins social sepamtion. The Indian caste system

is a traditional form of social organisation based on the relative dominance of particular

groups emphasised through hereditary specialisation in work, inequality of rights and an

elaborate system of taboos that emphasise the separateness of their social Ërroupings.83

the "leper's livid blotches describe him for whathe is." (my emphasis) - Ararat qnd Plecsant Creek
Adv er tlser, 23 l:|l{ay, 1865; 2.

ritual is set out in Richards, op cit; Appendix 1. In England, the common law also
ut only if ttre leper continued t-o dwelfih a town and associate with other persons. It
shop óf Amiens in 1259, that this process of exclusion was divinely commanded.

82 Richards, op cit; 61.

83 ten 1916-1917) - rüeber is not

con ide ranging interegt-ln re-ligion' -

See UNESCOPub' 1980; 102.
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Rules of separateness are central to this system. They ordered Indian society, keeping the

castes apart.

Caste prohibitions focus on health issues such as food handling and dietary

restrictions. For example, food could become polluted and therefore inedible to members

of a particular caste if it had been handled by a lower caste person. Socially, such a view

determined who could eat together or who could perform the tasks of cooks.sa These

prohibitions sat within a range of other prohibitions relating to physical contact. They

determined who could work in certain occupations, such as a barber or laundryman; who

should be shunned on the basis that they were "unclean." Rules about food handling and

contact in this process were not based on public health. They were about keeping groups

separate.s5

For traditional Indians, rules of health and hygiene are deployed to set margins

and to preserve the interests of the dominant @rahman) social class.86 It is a traditional

system of social organisation restricted to a particular culture which used ideas about

health as a focus for rules of separateness. There is no di¡ect analogy between this society

and Australian society in the 1990s yet there are points of comparison.sT It is worth

Berreman def,rnes the caste system as occurring when: "a society is made up of birth-ascribed groups which
aluation, rewa¡ds, and
te,1979;73.)

with all the social mechanisms of obedience .. wittr specific and
restrictive behaviour in dangerous situations ... with the protection of individuals who are in danger
... with the protection of society from those endangered."

(Steiner F. Taboo. London: Cohen V/est, 1956; 21.)

84 Weber, op ciq 43. The prohibitions also extended to other areas of physical contact such as sharing a
prpe.

85 Weber described traditional Hindu society in terms of classes who were considered unclean. Temples
were closed to them, while no Brahman and no barber would serve them. They lived outside the village
district, and infected by touch or even by their presence." SVeber, chapter 1.) See also DtmonÍL. Homa
Hierqrchicus. Chicago: Univ of Chicago P, 1970; 51 and Douglas (1966), op citi I24 (quote from V S.
Naipaul.)

86 Louis Dumont wrote: "Hygiene is often invoked to justify ideas about impurity. In reality, even though
ations, these cannot account for it as it is a religious

&. L28. Steiner says that the taboos of Polynesian
uperiors and inferiors" (Steiner, op cit; 39.) The
r's comment that "The Indian views the individual

." (Weber, op cit; 121.)

87 Dumont, op cit; 105. To Wesærn eyes, its structured systgm of inequality {nay seem more odious than
other forms oi inequality. Dumont takês a restrictive view of the extent to which comparisons can be made
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recalling some of Geoffrey Blainey's comments about Sydney's Asian population - the

sensory assaults of drying noodles on clothes lines, cooking smells and the sight of Asians

spitting on footpaths.ss These were ritual intnrsions into the dominant White Australian

group that lie within the same general frame as a Brahman's complaint that a lower caste

cook had prepared his food. An analysis of the caste system reinforces the general point

that public health issues - issues about food and hygiene - are important boundary issues;

that matters of apparent public health significance such as the pollution of food are more

significantly the consequence of boundary crossing.

4 CONCLUSION

This chapter has been about the importance of boundaries and the ways in

which views about health justify and maintain boundaries. Boundaries must be fixed and

recognisable. Crossing them invokes disorder - the dangers of dark places; the threat to

the "sacred", the collective ideas of the community; and the disquiet prompted by the

presence of an anomaly. People who cross boundaries risk an uncertain and dangerous

fate, for themselves and, more significantly as a public health issue, for others. The

"danger" is the result of their misclassification, their position as an anomaly. It is

threatening to the community into which they have intruded. Hence the danger of the

convict emancipist, the profane visitor to a war memorial or the leper. All were subject to

social or legislative sanction which policed boundaries and kept things separate, ensuring

between the
similarities
Oliver Cox,

d polluted." (Smith G L. Reli gion and Trade in New
lso Beteille Ã. Castes: Old andNew. London: Asia

Publishing House, 1969; 24-25.

88 glainey G. AII For Austalia. Sydney: Methuen, 1984:132'
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a fixed and categorical view of the world. Views about health and health related laws a¡e

part of those sanctions.

As a general way of seeing, outgroups were commonly believed to be diseased

and threatening ro the health of the community. The significance of public health rules in

policing boundaries lies in the persuasive power of health threats. As subsequent Chapters

demonstrate, health touches us all; disease and illness is personally, profoundly

threatening. It is also enormously destructive of communities. The desolation of so much

of Europe by the plague and the recurring epidemics in 19th century Australia made

disease a powerful symbol; the embodiment of the danger that communities felt in

response to the belief that they or their way of life was under threat from outsiders beyond

those boundaries.
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CHAPTER 4 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SOCIAL CLASS:.
SETTING BOUNDARIES I

1 INTRODUCTION: SOCIAL CLASS AND SOCIAL THREAT

This Chapter develops the themes of Chapters 2 and 3 by applying a particular

focus on the relationships between social classes in 19th century Britain and Australia and

considers the boundaries between the classes who considered themselves respectable and

those groups considered by many social observers of the day to be threatening. It

describes the way that these threats were articulated and how the dominant, politically

powerful, groups responded with policies of containment. The analysis is presented in the

context of 19th century public health policy and contemporary views about two aspects of

public health. The first is about how separation of social groups was justifred on public

health grounds and how a markedly unequal burden of mortality and morbidity, which was

higher among the poor, was explained as the product of the natural differences between

classes. The second involves attitudes about alcohol and argues that alcohol policy was

constructed and described in class tenns. Within this general framework the following

three points are considered: how views about health and disease have been used to

construct a barrier between social groups with stated or tacit rules that separate one class

from another; how the presence of health and disease was used as a justification for the

view that social disadvantage is the product of personal failings; and how the dominant

social stratum sought to maintain its position and disarm the unruly working class threat

through a "civilising" process that included public health control.

These three issues will be considered in turn. They must be considered against a

backdrop that threw into stark contrast the different health status of the different social

classes. The health of working people in Britain and Australia in the 19th century was

substantially worse than that of more advantaged groups and the burdens of morbidity and

mortality were disproportionately greater for the poor. This unequal burden of ill-health
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has been an issue throughout the 19th and 20th centuries.l The 19th century health

records suggest that the residents of the poorer parishes in England were more susceptible

to diseases such as cholera or diphtheria.z William Farr's detailed study of the health of

19th century England adds to this picture. It demonstrated that the poor generally led less

healthy lives than other classes, a fact Farr attributed to a number of possible causes

including impure air, overcrowding, poor ventilation and unhealthy occupations.3

The way that these differences were explained and the social context within which

they occurred is the significant point in this discussion. For example, the differential class

specifrc death rate, which was particularly stark during the British cholera epidemic of

L832, was seen as "normal" while other views saw these unequal burdens of disease as the

fault of the poor themselves or a reason for keeping them separate from the better off.¿

The public health issues of the 19th century should be seen against the more general

context of social class and the way that the poor were viewed at the time. In particular,

against the general view of the poor as chaotic, distant from their "betters" and even

dangerous, a prevalent 19th century view in both Australia and Britain as the following

two examples illustrate.

The first Royal visit to Australia, by Prince Alfred, the Duke of Edinburgh, in the

summer of 186711868 was a momentous event for the infant colonies. Triumphal arches

and lengthy addresses of loyalty by local dignitaries were a constant feature of Prince

Alfred's tour around the Australian countryside, a tour marred only by an attempt on his

life by an embittered Irish patriot in Sydney and a spectacularly disastrous public banquet

in Melbourne. The banquet was the idea of Dr Louis Smith a prominent medical

1 For.urr"nt differences in health status, see: Broadhead P. Social Starus and Morbidity in Australia, 1985.
Community Ílealth Studies;9: 87-98. McMichael A J. Social Class (as Estimaled by Occupational Prestige)
and Morølity in Australian Males, 1985. Community Health Studies;9: 220-230. Townsend P and
Davidson N ed.Ineqwlities in Health: The Black Reporr. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982. Balarajan R et
al. Inequalities in Health, 1987. British Med J;294: 156l-15&.

2 Smittr F B. The People's Llealth 1830-1910. London: Croom Helm, 1979; 150 and 231.

3 tr'arr W. Vital Statistics. London: The Sanirary Institute pub, 1885; 113.

4 Monis F.J. Cholera 1832. London: Croom Helm, 1976; 125.
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practitioner. It was proposed that to celebrate the visit, Meibourne's poor might be treated

to a free lunch held at the site of the first zoological gardens. The organising committee

consisted of Dr Smith and a bevy of "genteel ladies", whose job was to wait upon the poor

at lunch.

In the event, the plans went dreadfully wrong. A crowd vastly in excess of the

numbers catered for, a hot unpleasant day and the non-appearance of the Prince (who was

advised by apprehensive police to keep away) all contributed to "scenes of frightful

saturnalia", "wild revelry and a disgusting debauch" let loose as the crowd, tired of

waiting for admission, forced its way into the gardens and set upon the food and wine.s

The newspapers provided a graphic description of what followed. For the Argus, it was

"a demonstration of the natural debasement of the masses." To the Age reporter, the

inebriates who climbed into the trees to sleep off their binge remained there like "drunken

possums." "lhe Melbourne Punch, in doggerel verse, denounced the mob as "savages dirry

and greasy."6 Particular excesses of the event were described in great detail; how the

contents of the finger bowls were drunk by the thirsty crowd; how food was wasted, used

as missiles or cast into the dirt.z The crowd itself was described as "animal like", a "dense

mass of struggling carnivora", or "like wolves", and the siting of the banquet in the

zoological gardens, said to be particularly appropriate given the animal behaviour of the

crowd.s

During the course of the afternoon, the crowd left the gardens. The affront to the

genteel ladies of the organising committee was only temporary and by the time their antics

were described in print the participants were in their homes or back at work. The

pandemonium had come and gone.

5 Agr,29 November, 1867 : 5.

6 McKinlay B.The First RoyalTour: 1867-IBó8. Adelaide: Rigby, 1970;75-77

J Argus,29 November, 1867; 5.

8 mi¿.
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The Melbourne disturbance was a brief and contained affair, other urban

disturbances such as the riots in London's West End of February 1886 were more

menacing. These occurred against the backdrop of cyclic depressions, high

unemployment and a recognition of the potential power of the substratum of the London

poor and the threat that this might present to the community generally.e The focus of

these events was the gathering of the unemployed in Trafalgar Square, which in itself took

on a sinister note as red flags were seen among the crowd. The riot that followed caused

extensive damage to property. Even the Gentlemens' clubs of the West End were stoned.

The London press saw the demonstrators as sinister and threatening - "many rough

looking characters were revealed by the light of the lamps." They were distanced from

ordinary society, described as "brutish, drunken and immoral", "lawless" and "disorderly

ruffians."l0 According to the Times correspondent, they were not really workers at all, but

the "vagabondage of London" who "shouted and howled" at their betters and were led by

shadowy, sinister figures, who stood out from the mob because they were "respectably

dressed."ll

The behaviour of the crowds at the Prince's banquet was not seen as threatening in

the same way as the West End rioters, the antics of the former being described as some

type of "carnival of the animals." However, reports on both events developed the same

theme: they distanced the working classes from their betters, in ways that emphasised the

natural debasement and depravity of the masses. They focused on physical marks that

distinguished them from other social goups. They drew analogies with animals,

suggesting that the crowd behaved like animals, looked like animals and, by implication,

were animals. These were ideas that emphasised and sustained the gulf that separated the

threatening masses from their betters.

9 St"d*rn Jones G. Outcast London. Ha¡mondsworth: Penguin, 1916;284'

I0 Times,11 February, 1886; 6. See also Sædman Jones, op cit; 285.

lI Times, g February, 1886; 6.
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In these events, the threat to orderly society from the "outside" was exemptified.

These were not the respectable poor but threatening intruders, dehumanised "roughs"

removed from all the worthwhile social values of their betters and sometimes said to be

urged on by shadowy figures. They were like Mary Douglas' anomalies, out of place both

within the context of a genteel garden party or as agents for political change. The

descriptions of the Melbourne revellers or the London demonstrators emphasised the

dehumanised form of the participants, which emphasised their anomalous state.

2. SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN 19TH CENTURY BRITAIN AND

AUSTRALIA

There are two reasons for focusing on the urban world of 19th century Britain and

Australia. In both countries, the century was a period of considerable social change and

the coming together of social classes into relatively new urban environments. It was also

a period of intensive public health control and development, commencing with the English

Health Act L848. Interest in public health reform was intensive in the 19th century cities

and this gave the opportunity for ideas about health to be enlisted in the debate about

social class and separation.

Ideas about social order were also clearly articulated in terms of class and strata

during this period. Terms such as "working class" or "the poor" were categories around

which policies were constructed and which tended to emphasise and articulate the

separateness of those groups. Many commentators on 19th century English social life

employed elaborate classifying systems that mapped, positioned, separated and distanced

the social classes. Perhaps the most elaborate of these social surveys was Charles Booth's,

1891 opus, which constructed 6 social classes, graded A to H. Class A was the "lowest

class", the street sellers and criminals, leading the lives of "savages" whose only luxury

was drink. These classes became steadily more respectable until class H, the servant

owning class, was reached. The London population of Class A was estimated at some
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38,000 or only I7o of the total. To this must be added Class B - the very poor - (nearly

320,000 or 7 .5Vo) which was little better: it contained people made poor by their shiftless

habits and through d¡ink but, significantly, without a criminal taint. The first hint of

respectability became apparent with class D.t2

There had been earlier attempts at classifying the population. In 1868, R Dudley

Baxter calculated that for a population of 30 million in Great Britain, a¡ound 7 million

(237o) could be classihed as upper and middle class with the remainingZ3 million (77Vo)

falling into the manual labouring classes.l3 However, the23 million were a vast range of

people living in different circumstances. Many were agricultural labourers and as such,

were regarded as settled workers. Others were the sober, intelligent artisans, for example,

Mayhew's "honourable tailors" who, provided demand and their health remained good,

were able to fit within the mould of poor but honest workmen.l4 These groups were not

threatening but other segments of this 23 million were. They were the mendicant poor of

whose London representatives the Quarterly Review said in 1855:

the most remarkable feature of London life is a class decidedly lower in the social
scale than the labourer, and numerically very large ... for the most part thet utmost
efforts do little more than maintain them in a state of chronic starvation ... by
graduations imperceptibly darkening as we advance, we arrive at the classes who
ãre at open war wittrsociêty, and professedly live by the produce of depredation or
the wages of infamY.ts

These problems, like the problems of public health, were characteristically the problems

of the city. Stedman Jones \ilrote that London was seen as "the Mecca of the dissolute,

thelazy, the mendicant, "the rough" and the spendthrift." It was "one huge magnet for the

idle, the dishonest, and the criminal."le This was the outcast group into which economic

,íåííftiíji{ç,{,ix,:,:ä ;

e on PhYsical Deterioration

13BaxrerRD. Nationallncome (1363),citedin GolbyJll{ed.CultureandSociery:Britain1850-1890.
Oxford: Oxford U P, 1986; 18.

14 Yeo E and Thompson E P. The Unknown Mayhew: New York: Schoken Books, l97l:192.

15 Sedman Jones, op cit;12.

16 iui¿.
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down turns, industrial accidents, poor health and personal crisis always threatened to tip

many of the labouring classes. It was against this group that much of the public health and

moral control of the 19th century was aimed.

Britain's urban world was not simply transported unchanged to Australia. When

demand for labour was strong, as during the 1850s gold rushes, the conditions of working

people here were generally thought to be substantially better than in Britain. There were

also other important differences. For example, the fust major social gulf in Colonial

society was between the free settlers and the convict community. Despite these

differences, Australia did appear to replicate the vast disparity between incomes and an

embryonic urban and indusrial environment that seemed to bring with it the worst of

British 19th century urban life.lz The embryonic political institutions that were developed

in Australia during the mid 19th century suggested an aw¿ueness of the problems of the

"dangerous" classes in colonial society. Stewart Macintyre has described the Victorian

ConstítutionAct of 1855 as containing a "series of defences against levelling democracy",

while political disturbances in 1858 provided evidence of possible threat to bourgeois

colonial institutions.ts If, during economic upswings, Australia was more of a "working

man's paradise" than Britain, class divisions remained and the fruits of that prosperity

were unequally distributed according to those structues. The separation of the classes

was articulated and justified in similar terms as occurred in Britain.

The visual expression of the idea that the poor were naturally separated from the

better off was the creation of two worlds and the resulting gulf that lay between the world

of the poor and the world of the better off. In Victorian England, this gulf was profound.

The joumalist Henry Mayhew saw London's poor as a world apart, of whom the better

off "had less knowledge than the most distant tribes of the earth."le This distance was

17 Davison G et al ú. Outcasts of Melbourne. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1985; chapters 7 and 8. Pook H.
AWorker's Paradise: A History of Working people in Australia 1788-1901. Melbourne: Oxford U P, 1981;
26-46.

18 Macintyre S. A Colonial Liberalism. Melbourne, Oxford U P, 1991 ; 28, 32 and 65

19 Citø in Walvin J . Victorian Values . London: Ca¡dinal, 1987 ; 23.
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emphasised by a geographical and social separation that operated to divide and define

these worlds so effectiveiy that'Walter Besant could write this about London's East End in

1901:

The population is greater than that of Berlin or Vienna, or St Petersburg, or
Philadelphia ... in the streets there are never seen any private carriages; there is no
fashionable quafier ... one meets no ladies in the principal thoroughfares.
People, shops, houses, conveyances - all together are stamped with the seal of the
working clais ... perhaps the strangest thing of all is this: in a city of two million
people there are no hotels! That means of course that there are no visitors.20

This sense of mystery and distance was also a feature of other cities. It was used to gteat

iiterary effect by the "slumming journalists" of the period whose prose briefly cast some

light into the shadowy underworld of vice, disease and degradation constructing as they

\A/ent the sharp contrasts between the two communities, one bright and prosperous, the

other dark and hopeless. The latter could seem quite exotic and dangerous to the readers

of these accounts, sensations heightened by the knowledge that they were often only a

short cab journey from the city offices or the terrace houses of the well to do.zt Physical

sepatation was complemented by other ideas that distanced Victorian social groups. So

removed from the everyday activity of the middle class society were the poor that it was

with some difficulty that they were seen as fellow human beings, a point made by one

Sydney clergyman, when cornmenting on his work among the slum dwellers.22

The poor were also threatening to established order, an idea that was uppennost in

the minds of many of the better off, including the prominent constitutional lawyer and

banker Walter Bagehot, for whom electoral reform was a necessary evil to be undertaken

20 Citect in Stcdman Jones, op cit; 14.

21 Dauison, op cit; chapter I "This Moral pandemonium" - Images qf Loy !-1f". ,VavlgA. Th-e Question of
the Poor in thd Nineteeñth Century City, 1983. ÍIistorical Studies,20: 557-573;563, Ma¡kus Cla¡ke's
"sketches of Melbou¡ne Low Life" in Hergenhan LT. A Colonial City Lligh and Low Life: Selected
JournalismofMarkusClarke.StLucia:UnivofQLDP,l9l2;100-173. HillO. Homesof theLondon
Poor.London: Frank Cass, 1970;40.

, Dissection and the Destitute.Lnndon: Penguin,
ere not adults but children. An ea¡lier view in 1848
ill, described the idea that the rich should be "in
"like children", ensuring that they were spiritually

re and Society: Britain 1850-1890. Oxford: Oxford U
P, 1986; 135.)
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in order to prevent the "lower classes" from combining and forcing wider changes that

would "impair the safety of the country."23 Bagehot was writingin 1872 and was echoing

the fears that politicians and others had harboured throughout the 19th century. Political

and social reforms were made grudgingly and slowly. They were of limited scope and did

not substantially reduce the gulf that lay between the classes in Britain.

Throughout the 19th century, the poor remained a threatening mass of humanity,

with the occasional outbreaks of violence to emphasise this point. The stage on which this

idea of threat was played out varied. Sometimes public health was the context, sometimes

crime. For example, there were the "garotting panics" of 1856 and 1862. This was a

response to the fear that London was becoming the haunt of violent robbers who were

choking or "garotting" their victims. Public anxiety was heightened by the fact that

"respectable" citizens were publicised prominently as the target of the garotters.24 This

panic has also been interpreted as a middle class response to the end of transportation

prompted by the fear that, because convicts could no longer be banished forever, London

streets would become the haunt of robbers (described in colourful terms such as "Street

Bedouins", "assassins" and "footpads.") The response to this fear was calls for the more

stringent application of the criminal law. The garotting panic has much in common with

more recent moral panics.zs It is of interest here because it sits in the same general frame

as public health threats. Both the fears of disease and the fears of crime were directed at

the working class and expressed as a threat to the personal safety of other classes. In the

case of garotters, the Securiry FromViolence Act 1863 was introduced, designed to

impose exemplary punishment on those convicted.26

23 Bagehot W . in T he En gli s h C o ns ti t utio n (18't 2), cited in Golby, op cit: 27 4.

24 Chesney K. The Victorian U nderworld. London: Penguin, 1972: 163.

25 Sindall R. The London Garotting Panics of 1856 and 1862, 1987 . Social History,12: 351-359. Moral
panics have been a recurring theme in social history. Two relatively recent examples have been the Bank
Holiday Monday clashes between the "mods" and "rockers", described by Cohen (see Cohen S. Folk Devils
and Moral Panics. London: MacGibbon and Kee, 1972) and the Bathurst motorcycle races, an event which
entailed conflict between spec[ators and police in New South Wales in the late 1970s (see Cuneen C et al.
Dynamics of Collective Conflíct: Riots at the Bathurst Bike Rsces. Sydney: Law Book Coy, 1989.)

26Thepanic echoed across the Empire. In 1866, the South Ausralian Pa¡liament passed simila¡ legislation,
for no apparent reason other than it followed the earlier British model. In the words of the Minister
introducing the proposal, these were provisions designed for "brutes" not men. Crime was a "disease" and
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The "garotting panic" was a colourful and much publicised expression of the direct

threat that the "unruly" poor were believed to present to the personal safety of their betters.

For Walter Bagehot, the threat was projected through the wider focus of popular political

change. Another dimension of the threat was expressed through health and disease.

3 CLASS, PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF BARRIERS

In the 19th and 20th centuries, prominent views about health and hygiene have

been afiiculated in ways that drew on social difference. It was said by many that the

health and hygiene of the lower classes was deficient, that working people were dirty,

diseased and that they smelt. Such views emphasised the gulf between the classes. It also

expressed, through ideas about health, the threat that they might present to their "betters."

A well known example of these views was George Orwell's frank admission of his own

belief, a legacy of his public school childhood, that the working classes smelt. There

were, he wrote inThe Road to Wigan Pier, "four frightful words" that were "bandied

about quite freely" in his childhood - "The lower classes smell." So powerful in Orwell's

view was its effect that he described it as "the real reason why a European of bourgeois

upbringing ... cannot without a hard effort think of a working man as his equal."zz

Orwell was writing about his experiences earlier this century. He was not the first

person to consider the proposition that the working classes smell. It was a common view

in the 19th century and was shared by the medical profession. F B Smith, in his history of

public health in 19th century England, wrote "Doctors ... began to complain openly

during the mid-1840s that their poor patients stank ." 2s One example occured during the

the new penalúes were the sharp remedies necessary to cure that disease. (South Australian Parliamentary
Debates, 7 September, 1866; 344.)

27 Orwell G. The Road to Wi gan P ier. Humondsworth: Penguin, L962; Il2'

28 smitn, op cit; 219.
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parliamenrary debates on rhe (English) Health Act, L848. Dr Southwood Smith, a city

physician, was reported as saying this about his working class patients:

I am unable to stay in the room even to write the prescription. .I am_ obliged after
rtuying the necessarry time at the bedroom of the patient, to go into the air, or to
stand at the door.2e

Other speakers in the debates made a number of references to the smell of the working

classes. Sometimes they just smelt. Sometimes they smelt worse than wild animals.

Sometimes they smelt so badly that a pestilence "must surely originate from it."30

Comments about smell made frequent appearances in the writings of reformers and

commentators such as Octavia Hill, the housing reformer, who complained of the foul

smells of her working class clients. Andrew Mearns' Bitter Cry of Outcast l-ondon (a

detailed account of "the conditions of the abject poor") referred to the offensive smells that

emanated from the "pestilential human rookeries" and the "rotten and reeking tenement

houses" of the London slums.3l

This abhorrence of working class life based on smell was ca¡ried to Australia. In

1889, the Argus said this about the members of the embryonic Australian Socialist

League: "They smelt of tobacco, onions and beer; the main thing they needed was soap."32

It is a view that is still with us. In 1990, a correspondent to an Adelaide newspaper

complained of the smell of the "urine infested areas", of one of the city squares that had

become a congregating point for the City's poor.33

29 Prliur"ntary Debates, S May, 1848; 785.

30 mi¿; 782_;83.

3lttittOchvia,opcit;41. Mearns A.TheBitterCryof OutcastLondon.London:FrankCass,1970;6-7.

32 Argus,11 April, 1889;6.

33 "Fix whitmore See

also the conservati
encampment of an sters'

(Stallybrass P and
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Smell could be more than a description of a physical phenomenon; it could also be

a metaphor for another threat to the better classes - the populist stench of change. An

American writer described a 19th century poiitical demonsffation in the following terms:

It smells to heaven. Bad tobacco, stale beer, and the incense which always arises
from the assemblies of the great unwashed perfumes the air, and the moral
atmosphere is not less tainted.34

The idea of smell was a powerful marker. Stallybrass and White argue that smell

was seen as an insidious invader into the world of the respectables, that it encoded

revulsion and that it challenged social reformers because it was so difficult to regulate.:s

It was also associated with fundamental classifications. There is the stench of a corpse,

the smell of sickness and decay, an idea that both strengthened and drew strength from the

miasmatist idea that disease was spread through effluvia and bad air. Smell was

something that radiated out from the source of infection to impact on the senses of the

healthy and to threaten. For example, according to European beliefs, vampires were

associated with "a great stench." This was said to be the stench of death and the stench of

the disease that vampires were believed responsible for.36 Smell was a way of

classifying. Bad and threatening things smelt and smell was a powerful metaphor in

separating good from bad, healthy from diseased and order from disorder. For the middle

classes, the smell that emanated from the working classes bodies articulated their distance

from respectable and healthy society. It also emphasised the threat of the working class,

their actual smell and the smell of populist change.

Smell was a powerful way of separating social class. It was also a signal of two

central public health issues; dirt and disease. In the descriptions of 19th century London,

34 Boyer P. Urban Masses and Moral Order in America 1820-1920. Cunbridge (Mass.): Harva¡d Univ P,
1918; r12.

35 Stallybrass and White, op cit; 139.

36Ba¡berP.VampiresBurialandDe¿¡å.NewHaven:YaleUnivP, 1988;8. Anenduringurbanmythisthe
"Death Car", an expensive vehicle on sale for very limle. The explanation being that its previous owner died
in the car and was undiscovered for a week, hence the smell of death that could not be removed from it. (see
Brunvand J H.The Vanishing Hitchhiker. London: Pan, 1983; 27.) Another example can be taken from the
writing of an Australian soldier during World'War I. "A dead man's boot in the firing-possy has been
dripping grease on my overcoat and the coat will sdnk forever." (Gerster R. Big-Noting: The Heroic Theme
in Aus ti alian W ar Wr i tin g. Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1981 ; 125.)
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dirt seemed a constant companion of working class life. This is not surprising given the

poor living conditions and inadequate sanitation endured by so many in the 19th century.

V/hat is significant is the context in which the point was made, where dirt was part of a

process that marked and distanced them from respectable society. Dirt became yet

another way of classifying social groups. Complaints that the working class were dirty

became common. Octavia Hill, for example, made many references to the "dirty wild

faces of the poor."37 Dirt was also a ground for the criticism of the working class in

Australia. In 1898, the New South Wales Royal Commission on Public Charities heard

evidence from the Superintendent of the Indusrial School for Girls that his "lower class"

inmates were "stupid and .. dirty generally."ra

These views were common ways of categorising the poor in the 19th century.

They built upon a strong tradition. Dirt was claimed to be a marker for moral degeneracy

as early as 1654, when vagabonds (a large body of itinerant unemployed) were described

as "generally given to horrible uncleaness, they have not particular wives, neither do they

range themselves into families but consort together as beasts ."39

By comparison, cleanliness was a positive value to which the reformed poor might

asphe.4O Smith reports that the values of cleanliness were taken up by the upper and

middle classes with a reforming zeal. In the 1850s, "fastidious upper and middle-class

improvers began to carry the gospel of cleanliness to the dangerously insalubrious

classes."41 One such organisation was the "Ladies Association for the Diffusion of

Sanitary Knowledge." By 1861 it had distributed nearly 140,000 tracts on "the power of

37 rrn ochvia, op cit;40 and49.

38 O'B.i"n A. Poverty's Prison. Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1988; 124.

39 Hilt Christopher, op cit; 320.

40 f-he moral tone that linked cleanliness with respectability was echoed by the following verse of the 18th

century evangelical cleric Isaac Watts:
Though I am but poor and mean

I will move the rich to love me

If I'm modest neat and clean
And submit when they reprove me.

(Cited in Wingfield-Stratford E. The Victorian Tragedy. London: Routledge, 1930; 63.)

41 Smith, op cit; 218.
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soap and water." This good work was based on the view that the poor were more in want

of sanitary salvation than other social groups.42

Reforming zeal, directed at the dirty habits of the poor was also at work in

Australia. Both education and sanitary reform were prominent instruments through which

their transformation could be achieved.¿¡ Both initiatives involved legislation and public

health legislation was sometimes justified explicitly by the idea that the poorer classes

were dirty. The coercive Lodging House regulations contained within the Queensland

Health Bill 1884 were said to be a necessary remedial measure insofar as they "were

intended for the poorer classes where the people had not the habits of cleanliness; where

those habits had to be forced on them."44

In the 19th century, the dichotomy between clean and dirty was constn¡cted with

dirt the consort of chaos and immorality. Dirt and its associates were the province of the

poor, while the values of cleanliness and order were the province of the better classes.

The triumph of cleanliness was implicitly the triumph of the moral order of the better

classes.

Extending the issues of smell and dirt, the poor were also said to be diseased and,

because of this, a threat to the health of their betters. Disease was held to be the product

of dirtiness and disorder. In New South'Wales, the smallpox epidemic of the late 19th

century was blamed on "immoral and overcrowded living", a view that was confirmed by

the received knowledge from Britain where the press reported that "smallpox seems to

42 rcid,. The stigma of di¡tiness is enduring and is self perpetuating. For example, prompting the belief, quite
common in England, that if the poor were provided with baths they would use them to store coal. This in
turn perpetuated and strengthened the attitude. It became a reason for not spending money on improving
housing standards. Sydney Morning Herald, 15 April, 1939: 13. ("Fowls in the Bath: Inspector's
Experience") Views abut disease have also been stigmatising. When outbreaks of headlice have occurred in
South Aust¡alian schools, health workers report considerable denial on the part of parents, who consider
vermin to be something that only disadvantaged and dirty families get. þersonal communication - Director,
South Australian Health Commission School Health Branch, 1980.)

43 In Victoria, the prominent publicist and colonial Minister of Education C H Pearson wrote in 1877 on the
future of Melbourne's "gutter children", marked as the offspring of drunkards and the relatives of thieves of
prostitutes. Pea¡son believed that education could provide their salvation and introduce to them the values
of "order, cleanliness and good taste." (Macintyre, op cit; 157.)

44 Queensland Pa¡liamentary Debates, 4 September, 1884; 571.
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have taken up its home in the poorer districts ... the more respectable suburbs being

almost entirely free of the disease." This did not mean that the better off were immune,

since this knowledge also claimed that "the germs of disease that are generated in the back

slums will travel to broad thoroughfares."45 The effect of these concerns was to

concentrate the public health policing in the "lower quafiers" of Sydney. The central issue

here seemed not to be the poverty of its residents or their living conditions that put them at

greatest risk for the disease. Rather, it was said to be the moral character of the "lower

classes" evidenced by what, to more fortunate eyes, was their dirty and crowded living

conditions, which then made disease the logical associate of their other failings.

The distincion is important. As Curson illustrates in his history of Sydney

epidemics, the majority of smallpox cases did come from the poorer areas of the city.ae

The reasons for this were environmental, in the sense that the risk of disease was increased

in insanitary and crowded conditions. Yet, they could be interpreted as moral in the sense

that the poor, as a result of their various failings, were said to aid the spread of smallpox.

In other words, did the sty make the pig or did the pig make the sty?+z There were many

who preferred the latter view, including the editor of the Sydney Daily Telegraphwho

railed against the lower strata of society for their "inordinate, unseemly, and perverse

fondness for dirt ... and daily defiance of the sanitary laws."48

Overall, the idea of disease as being the product of moral deficiency and

intemperance was a powerful one which focused on the most visible victims of 19th

century urban society, the poor. V/ith this focus came a sense of threat: despite the

barriers between the classes, no urban dwelier, even the wealthy, were immune from the

45 Macleorl R and Lewis M ed. Disease Medicine and Empire. London: Routledge, 1988: 226. See also
Wohl A S. EndangeredLives: Public HealthinVictorianBritain.London: Methuen, 1983;19.

46 Curson P. Times of Crisis. Sydney: Syd Univ P, 1985; 96, 102.

4'l Mayne, op cit; 567.

scathing in its denunciation of certain lodging
s and residents calling them "sluts and slovens"

" and suggested that any improvements
ing to their vomit" or "pigs wallowing in the
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possibility of disease, particularly where some measure of inter-class contact occurred

Through the spread of disease, the poor, with their moral failings, were seen to threaten

the better off in urban society. Smith provided one example of this idea, translated into

policy; he wrote that it was believed that "fallen women" were dangerous wet nurces

because they risked transmitting cancer to their infant charges.ae

In addition to smell, dirt and disease, there was another , more profound, way in

which the "lower" classes were said to be separated from the "upper" classes. It centred

around the idea that the former were degenerate. This view was prevalent in both the

United Kingdom and Australia. It drew srength from the social thought of the day,

particularly that of the eugenicists. Eugenicists argued that there were fixed hereditary

differences between social groups and that these determined generalised characteristics

and traits that could then be said to apply to individuals within the group. While eugenics

is best known for its claim to make statements about the relative worth of different races,

it also offered views about the relative worth of the classes. In this context, eugenics

offered the simple idea that "the upper and lower strata of society are not equal in regard

to ability; that the upper strata have produced more people of talent and genius than the

lower strata." This difference was said by eugenicists to be a product of hereditary

differences rather than environmental differences or differences in opportunity.

Significantly, this was a fixed and unchangeable difference.so

In Britain, the economist Alfred Marshall, writing in the late 19th century of the

residual pauper class, suggested that, in addition to ability, there were other differences

determined by heredity that distinguished the residual poor from their betters. They had

"poor physique and a weak character"; they were "limp in body and mind."s1 They were

49 Srith, op cit;73 and 178.

50 Docker J. Can the Cente llotd? in Sydney Labour History Group. What Rough Beast? The State and
Social Order in Australia. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1982¡'59.

he

ded
the only remedy is to prevent such people fro¡1 ,
to the Iirdustriai Remuneration Conference, 1885.
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simply poorer specimens of humanity. For the Victorian policy makers, the causes of this

physical and moral state of "pauperism" lay centrally with the individual's makeup. This

was seen to be more relevant than the environmental and structural issues of poverty.

V/ith this concern for pauperism came a concern for what was said to be its attendant

vices, "drunkenness, improvidence, mendicancy, bad language, frlthy habits, gambling,

low amusements and ignorance."52

This type of view underpinned and legitimised the policies that kept the poo¡est

classes disadvantaged and disenfranchised. It drew stark contrasts beween the

responsible and the irresponsible classes. These ideas were fundamental to the way the

social classifications were seen because their deterministic and fixed character implied

that there was no scope for change; that inequalities, poverty and ill health were the result

of the natural differences between classes and not the product of the 19th century

environment.

Smell, dirt disease and physique were public health categories used in a number of

public policy contexts to emphasise social distinctions. They accompanied other social

processes that also gave a health significance to everyday conduct. Johan Goudsblom

wïote that the evolution of a number of rules, such as those associated with sneezing or

spitting, are less to do with hygiene (though this provides their formal justification) and

more to do with creating barriers between people. These rules create "an invisible wall ...

between one human body and another, repelling and separating."s: The rules of conduct

discussed in Chapter 3 are an aspect of this.sa

(Industrial Remuneration Conference . The Report of the Proceedings and Papers. London: Cassell, 1885;

t97, t98.)

52 Stedman Jones, op cit; 11.

53 Goudsblom J. Public Health and the Civilizing Process, 1986. Millbank Qtrly,64: 161-188; 163. The
itting, or open sneezing or coughing are associated
his detailed history of manners, (first published in
that was intended to distinguish social groups. For

matters) as saying:
núo the dish. It is more refined to use only three
f distinction between the upper and lower classes

as badges of distinction that separated social
lias N. The Civilizing Process. Oxford: Basil
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The proposition that rules about health and manners constitute a way of

recognising social boundaries and distinguishing between classes takes more significance

if the principal adherents of good hygiene and manners are considered. George Orwell's

repulsion at the smell of working class bodies was, characteristically, a bourgeois, middle

class reaction. A concern for cleanliness has been said also to be a middle class trait. For

example, in considering racism (in the form of anti-Semitism) Mosse, writing in 1978,

said "racism out such qualities as cleanliness, honesty - virtues which, during the

nineteenth century, to symbolise the ideals of the middle class."55 The significance

of this middle class lies in the fact that, socially and economically, this class and

the working class sit side by side and tend to blur at the margins. The economic status of

many of the middle class has been precarious.56 George Orwell emphasised the

characteristic middle class burden of "genteel poverty", writing:

The essential fact about them (middle class families) is that all their vitality has
been drained away by lack of money. In families like that ... there's more sense of
poverty ... than you'd find in any farm-labouter's family.sz

The precarious financial state of many middle class families was also illustrated in

Australia where social changes, rapid economic development and labour shortages were a

feature of life in the 19th century. Most obviously, this was expressed in the wage and

salary rates: in Melboume, for example, a clerk, for whom the costs of maintaining even a

modest social position were relatively high, might earn little more than a skilled

54 As the Indian caste system demonstrates, healrh rules within this st¡ucture are more to do with the
exclusive status of a parlicular group rather than to do with public health (See Beæille A. Caste as a Form
of Social Inequality,in Beteille Aed. Social Inequality. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1969;285.)

55 Mosse GL.Towards the Final Solution. New York: HowardFertig,ISTS;234.

middle class would, because they were
ists, and "sink gradually into the proletariat". (Marx
1970;42.)

57 Orwell G. Coming Upfor Air. Ha¡mondsworth: Penguin, 1962:136. The hnancial insecurity of many of
the middle class necessarily made its claims to exclusivity rest on status and values
hygiene, att¡ibutes that were said not to be sha¡ed by the working class. These att¡i of
tlie way that the middle class saw itself and was seen. Thus, G D H Cole, def,rning "it
is not simply a matter of income." Manners and education alþlay a part ln_defining this group. (Cole G D
H. Studiei in Class Structure. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1955; 93.) .
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tradesman. In these cases, manners and beliefs and values about hygiene and dirt rather

than wealth would become the markers of distinction and define the barriers between the

classes.5s

However, in Australia, separateness was not so easily achieved as it was in

England. Richard Twopeny noted the blurring of traditional class barriers prompted by

local circumstances and restricted opportunities, expressed for example in the prevalence

of inter-class marriages. Such descriptions emphasised the theme of "upside downess",

which was prevalent in the comic sketches of Australia at the time. Thus, when labour

was in short supply, there were cartoons about servants demanding references from their

prospective mistresses, while a working class wife of a respectable man (the result of the

shortage of females in Australia at that time) could be added to the list of strange events in

an antipodean world. Some, the republicans and nationalists, might have seen this as

admirable evidence of the equality of humankind in Australia (perhaps epitomised by

Henry Lawson's idealised shea¡er who "called no biped lord or 'sir'.")se But, there were

other ways of seeing this social environment. The idea was projected in the cartoons and

the writings of observers such as Twopeny that this equality was anomalous and an

inversion of the established order of things. More particularly, it was shown to be

anomalous through obvious social failings such as Twopeny's notion that the working

class wife of a wealthy man would betray her origins by dropping her h's or eating peas

off her knife.oo

58 Davison G.The Rise and Fall of Marvellous Melbourn¿. Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1978; chapter 9. One
example of f.hese social distincúons being emphasised where social classes were grouped together was the
account of Nell Hartland, the middle class wife of an engineer, who came to Aust¡alia in the 1920s under an
assisted scheme. On the voyage out she said of her working class companions: "the people (in the next door
cabin) were just awful, they used to steal our towels and soap, their language was dreadful, I can't tell you
whattheirpersonalhabitswerelike" JenkinsT.WeCametoAustralia.London:Consúable, 1969;205.

59 fhe Shearer,published 1901.

60 Twopeny R.TownLift inAustrallø. Melbourne: Penguin, 1973; 108. (firstpub 1883.)
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4. ILL HEALTH AND DISEASE AS THE PROBLEM OF THE POOR

Health and disease were visible expressions of the differences between social

classes. Measurable differences in their morbidity and mortality emphasised those

differences. This part of the Chapter considers how they were explained and how they

were a way of retaining the status quo and justifying inequalities.

The view that the poor bring upon themselves the unhealthy conditions in which

they live has wide, long standing curency. Daniel Defoe's, novel about - but written well

after - London's great plague of 1665 presented the poor as quite oblivious to the

epidemic, taking $eat risks and being responsible for spreading the disease and bringing

their problems upon themselves. He did not consider other explanations: that these

people, with few if any financial reserves, had no option other than go about their normal

business, exposing themselves to the risks of infection. As such, their foolhardiness and

ignorance was beside the point. The poor were quite unable to flee to country houses or

lock themselves away. They were at greatest risk from the plague simply because they

were Poor.61

This kind of thinking was expressed during outbreaks of disease in the 19th

century. In the United States, a Medical Commission inquiring into the cholera epidemic

of 1832 wrote: "the disease in the city is confined to the imprudent, the intemperate, and

those who injure themselves by taking improper medicines."62 By this, the Commission

meant the mass of urban poor. In focusing the blame on the victims of the disease, the

Commissioners, Iike Defoe, ignored the reality that daily the "imprudent and intemperate"

class of society were required to face the many risks they allegedly invited. These risks

included sharing polluted water sources and living in crowded and unhygienic conditions

that encouraged the spread of the disease. Finally, when they were sick, conventional

medical treatment was often too costly to be available.

6l Defoe D. AJournal of thePlagueYear.Harmondsworth:PenguinBooks, L986:220 (firstpublished,
1722.) 'Ihis account was not contemporary, it was written nearly 60 years after the plague See also
Dah¡endorf R.The Origins of Ineqwlity among Men.ln Beteille A.ed. Sociallnequality. Harmondsworth:
Penguin,1969; 18.

62 Ci¡edin RosenbergCF,. The CholeraYears.Chicago: Univ. of Chicago, 1962:30.
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The British choiera epidemic of the same year also illustrated the point. The

disease came to Britain at a time of the populist movements emergent after the Napoleonic

wars. William Farr described it as a "time of great political excitement, and a year of

election riots."63 Far more cases of cholera occurred among the working classes and

paupers than among wealthier classes. This would be expected since they were far greater

numerically and their environment put them more at risk.6¿ In the view of one Member of

Parliament however, the spread was at least partly due to their ignorance of the risks in not

hospitalising sick relatives, while the autopsy reports of the victims commented on their

poor circumstances and intemperate habits.65 Throughout the epidemic, the middle class

view seems to have been that cholera was a disease predominantly of the working classes,

in particular, "itinerant labourers, tramps, hawkers and vagrants," probably because they

were mobile, conspicuous dirty and distasteful representatives of this class.66 This may

have been a prevalent view; Morris regards it as, overall, a mistaken view.67

While cholera did strike the poor to a greater extent than other classes, it was a

function of the environment in which they lived rather than the trait of beíng poor. Yet,

the differential death rate was seen in a way that emphasised a tension between social

classes and the implied threat to the more fortunate from the "lower classes."68 This

63 rarr, op cit; 364.

ú Monis, op cit;91 and92.

65 P.liurn"ntary Debates, 15 December, 1831; 308 and 313. Moris, op cit; 85 and 137.

66 Monis, op cit; 11?.

67 rui¿; q¡.

68 Srandardised death rates for cholera during the period 1848-1854, indicate that the new urban areas
(which contained fhe largest congregations
disease. (Greenhow EH. Papers Relating
Gregg International Pub, 1973; 136-141.)
case fatalities were confined almost entirely to the lo

There is evidence to suggest that at least some of the poor considered cholera a plot designed by
thei¡ masters to kill them off. In England, Durey cited evidence of attacks by the poor on doctors and
hospital staffbecause
using their bodies for
claim that it was the p
the surplus poor. (Durey M. The Return of the Plague: iU
and Mâcmiil an, 1979; 156, 162.) It is difficult to know whether such a view was *tdïS1f,*riå andicable

e afraid to go among
mas,1932;'19.)
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thinking was endorsed in other contexts by some medical practitioners whose work

brought them in contact with the London poor during the 19th century. One, whose

practice included administering Poor Law relief, complained that:

Such an opinion was not restricted to the 19th century. In a relatively recent account of

tuberculosis in England published in 1973, Harley Williams claimed that responsibility for

the continued spread of the disease in the United Kingdom lay with its last remaining

victims "the tramps and the homeless wanderers" who sought to avoid the X-ray caravans

and. the treatment programmes. In considering why itinerants were less likely to comply

with screening and medication, Williams directed the problem back to the individual

sufferer:

These men resent not merely the tiny acts of self discipline which have to be
observed by those who wish to remain healthy, they loath the slightest
infringement on their private notion of freedom.T0

This process of seeing the usually poor victims of tuberculosis as though they were

entirely responsible for their plight once again ignores a variety of complicated issues in

the lives of marginal people. It is an expression of the circular, but powerful, view that

those who are poor are by their nature negligent and lazy and that is why they are poor.

By extension, the cause of a disease which unfairly selects the poor as its victims is

associated not with environmental circumstances, but with these same defects in

character.Tl There is also an important social and policy consequence of blaming the

a sort of fatalism is very prevalent among the poor; they have ... far less reliance
on medical care than the upper classes. Some appeu careless and apathetic; some
resign themselves to the event ... not a few of the poorest and most degraded
allow their diseases to take their own courses6e

69 s.ith, op cit; 159.

70 V/i[iur. H. Requiemfor a Great Killer. London: Health Horizons, 1973;70'

71 ttris is similar to the view attributed to puritan merchants: namely, that the accumulation of wealth by
of salvation. People who were successful by sober industry, "deserved" to be

ained poor also dèserved their lot. (see Weber M. The Protestant Ethic and the
: Allen and Unwin, 1976;3-5.)
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victims of disease for their misfortune. It focuses responsibility towards the sufferers and

away from the conditions that promote the course of disease and direct its spread. It

exempts from responsibitity those who are unwilling or unable to make the social and

structural changes necessary to alter this situation.T2

5 THE GOVERNMENTAL RESPONSE

A central task for the Victorian policy makers was to introduce the values of thrift

and providence into the mass of the working classes and to disarm the threat they were

assumed to present to established order. In the minds of the legislators, moral reform of

the working classes sat side by side with sanitary reform. Public health legislation was a

part of this civilising theme. The main plank in the public health reform of the 19th

century urban environment was a series of HealthAcrs, first passed in England in 1848

and copied in the Australian colonies at different times over the next 30 years. These

established a range of environmental controls designed to clean up the cities and to survey

the "other world" inhabited by the poor. The moral agenda was also prominent among the

supporrers of this legislation. At first glance, the English Health Act 1848 was an

enactment that clarified central and local government responsibility for public health while

providing the rudimentary powers to remedy insanitary conditions. In the minds of the

legislators it did more than this. It addressed the problem of the classes itself. So, it was

argued, sanitary reform "had a great bearing on the moral and religious condition of the

people."z: Even members who opposed the legislation on the basis of its cost and

centralist intrusions accepted the idea that good sanitation was important, "that it was

d

Nicolson, 1971;558.

73 Parliamentary Debates, 5 May, 1848; 733.
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highly conducive to the cleanliness, the comfort, and the morals of the population."T4 The

link between crime and disease was drawn strongly in the debates. As one member said,

"the same condition of things and habits of life which gave rise to fever, also powerfully

stimulated to the perpetration of crime."75

Similar views were expressed in Australia during the passage of health legislation

in the Colonial Parliaments. During the debates on New South'Wales Infectious Disease

legislation in 1881, it was said "cleanliness means healthiness and healthiness was

synonymous with holiness."Ta A belief in the moral power of public health legislation was

an enduring one. In 1940, the evil effects of insanitary housing in Adelaide was

commented upon in the South Australian Parliament. It was said:

the conditions in which ..[the occupants] live are responsible for many young men
and women committing crimes and many children being committed to
reformatories.TT

While the moral and sanitary salvation of the working class was a prominent

feature of public health policy, other legislation also sought to redress and contain the

vicious influences of the urban slums and their inhabitants. While panics such as the

garotting fear might prompt urgent legislation, imposing exemplary punishment on the

urban criminal classes, more reasoned and less hasty responses to the problem were

introduced in a number of other legislative provisions. One early, English, attempt at

civilising the working class is remarkable for the legacy of suburban Gothic churches that

it left behind. The New Churches Act, 7818 provided a million pounds for the

construction of new churches in the towns. This was designed to extend the influence of

the established Anglican church among the newly formed urban classes in order to avert

their "vicious habits" and to combat other, unstated, "corrupting influences, dangerous to

74 rui¿;nq.

75 rcid:rgz.

76 N"* South'Wales Parliamentary Debates, 7 December, l88l;2476.

77 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 30 October, 1940:1122.
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thepublic security, as well as toprivate morality."78 Otherinitiatives included those that

sought to provide housing for the working classes, to establish savings banks, to impose

compulsory education and to institute reform schools for the miscreant working class

youth. These initiatives were inüoduced in both Aus¡ralia and Britain and sought to create

a working class whose transformed values were cast in the mould of prevailing middle

class ideology.Te The twin values of moral and sanitary cleanliness was explicit in one

enactment. In 1846, English legislation was passed to provide public baths and wash

houses for the "labouring classes."80 Its aim was to combat both the moral and the

physical dirt of the working classes. The responsible Minister explained the importance

of:

teaching men to entertain self-respect and to cultivate those habits which made
them seémly in the eyes of others, and enjoy a state of respectability ... !h"1." .

habits [cleanliness] were counted ... with many of the highest moral and religious
virtuessl

The moral power of bathing was also advocated in Australia. In 1913, a Victonan

Parliamentary Select Committee considering housing conditions in Melbourne heard

evidence of the lack of regular bathing among the City's poor. A constable Kelly, whose

duties took him to their houses, asserted that where baths existed they were often full of

lumber. Given the power, he claimed that he would compel "everyone to use their baths."

In his view, people who bathed frequently would become "better citizens" and "cleaner in

78 P.liu*".rråry Debates, l5 May, l8l8;112. (Second Reading Speech of the Earl of Liverpool.)

79 S"" for example, Dickey B. No Charity There. S Unwin
Making culture available to the working cl aspect lising process both in

ry was Sunday as a waY of

Professor 
"f 

#;rî:rry, th, Lif:.¿.cif iä',:ì:"
ier moves in Britain to open museums and galleries on

Sundays. In 1846 a member of the House of Commons advocated this on the basis of its "civilising effects"
He put the following motion:^ 

That with ã view of lessening the temptation to d¡unkenness and jmmorality, and_ of promoting
thereby the welfa¡e of the wõrking clásses especially, and also of ryqlety general_ly, it.is the d-uty of
a Chrildan Legislature to open the British Museum, the National Gallery, and all-similar public
places calculated to afford innocent and instructive recreation þr the reception of visitors.

Such a m^otion he said was the best means oF "humanising the people," @arliamentary Debates, 14 August,
1846;1r7.)

80 An Act to Encourage the Establishment of Public Baths andWash Ílouses 1846. (9 & 10 Vic, C74')

81 Parliamentary Dcbates, 3 August, 1846:211.
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their habits."82 As a form of control over those deemed to be in want of sanitary reform,

the public health provisions and related interests were also said to be effective. Graeme

Davison recounted that in Australia, the truancy officers and the local public health

inspectors exercised a more effective control over the lives of the slum dwellers of

Melbourne than did the City police force with their traditional and quite predictable

methods.s3

Of course, the 19th century reformers did not lift the poor into their midst. Rather,

they envisaged the formation of a body of respectable poor, the grateful and worthy

objects of the largesse and moralising of the better off, a body of people that the middle

classes could disarm, civilise, control and on occasions, even romanticise.s4 There were

others that were not deserving. They ì,vere those who were said to have spurned the

proffered hand of moral improvement. They included the rejects of the Victorian housing

reformer, Octavia Hill, who complained that:

the vicious, dirty and destructive habits of the lowest strata have obliged me at last
to decline them as tenants. These are the people that are the despair of small
property owners, and drive even the most considerate of them to regard
èxpenditure on repairs and health appliances as money thrown away.8s

By way of contrast, the successful poor were ffained in "punctuality, thrift and

respectability." A prime test of punctuality for Octavia Hill was paying the rent. Tenants

in arrears were evicted.s6

These reforming initiatives had the effect of emphasising, rather than reducing, the

barriers that stood between social groups in Australian and British society. They

underscored and strengthened the twin categories of the deserving and the undeserving

poor. They distinguished those who would receive the limited and conditional charity of

82 Joint Select Commirtee upon the Housing of the People in the Metropolis @rogress Report). Victoria,
Parliamentary Papers, l9l3-19L4, Vol 1, no 4; 61 (questions 963, 965.)

83 Davison et al ed, op cit:25.

84 Gotuy, op cit; 112, 174,296.

85 Cited in Stedman Jones, op cit; 196.

86 cirø in Hill, op cit; 194.
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the middle classes from those whose conduct rendered them unworthy of it. Depravity,

dirt and disease were the hallmarks of the undeserving poor, the vagabonds and the

threatening pauper class upon whom good works were wasted. They were to be the

objects of more coercive and conffolling legislation. Yet, the deserving poor also sat

sepa.rate and apart from the middte classes as the object of the latter's charity and good

works. The Ladies Benevolent Societies and allied institutions turned charity into a

personalised affair, emphasising the giver on the one hand and the receiver on the other.

Such an arrangement could only underline the natural superiority of the giving classes.

Charity, sensitively given and gratefully received, was a ritual that strengthened and

solidified the class that gave. In this process of controlling and civilising, the deserving

recipients were as sharply categorised and defined as were the undeserving. Importantly

though, since their moral and sanitary salvation could be achieved, the threat as such,

though not the social distance, had been removed. In contrast, the gulf of depravity, difr

and disease that separated the "undeserving" poor, from thei¡ betters remained, to be

remarked upon, complained about, distanced and finally, explained by sanitarians,

politicians and eugenicists.

6 ALCOHOL

In both Britain and Australia during ttre 19th and 20th centuries, the regulation of

the consumption of alcohol and the social views that accompanied its use and the

regulation of it have both social and public health significance. These have often been

blurred; while the history of alcohol control may appear to be about public health, it is

centrally about the history of morals and boundaries. Alcohol use has provided a basis

from which particular social goups have been criticised. With this came the prevalent

view that alcohol was a cause of poverty. Other alcohol policies also focused on the

problems of the users, labelling them "alcoholics" and clinically "sick." Put simply, the

history of alcohol control suggests that it was of most concern when it went down working
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class throats. Yet, alcohol consumption has always been and remains a central public

health problem, accounting for some 6,000 premature deaths in Australia annually.a7

The general argument presented here is that, historically, alcohol consumption has

been assessed in class terms and that it has been argued to be a cause of disease and

poverty among working class drinkers. The language of this argument has been a mixture

of criminalising, medicalising and moralising, collectively creating another barrier

between the respectable and the degraded groups in society. The poor were said to be

degraded because they drank and drunkards were threatening to the community.

Adverse comments about working class life and morals in 19th century Britain and

Australia were often made through commentary upon their drinking habits and what was

said to be the resulting intemperance. Alcohol use became another way in which

boundaries between social classes were maintained and reinforced. It has been said that

during the 18th century the social classes often drank and mixed together. By comparison,

the middle and upper classes of the 19th century enforced their class segregation to a

much greater extent and were reluctant to mix socially with the people they considered

their inferiors. More generally, they sought to exclude themselves from working class

company and lamented the occasions when unavoidable circumstances forced it upon

them.88 When viewed through middle and upper class eyes, working class alcohol

consumption brought with it the prospect of disorder and chaos that alarmed genteel

society. A vivid example was the drinking bouts of the "navvies", the canal and railway

builders, whose invasion of the English countryside marked them as a threatening group, a

87 Australia, Departrnent of Community Services and Health. Statistics on Drug (Ise in Australia. Cutbena:
AGPS, 1990.

88 Harrison B. Drink a
Victorians did all that t
though not completely, o

St¿tion boasted First, S
Station: A Social lj:iitorv. Oxford: Oxford U P, 1986; 1 the

differential admissions to the Great Exhibiúon of 1851 at the Crystal Palace.
Prices va¡ied from one pound to one shilling for different days. (de MareB. London 1851 : The Year of the

Great Exhibitìon.London: Folio Press, 1973. Illustrated Londnn News,17 May, 1851.)
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"race apart," whoso debauches around the local public house on pay day Saturday were

graphic glimpses of the, alcohol assisted, world of disorder and chaos.se

By the 19th century, the middle and upper classes tended to drink in private or in

semi-private contexts, at home or in their clubs. The working classes drank more publicly

in bars and streets. It has been said that private as opposed to public drinking was

becoming a "mark of respectability."ro This publicþrivate distinction is important. The

evil effects of intoxication were most obvious when drinking was done in public. As such,

drunkenness (the state of intoxication) was taken to be a working class vice because

alcohol use by the poor was most visible.

Alcohol has been a prominent feature of Australian social life. It has been said

that it was a way of softening what, to Europeans, was a harsh and alien environment.

Alcohol also played an economic role as the virtual currency of New South Wales in the

early 19th century.el V/riting in 1847 of his experiences in Ausffalia, Alexander Harris,

the "Immigrant Mechanic" claimed:

the labouring population are universally lost to a1l sense of moral duty and
religious obedleñce. ... Drunkenness, profanity, dishonesty, and unchastity are the
prevalent habits which the class has acquired.e2

Flowever, in Australia, there was also some evidence that drunkenness was not solely the

preserve of the labouring poor. Here was another "inversion." Twopeny made the

observation that while drunkenness here was not much worse than in England, there was

one notable difference "in the class that gets drunk." In Australia, he wrote, "it is not

merely the lower classes but everybody that drinks" with d¡unkenness common among

"those who may claim to be considered the upper classes here." This, Twopeny claimed,

89 ch"rn.y, op cit; 34.

9o Hurri.on, op cit; 45.

91 S"" the historical survey in Powell KC. Drinking and Alcohol in Colonial Australia 1788-1901 for the

Eastern Colonies (NCADA Monograph Series No 3). Canbena: AGPS, 1988.

92 Hanis A (An "Immigrant Mechanic"). Settlers and Convicrs. Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1964;230.
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contrasted strongly with England: "[an] English gentleman of the present day, whatever

his other sins may be, does not get drunk, because "it is bad form", if for no better

rgason. "93

Drunkenness (at least its public manifestation) among the colonial gentry blurred

the boundaries between social classes and threatened the clear division between them.

Such behaviour was anomalous, potentially a threat to social order and worthy of

comment along with other antipodean anomalies. Amplifying this concern, a most serious

anomaly occurred when poor people had the opportunity to genuinely "ape their betters."

The Australian gold rush provided such oppornrnities and when they occurred, the antics

and sprees of the few lucky, working class diggers were widely reported. According to

varied reports they poured champagne into horse troughs for the benefit of passers by and

lit their pipes with banknotes or even ate them in sandwiches. They hired coaches with

liveried footmen and, with prostitutes on their arms, drove noisily and drunkenly around

the streets of Melbourne, even going so far as to carry out parodies of wedding

ceremonies.s¿ 'While their accuracy may remain arguable, these stories remain one of the

most enduring images of the gold rush. More significantly, their popularity as a way of

presenting an "upside down" world is important. Here were grotesque assaults on the

sacred values of the community: success through merit, thrift and marriage. Alcoholic

excess prominently featured in these glimpses of riot. It was presented in grotesque rways,

as champagne poured down the throats of drunken diggers or into horse troughs and

buckets.

It was the threat posed to the maintenance of traditional class structures that made

the diggers' behaviour so memorable. Their nuggets had enabled them to cross the

traditional barrier of wealth and power that separated the classes. Money in the hands of

working people could make sudden and radical inroads into established class stratification.

93 T*op"ny R. op cit; 125.

94 Fo. "* . The GotdenAge. Melbourne: de Australian
Squatters Univ P, l9S;]a4!. Clacy.C. A Di ustralia in
1852-185 sdowne, 1963;23. Powell, op I's r
"Improvident Diggers", Fine A¡t Gallery Ballarat.
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Consequently, their behaviour had to be painted as grotesque, ridiculous and, above all,

illegitimate and anomalous. This was part of a broader issue. As Manning Clark

described the gold rush period: "All was confusion. Respect for worth, talent and

education had ... been subverted. Brawn and muscle, not birth, marked the

aristocracy."e5 Behind this lurked a more significant threat, that the world of the lucky

diggers would overturn the world of order. It was a world where rough diggers flaunted

their wealth and cried "it is our turn to be masters now."e6 The lurid reports of the lucky

diggers' grotesque alcoholic excesses emphasised the essential illegitimacy of working

people with money and power. They emphasised the fact that, for all their new found

riches, the diggers could not, without great difficulty, hope to cross the boundary between

classes.

The view that alcoholic excess was a working class vice was accompanied by the

view that it was also associated with their wider misery. For the critics of the working

class it was associated with an increased susceptibility to cholera. One case report, written

during the British epidemic of 1832, described the deceased person as "one of those

reprobates whom cholera is said to know for its victims - an idle ... drunkard." sz During

the same year, a letter was published in a provincial newspaper which claimed that most

of the cholera victims in Sunderland "were ddnk and smoke addicts."es R J Evans claimed

that this was also a prevailing view in Germany and Austria during cholera epidemics.

The disease was said to be "an affliction of the 'dangerous classes' caused by drunkenness

and vice."99

95 Ct*t C M H. A History of Australia (Vol N). Melbourne¡ Melb. Univ P, 1978; 45. See also Palmer V
The Legend of the Nineties. Melboume: Melb Univ P, 1954;38.

96 Macintyre, op cit; 19.

97 Morris, op cit; 137.

illan,
only st
e, the

cholera.

99 Evans R J. Epidemics and Revolutions: Cholera in lgth Cennrry Europe, 1988. Past and Present,l20:
t23-r46: r39.
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There was and is no evidence that links between alcohol consumption and an

increased risk of cholera were anything other than coincidental. In the case of cholera, the

risks were heightened for those who lived in crowded and insanitary conditions. In the

case of alcohol, the risks were heightened by lack of expectations and lack of

opportunities. Often during the 19th century, these two factors would come together.

Those who took the view that cholera was caused by alcohol consumption shifted the

responsibility for the cholera epidemic away from the environmental causes, of poor

sanitation, and back to the victims of the disease. There was an implicit argument that if

the poor and the intemperate classes could mend their ways they would cease to run the

risk of cholera. More generally, this kind of thinking allowed alcohol to be portrayed as a

cause of all their problems and to justify the view that the victims brought these on

themselves.

Another way of blaming drinkers for their misfortune was to associate alcohol

with poverty. The tract writers and benevolent associations often chose to see the problem

of alcoholism in the 19th century in terms of a simple model of "drunkenness leading to

poverty." This model remained prominent in the ideology of charitable organisations and

justified the idea that the poor and the destitute were responsible for their plight. For

example in 1855, the New South 'Wales Chief Justice, addressing a meeting of the

Destitute Childrens Society, observed that "the wretched passion for liquor" was a prime

cause of the abandoning of children by their parents.loo In 1865, three Sydney charitable

organisations identified links between drinking and poverty that we e, they thought,

"permeating the working class." tot

Alcohol was also important in the policing of charity. In her history of slum

Sydney, Anne O'Brien records that if the workers of the various benevolent societies

detected any evidence of alcohol in a recipient's house it might be sufficient to cancel

1oo Di"k"y, op cit;44.

101 Powell, op cit;47 .
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their meagre allowançs5.102 These concerns were calried into law. The pensions

legislation introduced by the Australian Government in 1908 provided special eligibility

criteria that addressed the applicant's use of alcohol. Applicants had to be "of good moral

character" and "leading a sober and reputable life." Convictions for drunkenness carried

with them the additional penalty of loss of one or more pension payments. In extreme

cases, a guardian could be appointed if it was considered that the pensioner was

"misspending or wasting" his or her benefit. Alan Jordan's account of this legislation

shows that, in practice, alcoholism was the main gtound upon which this action was taken.

This was a policy that remained until 1973.t03

Not all agteed with the model that alcohol promoted poverty. Some 19th century

authors and experts chose to emphasise the environment in which so many of the

intemperate poor lived. Farr suggested that the gleatest risks for alcoholism were

occupation and downturns in prosperity among the working population.to+ Edwin

Chadwick, the prominent public health reformer, said that:

when intemperance is mentioned as the cause of disease ...on carrying
investigation a little further back, discomfort is said to be the immediate antecedent
to the intemPeranss. lo5

Friedrich Engels, describing the lot of the urban poor in 19th century Manchester, saw

drunkenness as the logical result of the prevailing economic conditions and the only thing

that made work bearable. For Engels, alcohol was the only source of pleasure for the poor

and to that extent "drunkenness has here ceased to be a vice, for which the vicious can be

held responsible."too

102 o'Bri"n, op cit; chapter 3.

103 Jordan A. Of Good. Character and Deserving of a Pension: Moral and Racial Provisions in Australian
Social Security. Sydney: Univ of NSW, Social WelfareResearch Centre, 1989;9.

104 Farr, op cit; 282.

105 Harrison, op cit; 355.

106 Engels F. The Condition of the Working-Class in England. Moscow: Progress Pub, 1973: 142. Cha¡les
Dickens also took this view. In 1844, he referred to:

that monsEous doctrine which sets down as the 'consequences' of drunkenness fifty thousand
miseries which are as all reflecúve persons know, and daily see the wretched causes of it. (cited in
Harrison, op cit; 355.)
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These views were not those of the popular imagination. Rather, the public was

exposed to a stream of moral exhortations that emphasised the destn¡ction of prosperous

tradesmen and happy family life through drink. In the lithographs of the temperance

tracts, the gateway to prosperity stood side by side with the gateway to ruin and the

working man simply made his decision. Alcohol use, and the poverty and the disease

known by the temperance reformers to be associated with it, was represented as the result

of the free and unfettered choice of its victim. In this view, its problems were something

that the poor brought on themselves while the wealthy carried no particular responsibiliry

for them unless they chose to get involved in good works and attempts to reform the

drunka¡ds.

The views about alcohol that saw drunkenness as a working class vice, that saw it

linked with poverty and illness, were expressed in legislative responses that brought

together and confused notions of public order, morality and health. In particular, these

Iaws focused on the use of alcohol among the working class. As early as a statute of

James I, in 1606, the attack on the use of alcohol among the working class was explicit.tm

The potential criminalising of alcohol use that commenced with this Act has continued for

more than three centuries in a variety of Police and criminal law legislation.

The laws of the Australian colonies in the 19th century suggest a continuing

emphasis upon the public order aspect of alcohol consumption. The South Australian

conditions were expressed by Margaret Kiddle in her
ive use of alcohol. She wrote:
ng habis of the majority of the population, but
ifwas a wonder that anyone of them was ever sober.
v P, 1950; 98.)

107 this was a statute to repress the "odious and loathsome sin of drunkenness" (4 James I, C5.) Its thrust

was a mix of moral improvement and social contro
Whereas the l-oathsome and odious Sin of

was sold. The moral component of James' Act may
odious sin - but its f,hrust seems to have been di¡ecte
about the overthrow of skills and trades'
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Police Act,1.869 penalised public drunkenness.los l¡ also permitted any person with three

such convictions within twelve months to be declared an "idle and disorderly person", an

offence that attracted a penalty of imprisonms¡¡.lOe The idle and disorderly provision

existed in both Australia and Britain. It was part of the powers available to the magistrates

in their efforts to maintain order and to police the boundaries of respectable society.

Along with drunkards, beggars, wanderers, people without lawful means of support and

the associates of reputed thieves and prostitutes were declared to be outside those

boundaries and were all subject to being dealt with as "idle and disorderly."llo

The context in which this type of legislation operated should be considered.

General police powers over the disorderly members of the working class had been in force

since Tudor times (predating James' Act.) During the 19th centurY, the English Vagrancy

Act 1822 provided the general model for the criminalising of working class excesses

(particularly their alcohol induced excesses) and their assaults on the decency of the better

classes. In an analysis of this Act, Roberts highlights the symbolic importance of the "idle

and disorderly" provisions as a way of policing social boundaries and protecting the

delicacies of the better off classes from the visual and verbal assaults and the antics of the

lower classes. The extent to which these were taken to be a direct threat to the

sensitivities of the better off was put by one better class spokesman who asked:

What! Are our wives and daughters, are our youth of both Sexes - nay, are we
ourselves, to be disgusted in our public walks by the dirty and obscene bestialities
of wretches, who fiñd a vulgar gratification in their commission, because they are a

sort of tacit insult and offence offered to the better part of society?ttt

108 secúon 52.

109 5sctis¡ 62. This applied to "any habitual drunkard having thrice been convicted of drunkenness
within the preceding wèive months.'i The penalty was to be decla¡ed "idle and disorderly" and to risk two
months imprisonment with hard labour.

llo po¡¡r, Act 1865 (Victoria), section 35.

ffJäTffi*::?'"1i"3.ä'
to the world of the better off.

out the moral conûamination of prostitution (in
Jackson P. Maps of Meaning. London: Unwin Hyman, 1989; 165.)
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The drunkenness components of police and vagrancy legislation took their place as

part of the armoury of provisions available to preserve the respectable from moral outrage

and chaos. Typically, they were cast as publíc order offences. The work of these

drunkenness controls has largely been to select the poor and the homeless, those more

likely to be visibly drunk in public places and without the supports to get themselves

home. These provisions, virtually by definition, operated selectively even into the late

20th century. V/hen a decriminalised form of protective custody replaced the public

drunkenness offence in South Australia in 1984, the new system appeared also to have

operated this way, being used specifically against the poor and the aboriginal

communitY.ttz

Regulations over the supply of alcohol have also had differential effects on social

classes. In Australia for much of the 20th century, differential trading hours existed

between public bars and restaurants. Restaurants were more expensive and exclusive

places than bars, catering to a wealthier and "better" class of patron. Their hours of

opening were also more liberal. By comparison, the Australian working man had to

compress his drinking into the relatively short period between leaving work and 6.00pm,

the closing time for public bars, creating a phenomenon known locally as the "six o'clock

5vsill. "1 13

The laws relating to alcohol also medicalised the issue and constructed the idea of

the drunkard or the inebriate as a "sick" person, further distancing them from the

community. In South Australia, the Inebriates Act,1908 provided lengthy periods of

detention for "inebriates", def,rned as persons who "habitually use alcoholic liquors or

112 pr¡o. to 1984, the Police Offences Act, 1953 (South Australia.) carried the offence of being drunk in a
public place. Proceedings undeï this section, gen-erally, were directed only against the very poorest sections
õf the iommunity such -as the homeless. After 1984, this position did not c_hange greatly: a report of the
South Austratian Office of Crime Sratistics (November, 1986) has shown that the implementation of the

Pubtic Intoxication Act,1984 by police has demonst¡ated a clear race and class bias. (Sout{t Australia,
Attorney General's Departmeni. Decriminalising Drunkznness in South Australia (research bulletin No 4).
Adelaide: Government printer, 1986.)

113 pssrn R. The Dialectic of Drinking in Austalian Lift, 1988. Australian Alcohol and Drug Review, 7:
413-437.
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intoxicating or narcotic drugs to excess." Three convictions for drunkenness or an

application made by a relative, justice of the peace or family member might be sufficient

to detain a person under the Act. This Act presented a "disease model" through which the

alcohol problem could be viewed and politicians supporting the proposal approached the

idea with a scientific gusto appropriate to the new century. Persons with frequent

convictions were sick: one politician said, "the drink curse had got hold of them", another

that the cure must include hard work and turkish þ¿¡þs.lla A third claimed that "excessive

drunkenness was a disease which needed drastic treatment" and that drunkards must be

"scientifically cured. " t ts

The medicalising of alcohol use was no less intrusive to the person than was the

criminal law. Indeed, the period of detention was longer. It also allowed the classification

of the "inebriate" as a sick person whose disease "quarantined" them from the rest of

society. fn a sense, the drunkard was like the leper, a moral rather than a physical outcast.

Under the laws in colonial Queensland, this outcast status was made quite explicit. Along

with lepers and venereal disease sufferers, inebriates were detained without any attempt at

treatment, other than moral exhortations, in what amounted to penal conditions for

prolonged periods sf ¡irns.l16

The "sick" model emphasised the gulf between the "normal" drinker and the

"inebriate." It provided a boundary between the normal and the marginalised. This model

was not necessarily restricted to the poor but, since they were more often the focus of

comment and the control of other alcohol policy (such as the criminal law), the "sick"

model was more likely to be applied to them.

Another facet to the control of alcohol'was the laws that applied to the places at

which liquor could be sold. A control over licensed outlets has been a plank of British

114 South Ausralian Parliamentary Debates,2g October, 1907;759.

115 mi¿; ASS.

116 5"" generally Raymond Evans' Chapter The Hidden Colonists: Deviance and Social Control in
Colonial Queensland in Roe J. Social Policy in Ausralia: Some Perspectives l90l -1975. Melbourne:
Cassell, 1976.
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alcohol policy since the enthusiastic measures of James I which' in addition to his other

Acts, obliged alehouse keepers to be licensed in 1606'l17 This gave the local justices of

the peace, as licensing authorities, policing powers and oversight over the premises so

licensed. christopher Hill has written that these powers were used to control the gathering

of the roorless and disaffected elements, the potentially dangerous groups in Stuart

society.tta Legislation requiring the licensing of outlets and imposing discretionary

controls on their number was one of the first initiatives of the British governor in South

Australia in 1837.IIe

Licensed premises have always been seen as "dangerous" places' Generally' these

dangers were presumed moral and social. They could in fact be dangers to health' For

example, it was said that tuberculosis rates in Britain earlier this century were higher

among people who lived and worked in public houses' Yet, despite the matter being

raised, it did not become an issue for health authorities. It was as though the inhabitants of

these places "deserved what they got."l20 The moral and social dangers of licensed

premises were taken more seriously however, and were addressed by a form of legislative

quafantine. Licensed premises have been surrounded by a number of statutory provisions

attempting to protect the community from the evils emanating from them' Largely' these

provisions have been Iestrictions on public houses, frequented more by the working class

than by other social groups, places described in the New South wales Parliament as "poor

mens' clubs." They contrasted strongly with the much reduced level of control on the

other outlets for alCohOl sales such as the "gentlemens' çl¡þ5'"121

Licensing has been the most central and effective control over the public houses; it

monitors and keeps a surveillance on the day to day operation of the premises' It is a

and Ale to Alehouse-117Søtot", atLarge,JamesI,C4(1606). AnActtorestrainthe(ltteranceof Beer

keepers andTipplers not licensed'

118 Hill, op cit;49.

119 The licensing of suppliers of alcohol was the fourth Act qasstg in South Australia' after Acts setting up

*,e cãúiËãiråloíi"ì 
^n,ãiãg"iul"g 

employmenr. Licensing,Act, No 4 of.1837.

120 ,,Mass observation,'.The Pub and the People.London: cresset, 1987:'53-54.

121 Ps'{vsll, op cit; 38.
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places as a source of chaos and uproar, threatening to orderly values. The laws aimed to

keep this danger in check.

'Why was the middle class concern about alcohol consumption so significant? Why

did sobriety become a value promoted by the respectable classes? Centrally, the

association of social problems with alcohol provided a plausible way of blaming the poor

for their own plight and a convenient basis from which to justify the continuing existence

of poverty and inequality in Victorian times.

Responding to this process of blame and personal responsibility and building on its

logic, there were reforming movements that sought to direct the working man down the

path of respectable frugality. The temperance movement was characteristically the

product of the 19th century. It has been suggested that sobriety became valued at this time

because it helped to ensure a regular and reliable work force. Membership of the

temperance organisations support this view. There was a significant representation from

employers such as textile manufacturers and printers who had an understandable interest

in a sober labour fe¡ss.l26 More particularly, it has been suggested that the function of the

temperance movement in Britain was not to rescue the working man from poverty and ill

health. There was plenty of poverty and ill health not caused by alcohol that the

temperance reformers seemed happy to ignore. As one socialist wrote "those most

anxious to protect the working man from the drink seller were precisely those that wanted

to preserve him against housing reform and factory legislation."l2T \tr/þ¿¡ the temperance

reformers sought was a sober and industrious work force that knew its place, was able to

do its job and accepted cheerfully the small rewards of its labour. Such an ordered view

of the world is the antithesis of the antipodean image of riotous diggers flaunting their

wealth in Melbourne streets. The temperance ideal of reforming the vicious labouring

poor into models of respectability was potentially a powerful and effective model of social

126 Harrison, op cit; r52 and,2Tl.

127 ¡6i6' 399. However, not all temperance
work of the American temperance advocate

reformers were blind to the inequalities of the times. See the
Frances Willard, (Gusfield, op cit; 92.)
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control over the working class. It can be argued to be benign, "a non-violent alternative"

to the other, punitive, methods of social control.lz8

The issue of alcohol policy throws light on the issue of social boundaries and the

things that separate groups. Firstly, views about alcohol were views about class and

therefore, they provided a way of making a classification - intemperance on the one hand

and sobriety on the other. The intemperate classes were the rank outsiders in Victorian

society, of all groups they were the least likely to conform to the regimentation of the

loom and the steam engine. In the strongest sense of the term they were idle and

disorderly. Whether they were immoral or diseased may have been a matter for debate; in

either case, the law provided a powerful remedy to isolate and contain them as effectively

as if they were lepers or otherwise threatening to the public health. For those who

believed in an orderly society and, indeed, had a vested interest in maintaining it, the

public house was a dangerous place. It was the source of intemperance and the haunt of

the intemperate. It was a place where uproar and chaos stood to thleaten the values of the

middle. This threat was met by the web of laws that controlled and surveyed the activities

of these places.

More generally, the work of the temperance movements, together with the

legislative responses to alcohol, were sffategies that helped to strengthen the ideology of

the prosperous, industrious classes. It was a ritual of solida¡ity that identified and

protected the worthwhile social group from those whose behaviour stood to threaten its

mores. Dominant ideas and public policy about alcohol in the 19th and 20th centuries

both justified and sustained the barriers between social groups. They also provided a

ready explanation for the health and economic problems of the poor that focused, not on

128 5"" for example, Harrison, op cit; 91
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the environment in which people were obliged to live but, on the assumed personal

failings of the individuals ¡¡.t¡sslvs5.12e

7 CONCLUSION

The health status of the vast mass of the poor remained an issue of public health

concern for both Britain and Australia throughout the 19th century and the pubtc health

laws of the period were not particularly successful in improving the health of the

population civerall.l3O What was significant however, and is central to the argument

presented in this thesis, is the way that the "lower class", so much of the population in

both countries, were categorised and marked by a process of public health legislation and

discourse, which saw it as a race apafi, bringing its problems on itself and threatening

other classes.

The a¡ticulation of the working class threat was expressed signifrcantly in the

language of public health. Its solution was also seen to lie partly in the public heahh

process. The HealthAcrs sought to address not merely the sanitary needs but also the

moral improvement and the civilising of the "dangerous" classes. The process of public

health was part of the wider process of social legislation and control that was about

I29 '¡6slate nineteenth century abounded with moralistic tales of reformed drunkards, see Gusf,reld, op cit;
82. Rather than criminalising and punishing, the temperance movement, through example setting, made the
individual focus inwardly and examine his own guilt and its meetings regularly featured reformed
workingmen who harangjued crowds with details of their past evils. Implicit in such admissions of guilt is
an acceptance both of the temperance values and also of a regime where the individual regulates their own
behaviour in accordance with those values. Foucault argued that this is the most powerful form of social
control. See the "Birth of the Asylum" and "Panopticism", in Rabinow P ed. The Foucault Reader.
Harmondsworth: Penguin 1984.

130 ttre very slow rate of improvement in the health pego.d can be illust¡ated
by central ma¡kers of public health such as infant mor little improved. In 1900
(52 years after the ftrst Health Act) they were no bette des previously. (Walvin ,

op cit:26.) The poor health of the working class was most snikingly publicised by the extremely high
medical rejectioñ rates of Boer War volunteers. See the report of The Inter-Departmental Committee on
Physical Deteri set up to enquire into the "allegati_ons
coñcerning the See alrso Davis A and George J. States of
Health: Ílealth 1988; 35- 46.
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creating a respectable and orderly working class and restraining the threats of riot and

disorder.

The social boundaries between classes were also marked and strengthened through

the public health process, in the sense that health and its related contexts were used to

emphasise and justify the separation of the classes and to police the boundaries between

them. This was expressed in the view that the burden of ill health, depravity

intemperance, disorder and riot was the natural and fixed identifier of the lower classes.

The unreformed poor were the objects of control. They were believed dirty, and diseased,

they smelt and were intemperate. They were potentially dangerous to their betters and, in

their drunken revelry, grotesque and anomalous. Both the public health and the alcohol

regulations policed and contained these threats.
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CHAPTBR 5 PUBLIC HEALTH AND STRANGERS: SETTING
BOUNDARIES II

1 INTRODUCTION: EGYPTIANS AS STRANGERS

The presence of the "stranger", the outsider, the person from beyond the

boundaries of the community has often been responded to by legislative control and

adverse social coÍìment. These controls applied both at point of entry (for example as

immigration restrictions) and also on everyday activities. 'lhe idea of the stranger - the

things that identified persons as strangers - traditionally focused on racial and cultural

differences. These differences are important; the more heightened the differences, the

more marked the stranger becomes. The history of Australian immigration policy

illustrates this. In descending order, the desirable immigrants were Britons, Nordics,

Eastern and Southern Europeans and then Asians. Physical differences were a marker of

outside status. Strangers were marginalised individuals; like the dangerous poor, they

were sepffated by a social gulf from other groups. Often, this problem of strangers has

been expressed in a health context.

This chapter considers the public health significance of the way that communities

in Britain, Australia and the United States responded to strangers, exploring the idea that

strangers as outsiders were threatening. It examines the way in which ideas about health

and disease gave substance to the idea of threat; were used to justify and maintain the

outside or marginal status of snangers; and were seen as ways of protecting the

community from the believed threat from the outside, firstly by articulating that threat as a

health threat and then by surrounding it with public health controls.

Public health \ilas one response in a wider context that regulated and devalued

strangers. The following two cases provide examples of the way in which this process

occurred. Both involve "Egyptians" and, through this, illustrate the depth of antipathy

towards people taken to be strangers and the public health dimensions of that antipathy.

In 1530, Henry VIII passed legislation directed at a group of "outlandish People, calling
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themselves Egyptians." Where these people came from is unclear. The Act asserted that

many of them had come into England and travelled through the Shires in a "great

company", exercising no skills or property, other than the skill of using "great, subtle and

crafty means to deceive the people." This meant fortune telling, robbery and other

unspecified heinous felonies. The intended effect of this Act was to banish them from the

realm. In 1554, the Act was strengthened. Mary Tudor decreed that any Egyptian not

complying with the Act could be hanged.t

These were the first of over twenty statutes designed to deal with that group of

itinerants known initialty as "Egyptians" but more commonly as Gypsies. The original

alrivals may have come from the Middle East, (at that time known as "little Egypt") or

from further afield. In reality they were itinerants and wanderers, not necessarily

foreigners, holding no fixed employment.z Their way of life made them the archetypical

strangers in English society. The restrictive provisions that were the response to their

presence were focused on them as strangers. In various ways these provisions dealt with

their ejectment, their containment and their control.

Gypsies have always lived on the margins of the settled community, a position

emphasised by popular myths. These included stories that they kidnapped children,

practised cannibalism and claimed to exercise mediating powers such as fortune telling.

These beliefs prompted and shaped the legal conÍols that surrounded them.3 It was also

claimed by their critics that they contributed "nothing to the economy of the nation, while

at the same time living in open defiance of all education and sanitary laws."4

Gypsies were believed to offend against all ideas of order including conventional

standards of hygiene. It was a general view that they were dirty.s They were said to live

I Egyptians Act 1530 (22Henry VIII, C10.) Egyptians Act 1554 (I & 2 Philip and Mary, C4.)

2 Okely J.The Traveller Gypsies. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ P, 1983; chapter 1.

fJ',JtXi :åifl ?kÎiiïl!?"T?¡äåäl' ¡ 33 ?¡ l',;
ntin: The Castafiore Emerald Tournai: Casterman,

t963.

4 Mayall D. Gypsy-travellers in Nine teenth-century Society . Cambridge: Cambridge Univ P, 1988: 22.

5lbidi 22.
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together like so many dogs, regardless of "sex, age or decency." They were claimed to be

ragged and dirty and to spread infectious disease. The metaphors of plague and leprosy

were used to describe them and public health formed a signifrcant part of these controls

aimed at them.6 The complaints about Gypsies were also underpinned by a more general

idea, of their being a degenerate race, genetically different to other Europeans and given to

wanderlust - a picture starkly in contrast with the sedentary and permanently employed

factory labourers of the 19th Century.? Gypsies were said to be "more like beasts than

mgn."8

The Gypsies were strangers in the communities through which they travelled.

They were believed dangerous to those communities because their way of life was so

obviously different. The danger was expressed by their marginal status and emphasised

by the boundaries that separated Gypsy from non-Gypsy. There was their distinctive and

itinerant way of life and their exercise of the mysterious otherworldly powers implicit in

fortune telling. The ideas of cannibalism, child stealing, dirt, disease, immorality and

chaos further separated them from the community and further emphasised this sense of

danger.

A range of legislative responses, including public health responses, put in place

during the 19th century focused on Gypsies. They policed the boundary between Gypty

and non-Gypsy, containing and controlling the Gypsy community.e Here was an example

of public health conrol and views about disease and hygiene being one way in which the

n that imposed particular controls on Gypsies.
(Mayall, op cit; appendix 1.) See also Kenrick and Puxton, op cit; 35.

7 Mayall, op cit; 76.

8 mi¿;go.

9 The following has been said about one enactment "The Public HealthAct 1936 makes it an offence ¡o be
in a tent or van-'which is in such a s[ate or so overcrowded as to be prejudicial to the health of the inmates.'
As Gypsies almost always live in conditions which ould be
overiröwded, it means tire law can be used against. local au
ha¡ass them or üake their children from them." (San ker and
211.) For other public healttr legislation applicable to (Fruit P
Acr,'1883 (45 &-46Victoria, CT3.) Public HealthAct,189l (54 & 55 Victoria,C76.)
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marginal status of a group of strangers who had come into a community could be

expressed and their activities regulated.

"Egyptians" or Gypsies were a marginal group in English society. The second case

that considers the marginalising of a $oup of strangers examines the response by

Ausrralian soldiers to sffangers - Egyptians in Egypt at the beginning of this century. It

also demonstates how public health concerns were prominent in constructing the general

idea that these strangers were dangerous.

Since the beginning of European settlement, Australian history has in many

respects been a history of arriving and settling, a history that largely looked inwards and

saw much of the rest of the world as potentially threatening. The outbreak of World V/ar I

in August 1914 saw, for the first time, a concerted exodus of Australians as enlistees in the

First NF (the Australian forces raised in I9L4 in aid of the Imperial war effort.) Their

initial destination was Egypt, chosen as a training point for the soldiers in preparation for

Gallipoli and the Western Front. The history of this Egyptian prelude, because it was not

overshadowed by carnage and conflict on a grand scale, provides interesting insights into

the attitudes and beliefs of Australians as visitors among strangers. These were expressed

in their views about the Egyptian community and also of the environment in which they

temporarily lived.

Firstly, there was the simple physicat comparison between the soldiers and the

Egyptians. The Australian press wrote enthusiastically of the soldiers' magnificent

physique "the like of which had never been seen", attributes that were apparently both

"feared and admired" by the Egyptians.to Their hosts, the native inhabitants of Cairo,

were seen by the visitors as starkly different. They were pictured as dirty, diseased and

treacherous. Their humanity was overwhelmed by this image. One soldier author

described them as "animated lumps of muck."lt The Egyptians were degraded into objects

10 Brogg.t S. Australians and Egypt. Melbourne: Melb Univ p,1980;22.

1l Gerster R . Big Noting: The Heroic Theme in AustralianWar Writing. Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1987: 5I
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of fun. They became the victims of the soldiers' larrikin excesses which sometimes

erupted into violence and the destruction of local property.

Underpinning many of the soldiers' views about the Egyptians and also the official

AIF view, which advocated a minimum of contact with the native population, \¡/as a focus

on health and hygiene. This emphasised the threat that the native population posed to the

health of the soldiers. Dirt and smell played a prominent part in this focus, a fact

emphasised by the poor sanitation, squalor, poverty and smell of much of Cairo.tz A

soldier of the 14th Battalion wrote of the slums surrounding the AIF camp at Heliopolis

"It was our first sight of Egypt and the smells of the slum quarters were sufficient to make

dinner a very light meal."13 It was also said that the Egyptians were "very dirty ... and

could not be trained otherwise."l4 Both the soldiers' narratives and the official AIF guide,

What to Know in Egypt, (published in Cairo) were liberally sprinkled with assertions about

shortcomings in Egyptian hygiene and its associated smells, especially when made in the

context of food vendors. These focused on the contamination of Australian bodies through

the consumption of food whose preparation had brought it physically into contact with the

locals.rs The author of What to Know was C E'W Bean, the off,rcial war historian. Its text

was a mixture of local history and things to avoid, some of the latter evidenced by

gruesome descriptions of Egyptian food preparation techniques. For example, Bean

claimed that:

mouth,lick them all round, and
etables, if water does not
filthier method.r6

12 Brogger, op cit; 33, 34.

13 Grant L IuckaVC. Sydney: Macmillan, 1989; 15.

14Brugger, opcit;27.

15 ni¿; gz.

16 Bean C E \V. A Guide For Australian Soldiers. Cairo: Societe Orienlale de
pu¡tiõite, fqf S; complaint; a related view was that native street vendors licked fruit
to give it an extr 37, 38.)
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Bean continued this theme of contamination and pollution by referring to the local alcohol

which apart from being "practically pure poison" was, he said, sometimes coloured "in

ways too disgusting to be described."lT

The opportunities for prostitutes resulting from the a¡rival of the Australians, and

the accompanying spread of venereal disease, was an issue that particularly concemed the

AIF commanders and was the subject of stern advice from Bean. Cairo, he warned, was a

',hotbed" of venereal disease. He even suggested that syphilis must surely be the

"Egyptian disease", claiming that in the skulls of the mummies there was evidence of a

disease "which is almost certainly syphilis."ta Native women were to be avoided on all

grounds "because if they are respectable they will get into trouble, and if they are not

venereal disease will probably be contracted."lg Bean's exhortations were not

spectacularly successful. Outbreaks of venereal disease did occur among the soldiers,

leading to rheir public and shameful repatriation to Australia, while civil disturbances

forced stringent curfews in the military camps.2o Sometimes it was said that the "old lags"

in the AIF provided the corrupting environment but essentially, it was the place itself.2l

Vice and depravity were said to be the natural associates of the local population and

references were commonly made by the soldiers to the "loose life" and "lasciviousness" of

Catro.n

To the Australians, the Egyptian inhabitants of Cairo were at best an

inconsequential backdrop against which their natural superiority might better be seen.

However, *ith au"ry "gyppo" Stranger lurked a threat - they were out to pick the

Australian pockets, to assault them with smells or infect them with enteric or venereal

17 tuio; t3.

18 B"-, op Wales Parliament, leprosy was.also said to have

Ueen an bgy references.- @at]iqTgnøty Debates on the

L;i;;ty B7íI s, 16 october, 1890; 4557 ')

19 mi¿; to.

20 Bean C E W. Gallipoli Correspondent: The Frontline Diary of C E W Bean. Sydney: Allen and Unwin,

1983; 37.

21mio: 39.

22Bru8;ger,op cit; 40.
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disease. The bounda¡ies between the Australian soldiers as visitors and the "native

population" as strangers were very clearly drawn, placing a particular emphasis on dirt and

disease and the bodily contaminations that would result from crossing those boundaries.

2 STRANGERS AS THREATENING

This part of the Chapter examines responses to strangers that might easily be

dismissed as 'Just racism" or "xenophobia." It examines the historical disabilities on

strangers, prompted by the idea that they were dangerous. It argues that the response to

strangers has been one of setting and protecting boundaries and reinforcing community

values, which emphasises the positioning of strangers as outsiders and as anomalies within

the community. Part 3 of this Chapter applies a public health focus to this general notion.

The idea of strangers as outsiders to the communities into which they come has

been an issue in folk memory as well as in legislative sanction. This is usually seen as a

power for harm. It has also been seen as a power for good (as in masked strangers such as

the Lone Ranger, who arrive among troubled communities and set things to right.)zr

Sometimes the status of the stranger is ambivalent, emphasising both a power for harm

and good (as in the'Wandering Jew). All these views emphasise the power and the

potential "danger" of the stranger as outsider and anomaly. Typically, the response to the

srranger has been the imposition of legal disabilities and controls imposed by the

communities into which they come. These sought to limit and contain the power and

uncertainty of the sffanger's ambiguous status.

Statutory disabilities applying to strangers, most obviously defined at law as

"aliens", were ancient and substantial. These included restrictions on land tenure, on

inheritance, on occupations and restrictions on their importing goods. The Index to the

23 Ale*ander J C and Seidman S. Culture and Society: Contemporary Debates. Cambridge: Cambridge

Univ P, 1990;20.
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British Statutes atLarge list 20 Acts relating to aliens covering the 400 years between the

reigns of Edward II and George Itr.z+ The logic of these restrictions turned on an idea of

the "alien" that was articulated by the courts. One leading case involved Robert Calvin, a

prominent Scottish landowner whose claim to an English estate was defeated on the basis

of his being an alien.25 This alien status, and its accompanying disabilities, resulted from

the finding that Calvin owed no allegiance to James I as King of England. The owing of

allegiance was the general test. The alien was one who was "born out of the leigeance of

ogr sovereign Lord the King."2ø In Calvin's case, the notion of allegiance was expressed

as the bonds that kept the community together and defined by the courts as follows:

As the ligatures or strings do knit together the joþ1q of {l the parts of the body, so

doth teigéance join together the Sovereign and all his subjects.

By this argument, the community was a collective entity with allegiance as its common

thread. The alien fell outside this collective entity. Civil restrictions (for example owning

land) accompanied this alien status. They were devices that classified the alien as being

outside the group. They imposed a range of restrictive provisions that maintained the

completeness of this classification and established rules of separateness that distanced the

alien from the English community. This idea, explicit in earlier times, of distancing

through the imposition of civil restrictions recurs today; for example in the frequent calls

for restrictions on the ownership of land in Australia by foreigners.

These traditional English controls on sEangers were a part of the legal system

imposed in its virtual entirety on the European settlements in Australia, where the

relatively isolated and undefended coastal settlements emphasised the sense of

vulnerability felt by many colonists and heightened the apprehension felt towards

strangers. The fust visitors, the 2 ships of the French explorer La Perouse, only days after

the arival of the First Fleet, were met with initial alarm and trepidation.2T For the V/hite

24 Ind"* to Íhe Statutes al Large London: Eyre and St¡ahan.

25 Calvin's cøse (1608) 7 Co Rep. 1.

26 l|his view was also expressed in Doe dThomas v Aclam (l8U) 2Bam & Cres. 799.

27 Tenchw. Sydney's First Four fears. Sydney: Library of Australian Hisûory, 196l;34.
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settlers, these were the first of many strangers against whom their anxieties and then

controls were directed. The history of the province of South Australia was one case in

point.

Established in December 1836, South Australia was to be a settlement of free

colonists organised along the road of orderly prosperity. It was to be guided by wealthy

capitalists harnessing the work of the reliable labouring classes. This was not a penal

settlement: the criminal classes were not welcome in South Ausralia and it was from this

class that one of the infant settlement's most memorable threats came. Initially, it came

from escaped convicts from New South Wales known to be lurking around Encounter Bay

and the Adelaide Hills. In 1838, Governor Gawler speculated that some hundreds of

runaway convicts - in his view, mostly Catholics - were living in the forests of the

Adelaide Hills, posing an imminent danger to the settlement and aided and abetted by the

local Catholic "peasantry."2s

Beyond a few armed robberies and assaults, for which the offenders were caught

and hanged, the threat never materialised.ze Yet the fear of the convict onslaught

continued to be a prominent feature in South Australian history. The creation of the penal

settlement at the Swan River in the 1850s led to a renewed awareness of the threat to its

neatest neighbour South Australia from escaped convicts and released ex-convicts.30

Sightings of suspicious characters were reported. In 1857, a member of Parliament said

that he had seen a gang of 10 men who he was sure were convicts: "their appearance was

that of men who had not got their living honestly for years."rl Another member expressed

concern about the "bands of ruffians" that would be landed on the solitary parts of the

South Australian coast.32

28 pite D. AParadise of Dissent Melbourne: MelbUniv. P,L957;287.

29 gult J W. Early Experiences of Ltfe in South Australia. Adelaide: E S Wigg, 1884; 163.

30 South Australian Parliamenrary Debates, 14 May, 1857; 108.

31 South Aust¡alian Parliamentary Debates, 7 August, 1857:473.

32 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 9 June, 1857; 226. The arrival of a group of Fenian
transportees in Western Australia in 1868 caused particular concern to
described these convicts in quite brutal and dehumanised terms as "wil ts

was said to be "incu¡ably coñtaminated" by the hardened convicts that
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These concerns prompted a legislative response directed at this particular group of

strangers. The Convicts Prevention Act,1857 imposed requirements on masters of vessels

to disclose the presence of any suspect person, whether escaped or on conditional

release.33 This was a form of civil quarantine not unlike its public health equivalents

operating at the time.

1857 was a mixed year for immiglants to South Australia. Both restrictions and

encouragements on immigration were set in place by the Colonial Parliament. The

Chinese RestrictionAcÍ was intended to prevent the landing of prospective Chinese gold

seekers in Robe on their \ilay to the Victorian diggings. Some strangers, the convict

classes and the Chinese, were to be kept away from South Australian shores. Yet, at the

same time, discussions were occurring on the "right type" of immigrant for South

Ausralia. It was the "humble but industrious small capitalists" and that "most healthy

class of immigrants", the agricultural labourers, who were to be encouraged. While

members of Parliament might disagree on the relative numbers of English, Irish and Scots

to be encouraged as arrivals, it was clear that what was wanted was new arrivals who were

free, prosperous and British. These were people like themselves. Groups such as the

convicts or the Chinese would always be seen as outsiders and were not wanted.34

The South Australian settlers' fears of strangers continued through the 19th

century. New resricdons on Chinese immigration were debated in 1881, a time of

renewed concern throughout the Colonies about the Chinese presence in Australia.3s In

that same decade, police resources were devoted to preventing imagined gangs of armed

burglars, said to be from Melbourne and Sydney, intent on robbing Adelaide homes

deserted during the Oakbank racing carnival.36 The fear of strangers also took on a moral

was refuted by the ship's Caprain. it was a graphic and public represenfation of the

UatUatoui and sauage threat ihat w yqn{ 
^S^ogth 

Australia's boundaries. (cited in Amos K.
The Fenians in Aultratia. Sydney: 88; 100.)

33 Section 2. (Also known as ¡he Convicted Felons Acr' 1857.)

34 South Aust¡alian Parliamentary Debates, 26May,1857; 145 and 5 June, 1857;214.

35 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 19 July, 1881;290.

36 Clvne R. Colonial B/ae. Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 1987; 7 and 194, and Bull, op cit; 58. In order !o
p.eueit the influx of ex-convicts from the Eastern S[ates, a police detective was stationed at Bordertown to
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dimension when, in 1884, the Adelaide Advertiser described the "fearful injury"

occasioned to young men "especially clerks" from the young, exquisitely dressed and

seductive barmaids in some Adelaide hotels. "These girls" the paper warned, "are

generally of Melbourne or Sydney extraction."3T

Strangers were persons outside the group. They were the subject of legal

disabilities and restrictions. They were also the object of fear and scorn. The public

heatth dimension of this process was considerable. Public health was one way of

expressing the threat and articulating the threatening status of the person outside of the

group. This Chapter now considers some prominent contexts in which strangers were

associated with poor health and disease.

3 STRANGERS AND THEIR PUBLIC HEALTH THREATS

people seeking explanations for the causes of disease and epidemics often focused

on strangers. While they have been common culprits, they have not been the only culprits.

There have been a variety of opinions for the cause of epidemics and models of

explanation were fitted into the views and dominant anxieties of the times. For example,

it was only the relatively recent writing of the 19th and 20th centuries that linked the

origins of the Medieval and Early Modem European Plague outbreaks with the East and

China in particular. Norris suggests that this, later, explanation for its origins was

prompted by the way the Chinese were seen at the time of writing and was "a combination

of ethnic prejudice, .. [and] a sense of Western technology and cultural superiority."3s For

enforce fhe provisions of the Convicts Prevention Act.This has obvious parallels with the process of medical

quarantine.

y not

38 Nonis J. East or West? The Geographic Origin of the Black Death, 1977. Bull Hist Med; 5l:. l-2A; 5.
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example, Daniel Defoe, who was writing in the 18th century, seemed to give no particulal

significance to rhe possible outside origins of the plague of 1665. In a passing reference

he commented that the plague had come from Hoìland. His main concern was to look

inward and focus on the responsibility of people who were marginalised socially because

they were poor and also to consider whether the epidemic was a divine punishment.

Defoe wrote "it mattered not from whence it came."39

However, the association of strangers with disease and the threat of disease has

many long standing and developed themes that can be traced for millennia. These stories

had their greatest cogency where the strangers were enemies and the threat to the public

health was one aspect of the conflict. The poisoned well stories were prominent

examples. They can be traced back to Classical Greece.ao This context has also been

prominent in the 20th century. In both V/orld Wars, venereal disease has been said to have

been deliberately spread among troops by prostitutes in league with the enemy.at

Even without the overt characterisation of strangers as enemies, blame for disease

was directed to strangers living as pafi of marginal groups within communities. The

blaming of the Jewish communities for the spread of the Plague in 14th century Europe

was a prominent example of this. This process can also be identified in both the 19th and

20th centuries. The Jews as refugees over this period in both England and Australia are

one example, the Chinese communities in 19th century Australia are another. A relatively

lagueYear. Harmo (firstplb 1722.) Defæ,was
Bénder suggests th xploration of the chalacter of
e plague, wilhout b the process. Bender J.
cago: Univ of Chic

40 the Athenian plague described by Thucydides, was said to.have been cause_d by th^eir feloponnesian
foespoisoningrheCily'swells. (MajorRH.C/csslcDescriptionsofDisease.Springfield:Cha¡lesThomas,
1932;74.)

41 thiswillbeconsideredbelow. KatherinePortcr'snovelPaleHorse,PaleRider,inspiredbyher
United States, incorporated ttre idea of the threatening

when a
ud" that

In

Forster'
the para
'to stop
Typhui Med,55:22r-232;2?,3.)

ease, made in Aust¡alia in 1920 by Benjamin Hoare

who likened the "plague of Bolshevism" with the desrucqon of 4> Spanish influenza. (Hoare B. The Two

Plagues: Influenzà a-nd Bolshevi.sm. Melbourne: Progressive and Economic Association, 1920')
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recent illusradon of this process occurred in 1962, when the Pakistani community in the

Northern English city of Bradford was blamed by the local press for introducing smallpox.

In all these examples, fear of disease was part of a more general campaign against the

strangers. In the Bradford case, Pakistani involvement in the outbreak was emphasised by

a newspaper that was a prominent supporter of proposals to restrict Asian immigration.+z

Whether the stranger was an arrival from beyond the seas or a member of a social

outgroup within the community, the fear of the outsider has been a close companion of the

history of health and disease. This fear has been emphasised in the legislative and

administrative responses to disease and also in immigration policy. Some examples of

this fear, emphasised in the development and administration of public health controls, will

be considered here. For example, in justifying the provisions of new vaccination

legislation in South Australia, outsiders, in this case said to be the "poor fanatical races -

the Saracens and the Mohammedans" - were blamed for spreading smallpox.a3 Pure Food

legislaúon passed in Victoria in 1905 was also said to be necessary in part to discourage

the activities of adulterators and other poisoners, prominent among whom were said to be

"weazened foreign chemists wearing gold eye glasses and working until midnight, to stew

out these poisonous concoctions."44 The administration of public health controls also

focused on the sanitary deficiencies of new arrivals. The medical officer involved in the

quarantine of the Golden Empire, arriving at Port Phillip in 1864, made a particular

reference to the "dirty passengers" who could not "be got out of their berths or induced to

Post, People and the
blame for the outbreak,
community lived in

tions. Butterworth's account of the newspaper
more designed to amplify racial tensions and to
outbreak. 

- 
The health issues associated with the

ut úre threaß the Pakisøni community posed to the
the case for more restricúve immigration cont¡ols'
British Press, 1966. Race,l:347-3e.) See also,
f Lawrence, 1985. Bull Hist Med, 59: 232-246.

43 Soutn Australian Parliamentary Debates, 7 August, 1872; 1830.

44 Victorian Parliamentary Dcbates, I 6 November, 1905: 27 49,
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clean them."¿5 Here was a cornment about a goup of passengers whose privations as

immigrants were added to by the fear of disease and the disappointment of further

detention on board within sight of their destination. As strangers and new arrivals, their

dirtiness and lassitude was described as though it was an aspect of their natural state. It

could more understandably be explained by their difficulties rather than some personal

failing.

The 40 years between the 1880s and the 1920s was a period of momentous

migration. It brought with it the unsubstantiated, though powerful, fear particularly in the

United States, that "degensrate" migrant races were breeding at a faster rate than the

"respectable" established groups. Both in the United States and Australia, health issues

were central justifiers for the imposition of controls on the boundary - namely immigration

restrictions. These restrictions were broadly grounded in health and included ideas about

the physical worth of prospective immigrants. The United States controls illustrated a

concem for measuring physical wolth. The way of measuring the "degeneracy" of

prospective new arrivals was the application of culturally selective "intelligence tests."

Not suprisingly, the tests proved the point. However, a more realistic view of the matter,

which might appear to lend itself to the degeneracy claim, was that these Southern and

Eastern European immigrants were poor, largely uneducated and culturally very distanced

from Anglo American society.46

Implicit in the policy that sought to restrict immigrants on these glounds was a fear

of invasion, a fear that the power and control of the "respectables" would be diluted or

their system of order overturned. When expressed as a health issue, it was said that this

type of immigrant would increase the incidence of both genetic problems and infectious

disease.a? The objects of this concern were those who were most obviously strangers;

45 euarantine - Golden Empire (Report of the Chief Medical O^fficer) Victorian Parliamenøry Papers,

tSO+ìtáOS, vol I A No 35; 5. Seè alìo, Vol II,no 42i Report of the Royal Commission Appointed to
Enquire into the Golden Empire.

46 tive Policies based

on See Simon R J'

Pu )' Lexington Books'

1985.

47 Brandt A M. No Magic Bullet. New York: Oxford U P' 1985; 19.
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those whose appearance least conformed to the Anglo Saxon or Nordic ideal of the

traditional European American. These strangers were Southern and Eastern European

Immigrants. They became the focus of restrictive legislation. The United States

Immigration Act,1891 imposed quotas based on counffy of origin and also sought to

exclude as immigrants, persons suffering from "a loathsome or dangerous contagious

disease." This was defined widely to include any venereal infection.¿8

The history of immigration restrictions in Australia, where similar issues were used

to justify restrictions on the Chinese and other "undesirable" immigrants, will be

considered in Chapters 7 and 8. This Chapter now considers three cases where strangers

have been implicated in the spread of disease. It considers: the way in which syphilis has

been the subject of a process of labelling that has constantly associated it with national

groups; the extent to which Jews have been blamed for spreading disease and for many

public health deficiencies; and how the Irish as immigrants to both England and Australia

were seen as dirty, diseased and dehumanised. These are three prominent examples in the

process of blaming strangers for disease.

Syphilis: the Disease of Other Countries

The first medical writing about syphilis appeared in the late 15th and early 16th

centuries. It is difficult to trace the origins of the disease. There is some agleement

among early writers that the first recorded outbreak of syphilis occurred at Naples in 1493,

affecting French and Spanish soldiers besieging the city. 'Whether this outbreak was the

first epidemic of the disease is not known but it was critically placed. By infecting

numbers of young itinerant males, the disease spread widely as the soldiers returned to

their homes in France and Spain.

sed concerns about the immigration of undesirable
as
28, Cannon
ional life ...

n the sidewalks of New York." (Gusfield J R.
5s.)
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From the early 16th century, European authors including Almenar, de Vigo and

Bethencoun described syphilis and speculated on its origins. As with the writers on

leprosy, they speculated on the moral condition of the victims of the disease then widening

their focus to the collective moral condition of the communities in which the victims lived.

From the outset, syphilis was associated with particular national gloups and chauvinism

was to play a powerful role in the description of the disease.

Syphilis became known by a number of different names that generally depended

on the nationality of the author. Writing in 1588, Juan Almenar described syphilis as a

disease "which amongst the Italians is called Gallicus, that is to say the French disease."4e

Almenar, a Spaniard, had no problems with the name: he entitled his work ATreatise on

the French Pocks. However, Juan de Vigo, in a book published about 1530 and called A

Treatise of the French Disease, did make the note that the French, objecting to this name

and "disclaiming that it should be called of their Country, gave it the Name of

Neopolitane, or the Evil of Naples." The French, he added, considered it to be "a Scandal

to them to have it called... the French Pox." But de Vigo, a Genoese, was unsympathetic

and added that since the "French Pox" \¡/as the name given to syphilis with the "Consent of

all Nations" it was the name he would continue to use.50

It was a Frenchman, Jacques de Bethencourt, writin g in 1527 , who first suggested

a name for syphilis that was free of chauvinistic overtones. Because the illness a¡ose from

"iilicit love" it should, he suggested, be called the disease of Venus or venereal disease.sl

A more recent general history of syphilis notes that Lopez de Villalobos (a

Spaniard) named the new disease the "Pestilence of Egypt" because it was similar to a

disease known to have occurred there.52 By comparison, the Jewish communities that

49 Mu¡o.,
Daye pub,

op cit; 20. See also the early English medical text, Clowes W. Morbus Gallicus. London: John

t579.

5o tui¿; gt.

51 mi¿; :5. ¡ In a üaditional
u"tiñã-trti ?o. p a number of references

to the "Éenc a II, iii, 21' See also

Kail A C. The Bard and the Body. Med J Aust,29 Oct. L983:445-449.

52 Dennie C. A Ílistory of Syphilß. Springfield: Charles Thomas, 1962;34. In Villalobos' opinion it
occurred in this country iñ oiOer to puiristr-ttre inhabitans for the sins of "lust and its gratihcation".
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were expelled from Spain at that time found that the disease followed them in their travels

across North Africa. For them, the malady became the "Spanish Disease."53

The writings about syphilis suggest that its naming and renaming was not just a

simple exercise in medical nomenclature: the choice of name emphasised the alien nature

of the disease; that it was an affliction of foreigners. Explanations for the origins of

syphilis or venereal disease illustrated the way that ideas about disease reinforced ideas

about national rivalries. It projected the view that disease was an outside threat and that

outsiders were threatening. This theme continues: one explanation of AIDS was that it

\¡/as an "Haitian disease" because early cases twere reported there. This description had a

cogency: AIDS was a mysterious disease, it provided a ready link with Haiti both as the

source of some early cases and also as a source of mystery, of exotic and sinister voodoo

rituals and illegal immigrants.s+

Australian responses to venereal disease also illustrate the idea that it was a disease

of foreigners. In 1867, during the debates on the punitive provisions of the Queensland

Contagious Diseases Bill, it was said that "immigrants ... from the old world" were

introducing "a species of contagious [venereal] disease ... that was rapidly infecting every

young man in the colony."ss Increased controls over venereal disease were introduced by

Australian State governments during and immediately after World War I. National

concern prompted by the number of Australian soldiers with the disease was the principal

reason for the renewed interest in these controls. With it came the characterisation of the

d.isease as one of foreigners. In 1916, during the debate on the Victorian Venereal

diseases legislation, a member described syphilis as a foreign disease whose course had

been checked by the White Australia Policy'5e Two years later, during the New South

53 tui¿; ¡+.

54 T.nis association caused significant damage to the count¡y, and prompted ttre Haitian Ambassador in the

US to write complaining that:
Haiti hás suffiõient problems without being selected as a scaPegoat for a mysterious ailment that
has, n the American homosexual-community

(CineasFñ. Med,309:668-669.) Seealso,ShiltsR. AndTheBandPlayed
On. London:

55 queensland Parliamentary Debates, 15 October, 1861;471.

56 Victorian Parliamentary Debates, 19 September, L9l6: 1470.
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Wales debates, it was said that the prevalence of the disease in Australia was due to closer

contact with Egypt and other Eastern countries.sT In 1920, during the South Australian

debates, it was suggested that a central provision of control policy should be the "medical

inspection of immigrants from overseas."5s This linking of venereal disease with outsiders

was not restricted to parliamentarians. A few years later the Australian Natives

Association, calling for "a clean wholesome nation" and, opportunistically responding to

the Bolshevik threat from overseas, dubbed syphilis the "red plague."se Most recently, in

the wake of an influx of Indochinese boat people, a Federal member of Parliament warned

his colleagues about a particularly virulent form of syphilis known as "Saigon Rose"

which, he claimed, would be introduced into Australia by the refugees.co

Two central themes can be drawn from the venereal disease legislation. Firstly,

there was the expression of national concern, identified in the express need to protect

Australian soldiers and their wives from infection and, secondly, the association of

venereal disease with outsiders (the person doing the infecting was typically a foreign

prostitute.) These themes demonstrated a perception of the threat from the outside that

stood to corrupt and weaken the Australian race. It was a strongly put view. It was not

necessarily an accurate view; there is some evidence to suggest that for Australian

soldiers, the threats lay locally rather than overseas.6l

The Australian war-time responses to venereal disease and their association with

strangers was not unique; the disease prompted simila¡ views elsewhere.62

57 N"* South Wales Parliamentary Debates,4 December' 1918; 3380'

58 South Australian Parliarnentary Debates, 5 October, 1920;975.

59 Wtrite R. Inve nting Australia. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1981; 144.

60 Commonwealth Parliamentåry Debates, 30 May, 197 8; 27 84.

61 Dara from Australian military sources cited in the New South V/ales Pa¡liament gugg-e!t^4 fhat60Vo of
syphilis cases among soldiers in Egypt were contracted in AustralTa, 20Vo in England and 207o in Egypt
(Ñ!w South Wales Èarliamentary Debates,4 December, 1918; 3310')

62 In the United States, venereal disease was seen as

soldiers were believed to be at risk from the corrupti
as fa¡ as to infer that the Kaiser was responsible for t
(Brandt, op cit; 107 and 73.) Also, during World War
evil, alcohol. The American Temperance movemen[
fact that prominent American brewers were of Germ
implicitly pro Kaiser. (Gusfield, op cit; 123.)
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Overwhelmingly, the threat was viewed wihin a sexual context, women as well as

strangers (another social minority) were subject to the undue focus of venereal disease

controls.63 However, on occasions, other explanations were offered as a cause of the

disease, for example that it was spread through cups, towels or toilet seats. These

mistaken ideas in fact broadened the notion that sufferers were threatening by projecting

the view that they were socially polluting; that they were "generally unclean" and,

therefore generally threatening.o¿ This spawned a series of pointless prohibitions on the

places at which people with the disease could work (particularly in the food industry).6s

Portraying strangers as the source of venereal disease was significant for the

construction of national stereotypes. Certain undesirable foreigners were threatening in

the sense that they were said to have a greater likelihood of inffoducing the disease. The

early writings on syphilis developed the idea of threat from the particular to the general.

For example, de Vigo argued that different populations presented different risks of

venereal infection. The Germans, because of their gleater intemperance, presented a high

legislation can in many respects be characterised
makers as a "reservoir" of infection and therefore
spreading venereal disease, was also promine
world wars. As well as reinforcing t¡aditional e

to soldiers with the disease, since to contrac[ venereal
considerable disgrace. See Bean's account of the lst AIF in Cairo (Bean C E W. Gallipoli Correspondent.
Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1983; 38.)

Other diseases were also seen in this framework. Female lepers were meânt to enjoy sexual
intercourse more than other women "as her blood tingles when she is tickled" (an anonymous treatise from
the 1 as oman "who kills by her embraces"
(see of nth Century Physicians, 1985. Bull
i-t¡st gh cording toZappa, a female leper
when asked to describe her symptoms, added "I have a wild desire to amuse myself'. (Zappa P. Unclean!
Unclean!London: Lovat Dickson, 1933; 51')

ir

on

65 Venereal Diseases Act, 1920 (South Ausralia); section 18. South Australian Parliamenta¡y Debates, T

September, 1 L920;611. Fear of contamination extended to food, bedding, towels,
cróckery. Éo esúoned by some legislators. (see: New South Wales Parliamentary
Debates,4 D
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risk whilst the Italians and the Spaniards (who, in de Vigo's view, lived soberly, - he was a

Spaniard) presented a smaller risk.66 Here, the fact that syphilis was spread by sexual

intercourse was employed to label a national group. Germans he argued were at greater

risk because all Germans were intemperate and so a statement, apparently about the

disease, became also a statement about the moral standards of Germans generally.

The Jews in Medieval and Modern European History

In Curious Myths of the Míddle Ages, the Victorian cleric and polymath Sabine

Baring-Gould devoted his first entry to Ahaverus the Wandering Jew, a Jerusalem

shoemaker, punished for mocking Christ on his journey to Calvary. Since then, Ahaverus

was destined to wander the world without rest and never ageing. His was to be an

ambivalent existence, as both a penitent and a pilgrim, needing no food, punished by God,

yet also protected by God, existing in a state of suspended animation between the first and

the second coming. Baring-Gould described numbers of alleged sightings of Aha¡verus.

The first reports occurred in the 13th century. There were at least 6 in the 17th century

and 3 in the first half of the 19th century (he was writing in 1866). The presence of the

Wandering Jew was also taken to be a signal for disaster and during outbreaks of the

plague, his presence was said to be a sinister prelude to the coming pestilenca. 67

This legend symbolised the outside and marginal status of the Jews in Europe. It

was also a linking of the Jews with misfortune, threat and disease. The association of the

Jews with dirt and disease has been an enduring historical phenomenon, expressed

particularly during the "Black Death", the plague epidemic of the 14th century, which had

devastating effects on European communities and remains the most profound epidemic of

66 Mu¡o., op cit; 31-32.

67 naring-Gould S. Curious Myths of the Middle Age
written t860.¡ for example, one sighting was said to

eter Pub, 1972.)
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its kind visited on Western society. It was believed by many at the time that the Jews,

who were a significant and distinctive minority in medieval Europe, were responsible for

its spread.os

The plague spread along trade routes, first through the sea ports and then inland.

Before reaching Europe, it was reported in Asia Minor and settlements further East.

However, when seeking its cause, people looked inwards and focused on marginal $oups

within the European community. Specifically, they focused on the Jewish communities

living in affected areas. The view that the Jews were responsible for spreading the plague

was so entrenched that even when other culprits were found, they were then linked with

the Jews in such a way as to maintain the guilt of the latter. In l32l when lepers in

Languedoc were burnt for spreading the plague, allegedly by poisoning wells, they were

said to be in the pay of the Jews. The lepers were seen as "the mere instruments of

(Jewish) wickedness. "6e

This process occurred in a wider context. In the 14th century, Jewish

communities were small but visible components of medieval European society. They

were the subject of continual vilif,rcation by the Church. It was said by some that they

were the demon attendants of the anti-christ; that they abducted and killed Christian babies

in satanic rituals. These views made the Jews clear and obvious outsiders, threatening to

the Christian communities among whom they lived. The plague could be added to this list

of Jewish malevolence.To

The relationship between the historical enmity Christians had for Jews and the

more immediate issue of their alleged spreading of the plague is complex. Blaming the

Jews for the plague could both be justified by and in turn justify the wider context in

which they were seen and provide a logic for the anti-Jewish hysteria of the period.Tt For

68 Fo. the way that Jews were seen at this úme, see Trachtenberg J. The Devil and the Jelts. New Haven:

Yale Univ P,1943.

W M ed. The BlackDeat nd Winston, 1971; 73' So

onsãgãinri ttre,¡éws rhat, cessary for the plague.to have

intraUÏønS to begin murd in Bowsky, op cit;77.)

70 Trachtenberg, op cit; Chapters I and2'

71 As suggestedby 7.eigler, oP cit.
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example, the Jews' role as money lenders has also been represented as a basis for anti-

Jewishfeeling.lzlmmediateeconomicgainseemsalsotohavebeenafeatureofthe

violence. The confiscation of Jewish property as a result of persecutions was one way of

getting rich.7¡ The confusion and panic associated with the epidemic heightened fears and

anxieties and provided scope for further "demonising" of the already demonised Jews.

The historian Norman Cohn has written:

when a situation arose which was not only menacing but went outside the normal

run o rironted wiih hazards which were all the

more liar - at such times a collective flight
into t could occur very easilY' 74

This atrnosphere provided a backdrop to the trials of the well poisoners. The

subsequent findings of guilt then amplified these fears. Indeed, proof of all the things

alleged could be obtained from the Jews themselves by extracting admissions under

torture. The confessions often implicated other persons, emphasising the strength of the

Jewish conspiracy while leading to a further round of persecutions.Ts

The argument for the Jewish involvement could appear plausible because of the

way that the Jews were regffded and this then became further proof of their malevolence.

Dorarv criticism. Chaucer, for example, described
^the óonomic rationale for the persecutions. This

70; 78.) This opinion was reinforced for example by
of Venice wheré the following line appears:

73 For example, the Emperor the Mar-grave of B¡andenb¡rrg a choice of the best three

¡"*lrn t ouséã, 
i'*tten thère is e Jews."-Presented with this offer, the Margrave would

i,á* fd;Ali ih nis inreresr ro ce of poisoned wells. @eigler P. Tlrc Black Death. New

York: Torch Books, 1969; 105.)

74 cohn, op cit; 87.

ght have pointed lowards Jewish complicity i1t the.

þrone to infection (at least in the short tenl) than their
. London: Ark, 1966; 30.) Ironically, this fact,
particular hygiene standards, m^aywell have
lie outbreaki.-(Z'eigler, op cit; 100')
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The Jew as a stranger, as a marginalised person, a symbol of threat within Christian

Europe provided a seemingly logical scapegoat for this most disastrous of all threats.

Dirt and disease has become an enduring feature of anti-Jewish thought and its

articulation in the context of disease has continued into the 20th centur!, a century so

catastrophic for European Jews.76 In England, Jewish refugees from Central and Eastern

Europe were met with hostility which took health and living conditions as a particular

focus for complaint. In England at the turn of the century, a barrage of popular opinion

was directed against the "Alien Invasion" of London's East End, the area where most of

the Jews settled. Much of this focused on Jewish health status and living conditions. One

local official, giving evidence to a Royal Commission in 1903, complained "they dirt all

over the floor. If you don't mind how you go, you may slip down and frnd yourself

covered with vermin or something else."7z He further complained that the immigrants

urinated and defecated carelessly, concluding that in all of this some sinister process might

be at work; that these dirty immigrants might be some part of a wider Jewish conspiracy to

bring filth and pestilence to England.Ts Another witness focused on filth and smell,

claiming that the immigrants "chuck fish heads over the yard and the fish guts stink and its

altogether disgraceful and disgusting."zr 'Worse was alleged by another witness who

claimed that, in order to get the better of the trade, Jewish milk sellers would pollute the

milk of their Christian competitors with faeces.80 The litany continued, many witnesses

(Blakeney M. Australia and the Jewish Refugees, 193

'77 GreatBritain Royal Commission on Alien Immigration, Parliamentary Papers, 1903 Vol 9, cdl74l;
q4192.

78 tbid; qs4193,4222.

79 Ciqdin Gainer B.The Atien Invasion: The origin of the Aliens Act of 1905. London: Heinemann, 1972;

47.

8o Ibid; q8727.
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focused on the alleged filthy living conditions and habits of the Jews' One witness, a Port

medical officer, emphasised the smell of the new arrivals. He said:

Their clothing was dirty and the smell was unbearable; it was such a smell as you

would not üké to traveÍ on the same bus with these persons ... a smell I have never

been able quite to find anything to compare with.sl

One final insult, made by a Whitechapel midwife, \ilas that they were worse than the

Irish.s2

These assertions should be considered in the context of the refugees' generally

straitened circumstances and the mean conditions of their homes in London's poorest

slums. More particularly, they were not regarded as sufficiently substantial to warant

official action. The Royal Commission made no particular recornmendations in relation to

them. Nevertheless, they built on historic dislikes and further reinforced the ideas of anti-

Jewish writers, one of whom was Joseph Bannister. In 1901, Bannister embarked on a

vitriolic attack on the Jews in England, an attack that focused both on disease and the

traditional hatred of Jews. "Lupus, trachoma, favus, eczema and scurvy" he affirmed,

were inseparable from the "Wandering Tribe." He also argued that Jewish blood, like that

of other "oriental Breeds" was "loaded with scrofula."83

Observations such as these about the East End of t ondon had significance for

Ausüalia. In the 1901 debates on the Immigration Restriction Bill, H B Higgins a

prominent Irish lawyer and member of the Federal Pa¡liament justified his restrictionist

stand by referring to the Polish Jews that he saw in London as "the most wretched

specimens that one could look upon; wretched and dirty, and bearing ffaces of smallpox

and habits of the very worst kind."s4 At this time, both England and Australia were

considering laws designed to restrict the immigration of Jews and other "undesitables."

81mi¿; q6116.

82 citø in Gainer B, op cit; 47.

83 Cit"d in Holmes C.Immigrants and. Minorities in British Society.l¡ndon: George Allen and Unwin,
1978; 150.

84 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 6 Septemb et, I90l; 465'1'
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The English, Alíens Restriction Act 1905 and the Australian Immigration Act I90l both

contained powers to keep the diseased, the criminal and the otherwise undesirable classes

away from their shores.ss

Anti-Jewish feeling in Australia continued as the European political crisis of the

late 1930s caused the flight of Jewish refugees into many parts of the world including

Australia. Many segments of the Australian community were critical of these refugees,

claiming that they were dirty and diseased and were not suitable immigrants. Health

issues became one of the major justifications used by persons opposed to their a:rival and

will be considered in Chapter 8 in the conrext of European immigration to Australia in the

20th century.

The association of the Jews with disease and dirt in the 20th century was

persistent, often put forward as an argument for preventing their immigration or to

contain, control or persecute them. The context of public health was important. The

threat of disease was a powerful embodiment of the threat of "invasion" by the Jews as

historic strangers. But, the complaints outlined here went further than this: they dwelt on

smell, dirt, the contamination of food, which atl emphasised the polluting poweß of the

Jews as outsiders in England. They were powerful themes, used against other outsiders as

well as the Jews.

Irish Immigrants in England and Australia

Not only the alleged characteristics of the Jews but also, the national

characteristics of the Irish have also been the subject of generalisation. The Irish have

been stereotyped as objects, simplif,red and in many ways incomplete.s6 This picture has

been sustained by the culture of popular entertainment in both England and Australia. The

85 Aliens Acl 1905.

86 Holmes, op cit; 88.
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"paddy" has been portrayed variously in jokes and cartoons as subhuman, comic, stupid,

dirty, primitive and menacing.

For many who wrote of their experiences, either in Ireland or of their association

with the Irish as immigrants (the writers were usually middle or upper class Englishmen),

the kish were a race apart, quite beyond that boundary that preserved English culture and

civilisation from the barbarous Irish celts that lay outside of it. For many writers, the Irish

were the very symbols of backwardness, sulrounded by povert], chaos and dirt.sz A

public health focus on dirt and degradation was one way in which the negative stereotype

of the Irish was constructed, emphasising the gulf between them and the English. In their

place, the Irish might be presented as lovable and stupid paddies, not unlike the Negro

"LIncle Toms."88 When they crossed the boundary into England or when they were taken

to be a threat to British interests, the Irish were dismissed in harsher terrns. The Earl of

Kimberley, speaking of the Fenian troubles of 1867, claimed that "the true source of Irish

unhappiness lay in the character of the Irish race."8e

Yet for some, the Irish were more than simply a race apart, they were subhuman.

As one early 19th century description put it:

stoop to pick up from
ate for the lodgement
many instances

performs the various species of labour in those useful bruteseo

In other words, the Irish were clothed in rags and lived, worked and ate like animals. The

accounts of other English tourists were no more charitable. J A Froude, the celebrated

journalist traveller, described the people he saw in a journey through keland as "more like

tribes of squalid apes than human beings."lt This theme of "simianising" the Irish, was a

87 Holrn"s, op cit; 84.

88 rui¿; g+.

89 6id;89.

90 "Anon." The lrishTourist, Vol l,The Past andPresent State of lreland, London: J Dowding, 1820|4.

91 Holmes, op cit; 99.
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popular one, particularly in cafioons that distorted and coarsened their facial features - a

process that became increasingly popular in England in the wake of the Fenian outrages

and the other civil disturbances in aid of home rule.

The "problem" of the Irish immigrants to England featured in descriptions of

London life in the early 19th century that often made reference to the uproff and the

ruffianism of the kish immigrants and the squalor in which many of them lived. In 1816,

a medical practitioner complained of the "noisome condition" of the Irish quarter,

claiming "some of the lower habitations have neither windows, nor chimneys, nor floors,

and are so dark that I can scarcely see at mid day without a candle."ez TheY were blamed

for spreading cholera, a charge said to be demonstrated by their alleged lack of hygiene.

A slum landlord writing during this time, (and perhaps \ilanting to justify his decision to

avoid the expense of sewering his properties) claimed that the Irish were "not the most

cleanly in the world."e3 Irish customs were also characterised as insanitary: for example,

their keeping the bodies of deceased relatives rather than giving them up for the quick and

un-ceremonial official burial.ea

The idea that the Irish were agents in spreading cholera is significant. The disease

imposed stresses and threats on the social cohesion of affected communities. Both Durey

and Morris have described the unsettling effects of cholera on the British community.ls

The process of re-establishing social order and cohesion focused on the Irish as outsiders

. Ha¡mondsworth: Penguin,1966;129. (fust pub
ints made against the Irish in 18th and 19th century
and chaos, described Irish lodgers sharing beds, or
street violence for which the Irish were blamed.

issue: the poverty and the very inadequate conditions
-r37.)

93 Hohnes, op cit; 99. Durey M. The Return of the Plague: Brit.is.h Socie.ty an! t!e. Cholerq Epidemic 1831-

32. Dublin: Gill and Macmilian, 1979;57. Complaints and suspicion against, the Irish were a common
feature of the cholera epiclernic both in England-and US, and are reported by most historians of the disease.

94 Richards onR. Death, Dissection and the Destitute. London: Penguin, 1989; 227 ,228.

32 in Britain " unsettled the normal functioning of
isms." (Durey, op cit; 1.) R J Monis, writing about
e cholera t¡ack was to watch the t¡ust and co-
d to the utmost." (Morris F.J. Cholera I832.Lnndon:
a simila¡ view Richard Evans has written: "Most

ryn !o the subject because they have seen the impact of
the disease on social cohesion " (Evans R J. Cholera in lgth Century Europe, 1988. Past and Present,120:
t23-r46;126.)
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(together with alcoholics and orher socially marginalised groups) and as traditionally

"dangerous." This danger was given form in the idea that they were responsible for

spreading the epidemic. This was a threat to the centre by outsiders. Identifying and

responding to that threat was a way of solidifying and unifying a society under stress. In

fact, their unaddressed poverty was the issue; their overcrowded dwellings and their lack

of private space, both the consoquence of poverty, made the Irish immigrants susceptible

to disease and the visible participants in the violence and alcohol use promoted by the

slum culture in which they lived.

Irish immigrants to Australia attracted similar criticism. For example, in 1850, the

South Australian Immigration Agent, seeking to explain a higher than usual rate of

sickness on one arriving vessel, suggested that it was due to the Irish passengers, since "it

was extremely difficult to enforce the observance of cleanliness from the dirty habits of

the people."e6 In a diary of his voyage to South Australia in 1858, a colonist, William

Calder, wrote that the "Irish are a dirty set." His only evidence seemed to be that they

were attempting to delouse themselves.eT

Dirtiness was a common theme in 19th century writing about the kish in Australia.

Richard Twopeny complained that of the servants available, "four fifths were Irish - liars

and dirty. He built on this theme with the idea that they were rural simpletons, claiming

"your kish immigrant ... has as often as not never been inside any other household than

her native hovel, and stares in astonishment to find you don't keep a pig on your drawing-

room sofa."e8 As Margaret Kiddle has shown, these particular concerns about health

occurred against a backdrop of general anxiety about Irish Catholics as suitable

immigrants to Australia.ee

96 South Australian Govemment Gazette, 17 January, 1850; 45.

97 Ri.h.dr E ed. The Flinders History of South Australia (Social History). Adelaide: Wakefield Press,

1987; 151.

g8 Twopeny R. Town Life in Australta. Ringwood: Penguin, 1973,5I. (first pub 1883.)

99 riddte M. (1950), op cit;77 ,113, 126.
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These themes of simplicity and dirtiness were repeated in the official records

dealing with Irish immigrants. In 1850, the South Australian Child¡en Apprenticeship

Board emphasised what it considered to be the problems of the Irish orphan children

brought out to the province as immigrants. The Board cited their indolence, their casual

attitude to work and the fact that some would not wash and needed to be corrected for

"dirty and irregular" habits.loo

Ar home, the Irish were simple paddies with their pigs and hovels, distanced

curiosities for English travellers. In England and Australia, they were more threatening.

This threat was afticulated in two ways significant for public health. Firstly, in the

subhuman descriptions emphasising the idea of the threatening stranger, that expressed

their anomalous, uncivilised and even de-humanised status. Secondly, in the emphasis on

their living conditions, the many references to dirt and disease, which was a constant part

of the description of kish life in London and elsewhere, and presented as an inevitable

feature of being lrish. In fact, their marginal economic position meant that most Irish

were among the lowest social class, signified by their poverty and very low standard of

living. These were conditions that promoted disease and insanitary living.

As with the Jews, the health complaints against the Irish sat within a wider field;

they were the companions of other expressions of anti-Irish feeling. There was the issue

of Home Rule and the struggles associated with it. There was also the view that the kish

were economic competitors, that they would work for low rates of pay. For some

Australians (for example the Presbyterian cleric J D Lang) Irish immigration was less

preferable than English and Scottish because it was feared that their arrival in large

numbers would tend to promote a Roman Catholic ascendancy i¡ fiu5tr¿li¿.lol

100 5o¡¡¡ Ausralian Govemment Gazette,2S February, 1850; 128.

101 Kiddl", op cit; 110. See also, Fry E ed. Rebels and
Similar coice^rns were expressed ehéwhere. See Morris Irish
immigrants were consideied inferior because they were and

the Irñmigration Resricdon Act of L924, 1972. BulI Hist Med;46:59-81; 61.)
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yet, anti-kish feelings were of limited effect compared with the anti-Chinese

campaign in Australia for example. They were at their strongest when the Irish stood out

most obviously as a new group of arrivals. However, the kish immigrants had no

particular distinguishing racial features or substantial cultural differences that singled

them out from English and Australian working class communities generally and they

became a part of those communities. The things that were used to identify the Irish as

strangers, the ideas of dirt and disease, were therefore of limited effect.lo2 In Australia,

the complaints about Irish health and hygiene standards became less public and less

vehement than similar complaints about arrivals from China and Southern and Eastern

Europe.

4 STRANGERS AND PUBLIC HEALTH - CONCERNS AND REALITIES

The association of disease with strangers, if they were newly arrived, often had a

cogency. The history of the movement of peoples is intertwined with the history of

epidemic diseases. The spread of infection followed trade routes and migration patterns.

A central example was the Black Death in Europe.l03 There were other examples such as

the introduction of epidemics to the South Pacific by European sailors. This was part of a

general process that has been described as "the unification of the world by disease."lo4 f¡

Australia, the new European arrivals introduced many diseases. Perhaps the most

profound, though it was not well recorded, was the "Great Sickness" of 1789. This

infection, possibly smallpox or a less serious disease, decimated the aboriginal

102 Hol*es, op cit; 102.

103 6o¡¡¡s¡6 F.S.The BlackDeath. London: Macmillan, 1983; Chapter4.

ues and Pesti nge ls
Borah. See in Australia'
Printer, 1925

GovernmentPrinter, 1926. Coleman W. Epidemiolo Med;58:
145-163.
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communities around Port Jackson and by many accounts spread inland along the river

g.¿fls ¡suts5.l05

The Australian epidemics which occurred in the 19th century were associated with

shipping movements and the arrival of immigrants. Early this century, Cumpston and

McCallum, undertook detailed investigations of the cases of plague and smallpox in

Australia. They concluded that the arriving vessels from foreign ports, and then the port

areas of the major cities, were the sources of both infections. Later studies have also

d.emonstrated the importance of this Point.to0

These epidemics affected both the immigrants and the communities into which

they arrived, while immigration that recluired long sea joumeys was also fraught with risk.

For example, during the years 1849 (when accurate records began) to 1865, some 1300

deaths in transit were recorded for immigrant ships arriving at Adelaide (nearly 100'000

people arrived over this period.) Children were particularly at risk from the epidemics of

measles and enteric diseases that swept many of the ships and it was their deaths that

provided such harrowing accounts of some of these voyages. For many people living

during the latter part of the 19th century, the fear of epidemics conjured up memories of

their own perilous journeys to Australia and emphasised their continued vulnerability to

disease. Within this experience, and where epidemics occurred in the various colonies

during the 19th century, newly arrived foreign immigrants risked blame, often with

app arent j u stific atie¡. t oz

These were negative aspects of immigration. There were also positive aspects;

periods of expansion and development made labour a scarce commodity and immigration

an important issue. The hundred years between 1850 and 1950, was one of enormous

population movement. It was a period during which expanding "new world" economies

105 Cu..on p H. Times of Crisis. Sydney: Sy<t Univ P, 1985; chap-ter 3. See also, Butlin \ -C-. Q", Qri-ginal
¡sel"rtioit ,a-iòi¡àiiãiþipilàl¡oris of Southrast Australia 1788:1850. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1983.

torv of the Plasue in Austalia 1900-1925. Melbourne:
(1é85), op cit"and Curson P. Plague in Sydney: The
P, 1989.

107 South Australian Govemment Gazette,25 January, 1866;75 and informaLion provided from the South

Australian Ma¡itime Museum.
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required labour and population to strengthen and develop. Stripped of any rhetoric, the

pu{pose of immigration programmes simply was to supply that need. Provided they were

the "right" types, immigrants were encouraged and welcomsd.los

Immigrants then were essentially a commodity. The "quality" of the immigration

pool became important, a legitimate subject for eugenicists and others to pick over. This

allowed criticism of these new arrivals if it was felt by some that the community was not

getting good value for the money spent on the immigration programmes. This also added

another dimension to the public health response to strangers. Undesirables were judged on

their physical appearance, the puny, the weedy, those who did not look like Anglo Saxons

were devalued. As Chapter 8 illustrates, this thinking was a prominent feature of

Australian immigration policy in the 20th century.

Once arrived and settled, immigrant communities were not always the healthiest

$oups. There is evidence that their health was in many cases worse, or made worse by

their new environments, than the health of the host population.loe Their incomplete and

inadequate immune status also made some immigrants more susceptible to disease.llo

Associated with the economic view of immigration, that immigrants were there to satisfy

labour demands, was the fact that often they had the \ilorst jobs, those not taken up by the

local labour force, and the most inadequate living standards. These issues exacerbated

108 th" gtiú sh Royat Convnission into the Resource Development of the Dominions (lgLl)made this point
quite explicitly. Resources, it, said, could not be developed without adequate labour power. It was the
function of immigration to supply that power. This view was repeated on numbers of occasions. (Sherington
G. Australia's Immígrants. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1980; 89.)

109 Rosenbe¡g made the point that the squalid conditions in which immigrants were forced to live was the
central issue; that it was the conditions rather f.han the person, that encouraged the spread of disease. For
this reason, he concluded, the urban immigrant poor, as the most deprived group in the United Shtes, wers
to be expected to be most at risk from cholera. It was this that explained why the Irish and other marginal
gloups such as negroes had high mortality rates from the disease. (Rosenberg CE. The CholeraYeais.
Chicago: Univ of Chica9oP, 19621 37 .)

110 In his study of migrant mortality during the 1919 influenza epidemic, Katz found that increased
mortality could be expected among only certain groups of strangers, notably the Jews and Italians, and less
so from ottrer gtoups such as the Irish. He atfibuted this to the fact that "at risk" immigrants tended to be
recently anived and from isolated rural backgrounds, wifh no pre-existing exposure to influenza. By
comparison, more long standing immigrans such as the kish had developed some immunity. (Kaø R S.
Influenza 1918-1919: A Further Study in Mortality, 1977. Bull Hist Med,5L:617-619.)
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opposition to the regulations was so effective that they were defeated in Parliament' The

unrestricted sale of unpasteurised milk continues in South Australia'

A dominant idea that underlay the pasteurised milk debate was a dichotomY, "the

country and the city." The country was associated with naturalness and health while the

city with process and contamination. In this context, it was ironic that the debate should

focus on a product that in its natural state is known to have significant health risks. Yet,

the defeat of the proposal suggests that the dichotomy of "the country as good" and "the

city as bad" is extremely powerful and brings with it ideas about health that are not

necessarily demonstrable but which have the potential to sustain the dichotomy and shape

health policy and thinking about health.

This Chapter examines the idea of "the country and the city" and its significance

for ideas and policies abour pubtic health in Britain, Australia and the United States. It

argues that the dichotomy of "the country as good" and "the city as bad" is an underlying

idea that has influenced views about health, sometimes with no justification, sometimes

with apparent justification and, in turn, gave an important public health dimension to the

dichotomy - where the "good" country and the "bad" city were in part emphasised and

sustained by statements about health. It allowed a rehabilitative or curative response:

good health and cures were to be found in the country, as if the change of location itself

was the dominant agent in the cure. More generally, health \¡/as not seen simply as a

"good in itself '; it was a way of identifying, rewarding and reinforcing the group that

believed that it adhered to traditional (rural) values. By comparison, the city was often

presented as the place of threat, chaos and change whose inhabitants were morally and

physically inferior to those of the country and whose diseases were characterised as

evidence of the threats of urbanism and change.

The persons constructing and claiming these views were most obviously prominent

19th and 20th century politicians, writers and policy makers. However, the ideas were

held more generally, as common responses to traditional values and reactions to change

(usually seen as an urban rather than a rural phenomenon.) As with social classes or
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strangers, the two issues considered in Chapters 4 and 5, health policy and views about

health expressed a boundary that hetped justify, strengthen and protect those who adhered

to traditional rural values and were responding to outsiders and change.

2 THE THEME

Raymond Williams has written that "country" and "city" are powerful words; that

"[a] conúast between country and city as fundamental ways of life, reaches back into

classical times" and even earlier.3 It may be described as a profound dichotomy; a "way

of seeing." Indeed, the counffy/city dichotomy is one of the oldest recorded ideas. It has

been argued to be part of the structure of the earliest written work, the Sumerian Epic of

Gilgamesh (written some 5,000 years ago.) This work has been analysed by G S Kirk as,

in part, drawing on the contrast between the wild man in a state of nature who becomes

comrpted by the city and its prostitutes.4 The idea can also be found in classical times.

The Roman empire focused on its capital Rome, the prominent city of the Mediterranean.

Compared with the country, it was seen by some to be a comrpt place. Juvenal's Satires

(1004D), made this point when the author asked "What can I do in Rome? I never learned

how to lie."S

The idea was popular enough in literature and art long before the worst cases of the

19th century industrial city appeared, suggesting that it met some valued need. As

Williams illustrated, the country provided the stage for a looking back towards a period of

rural innocence and tranquillity, a golden age said to have existed before the fall of

humankind. It was also a way of looking forward to a utopian ideal and was attractive to

3 Wiuiurs R.The City and the Country. London: Hogarth Press, 1985; 1. This work provides a

comprehensive analysis of the country/city theme in literature.

4 firt G S. Myth its Meaning and. Function in Other Cultures. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ P, l97l:132'

5 V/illiams, op cit; 46.
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some social reformers such as William Morris, whose brand of socialism drew heavily on

rustic themes.6

In the event, the country and the city have been endowed with opposing sets of

"good" and "bad" values. While this has not been a universal view, it has been a

prominent component of the European cultural tradition and has been significant in

Australia and the United States. Developing this, the country has generally been seen as

the mainstay of traditional values which sat in tension with the values of the city. In

Australia, Manning Clark, prompted by his boyhood experiences, expressed this idea

when he spoke of "the conflict when a simple boy from the Australian bush goes down to

the suburbs." He said of the citY:

we do not go down from Jerusalem to Jericho to fall amongst thieves: we go.from

itrá õó"rt y"to the town ... The bush is our source of innocence ... the town is

*tr.tr *uá's adversary the devil prowls around seeking whom he may devour.T

This tradition of thought has been significant in Australian political life and has

been allied with conservative values. It justifred political systems that kept conservative

pafiies in power by electoral distributions weighted towards the more conservative country

voters. This was a deeply entrenched feature of the Australian political scene until

relatively recently. It was justified in South Australia, for example, in terms of the greater

worth of country voters; that those who were developing the country ought naturally to

have a greater share in power than the urban masses; and that reason and property must

id as representing a , ofnaturalness and

is lienaïon from th cit;42)' 
-S-ee 

a-l9o .
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necessarily hold the tyranny of urban democracy in check.s Such a distinction may have

been self serving for those who upheld it; its justification was important. Country voters

and their values were said to be worthwhile; the city and its mass of voters were

threatening to established order.

The construction of the two worlds of the country and the city and the way in

which views about health sharpened those worlds are issues which emphasised the

boundaries between these two categories and the people categorised into them, which is

the general theme of this thesis. At times, these two worlds had important social

significance. Groups under threat from social change, from the urbanism of the 19th and

20th centuries, adhered to and advanced tural, traditional values that coalesced and

strengthened the group under threat.

2 BRITAIN.

In Britain, the country/city dichotomy was central to much social and literary life.

For some, concern focused naturally on London as the largest urban congregation. It was

pictured as a place of sophisticated comrptness that stood in conffast with rough rural

honesty. It was a "diseased wen." It was a huge parasite that fed on and weakened the

country. As one 19th century social commentator wrote:

London is to a great extent nourished by the literal consumption of bone and sinew

ltãr" tft" .ountr-y; by the ;t;gtp,ion .uth y"- of large nunfbets of persons of
stronger physique who leaven the whole mass.e

8 Jaensch D ed. The Ftinders History of South Australia (Political History) Adelaide: Wakefreld Press'

1986:362.
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One expression of threat was the idea that the City was a place of disease that

could spread to the country. There was some truth in this idea. In Britain, epidemic

diseases such as plague and cholera had their origins in seaports which were generally

centres of urban population. It was logical for country inhabitants to fear the spread of

infection outward from the towns. Daniel Defoe suggested that this happened during the

plague of 1665. He wrote of widespread alarm amongst country dwellers that refugees

from London would descend on them by force, threatening disease, that they would come

"with the distemper upon them without any control."l0

Defoe's country dwellers also held another fear; that these refugees from the city

also threatened violence, that they came to "plunder and rob." Christopher Hill suggested

that during the 16th and 17th centuries, the population of London expanded greatly

through the influx of "masterless men", vagabonds, criminals and displaced rural workers,

victims of the enclosure system.ll Similar pools of sedition and menace were also said to

exist in other cenfes of population at this time, including Newcastle-upon-Tyne where, in

1633, it was said that "people of mean condition ... are apt to turn every pretence and

colour of grievance into uproar and seditious mutiny."12

The problems of the city dwellers in Victorian Britain was in part given shape by

the prevalent Social Darwinist ideas of race deterioration. These provided what Gareth

Stedman Jones described as a "framework for a comprehensive theory of hereditary urban

degeneration."t3 In effect, it was a view that city dwellers were a physically inferior social

group. One application of this view was the recruitment by London transport services, the

Metropolitan Police and specialised nades of country men in preference to London

dwellers.ta For example, H Llewellyn-Smith, a contributor to Cha¡les Booth's Life and

Labour in London, 1902, claimed that builders preferred to employ country immigrants

10 D"foe D. A Journal of the Plague Year.Harmondswofth: Penguin, 1966; 168' (flust pub. 1122')

1 1 Hitt C. T'he World Turned Upside Down. London: Penguin, t97 5: 20'

12 mi¿.

13 Stedman Jones G. Outcasl London. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1984; 130.

14Ibid; t3t.
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,'partly because of the physical strength they require."l5 Llewellyn-smith went on to

suggest that the areas of London with the most rural inhabitants were the least degenerate,

an observation he put forwffd as a "general law": the more country dwellers, the less

degenerate the area; the more city dwellers, the more degenerate. Application of this test

of degeneracy would focus simply on the urban or rural background of the population in

9uestion.l6

The growth of the cities in the 19th century and their associated problems attracted

the concern of many Victorian policy makers and reformers' Prominent among the

reformers were the "slumming journalists" (whose social reporting provides insights into

19th century urban life in Britain) and the private philanthropists.lT Their writings and

social surveys presented a dominant theme that linked poor health with a city populace

who were demoralised, pauperised, depressed and diseased. It was impossible to avoid the

urgent social problems of the 19th centur! cities.ra The related decline of religious

observance in the cities was also a matter of such concem to the Government that it

provided for the building of new churches under the provisions of the 1818 Act.te This

provision of moral infrastructufe was accompanied by the construction of the public health

infrastructure of sewers and drains which, as Chapter 4 argues, was also intended to

address the moral as much as the public health needs of the new cities'

Governmental interest in reforming the health of the cities continued with

amendments to health legislation throughout the second half of the 19th century. Yet, the

urban population of Great Britain by the end of this century remained extremely

15 Booth, Vol III, op cit; 96.

16 16¡¿; t23.

1 8 Briggs A. Vic torian Citie s. Harmondsworth: Penguin, t968: 12'

19 this wg¡,rrar! o '#0,
Decline of Magic'
A Study in Sociolo
London: Penguin,
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Booth's discontent with the city was supported by other theorists' In 1918, the United

States eugenicists, popenoe and Johnson, in their text Applied Eugenics, listed a "back-to-

the-farm movement" as one of the reforms necessary to address the problems of urban

degeneration. Both sources were subscribing to a belief that rural tiving would help to

counteract this evil, that urban destitutes might usefully be rehabilitated as agricultural

workers.23 The idea of reform through exposure to rural values has been (and remains) a

prominent feature of social welfare policy.

There was another context in which the "country" was proposed as a way of

changing the problems of urban life. Prominent town planners such as Ebenezer Howard

saw the synthesis of country and city in the "garden city" which he claimed was the ideal

way of housing populations that would otherwise live in crowded cities. The garden city

combined the enterprise of the city with the "pure air and water" and the natural health of

the country .24 :Hefe, the country was reforming the city by being planned into it.

This survey of British attitudes towards the country and the city illustrates the long

standing idea that the city, in contrast with the counEy, was unhealthy and com¡pting; that

its problems were also threatening to the country by radiating out into it. This idea was

expressed and built upon in different ways by many commentators. Yet, there was also a

reforming response that has been important for public health policy. The city might

threaten the country but, it was a place that could in part be changed by the values of

reformers such as Ebanezer Howard and the New Town Movement. City dwellers might

also be cured of their ills by the country and its values. It has such a strong appeal that the

successors of the 19th century policies flourish today'

23 Docker J. Canthe Centre Hold?: Conceptions of the State 1890'-1925. In Sydney

wh;;l{;;ii nààstl Svdiey: Allen and Unwin, r98\ 60. See also, Popenoe P B and

Eu ge ni c s.-New York: Macmillan, I 920.

Labour History GrouP.
Johnson P.IJ. Applied

24 }Jow Cities of To-morrow. London: Faber, 19,7-0. @riginally R'

Patterns Adelaide: Thornton House, 1986; 151-153' The, ea¡lie

influenti ;ñ-"*ñ;y r.iiiõtor", Ote* is iispiration from the los and'

tCfart K.The Gothic Revival. Lôndon: John Muruay,1962')
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3 AUSTRALIA

Australian public health and social welfare policies and the ideas about the city and

the country have many similarities with the British experience. The majority of

Australians has always lived in the few cities along the Southern and Eastern coasts. In

these cities, many concerns about health and welfare were to be found as they were in

British cities. The responses to these issues by the local social reformers and

commentators and the enthusiastic reporting of them by the slumming joumalists was very

similar to their British counterparts. It seemed that many of the worst problems of

London's East End had simply been transported across the world to the tenements of

Sydney's Rocks and to the mean alley ways around Bourke and Lonsdale streets in

Melbourne. The problems of the city in Ausualia potentially stood stark in comparison

with the health of the relatively few country dwellers.

In addition to the comparison based on living conditions or health, Australian

history projected specif,rc ideas that further emphasised the difference between the country

and the city. The idealised Australian was a bushman. This has heightened the idea of the

country as a valuable force. It is an ideal through which the Australian identity has been

focused and defined. With this view prominent, writings about Australia and Australians

have played upon the idea of the country and the city. Many popular writers, such as

"Banjo" Paterson and, in a different way, Henry Lawson, have focused on the bush and

constructed their heroes from bush men and women. For example, Paterson's poemThe

Manfrom lronbark, depicts an innocent bushman, tricked and mocked by a flash Sydney

barber (who is also an "s.p." - illegal - bookmaker). The bushman responds by laying into

both the barber and his assortment of larrikin customers. In the broader sense, this

represents the clash between honest rural credulity and the corrupt urban values of crime,

trickery and sharP dealing.zs

25 Put..ron AB. CollectedVerse. Sydney: Angus and Robertson,1982;34
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This view of the worthwhile Australian as bushman is all the more signif,rcant

given its mythical nature. Essentially, Australian society has always been urban (both

Lawson and Paterson were city dwellers) and its European origins were also essentially

urban. The frrst Europeans, mainly convicts, were predominantly petty criminals from

urban backgrounds and it was from this $oup that the origin of mateship, the supposed

social cement of male rural society, has been argued to have come.26 It was not a product

of the bush.27 Despite this, the idea of mateship and the things that were valued in social

relationships have been cha¡acterised as rural values.

This ideatising of the bush complemented the importance of land in Australia. Its

historic economic basis has largely been rural and has fostered the idea that the prosperity

of Australians depends upon the farmer. The land has a strong economic as well as

emotional attachment for European Australians. Rural settlement schemes illustrate both

attachments. There have been many attempts at land settlement in Australia; some were

the product of post war restructuring and others sought to provide a focus for English

immigration.2s Whatever the economic benefits of these schemes to the Nation, they

emphasised strongly the supposed benefits to the prospective settlers, emphasising the

improvement of both health and morals. This claim to improvement was explicit in one

English advertisement for a Dreadnought fatn. Located in "sunny New South Wales," it

proudly claimed: "Here men are made."2e In a story about farming in South Australia

written in 1909, the point is put that: "life on a farm is better for ...[a] boy than living in

Adelaide."30

Another facet of the rural development polioy was the soldier settlement

programmes that occurred after 1918. V/hile they were not great successes overall, their

26 Hirst I B.The Convict Sociery and its Enemles. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1983;32.

27 Schedvin M B & CB. The NomadicTribes of UrbanBritain, inCarrol I ed. Intruders in tlv Bush: The

Australian Questfor ldenllty. Melbourne: Oxford U P' 1982.

28 ttirsr¡ B.Adetaide andthe Counrry 1870- 1917. Melboume: MelbUniv P,L973;3. and Sherington G.

Australia's Immigrants. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1980; 94, 107'

29 sherrington, op cit; 95.

30 Hi¡st (1913),op cit; 59.
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initial popularity was remarkable. Ken Fry has written that257o of all soldiers hoped to

become farmers on their return. He attributes this popularity to the:

romantic, populist and arcadian idea that farming represented an ideal way of life
6ãóãur. itïär "close io nature", and therefore in some way morally superior to

urban industrial life. st

One prominent expression of the idealisation of the bush and its inhabitants was

based simply on physiòal worth; the idea that the bushman was naturally superior to

others. This was made explicit during World War I, when the bringing together of young

soldiers from both country and city allowed comparisons. In this context, the rural ideal

was exalted by C E'W Bean and others in the descriptions of the first Australian soldiers

sent abroad in 1914. These were descriptions that emphasised both the physical and the

moral prowess of the bushman.

The initial, invidious, distinction between counffy and city was made by one

author (John Cooper, a local Melbourne historian) at the door of the recruiting office

itself. Here the town dwelling volunteers, urban factory workers, appal the country

volunteers (from the fictional, but appropriately named country town of "Ironbark") by

their "ill nourished bodies, narrow chests and general weedy appearance." The bushmen

on the other hand, "stripped well, appearing to be as hard as nails'"32

The Light Horse Brigades were mounted units and attracted a high number of

country recruits. They also received lavish praise. Summarising the view of one Official

War Historian, Gerster has written that they were seen as:

the very flower of their race. They were a remarkable band of brothers in arms

äiá*n i.o- the wide and fragrant countryside. ... Despite their relaxed bearing

31 Fry K. Soldier Settlement and the Aust¡alian Agrarian Myth After the Fhst V/ortd War, 1985. Labour

Iíist 48:29-43 :41.

enfrom Austra
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Social Process i

r41.
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rhev were distinguished by great physical strength, superb athleticism and a love of
ptrysicat exercisé even móre ardent than the ancient Greeks.33

Even the excesses and disgraces of the Australians in Cairo were not seen by some

prominent commentators to be the fault of the troopers of the Light Horse regiments,

though Gerster says that as many of them were sent home as any other group. For Bean,

the official correspondent, responsibility for these misdemeanours lay with the infantry

and a "certain class of waster" who had enlisted with it.s¿ Implicitly, then, this indiscipline

was an urban rather than a rural problem. Bean's attitude to the AIF and to the Light

Horse in particular was almost mystical and embodied his veneration of rural Australia.

He saw the soldiers as "fundamentally the shining product of the wide open spaces,

cleansed by the burning winds and the simple strengthening lives of those spaces."3s

These wafiime reminiscences were very powerful in shaping myths about idealised

Australians that emphasised the value of the country over the city. They were added to by

other fictional accounts and descriptions of rural life that made the same point. For

example, in Mary Grant Bruce's popular children's novel Gray's Hollow, published in

lgl4,the Sydney cousins, on a visit to the country, are described as "pale and languid with

limp handshakes." They dislike games and despise rural simplicity but eventually, after

sufficient exposure to rural ways, are reformed.36

The articulation of the "country as good" and the "city as bad" within an Australian

context was made more significant by the consequences that flowed from the idea' As in

the British experience, the point was made by some that the city was threatening and stood

33 Gersrer, op cit; 46. See Gullett H. Official nt:lo^ry^qf 4]rstlgljgin the War of l9I4-1918,Vo1 VII Sinai

and Palestinä. Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1939; 30, 33, 35-36.

commcnt that it was the "old soldiers and Boer'Wa¡
he main troublemakers in Cairo. Bean C E W ' Gallipoli
37,38.

35 vtcCarthy D. Gallipoti to the Somme. Sydney: John Fergusson, 1983; 95.

36 s analysis of Australian children's ficrion. - Niall
B. UnivÞ,1984; 118. See also, G H Haydon, who

ine
bush, notwithstanding Úre rough life led in

(Quoted in Gibson R.The Diminishing Paraàise: C :

Sirius, 1984;74.)
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to colrupt and infect the country. For example, this idea was presented powerfully in

some of the popular Australian magazines of the day. In 1895, Louisa Lawson' in her

periodical, The Dawn,complained about what she saw as the general dirtiness of Sydney.

In her view, no One, however Careful, was Safe. She wrOte "we must cgnstAntly run the risk

of inhaling the germs of the most terrible diseases as we walk through the City."lz 1¡"

moral threat to the City was also significant. In 1866, theNewcastle Chronícle complained

of the burden to rural taxpayers of remedying the costs of child destitution, said (though

not accurately) by the paper to be a City problem.3s The Bulletin adopted a more

generalised and florid view of this question. Written and produced by thoroughly

urbanised men, it saw the "city" as a place of vice, which sat with the paper's other betes

noires,Asian immigration and British influence. Together, these were themes through

which the Bulletin's idea of emerging Australian nationalism was expressed. In 1899, A

G Stephen s, the Bulletin's most prominent journalist, wrote that Australia's future lay with

the individualism and strength of its rural population and not with the "criminal

aggegation of the people in the coastal cities" who presented a threat to the future.

Stephens continued his theme over the next 20 years. The cities, he claimed, were

"bloated" places of easy life and high wages, of public houses and picture shows. They

were "tumours" whose insatiable demands were starving the country.39

This view, that the bush was at risk from the city, was expressed in the context of

public health when the threat was said to be a threat of disease. In 1867, during debates

on the eueensland Contagious (ie venereal) Disease legislation, one member of

parliament claimed that "he had no doubt the disease was carried from the towns to the

bush."40 This idea that the City was threatening was afiiculated in another public health

37 Lu*ron O.The First Voice of Ausrrclian Feminism: Excerpts From Louiss Lawson's The Dawn'

Sydney: Simon and Schuster, 1990; 156.

38 Ramsland J. Children of the Backlanes: Destitute and Neglected Children in New SouthWales. Sydney:

Univ of NSW P, 1986; 139.

ed in the Bulletin and
and Robertson, 1978; 306-
72,73.

40 Queensland Parliamentary Debates, 15 October, 1867;474'
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conrext during the debates on the South Australian HealthBill, L898. One member,

talking of the Adelaide milk supply, eulogised about the "clear heads and strong bodies"

of the country dwellers whose simple life kept them free of disease. The country he said

had no need of the sterilisation of its milk; it came from "a cleaner, greener land in the

ranges." By comparison, the city was a dangerous place, threatening to health and to the

country. He emphasised this point by quoting the poet Cowper:

The town has tinged the country, and that stain appears a spot upon the vestal's

robe, the worse for what it soils.al

By implication, the product of the City was contaminated and threatening to health. The

product of the CounuY was not.

The idea of the country threatened by the city can still be identified. A common

response to the troubles of the country has been to identify as culprits, "outsiders" from the

City. In IggI,a National Nurses' Conference in Australia was told of the difficulty AIDS

educators were experiencing in rural areas. Their work was said to be threatening to these

communities on the basis that it was interpreted as "promoting promiscuity and

homosexuality." These were said to be seen as threatening and alien "city values."42

There is also a view among counffy dwellers that certain diseases are restricted to the city

and are not a problem for the country. Commenting on a steep rise in venereal disease

rates, in New South Wales in 1992, a health worker said "a lot of country people think that

it (venereal disease) doesn't apply to them ... that (the diseases) are a city problem." This

view was particularly significant since some of the country areas reported the highest

rates.43

As in Britain, Australian health and welfare policy articulated the country/city

dichotomy in its endeavours to reform and improve. Improvements to personal health

41 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 2 December, 1898; 1013

42 Advertis er, 23 Mrar:ch, l99l: 23'

43 Sydney Morning LIerald,l0 July, 1992:3.
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could, in the view of some medical practitioners, be achieved by adopting rural lifestyles.

In 1913, the South Australian head of public health told an international conference that

habits promoting fresh air and imitating rural life such as "camping out" and "sleeping

out" were beneficial to health.44 One prominent text book in public health, published the

next year, also took this view and eulogised the benefits of fresh air and rural living.

Approvingly, it cited Lord Baden-Powell's advice on this subject: that the whole

population should "live outside for a month each year, reviving and expanding a custom...

deemed essential to the national well being."45 Fresh air was widely seen as a cure for

consumption and other diseases. The idea spawned the Fresh Air League, formed in

Sydney in 1895, one of whose interests was providing the sick and respectable poor with

suÍrmer holidays in the country.46

More broadly, the dichotomy shaped the social welfare policies related to young

delinquents placed in care. Social welfare administrators employed a number of strategies

to remove children who came to the attention of the police and welfare system from the

evils of the city. Margaret Barbelet, in her study of female state wards in South Australia,

has outlined the concerted policy of that Government to send the girls to work in the

country, away from the temptations of city life, where there was every hope that the girls

would be "morally improved" by the simplicity and hard working nature of country life.

In reality, they risked squalor, poverty and often exploitation that seemed to be the lot of

e MilePress, t989:21.)

ene,Vol l. Melbourne: Ford and Son, 1914; 172.
eases in the 1890s. See also Neale A J. Consumption

Treatme nt . Christchurch:
the bottom of all is simPle Pure
: Melville, Mullins and Slade,

ect as imporønt cures for these conditions. He claimed

that "it was in the cities ttrat the greatest concentration of desúucdve bacteria in the air is the geatest"' (; 3)

1890s.)
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so many relocated under these and other schemes'47 So strong was the idea of the

reformist power of the country that these realities were read down in favour of the wider

ideal. These traditions of rural values had, as their direct descendant, the country living

programmes for drug and alcohol dependent persons such as the Ashbourne facility,

described in Chapter 1. They built on the idea of the curative value of a rustic

environment far removed from the temptations of the city'

The Australian experience of the country and the city, has therefore been

significant, both in shaping views about health but also, in directing health and welfare

policies. The health aspecrs reflect the wider view which has been central to the way that

Australians have seen themselves and the idea of the bushman and his mateship, whatever

its reality and origins, has been accepted as a cenÍal part of Australia's popular cultural

values.

4 UNITED STATES

In the United States, the contrast between country and city has also been a

powerful issue in the social life of the community, reflected in ideas about health policy.

Like Australia, the United States experience has emphasised the rural frontier community.

This notwithstanding the fact that, historically, its main economic power lay in the urban

communities of the North East. Rural values have been exalted as "real" American values.

V/ithin this context, there are the two important themes: one of threat, the other of cure

and each had a bearing on public health policy. One prominent playing out of these

e: Oxford U P, 1983; 52. See also O'Brien. A
1918 , Metbourne: Melb Univ P, 1988; 122, 145- 150'

""iåË#l#hu",
tories in Bean P

Unwin, 1989.)
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themes was through the 19th and early 20th century temperance movement, whose

supporters argued for a prohibition on the sale of alcoholic products in the United States.48

In the temperance debate, the city was presented by the supporters of prohibition

as the place of intemperance and vice. The country, by comparison, was said to be a place

of rural d.ecency, honesty and temperance. This expressed ttre traditional divide through a

public health lens. Gusfield, has characterised the movement as an aspect of the clash

between the values of traditional, rural America and the values of the new urban and

immigrant masses. Building on this idea, the city was threatening to the country. One

example was the economic plight of the small farmer in debt to the urban institutions of

bankers and financiers. Temperance reformers described a world where the "sober man

was the underdog" and where the saloon, like the bank, was "pre-eminently an urban

institution."4e In essence, the movement argued that the "growth of urban communities

would wreck the rePublic."so

There were other contexts in which health was used to emphasise the threat of the

city to the country. Venereal disease was said by some to be a product of the cities. The

anonymity and loneliness of these places \üas seen as a contributing factor in its spread

amongst young workers arriving from the country. Prostitution, and with it venereal

disease, was considered to be a problem of industrialisation. In the early 1900s, a New

york Vice Commission insisted that "America's burgeoning metropolises provided

ubiquitous opportunities for social contacts that could lead to moral decline'"51 So here, it

was the place itself rather than the behaviours of individual people in it that attracted the

focus of concern.

48 tt i, was realised Nationally in 1919 with the passage of the Volstead Act and a period of prohibition was

put in place that lasted until 1933.

49 Gusfield J R. Symbotic Crusade: Status Politics and the AmericanTemperance Movem¿n¡. Urbana: Univ

of Illinois P, 1963:'96,99.

5o mio; too.

nereal Disease in the United States since 1880 .

Scott Fiøgerald's novel The Greøt
New York and become comrPted bY
Penquin Books, 1986.) In this context'
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As with Britain and Australia, United States health policy tended to focus some

curative programmes through the idea that the country could cure the evils of the city. As

in Australia, tuberculosis cures emphasised the importance of a rural lifestyle as part of the

curative process. Since deaths from tuberculosis, as elsewhere, were mainly an urban

phenomenon, the significance of a cure arway from this source of infection, and therefore

in the country, had a logical appeal. Sanatoria were situated in isolated rural areas

providing the fresh air and exposure to the outdoors which were said to be the elements of

the cure. In the 1860s, American consumptives were encouraged to escape the city by

travelling Vy'estwa¡ds. This movement was advocated in a book, Gaíníng Health in the

West,written by a former sufferer. Such a radical and complete departure from urban life

carried with it a symbolic value of the sufferer leaving the source of the infection far

behind in the city and emphasised the role of the country as a power for purification.s2

This short analysis of two issues in United States public health policy is another

example of how arguments about health have built on the idea of the "good" country and

the "bad" city. The Temperance debates used the idea to articulate the notion that the city

was a dangerous place and threatening to the country but more generally to the collective

values of the established American community. The tuberculosis cures built on the idea

that the country \ilas a place in which the evils of the city might be cured. These were

public health expressions of the more general idea, which continues to be expressed in the

contemporary linking of place, "middle America", with traditional social values- This

dichotomy has always been a powerful issue in American social life and the "true" values

of the United States community have traditionally been, and continue to be, widely seen as

those of the small country town and the farm.

52 Wtriøt.t C R. Chasing the Cure, 1914. Butl Hist Med,48: 398-415; 411'
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5 THE HEALTH OF THE CITY / THE HEALTH OF THE COUNTRY

The health of city dwellers in the 19th century was in many cases poor and

generally worse than that of those who lived in the country. The rapid development of

new towns, their crowded and insanitafy conditions, the sevele levels of environmental

pollution all contributed to the poor health of the city population' This gave substance to

the idea of the city as a place of ill health. There are data to suggest that rural dwellers in

both Britain and Australia had less disease and a lower rate of prematue mortality than

people living in rowns. This is implied for Britain by the Bills of Mortality and parish

records compiled by medical practitioners in the 18th and 19th centuries. One of the first

detailed accounts of the health of the community was published in 1750 by Thomas Short'

This suggesrs, rhough somewhat crudely, a significantly higher infant mortality rate for

London than for countfy parishes. Granted these differences, it was the explanation given

to them that needs to be considered. For example, Short believed that this comparison was

not simply that of a city and a counffy environment, it was also a comparison between

"Manner of life", between:

such as live in an open
laborious and idle life;
and Intemperance.53

and pent-up Air, Ioaded with !a1-ety of Effluvia; between a

bet*een lu^xury and plain simple Diet; between Temperance

Here, the nexus between immorality and ill-health was quite explicit'

Some decades later, at the end of the 18th century, Dr Price, the "scientific

founder" of the Equitable Insurance Society extended this work. He noted that length of

life in the cities was almost half that in the country. As well as the insanitary conditions of

the towns, price attributed. this difference to "the irregular modes of life, the luxuries, the

debaucheries, and pernicious customs, which prevail more in towns than in the country"'5+

53 Short T. New Observations on City,Town and Country Bills of Mortaliry .London: Gregg

Pub, 1973;98.

54 farr W. Vital Statistics. London: Saniøry Institute of Great Britain, 1885; 103'
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Some medical practitioners sought leasons why a relatively low mortality rate existed in

the country. In one particularly healthy district, a doctor gave the reason as relating to the

abundance of plain substantial food, the pure bracing atmosphere of the place and the

intelligence and abstemious nature of its inhabitants'5s

In these cases, the medical observations were coloured by the observer's "way of

seeing", in the sense that the country dwellers were not healthier simply because the cities

were environmentally unpleasant places. They were said to be healthier because they

were considered better people. Thehealth data had been fitted into the pre-existing moral

framework and the reasons for these health differences were Seen as moral'

Not all observers came to this conclusion. In his study of public health in 19th

century England, William Farr also noted a substantial difference between the health of

the city and the country. For example, he reported that the infant mortality rate in large

towns was over twice that of heaithy urban districts. However, Farr attributed this to

environmental causes (such as poor sanitation and pollution) rather than moral causes. He

also determined that there were healthy towns and unhealthy towns's6

In South Australia in 1891, Thomas Borthwick published an analysis of mortality

rates in the Adelaide local government ar.ea, other Corporate Towns and the counffy areas

of the province. His data suggest that Adelaide and the few non-metropolitan towns had a

higher mortality rate overall than the country for the most common causes of death'

However, Adelaide city, the most concentrated body of population, did not always have

ths greatest death rate. some oountry towns had a greater rate for particular causes such
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as respiratory or enteric diseases. Here, it was not the simple aggregation of people as

Such, "the city", that had the greatest impact on health. Rather, it was the particular issues

of each town, of poor sanitation and occupational illness that stood most significantly to

affect the death rate.s't Generalised comments about the city, the "spot on the vestal's

fobe", as Statements about health, could not be sustained on the data alone' Yet' these

comments were commonly made and the detailed patterns of Australian mortality data

were also lost in the general idea that the Ausralian country dwellers had healthier lives

than their city counterparts and that this difference was the result of their leading bener

lives. In l1g2,a guidebook to the Australian Colonies said this of the country: "epidemics

have little chance of spreading, people lead temperate outdoor lives, the plain fare does

not tempt one to practice gluttony, early hours are the rule."58 However, neither a starkly

positive nor a negative view could be sustained on the data. Rather' those who were

claiming otherwise, who were claiming that the country was simply a better place than the

city, were reflecting the more general idea, informed by the dichotomy of country and

city, that good things and good health were o/the country'

6 CONCLUSION

The idea of the "country and the city" has been a highly significant way of

categorising good from bad. So entrenched is this view that it was a given, a "way of

seeing." Essentially, it was a view about good and bad - a view that "God made the

ustraliu. Adelaide: 1ù/akefield p, 1986; 83')

58 James G L. Shalt I Try Australia? or lleatth, Business and Pleasure in New SouthWales. London:

g¿wará ffo-wãf an¿ S i*ónin Marshall Ham ilton Kent & Co, 1892; 241.
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country and man made the town."Se V/ith it has come the idea that the counffy stands for

order, prosperity and tranquillity. Such ideas have been described as the product of

nostalgia or of imaginations in search of some ideal which has taken the shape of an

Arcadian past or a utopian future. It has been said to be a reaction by some to change and

modernism, seen as urban phenomena, and to the association of the cities with change and

strangers. The fact that the romantic view of the country was really a mirage has not

dampened its appeal or significance.oo

This underlying view has been very significant in explaining the public health

policies which sought to address the problems of the cities. These problems were not seen

simply as environmental but a product of the ag$egation of the people in them' They

were centrally moral issues and so moral improvement could be argued to have a

legitimate place on tho agenda of public health reform. Associated with this view was the

idea that the city was threatening to the country. This was expressed in the spread of

disease or intemperance or the danger to the national health, posed by the unproductive

consumption of the city and its degenerate inhabitants, feeding upon and weakening the

country.

There was also the reforming aspect of the country/city idea. It allowed

unquestioning assumptions about what made "good" health. It emphasised the rural cures

that distanced the sufferer from the city. It prompted folk ideas about the benefits of fresh

country air and. wholesome country food that are still with us. It added moral agendas to

the reform of the cities and to the preservation and the protection of the country and its

significance can be identified in current public health policies.

Health and beliefs about health were symbolic expressions that articulated and

strengrhened the two classifications of country and city. They went beyond the limits of

fact; beyond the data that suggested, though not overwhelmingly or consistently, that the

towns were less healthy places than the country. Rather, they introduced moral values

59 witliur., op cit; 54.

60 Williu., has written: "When we moved back in time, consistently girected to an earlier and happier rural

E"gil;,;;örld äñilo ptJCe, no period, in which we could serioúsly rest." (Ibid; 35.)
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into ideas of health and made general statements about worth and degeneration, which

seemed unrelated to the environmental issues of rapid urban growth. These were

statements whose subject matter was health: they \ilere not statements about health.

Rather, the statements were ways in which categories were articulated and sharpened; they

emphasised that there was a boundary between these two categories. They were specific

responses by those who sensed the threat of change and modernism, who looked back to

an age they believed free of those threats and saw it as the "counüy." The counury had

become the embodiment of things that are good and virtuous. Ideas about public health

were used to emphasise that point; its policies were also shaped by it.
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POSTSCRIPT - CHAPTERS 1 to 6'

The first parr of this Thesis (Chapters 1 to 6) develops the proposition that

community views about public health and disease are influenced strongly by the social

circumstances of the groups that hold those views. Specifically, the views have often

played a part in: protecting and reinforcing the boundaries of social categories, distancing

outsiders and labelling outgroups as dirty or diseased. Thus: when intrusions blurred these

categories they were characterised as health problems; intruders were diseased and

insanitary and threatening to the wider community; dirt was matter out of place and

threatened order; and physical anomalies such as lepers were "dangerous" and were

controlled more stringently because of this.

The work of Emile Durkheim, his focus on the solidarity of communities and the

collective values that hold them together and the development of these ideas by Mary

Douglas and others provides an important basis for explaining what might otherwise

remain problematic for public health - why groups were singled out and blamed so

enthusiastically for health deficiencies when the evidence seemed unconvincing or where

the problems of the environment in which they lived seemed so obvious and pressing.

This body of theory offers a symbolic, rather than a medicalised or "scientific", way of

seeing public health policy; that it has sharpened categories and policed margins and

protected communities from the threats from outside that stood to dilute or weaken their

sense of self. Current public health law suggests that this type of thinking remains

important for the formation of public health policy'

The three boundaries that have been the subject of the earlier chapters - those that

exist between: social classes; strangers and communities; and country and city - all

provide examples of public health policies and attitudes directed towards protecting the

community or its values from the outsider and the threat. Generally, this process was

"owned" and applied by dominant social gloups' for example, the middle and upper

classes, established communities or those with a traditional value system. However, as the

hygiene rules practised by Gypsy women illustrates, the process, though it was often about
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power - the dominant group responding to intruders and threats - or, used as a way of

explaining and justifying inequality, it was, most importantly, about separation and

protection of the group.

The second part of this Thesis (Chapters 7 to 9) places these themes in the context

of Australian public health policy in the 19th and 20th centuries as it applied to new

a¡rivals and other outsiders. It illustrates the importance of the theories about public

health and boundaries developed in earlier chapters and provides an Australian, historical,

context through which immigration and the related issue of racism and the social policies

relating to minorities can be considered.
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CHAPTER 7 ''VICE AND VEGETABLES": THE CHINESE IN AUSTRALIA

1 INTRODUCTION - THE CHINESE IN 19TH CENTURY AUSTRALIA

As Melburnians opened their copies of the Age on 6 July 1851 , they read of two

recent celebrations. Page 6 carried a detailed and lengthy report of a dinner held in

Melboume,s Criterion Hotel to celebrate the Fourth of July anniversary of the American

Declaration of Independence. It also carried a briefer report on the opening of a Chinese

joss house on the Buckland valley diggings in the remote North East of the colony.

According to the Age,thedinner represented a gathering of local American citizens and

other dignitaries to celebrate "the day of days to every American heart.'' The dining hall

was lavishly decorated with many national flags and "banners draped in graceful folds;

underneath a shield; above an eagle." Copies of the American Constitution and George

Washington's farewell address hung from the walls, while "at the head of the table stood a

massive silver epergne loaded with choice flowers, making a pretty finish to the

arrangements."l

The joss house had been opened some days before the dinner. In the racy and

condescending style that came to typify newspaper accounts of the Chinese, a local

journalist described the opening ceremony and celebration. The outside of the building

was decorated with a scroll containing "Chinese hieroglyphics." Inside, there was a large

mirror. on seeing their reflections, the chinese broke into smiles. one smiling chinaman

reminded the journalist "of a large baboon when presented with an apple." On a central

table, stood three "ordinary ale glasses filled with some sort of liquid too pale for ale or

wine,' and on either side, "what appeared to be a couple of silver plated candle sticks."

The table was further decorated with "gaudy coloured paper covered with numerous

Chinese devices." In describing the ceremony, the journalist went to some lengths to

convey the sounds of the devotees and their musical instruments, "making a chorus that

I Age,6July, 1857;6.
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defied description." He was also taken with the appearance of an officiating person he

took to be a "high priest." The old man's beard reminded him of the whiskers of a tabby

cat and he took particular note that the Chinaman had dispensed with wearing socks for

the ceremony.

In these two stories, the gulf between the embryonic Australian and the Chinese

cultures is presented massively. The world of the Chinese in 19th century Australia was

alien and incomprehensible for almost all Australians. At best it was portrayed with a

sense of detached amusement. At worst, with the idea that it was threatening to the

Australian community. So overwhelming was the view that the Chinese were a group of

aliens removed from European values that it is unlikely that the stark irony in these two

articles appearing side by side struck the readers of the Age. There was a further irony:

by the time the Joss House story appeared in print, the building was a smoking ruin,

destroyed along with much other Chinese property in the anti-Chinese riots on the

Buckland Valley diggings that had also occuned on the fourth of July.

The Chinese were the quintessential strangers in Australia during the 19th century.

They were uninvited; they were said to lessen the opportunities of the European miners

and workers with whom they were in competition on the gold diggings; they came in large

numbers and kept closely together; and, most obviously, they were different in appearance

and manners. From the first descriptions of them it seems that, for many European

observers, the Chinese were a pestilence, a dehumanised mass. One wrote in 1854: "when

I first came in sight of them, I could not make out what was coming. They were winding

across the plain like a long black mark."2

A closer examination seemed to do little to reassure the colonists who, standing by

the roadsides, watched the Chinese as they made their way to the diggings:

2 Chandler I. Forty Years in the Wilderne.ss, cited in Clark M. Select Documents in Ausffalian History l85l-
1900. Sydney: Anlus and Robertson, 1955; 67.
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Public health concerns were a prominent part of the case against the chinese in

19th century Australia. This chapter examines the European response to Chinese

immigration to Australia over this period. It considers how that response was shaped by

the language of public health; how disease, hygiene and morals became prominent ways

through which anti-Chinese feeling was articulated. This emphasised their alien status,

their sense of threat and their distance from European society. Responding to these ideas,

public health regulations and policies focused on the Chinese and policed the margins of

European society in Australia; they were part of the general process of exclusion and

immigration control directed at the Chinese. Here was a prominent example of how the

language of public health and public health policy could be redirected from issues of

health significance to focus on unpopular minorities that were Seen as dangerous and

polluting outsiders.

This Chapter will examine the following four asserfions about the Chinese and

pubtic health in lgth century Australia. Namely that: chinese arrivals introduced disease

and that this threatened rhe Australian community; that their living standards were

insanitary and, because of this, the Chinese presented another health risk to the

community; that they posed a moral threat to Ausfalians (particularly women and

children) as a result of their opium use and sexual behaviour; and that they were

subhuman, aracephysically apart from and threatening to Europeans' The Chapter draws

on contemporary sources - the newspapers and popular periodicals of the time - and

governmental sources such as annual reports of health authorities, special commissions of

inquiry into the Chinese and the parliamentary debates associated with the passage of

in blue lines that often extended for miles "' gach group 
-

;ir;;ibty exhorted by a head'man, and wh91 they camped

formed quite a little township by the roadside'3

md325.
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pubiic health and explicir anri-Chinese legislation in the Australian Colonies during the

second half of the 19th century.4

The first groups of Chinese arrived in Australia before the gold rush, imported in

the 1g40s and early 1g50s to ease the labour shortages in the rural industries.s However, it

was the gold discoveries that brought many Chinese to Australia, along with people from

many other parts of the world, in hopes of finding a fortune. They were committed to

returning to China. Like all diggers, their intention was to find enough gold to provide for

their future.6 From a high in the 1850s, when the Chinese amounted to over 25,000 in

Victoria (8Vo of the Colony's population,) their numbers dropped steadily though, on

occasions, they appeared to increase as new gold fields were discovered.T These, more

focused, changes to the Chinese population were used as evidence of a renewed

onslaught.B As new arrivals, the Chinese became an easy focus for concern since they

stood out as visibly different in a community characterised by its homogenous, British,

4 Th" Reports used cent¡ally in this Chapter a¡e as follows; where not cited fully, they will be cited in the

the Gold Fields. (Westgarth Commission)
the Select Committee of the Legislative Council on
ntary Papers, 1856-1857. Rqpott of the Committee

'l/;"i',i'i?#åiffi0"å0"ï;' 
1868' no 56' .Mith one

5 Cronin, op cit; 15. Evans R. Keeping AusraliaCleanWhite, in Burgmann Y-u$ f""^l.ed. A Most

vitioøte' l,îquis¡tion: Ã riõit¿ t nís;toiy of Australia since / 788. Melbourne: McPhee Gribble, 1988; 178.

6 yong C F. e-:_RaphaelArts,.L97l; L-3. 1856-1857, Victoria (Fawkner

Committee). Minútes of Evidence, questions 17 -^1! and 238. _Campl-ell
p C. Chinese Within the BritishEmpire. London: P S King and Son, 1923;

68-51.

easil or

Êl;:
McP

y decline in the Chinese populatio-n in Victoria.- 
See also Census of Victoria, 1861; Statistical

ook) and 1891.

8 ASe 2l January, 1886; 15. Markus A. !,ivided V/e Fall: T Melbourne Fumiture Trade

Uni'on rSZO- tgd1, tn\.loøoil nlitory.26: 1-10; 3. Betw , it increased by 10,000, to

¡i,Stib. inir lãs iargetv altriUutaUtc to úle openine ql^9f t!9- elds. See Price C A' 't'he

Gíeat White Wstls [re-Built. Canberra. ANU Press,1914;77].
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origins and, for most Australians, the Chinese wele an impersonal yellow mass' bringing

with them disease, vice and economic ruin.e Sometimes, this resulted in overt violence

and deaths, such as occurred on the gold fields of Lambing Flat and the Buckland

Valley.ro Generally, the violence was sporadic and the hostility felt by Europeans tended

to find its expression in newspapers, public meetings and calls for increased legislative

controls over Chinese immigration.

The response by the Colonial governments, to restrict Chinese immigration,

occurred during two periods of anti-Chinese feeling. Firstly, legislation of the 1850s

imposed poll taxes on arriving Chinese. This was put in place against the backd¡op of the

first gold rushes.n These controls were intended to be an effective prohibition on their

entry however, the Acts were repealed in the 1860s.r2 The second wave of restrictive

legislation commenced in 1881, following an Intercolonial Conference convened by Sir

Henry parkes the premier of New South Wales. The Colonies passed new restrictive

legislation, based either on a poll tax or a limitation on the number of arriving Chinese

immigrants calculated by the tonnage of each arriving ship'tr

By 1888, anti-Chinese feeling was running at fever pitch and scarcely an edition of

the main Australian newspapers appearing in May and June of that year failed to deal at

some lengths with what was termed the "Chinese Problem." A rally of 40,000 protesters

had occurred in Sydney on 2 June and a Second Intercolonial Conference (commencing 12

largest "foreign", that i al gloup. In
wãs eisht únì-es larger foreign

; 73.) See also the d--isc Comment'

iots. There were other number of
cit; 53.) Anti-Chines on the
Ílatred. Sydney: Hale

ll An Act to Make provisionfor ants l8j5 (Vic)..It was f-ollowe.dby An Act to Regulate the

Resirlence of the Chinese Popula iesf Thii*ai the hrst-Col-ony t9 i9¡99nd. Other Colonies

;Ñ"d ;ñtíuliãgi.1äriõn, in'ctu¿ alia and New South Wales, both in 1857.

13 A survey of this legislaúon is contained in Willard M. History of theWhite Australiq Policy to 1920'

Melbournei Metb Univ P,1923;65.
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June) supported more stringent entry controls. These second and third waves of legislative

restriction were put in place during a period when the Chinese population in Australia was

declining, a fact recognised at the time by the colonial politicians.la Indeed, once the

simple fear of numbers was removed, some politicians were unable to state a case for the

proposal. Some claimed that the numbers might increase if unchecked or that the Chinese

were a "nuisance." The Sydney press justified the New South Wales Government's

concerns on the "increased immigration in the Northern part of the Colony of South

Australia" (now the Northern Territory), well over 3,000 kilometres distant, and this in

days of slow communication!15

Myra Willa¡d, the first historian of the Chinese restrictions and, writing 40 years

later, outlined a number of factors for the increased legislative prohibitions at this time,

including: the opening up of the new gold fields; the temporary increase in numbers; the

innod.uction of "dreaded diseases"; and, in the case of the 1888 legislation, the "voices of

'Young Australia' becoming articulate in the cry 'Australia for the Australians'."16

These are not explanations, yet they provide a basis from which some explanations

can be sought. At first glance, they fail to take account of the completeness with which

the Chinese were isolated and ostracised from the European community, kept separate

from it by the overwhelming idea, expressed on so many occasions between the 1850s and

the turn of the century, that they rwere rootless, mere birds of passage, and never legitimate

colonists. They were also separated from European Australians, not simply on the basis of

their physical or cultural differences but also, through the view that they were less than

human and the anti-Chinese debate was rich in analogies to animals, both singly or

collectively as "herds" or "swarms"'tz ThsY rwere porffayed as a collective hazard'

"polluting", "contaminating" and "degrading" the European communities in which they

14 Victorian Parliamentary Debates,30 November, 1881; 931,933 and 20 December, 1881; 1240.

15 Sydnry Morning Llerald,lS June, 1888; 17. Brisbane Courier,2 March, 1888; 4.

16 V/illard, op cit; 37 and 70.

17 Victorian Parliamentary Dcbates,20 December' 1881; 1246.
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üved.rg The intensity of this anti-Chinese emotion was expressed regularly in terms of

health and disease, which this Chapter examines.

The effect of these views was the distancing and separating of the Chinese

community in Australia from the European coûtmunity. More particularly, Willard's

point about "young Australia" is important. The Australian community in the late 19th

century was constructing its idea of self. This was a world of the White man in which the

Chinese had no place. It was a period of inward definition and strengthening, which

emphasised the idea of the Chinese as outsiders. The Chinese in Australia were anomalies

and were described as such in the context of public health. The boundaries between the

world of new Australia and the threats that lay beyond it were protected in a number of

ways of which public health was a signif,rcant one.

zTÍ{'E CHINESE AS BzuNGERS OF DISEASE

Throughout the 19th century, Australia was the destination for ships and peoples

from many parts of the world. Illness might have come to Australian shores from

anywhere, yet "the East", Asia and its inhabitants, were commonly held responsible for the

introduction of disease. There was little evidence, either in contemporary or in subsequent

studies, to suggest that the Chinese introduced disease.

However, Australian governments argued otherwise. Throughout the second half

of the 19th century, they imposed public health controls that focused specifically on the

Chinese. This was most obvious in the case of high prof,rle exotic diseases. South

Australia, for example, required that all arriving Chinese be vaccinated against smallpox.te

Quarantine controls were also applied with particula¡ harshness when Chinese arivals

were involved, even where there was no hard evidence of smallpox.2o The arrivals were

18 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 24 November, 1898; 946.

19 Chinrr" Immigrants Regulation Au, 1881; section 7.

20 See the case of lhe Ocean; - Cu¡son P. Times of Crisis.Sydney: Syd Univ P, 1985;

aulr-inøàe|-wáJanother example of the selective use of quarantine powers at a crucial
114. The case of the
time in Aust¡alian
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being singled out because they were Chinese and it was assumed that they would

introduce disease. These actions were occurring at the same time as other anti-Chinese

measures; the New South Wales Chinese Restriction Bill was introduced in July 1881 in

the wake of the anti-Chinese feeling generated by the smallpox epidemic,zt

Smallpox provided an ongoing justification to other specific anti-Chinese

measures. At Darwin, an entry point for many chinese, the south Australian Government

(as administrator of the region) routinely sought to quarantine all vessels from China and

the Straits Settlements on the basis that this was necessary to prevent the introduction of

the disease. Significantly, this procedure was introduced in conjunction with a proposal to

restrict Chinese entry into Northern Australia. The selective nature of the proposal was

illustrated by the fact that the local health officer had power to exempt the first class

i European passengers from the recluirements of quarantine and also by its singling out

. 
.: Asian porrs. Opponents of this quarantine provision suggested that it was fuelled by the

anri-Chinese sentiment of the time and that, while it had the appearance of a public health

measure, it was in fact set within the general context of antiChinese feeling as expressed

in the other restrictive legislation of the time. Supporters of the quarantine provisions saw

it as a necessary component of uniform colonial restrictions on the Chinese generally.zz

Some diseases provoked a special horror and were the focus of stringent control.

Leprosy was the most prominent case. Throughout the 19th century, legislators imposed

controls aimed specifically at the Chinese arrivals. Two Colonies adopted special leprosy

legislation. In 1890, the New South'Wales Government passed aLeprosy Ad, which

permitted indefinite custody for lepers. The passage of the provision was hastened by the

ourne on 30 April 1888, during a time of great anti-Chinese
a[ôwed ait orê. The 14 Chinese on boa¡d were detained under
(ntløin A M. Victoria, The Chinese and the Federal ldea,

s2.)

21 Martin AW. Ilenry parkes.Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1980; 316. Chinese Restriction Ac¡, 1881 (New

South Wales.)

Gazette;1 March, 1888; 503.
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discovery of leprosy among the "white population of this colony."2t Even where the

stringency of the controls were questioned, thefu potential application to the Chinese

community was simply accepted. One member, debating the New South'Wales

legislation, who questioned the appropriateness of this custodial "living death" for

Europeans, took a very different view when it came to the Chinese: "[i]t may be that we

should not harbour lepers of the Chinese race, and that they should either be placed in a

leper-house or sent to their own country."24

In L892, the Queensland Government introduced its Leprosy Bil/, despite the fact

that the disease was not officially considered to be a problem.zs Yet, the legislation

followed the New South V/ales model and strictly se$egated sufferers. V/hile the

Government took the position that leprosy was not a problem in the Colony, it claimed to

be acting because people believed that there was a problem and that the Chinese were

responsible for it:

there is no doubt in the minds of many men that this disease emanated from
õhinurn"n and it behoves us one and ill ... to look after these hells or dens or
Chinese boarding houses as they are called.26

The various Parliamentary references to leprosy focused on the Chinese. The threat that

leprosy was thought to present to the European community fuelled the legislation and

vilifred the Chinaman in the process. By contrast, the European leper, taken to be the

victim of Chinese infection, was commonly seen as their innocent dupe through foolishly

employing or associating with them.z?

23 N"* South Wales Parliamentary Debates, 15 October, 1890;4532'

24 tbid,16 ocrober, 1890;4557.

25 QueenslandPa¡liamentary Debates, 1I April, L892:239.

26 rbid,ll April, 1892;240.

27 co^ ilfå"".f Íi':rtrÍit;ilåi"frÍ;'orus rhe
y i*mota hese peoplê (Chinese) but through ttreir

dealings with them.
(;a647.)
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The adminisradon of the leprosy legislation in all Colonies was very vigorous.

Sometimes health officials, when faced with suspect cases among Chinese, overreacted

markedly, as occurred in Adelaide in 1898. Such a case illustrated the ease with which the

association of the Chinese and leprosy could be made and the extraordinarily harsh

treatment that could apply even where there was only a suspicion.2a

Vigorous public health administation was also a feature of other diseases. During

the Sydney smallpox epidemic of 1881, the Chinese, sent to the North Head Quarantine

station, were segregated and housed in tents away from the wards. In some cases, they

were removed forcibly from their houses which were then burnt. Though vaccination was

not generally compulsory, there were instances where Chinese were vaccinated against

their will. Even those opposed to the compulsory vaccination of the community generally,

supported it where the Chinese were involved. Indeed, while the popular press and

parliamentarians expressed great concern at the breach of civil liberties of Europeans

during the epidemic, there was no corresponding concern for the liberties of the Chinese.2e

Sydney's Chinese community was also blamed for introducing the plague in 1900

and were subjected to both official and unofficial harassment. Unlike the European cases,

Chinese cases of plague taken to the North Head quarantine station were compulsorily

vaccinated (even where they objected.)lo Where warning notices about the disease were

posted, they were written both in English and Chinese suggesting that, of all Sydney's

foreign nationals, the Chinese were to be considered to be most closely associated with the

epidemic.:l Curson claims that public health officials also adopted a more draconian and

28 
-The-dir"overy by-an Adelaide doctor in 1898 of a Chinese paúent suffering from what he (mistakenly)

took to be leprosy led to the man's incarceration at a emote part of the Torreni Island Quaraniine Søtioäin
primitive conditions and apart from all other persons. See Cbnespondence etc., Re Ælèged case of
I{PIo.J. Soutl¡ Australian Pa¡liamentary Papers, 1898, no 67. See also Sydney Morning Herald,25 Jane,
1888; 8.

29 Curson (19-8_5),-o_p9it; 1O4, 106 and 115. See also Southon Board of Enquiry.Victorian Parliamentary
Papers, 188_?, No 55. This was an Enquiry into the all:ged mist¡eatmeni of aEuiopean woman suspected 

-of

having smallpox.

30 Curson P. Plague in Sydney. Sydney: Univ of NSV/ P, 1989; 164.

31 Kelly M. Plague Sydney. Sydney: Doak Press, l98l; unpaginated.
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insistent approach when fumigating chinese houses, while the chinese were singled out

for special mention by government officiars as being particularry susceptible to plague and

thus a risk for its sPread.32

Beyond their specific responses, parliamentarians were also expansive in their

assessment of the chinese disease menace. undaunted by the lack of evidence' the

supporters of increased restrictions attempted to substantiate their public heatth case by

looking to the future. It was argued that the Chinese might introduce disease' In 1857'

South Australia's Chief Secretary was asked in Parliament to prevent the landing of

chinese at Robe in order to "wafd off the danger which exists with the introduction of

leprosy or other contagious diseases."33 There was never any evidence that these types of

disease were found among the Chinese landed at Robe'

T\penty four years later, during the second reading of the Chinese Immigration

Bill, Igg!,the south Australian Government gave as part of its reasons for increased

restrictions on entry (and these applied only to the chinese), the fact that smallpox had "on

severaloccasionsmadeitsappearanceonshipsarrivingfromEasternports.''Yet,itwas

not simply the known diseases that were of concern; the Government further argued for

the restrictiolÌ "on account of the diseases still unknown in Australia which thus may be

introducedamongus."34Inthiskindofthinking,theassociationoftheChinesewith

specific diseases was broadened to the point that it became a general association with all

disease - the Chinaman had becone diseased as such! - Yet' the evidence is so lacking'

There were many ports beyond Australia from which disease might come - it was the

Asian ports that were singled out. Public health laws became the vehicles through which

more general concerns about the Chinese were focused'3s

32 Co.ron (1939), op cit; 175. Cumpston IH L and McCallum F

vrei¡oume ì Commoiwälth G overn ment Printer' 1926: 9 5'
The History of Plague in Austalia

33 South Aust¡alian Parliamenrary Debates, 11 Septembet'1857;523'

34 t¡io, 19 July, 1881; 290. Granted, tropicalports did have areputation as nurseries offevers and disease'

35 Not all oa¡liamentarians agrecd with this charge; see the remarks of the Honourables R Baker and J

Éárl,ìïîl,iln^ffiõ:;urii'u;f;ffi"ö ö;ü;,"10 Â"e"it, 1881; s20 and le Julv, 1881;2e4.
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More generally, the diseases became a reason for supporting exclusionist policies'

The spectre of the leprous chinaman became a plank of the anti-chinese campaign'

During the 1901 Immigration Restriction Debates, the issue was raised more specificaliy

to justify the exclusionist proposals by the Queensland Parliamentarian James Page.

Decrying the unhappy European victims of leprosy, Page asserted: "[w]ho brought this

disease to Australia? The vile Eastern races, which I am pleased to say the Barton

government is going to keep out."36

The political views were reflecting the prominent popular views of the day that

linked the Chinese with epidemics. From the date of their earliest arival in significant

numbers, the Chinese were linked with disease. For many in the community' as well as

legislators, leprosy stood out as the most stigmatising of these diseases. The idea of the

"leprous Chinaman" became a shorthand way of expressing the hostility of so many

Europeans against them.

It is not surprising that leprosy should be the disease that exemplifred the Chinese

presence in Ausrralia. It affected the Chinese conìmunity, seemingly to a disproportionate

extent and, despite its low infectivity, leprosy has for the reasons discussed earlier in this

thesis been the subject of a particular horror. The disease became the focus of comment in

newspapers that kept the issue prominent and also linked it with the Chinese. In 1857, the

Ballarat Srar published a letter from a local digger warning that "many Chinese were

dying of leprosy."37 Later that month , the Star again raised the issue of leprosy. The

answer was seen by the paper to lie in the more vigorous enforcement of sanitary

arangements among the chinese.3s Leprosy remained prominent in the pages of the ^srør.

36 Con'tonwealth Parliamentary Debates,6 September, 1901; 4650'

37 Stor 12 August, 1857. Cronin wrote that "leprosy was the 'coloured' germ most feared by ttre colonists"

and thar rhe headlines or-rrrð mining papers mu¿ãìéiät"ndcto a "Virulent-Chinese Plague"' (Cronin, op cit;

6e.)

38 Sn 21 August, 1857. Bowden K M. Goldrush Doctors at BallaaraÍ. Melboume: private pub, 1977; 59

çnote, aattaarãt was an early spelling for Ballarat')
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On 3 September 1857, the paper used the coroner's report of the appalent drowning of a

Chinese leper (Jen Soong), shipwrecked at Port Willunga in South Australia, to remind

readers that "the shocking disease of leprosy prevailed in the Chinese encampment."

Leprosy became the "Chinese disease" and it was given a central place in the

pantheon of Chinese evils.3e It retained that position throughout the 19th century and

became a short hand way of expressing the resentment that many, particularly writers in

the popular press felt against the Chinese.4o It was said to be threatening to the European

community and very elaborate paths of infection from the Chinese to unfortunate

Europeans were alleged. Two examples touched closely on commercial activities that

brought the chinese into contact with their local community. It was said that vegetables

became contaminated with the disease when they were stored too close to Chinese houses

while, in 1895, the Bulletinpublished as true the story of Loong the Chinese laundryman

(and a leper) who spread the disease by squirting water from his mouth onto the clothes

that he was ironing. Given the relatively large number of market gardeners and

laundrymen and the highly publicised accounts that associated leprosy with the Chinese,

the threat that all Chinese posed to all Europeans was strongly reinforced by these stories

and the disease was offered as a reason for excluding them from Australia.al

Other epidemics also unleashed popular antagonism against the Chinese. The

Sydney smallpox epidemic of 1881 was a prominent example.42 Publicity centred on the

c PresbYterian Reviewr ,T;l:f"9,ålili"J-if;li,
owden, oP cit; 59.)

and 17.)

r, 1895; 7. It was also reported thatan
(Star 12 August, 1857.) In an article about
'Worker conõluded: "Our advice to the people of

South-Sea aliens who bring with them many.
ists that will exclude them from the country altogether
a." (The Worker, 28 llíaY, 1898; 7.)

42 By thestandards of 19rh ceqt-ury Australi?, this was a most significant outbreak of exotic infectious

diseate, involving a reported 163 iases and 4l deaths'
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presumed first Chinese victim (a child), referred to by the Bulletin, in bold capitals as "ON

CHONG'S CHILD"; littte publicity was given to the circumstances of that infection and

the subsequent view that the child had contracted the illness from his European nurse'

who, in turn, had been infected from an unknown Source Some weeks earlier'a3

'Whatever the origins of the smallpox outbreak, the epidemic provided a focus for

the already vehement anti-Chinese campaign that reached its zenith towards the end of the

decade. It also illusrated the strength of anti-chinese opinion in sydney and the way that

smallpox was used to shape those fears. The Bulletin had no doubt that the outbreak had

begun among the Chinese, as had "often been predicted."44 The papers heightened the

anti-Chinese feeling and the panic associated with it by describing the disease as "Asiatic

smallpox" or by making references to the "great plague" and the "black death" in the same

context as smallpox, although the two diseases were quite unconnected.+s The Sydney

Morning Herald.reported random acts of violence against individual Chinese. In one case,

a Chinese was ejected from a tram by the conductor who told him, "we don't want no

smallpox here." Other articies in the paper described people making false reports of

smallpox against resident Chinese and the smashing of their shops.a6

In 1900, the governmental responses to the Plague epidemic focused on the

Chinese community. While they may have been traditional scapegoats, there was no

evidence that they were in any sense prominent victims of the disease, as any investigation

at the time would have shown. Of the fi¡st 94 cases, only one (the last) was Chinese,

though the circumstances of this victim were reported in significantly more detail by the

Sydney press. More generally, Curson wrote that the:

881; 1. This change o aw-ay [ ?-9 lilq report on page 6 of the

¡¿. ìO jon"' ràsi. "Cu ; 90 and 93' !!r!s pgi-nt was noted in another

Séuút Áusúatian Parli , 10 August, 1881; 525'

44 nulletin,3O July, 1881; I'

45 n d, Chapter 5) ttre plague w-as regarded a having_ Chinese origins' To

,eféi is text was á gxeìciõe in 'guiliby associationr', designed to make the

õhñ di Curson (1985)' oP cit; 115'

46 Syd.r"y Morning Herald,2O June, 1881; 4 and26 June, 1881; 4'
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st Sydney's Chinese community claiming
cin! the ãisease and hiding away those of

lague.az

"We shear non-union here" says he. "I call it scab says I"
go
ln a row,
t doubt

that
their

So vehement was the belief in their alleged complicity that even when the facts seemed to

prove differently - for example, that the Chinese deaths from plague were no higher per

head than others (which would be surprising if they were really at the centre of the

epidemic) - the facts were explained away, for'example, by alleging that the Chinese were

hiding and secretly disposing of their own victims of the epidemic. The outspoken anti-

Chinese proprietor of Truth,John Norton, explained away the lack of Chinese corpses by

explaining that they did not bury their dead, rather, "they pickle them and send them home

to their ancestors."48

The general view that the Chinese were diseased was woven into popular 19th

century culture in many ways. Both the national and the provincial press, in articles,

stories and cartoons, raised the spectre of the yellow peril, the menacing Asian hordes and

the threat, both within and outside of Australia, of the Chinese.ae The literature of the time

also played on the idea that the Chinese were diseased. One example is this extract from

A Bushman's Song by "Banjo" Paterson, Australia's most celebrated populal poet:

Another example was a short story ,The Last of the Wombat Barge by "Price 'Wamtng"

(William Astley) published in the Bulletin in 1890. Here a barge captain grows rich by

47 naity Telegraph,l0 April, 1900; ?. Curson (1985), op cit; 159'

48 DailyTelegraph,l0 April, 19

They wêre said to have come fro
number of lepers among the Cali
Chinese lepers were being conce

49 In the case of the press and literature, some examples ca1 b9 !9qnd i-n chapters 14 and 15 of Sævens F S

ed.-nàilti,fne Ausîraliqn Experience. Sydney: ANZ Books, 1974 and also Cronin, op cit; 74.
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employing cheap Chinese labour (referred to in the story as the "spawn of the lazar

house") and contracts leprosy, apparently as a result of touching the poles and ropes

handled by his crew. Although of very dubious public health validity, the story was

intended as a warning to any potential employer of cheap, Chinese labour.sO

These were specific aspects of the more general way in which the Chinese were

seen by many in Australia at the time. In cases where the anti-Chinese message was not

being sharply expressed, they were simply part of the background scenery or provided part

of the local colour for the slumming journalist, novelists or diarists of the period.st

Here were two views, official and popular, blaming the Chinese for introducing

disease into Australia. There are two ways of testing the accuracy of these views. Firstly,

through the contemporary evidence available at the time and secondly, through the more

general studies of public health in Australia. In either case, the evidence relating to the

health of the arriving Chinese suggests that there is no case where a new epidemic in

Australia can be attributed to them.

Considering the contemporary evidence, there is little to suggest that the Chinese

presented a health threat beyond the normal risks of 19th century arrivals. In 1858, Dr H

G Atleyne, the port medical officer in Sydney, said of the Chinese arrivals: "no class of

immigrants suffer so little from sickness o present a more cleanly appearance on entering

port." His view was supported by other observations made at the time.52 This was

important; the conditions of the ships were likely to be the major determinant of the stats

5o Bulletin,20 December, 1B90; 20.

Chines oP of
general See,

õ ti¡e a 27-

52 Cumpston J H L and McCallum F. The History
Melboume: Government Printer, 1921 ; 458. Ano
South Australian port of Guichen Bay (Robe). The c
reference to the Chinese introducing exotic diseases,

and respectable" (See Foss P ed. Islands in the
: Pluto Press, 1988; 91.)
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of health of any recent immigrant and the conditions on Chinese immigrant ships were

often poor, prompting a higher than usual rate of illness and death.53

There seems to be no evidence from the annual public health and quarantine

reports that singled out the Chinese or justified the idea that they presented a particular

health threat, one for which more stringent than normal quarantine was required. For

example, the Third Annual Report of the Victorian Cenral Board of Health (1858)

considered that there was no need to apply particular vaccination requirements to arriving

Chinese, concluding that :

there is ... no reason to apprehend the probability of this disease (smallpox) being

-óiá "*t"nsively 
propagâû:a among thè Chinese than the European residents of

this colonY.s+

Rather, the smallpox scare for this year was prompted by the arival of the Corwnodore

Perry, from Liverpool via the Brazilian pofi of Bahia. The next year, 1859, the

Superintendent of the Victorian Sanitary Station reported that eight arriving vessels were

placed in quarantine. None of these had come from Asian Ports.ss

As early as 1857, medical evidence discounted the idea that the Chinese were

introducing smallpox. The Victorian Central Board of Hea1th concluded that incoming

Chinese were not a smallpox risk because "vaccination ... is very extensively practiced in

China."56 In the case of the 1881 epidemic, it was never established that the disease was

of Chinese origin and a subsequent official report published two years later remained

tentative about the origins of the disease.sT

53 S"" the case of the Onyx(reached Melboume, August, 1854) Cronin, op cit; 20. See also the report in

the Bendigo Advertiser,5 September, 1854.

54 Victoria, Parliamentary Papers, 1858, No 5; 4.

for the year 1881 (the Year
nely quæantined and thei¡
ed. (Vicoria,
ember, 1881, 1882, No

28.)

56 ttrird Annual Report. Victorian Pa¡liamentary Papers, 1858, no 5; 1.

57 Report upon the Late Epidemic of Smallpox. New South Vy'ales Pa¡liamentary Papers, 1883. LC no 43
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In some parts of Australia, leprosy was prevalent among the Chinese community'

In 1g6g, a Victorian medical practitioner (Dr Clendenning) identifîed 27 cases of leprosy

in the Ballarat region. All were Chinese.ss However, its low infectivity did not make it an

issue for the wider community and studies cannot explain how the disease spread to

Australia. (see below) In other cases, where diseases spread through the Chinese

community, this was thought to be associated with their living conditions, harsh even by

the standards of the gold fields.sr

Leprosy, smallpox and the plague were exotic diseases, representing a small

minority of preventable deaths in colonial Australia. Diseases such as dysentery,

diarrhoea, typhoid and typhus were also infectious diseases and far more potent and

constant sources of mortality. They were a major issue in Australia. For example, in

Sydney in 1900 (the year 103 people died from plague), there were 1,587 deaths from

diarrhoeal diseases and 398 deaths from typhoid fever.oo Considering these diseases, the

major killers in the 19th century, there is no evidence that linked the Chinese to any

marked extent with their inroduction. Cumpston and McCallum concluded: "the Chinese

inhabitants have not played any significant paÍ in the introduction and dissemination of

the group of diseases under discussion."6l This was supported by a local medical

practitioner writing about enteric diseases in 1873: he said of the Chinese "I am not

prepared to say that these people do actually contribute more than their proportion to the

58 R"port of rhe Committee of EnquqV into the Victorian Goldhelds (Young Report). Victorian

Parliamenta¡y Papers, 1868, no 56;28.

60 Cumpston J H L and McCallum F. The Hisrory of Intestinal Infections in Austalia, op cit; ch 1, tables

p539 & 542.

61 rbid;461.
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return of deaths from dysentery in Melbourne and its suburbs."62 This suggested that the

Chinese were no more at risk for these diseases or a cause of their spread than were other

inhabitants of Melbourne at the time. Simply, the big killers could not be, and with the

one exception of typhoid were generally not, linked with the Chinese.63 The exotic

diseases were - they were seen to come from beyond Australia and were seen as alien by

the Australian Community.

Studies undertaken on specific epidemics in 19th century Australia also suggest

that the Chinese were not responsible for the introduction of disease. For example, in the

case of the 1900 plague epidemic in Sydney, (responsible for 103 recorded deaths, and

also for a wave of anti-Chinese feeling in the City) it \ilas not possible to trace the

source.64 In the case of leprosy, seen as a "Chinese" disease, the available data for 19th

century Australia suggest that, compared with the European population, the disease was

over represented among the Chinese. Cumpston noted that between 1850 and 1900, there

were 3I2 known cases of leprosy of which at least 159 were Chinese and that by a1l

accounts the disease did not appear in Australia until the 1850s, coinciding with the

Chinese a¡rivals.65 However, this did not mean that the Chinese frrst introduced the

disease or that Europeans wero at risk from them. One early record of the disease in

Queensland suggests that the first cases of leprosy in Queensland came from local contact

with South Sea lepers.6e Cecil Cook (a medical practitioner who studied the disease in

L927) claimed to have been unable to find a single case of leprosy among Europeans in

Victoria that was not contracted outside of Australia. There were cases of European

infection in other Colonies. Cook concluded that the aboriginal communities were the

62 ta¡ü +sg.

63 S"" the discussion of typhoid later in this chapter.

& Cur.on, (1985), op cit; 150. Cumpston J H L and McCallum F. The ÍIistory of the Plague in Australia.
Melboume: Government Printer, 1926: 9, 1 3 and Int¡oduction.

65 Cumpston J HL. Ilealth and Disease in Australia (VoI 1). Canbera: AGPS, 1988; 209. (originally
written in 1928.)

66 It was described by a Dr Bancroft in the 1860s as "Islanders' toe disease". @arick R. Horsewhip the
Doctor: Tales Fromour Medical P¿s¡. StLucia: Univ Qld p, 1985; 138.)
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intermediaries through which leprosy travelled from either the Chinese or the Pacific

Islanders.oz The Chinese posed virtuaily no threat to Europeans who were unlikely to

contract leprosy from any source, Chinese or otherwise. Yet, leprosy became a prominent

banner of horror for the anti-Chinese campaign in Australia. Leprosy was characterised as

the "Chinese disease" and the term "leprous Chinaman" became common curency in the

process of vilification and degradation of the Chinese.

Despite these conclusions, views that the Chinese introduced disease remained

powerful and were carried into the 20th century. In the first historical survey of the events

leading up to the White Australia Policy, Myra Willard (writing in 1923) appeared to

accept the view that the Chinese living conditions and their disease status was a problem.

She assumed that the Chinese were entirely responsible for the introduction both of the

1881 smallpox epidemic and also the problems of leprosy in Queensland.68 This un-

problematic sheeting home of blame was accepted by a number of 20th century writers of

public health, concerned more generally about the resilience of the European race in

Australia.6e

The evidence suggests that public health legislation and practice occupied its place

in the framework of anti-Chinese controls and controls on immigration without

independent evidence of an accompanying public health problem. There is no evidence

that the Chinese posed any significant threat for the introduction of disease, either at the

point of entry or once living in Australia.To

67 Cook C.The Epidemiotogy of Leprosy in Australia. Canbera: GovernmentPrinter,192'1i297 .

68 Wittar¿ saw úre responsibiliry for the disease lying with the Chinese and stated that "the (smallpox)

epidemic caused a muõh-needcd inspecLion of the Chinese quarters"' (op cit; 61.)

69 Cilento R and Lack C. th an , Gregory J

W.Tie Menace of Colour See

fir;;i;;ti;;,-biärdrs an Son, sidered in

Chapter 8.

70 ttre evidence of public health officials strongly suggests that the health of the Chinese once in Australia

did not pose a parricular t¡¡eat to the rest of the community. In its Sixth Annual Report, (1860-1861) the

Victorian Ccnt¡al Board of Health said:
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In conclusion, it is important to consider the diseases for which the Chinese were

most vehemently blamed and the wider context in which they occurred. One of the most

prominent was smallpox. This epidemic came at a time of intense anti-Chinese hostilit¡',

between the Intercolonial Conference (designed to agree upon uniform restrictions on

Chinese immigration) and the passage of the New South Wales Inflnx of Chinese

Restriction Act IggL Blaming the chinese community for introducing diseases became

both a popular and the officiat view (it was repofied by the Bulletin as the view that Sir

Henry parkes had transmitted to the other Colonies.)zl Smallpox was different to other,

more prevalent, causes of illness in colonial New South Wales. It came from the outside:

it was not part of the expected burden of ill health that the Sydney community accepted.

For many in Sydney there was also a second outside threat - the Chinese - and both came

together in time and place. The Chinese and the smallpox were part of the same threat

from the outside; the smalipox was a Chinese threat.

The late 19th century - the period over which the Chinese were most stridently

blamed for introducing disease - was a period in Ausnalian history when the communi¡'

was defining its sense of collective identity and looking forward to Federation- It was

also the most vigorous period of exclusion, commencing with the reintroduction of

restrictive Asian immigration legislation in 1881' The decade culminated in a monster

anti-Chinese demonstration in 1888. Against this background, leprosy, smallpox or

plague weÍe expressions of the threat that the Chinese were said to present. The most

obvious response was to protect the boundaries and, as the parliamentary debates suggest,

the immigration restriction legislation was at least partly justif,red by the spectre of

introduced disease. public health concerns \vere a prominent justification for restricting

The reports which have gained some cuïency in this colony of the filttry and offensive habits of tie

Chineie residents of this colony, and of their liability to loathsome and infectious diseases, have

induced us to give their condition much consideration, and to direct an inspector to visit the

encampmenf5 ... Und"r ordinary conditions in towns and scattered over the country, the Chinese do

not differ from their European neighbours in their regard for sanatory conditions

(Victoria, Parliamentary Papers, tSOO-tAe i, no 104; 29.) See also, Cronin, op cit; 61' Bowden, op ciU 58'

7l Bulletin25 June, 1881; 1.
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the immigration of the Chinese. Much popular opinion also supported the view that the

Chinese were diseased and therefore a threat to White Australia. Together, these opinions

and restrictions, though grounded in public heaith, were statements about the Chinese;

they were more significantly part of the process of their exclusion rather than statements

about public health.

3 THE CHINESE AS INSANITARY

The second prominent complaint of public health significance made against the

Chinese in 19th century Australia was that they were insanitary and that their living

conditions and hygiene made them a health threat to the European community. This was a

view widely held at the time. Robert Thomson wrote in his frankly anti-Chinese book

Australian Nationalisrz: "look in the Mongol's backyard ... you will find pestilence and

malaria seething in every hole and corner. In short, his house is a den, his yard a sewer."

His was one assertion among maîy.'12 Collectively, they projected the view that the

Chinese were naturally dirty,or to use idea of the Bulletin in 1886: "his nature, his

essence, his unalterable self is unclean."73

The first major impact made by the Chinese on 19th century Australian society

was on the diggings. V/ith miners of many other nationalities, they endured the crowded

and primitive settlements that grew up around the gold fields. Later, the Chinese

diversified into other work that brought them into everyday contact with urban

Australians. After the 1850s, increasingly more Chinese in Victoria were employed as

small farmers and market gardeners. Other significant areas of employment included

72 Tho*ton R. Australian Nationalism: An Earnest

'731vray,1886;4.
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laundry and domestic work and the furniture trades. Both the world of the diggings and

the cities will be considered here in the context of Chinese living conditions.

The Diggings

The sudden influx of people into the newly discovered goldfields turned previously

small communities or unoccupied bushland into thriving communities. The resulting

inadequacy of sanitary services was recognised generally by those who lived in these

settlements and also by public health authorities. However, the Chinese were singled out

by many in these settlements as being at pafiicular risk for disease. In 1857, the Ballarat

Star warned that the close settlement of Chinese on the fields was likely to "give rise to

and foster these epidemic scourges which strike down their victims by hundreds."74

Cholera remained a pafticular (though unrealised) fear for many Australians in the 19th

century and, in a spectacular exercise in guilt by association, the Sr¿r introduced the idea

to readers in January 1858. It used a report on enteric diseases on the Bendigo field ("if

not actually of Asiatic Cholera", the paper admitted) to waÍn all medical practitioners in

Ballarat to be on their guard in case cholera might be diagnosed. The Srør concluded that

it was Asiatic, rather than English cholera that would be of concern.Ts To people for

whom the British cholera epidemics of 1832 and 1848 were within memory, the prospect

of a similar epidemic in Australia was a cause of anxiety. Without evidence, the Chinese

were singled out as potential introducers of the disease; the use of the term "Asiatic

cholera" by the paper was a particularly significant reference to the large number of

Chinese in the town (there were approximately 6000 Chinese inhabitants in Ballarat at this

time - nearly 20Vo of the adult male population')

The references to disease, specific to the Chinese, reported in Ballarat had parallels

on most, if not all, gold mining settlements where they were present . They were subject

to a variety of assertions with the general thrust that they threatened the health and welfare

74 Sror,21 August, 1857.

75 Snr,25 January, 1858. See also Bowden, bid; 70.
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of their European neighbours. Their camps were described as: "putrid, loathsome, fetid,

vermin ravaged", "nurseries of fevers ... and ulcerous skin eruptions"' These

environments were also linked with the diseases that were believed to be prevalent among

the Chinese. For example, some argued that leprosy could come from "dirt, bad food and

neglect of the sanitary la\trS." The visual chaos of these camps were seen as foci of

diseases that radiated out to infect the wider European community.z0

The Central Board of Health Reports suggest that Ballarat was a most unhealthy

town, yet, it was only one example of the conditions in which many diggers including the

Chinese lived.?7 Conditions for all diggers were harsh and there was never evidence that

justified singling out rhe Chinese for sustained criticism.zs Along with many others they

were the victims of the conditions rather than the cause of them. In the case of Ballarat:

parts of the town around the Flat had improved drainage systems; the areas a¡ound Main

Road and Golden Point, where most of the Chinese lived, had very poor drainage likely to

result in insanitary conditions and risking the health problems that stood to affect all the

residents of the area.Te

One complaint, commonly made against the Chinese on many gold frelds, was that

they wasted and polluted water supplies. In some cases the complaints referred to the fact

that the Chinese washed their gold in dams and other water reserved for drinking or

mining purposes. The idea that the Chinese contaminated and wasted the water supply

became the focus of much anti-Chinese feeling and was expressed as early as 1854 during

a period of unrest at Bendigo.s0 It also became the subject of a regulation promulgated by

76 Stor,21 August 185?, Cronin, op cit; 69'

77 Victorian parliamenrary Papers 1858, No 5; 10. See also Bowden, op cit; 7O' Star,28 April' 1858'

obert Schachner, a German observer of a Victorian

iif,"iâìå:li*ïrîå'
they are never in good condition'
: Letter s from Austr nlia I 906- 1907. Melbourne:

79 Srange AW. Ballarat,The Fqryqtlv.eYeørs.Batlarat: B + B Strang-e, 1982;chap. 11 and also' Bate W

e,.-rlitl C¡ty ¡nãttaiat lbsl-tgOl). Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1978; 250 and chapter 6.

80 Report of the Commission -of 
Enquiry into^ the Gold Fields. (Westgarth Commission) Victorian

Pa¡liainentary Papers, 1854-1855, No 76: Q35'14.
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the Victorian Government in December 1857, which prohibited Chinese miners (but not

other miners) from interfering with or polluting water supplies.at The "pollution" claim

became an enduring complaint against the Chinese and a catchcry for the violence against

them.s2 William Kelly, an Irish barrister and author turned digger, a contemporary

observer, suggested that this was an excuse to harass the Chinese and to jump their claims

In a number of letters to the Argus, written in 1856, he defended the Chinese miners. In

one, he wrote:

They [Chinese] work ... quietly and unobtrusively, unless pounced upon by
hungry digging-wolf on the plea that they are muddying the water although
drinking below him on the stream.83

some

However, the complaint remained a strong one, the emotive power of water made

the assertion that it was being def,rled and polluted by Chinese bodies convincing and

memorable. It also gave a coherent and powerful substance to the idea that the Chinese

were threatening to the Europeans.

In addition to their alleged pollution of water, there were other examples where

Chinese customs could be pictured as both bizarre and insanitary. One of these occurred

in 1883 when the Chinese community in Albury, conforming to tradition, sent a

consignment of human bones to Sydney, en route for burial in China. It was said that they

anived in Sydney in a "stinking condition." In order to avoid this problem the next

consignment of bones was washed and scraped on site to the strong objection of local

81 Cronin, op cit; 44, see also, the report of the 1868, Victorian, Young Report,op cit; 18-19. and, Mcl-aren
IF.The Chíiese inVictoria: OJficia[Reports andDocuments.Melboume: RedRoosterPress, 1985; 18.

82 Set*rPA. TheBurangong(LambingFlat)Riots,1860-1861:ACloserLook, 1974. Lof theRoyal
AustIlistoricalSo,60:48-69;St. ClarkCMH. A Hisloryof Australia,VollV. Melbourne:MelbUnivP.
19?8; 128, see also, McQueen H. A New Britannia. Ringwood: Penguin Books, l97O;48-49. See also the
evidence of the Castlemaine publican, Henry Melville, to the 1854-1855, Victorian Westgarth Commissíon,
op cit; qs 3081-3102.

83 Kilmore 1.

Th use by th
La ected by
Rights, in Curthoys A and Markus A. Who Are Our
Sydney: Hale and Iremonger, 1978;39.
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residents, heightened by the fact that this was done in a local creek.84 This funerary rite

was in accordance with the wishes of some Chinese to be buried in China. As an exotic

practice, involving the preparation and conveying of the dead, it was a focus of opposition

both in Australia and elsewhere, where it was treated with a mixture of mirth and

disgust.ts

The fear of dead bodies and their potential to "pollute" is an important issue for

many communities. When the Chinese rituals were performed in European communities

they were polluting. The publicity given to them emphasised the general idea that the

Chinese diggers were disgusting and insanitary. It supported the view that their customs

were outlandish and, to European eyes, disgusting. More generally, this distancing

became an effective part of the anti-Chinese campaign, emphasising that they were

profoundly outside the cultural boundaries of White Australian society. It also

emphasised their marginal status as outsiders in Australia. Markus summarised the extent

to which the diggers distanced the Chinese by saying that they considered them to be

"repulsive to the feelings of a Christian population", while Clark concluded that the

Lambing FIat miners justified their acts by claiming that "their habits and customs are

repugnant to all civilised men."86

The Cities

Compared with the many popular representations of the fortunes of the Chinese on

the goldfields, their role in towns is less well known. However, by 1900, the majority of

Chinese in Australia lived in towns with the largest concenlrations in the capital cities. As

the producers and hawkers of vegetables in cities and towns, the Chinese came into close

84 M.qo""n, op cit; 48. This issue was raised as an issue of concern during evidence taken during the 1892,

New South Wales Manning Commission, op cit; qs 14495-14498.

85Markus, (I979)opcit; 115. Seealsocontemporaryreportsof theseceremonies - Ar_gy.s,_l2April, 1860;

6. BallaratSMr,23-April,1867, AraratandPleasantCreekAdvertiser,26January,l8&;2.

86 Markus, (1979) op cit; 21. Clark (1978), op cit; 129. Back in Sydney, a miners meeting of 1,000
organised by an airti-Chinese League decla¡ed that "their (Chinese) social habits are repulsive to ours" -
Ma¡kus, op cit; 33.
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and regular contact with urban Australians.sT In this context they became subject to soms

of the most vehement assertions that their practices were insanitary and presented a risk to

the European community. Mainly, it was their role as food producers and vendors that

was the focus of concern. However, it was sometimes argued that their very proximity to

food might contaminate it.8s

These charges were a common feature of anti-Chinese articles in the popular press

and the literature. For example, one edition of the Bulletin declaimed, "[w]e know the

Chinaman better than most people ... He produces two things - vice and vegetables."se In

Louis Stone's novel "Jonah", (published 1911) the Chinese stall holders were said to be

"the scum of the earth, less than human, ... selling cheaply [and undercutting their

competitionl because they lived like vermin in their gârdens."go There were cases where

the allegations were accompanied by calls to action. In 1888, the Brisbane Courier urged

the introduction of public health initiatives to "abate the Chinese nuisance." This included

registering the Chinese and the "strict and constant" inspection of their premises, both day

and night. It said that health inspectors should be "armed with unusual powers and

responsibilities to compel prompt and unfailing observance of the spirit as well as the

letter of the Iaw." It recommended the registration and licensing of every Chinese in the

Colony and a special Chinese tax to recoup the costs of the exercise. The proposal,

though couched in public health terms, was, by its very vehemence and discriminatory

application, another expression of the anti-Chinese feeling that reached its peak in that

year. It was seen as a way of reducing the numbers of Chinese in Queensland.el

87 Cronin, op cit; øble 9,pp 144-145.

88 Rt the main Melbourne lunatic asylum in 1860, Chinese patients were isolated because it was said that if
Europeans ate food in close proximity to them it would reta¡d or prevent their (Euopean's) recovery. This
was a view held by Dr V/illiam McCrea, the head of the Colonial Medical Department. (See Minutes of
Evidence to the Lunafic Asylum Report. Victorian Pa¡liamenøry Papers, 1860-1861; qs30l-302 - 22
March, 1860.)

89 t vtuy, 1880; 1.

90 Ston" L.Jonah. Sydney: Angus andRobertson,lg65:7L

9l Brisbane Courier,l Ma¡ch, 1888; 5. In Cha¡ters Towers, the local anti-Chinese league formed a ma¡ket
garden company, in order to break the Chinese domination of ttris industry, and also suggested that the
provisions of theHealthActbe usedtoforcetheChinesefromtheirhomes. -Markus, (1979) opcit; 128.
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Grisly images of the alleged practices of the Chinese food vendors \vsre standard

fare in the campaign against them. At a public meeting at the height of the anti-Chinese

campaign of 1888, the prominent, five times, Mayor of Sydney "Honest John" Haris, in

the best traditions of the slumming journalists, reported on a trip he made to the low life of

Chinatown. Of the market gardeners he said "lifl I were to describe the conditions of the

Chinese vegetable dealers to you ... it would stop you eating vegetables for a week or

so.t'92

There were more specific assertions, views that the vegetables were vectors,

transmitting the diseases of their Chinese growers and sellers. For example, it was said

that vegetables might be the conductors of smallpox or leprosy while, in 1890, a case of

leprosy in a European resident was explained by the fact that he had bought vegetables

from a Chinese hawker.e3 One complaint about Chinese market gardeners was the

assertion, widely reported, that they fertilised their growing vegetables with their urine

and excrement and it was said that the practice would lead to the spread of typhoid. This

issue was enduring and surfaced where the Chinese came under scrutiny, even where their

market gardening was not the main object of this scrutiny. For exampie, the local

European market gardeners raised the matter as a public health concern to the 1892 New

South Wales Manníng Commission which was an Inquiry into other alleged problems such

as Chinese immorality. This method of fertilisation was not restricted to the Chinese and

was even encouraged by some public health reports yet, it became part of the anti-Chinese

campaigns.ea Significantly, it added to the idea that Europeans, here the purchasers of

Chinese produce, would be polluted by the Chinese body itself through the medium of the

produce.

92 T.uu"rr, op c\t:17.

1s3.)

Central Board of Health. Victorian Parliamentary Papers, 1864, No 14;44.
Central Boa¡d of Health commented on this practice without suggesting any
it - see also Bowden, r cit; 58. However, see Victorian Parliamentary
4.
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In Victoria, the particular practice of fertilising market gardens with urine and

excrement formed the basis of a long running campaign against the Chinese market

gardeners at Brighton. Weston Bate suggested that this campaign was prompted by the

economic concerns of European market gardeners. It was said to be one part of a more

general campaign against the Chinese. However, the Council used its public health

powers, to take action against the Chinese gardens despite the fact that the local medical

officer reported that the sanitary conditions were adequate.es More generally, their

methods of fertilising were not viewed by medical and other experts of the time as a

possible health threat to European customers.e6 It was practised mo¡e widely than the

Chinese. In the early 1880s, both Sydney and Adelaide had sewage farms on which a

variety of produce grew.eT

Contamination of Chinese grown food, sold to Europeans was also said to have

occurred in other ways: in addition to complaining about the smell of the shops, a

Queensland parliamentarian complained that opium dens were often part of the same

premises as fruit shops.ea These images of food contamination were used to bolster the

anti-Chinese case generally. During the Commonwealth Immigration Restriction Debates

in 190L, a Queensland participant and supporter of restricting the Chinese made much of a

recent incident in Townsville, where allegedly:

Some of the Chinese oystermen ... kept boxes of luscious bivalves lying in slimy
mud with a stream of sewage trickling round and through the boxes to fatten the
oYsters.ee

95 Bate wrote "They w undays, though others did the sam.e thing withou-t being
summonsed. They were They were_harriedb^y-doctrinaire believers in public
health." 1AaeW. aøi rne: MelbUnivP, 1962;359.)

96 See the evidence of experts such as C H L Anderson, Di¡ector of Agriculture:377. J Ash-burton

Thompson, Chief medicai Inspector; 369. The evidence of John Lines, the Presidsnt of the Ga¡deners

Union, suggested that economic concems were fuelling the anti-Chinese case; 467.

ng. Sydney: A 8. See also Frost L. The New
1991'; 135. - the sale of human excrement

immaculate in nutterable fihh and misery of
similar quarters in nearly all the great cities of Christendom."

98 queensland Pa¡liamentary Debates, 4 September, I 884; 565.

99 Commonwealth Parliamenta¡y Debates, 6 September, l90l;4646.
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Nasal pollution accompanied the oral pollution of allegedly contaminated food.

Thus, the idea that the Chinese smelt, as with the'Working C1asses, was a powerful idea,

also vested with public health significance.l00 It sometimes became part of the anti-

Chinese case. In 1888, one Sydney resident complained of the foul atmosphere traceable

to "neighbouring boiling down establishments and Chinese þevsls."l0l The smell of

Chinese food shops was remarked upon in the debates on the Queensland Health Bill in

1884, where,it was alleged that "the stench from them was enough to knock 6¡s d61ryn."102

Most, though not all, of the official reports in the 19th century tended to minimise

the extent to which the living standards of the Chinese could be said to present a risk to

the European community. Two were very critical, these were the Pell andCameron

Reports; each had a wider anti-Chinese agenda though they were officially about

sanitation provisions and Lodging Houses respectively.lo3 Ssth provided graphic and

often highly coloured evidence of Chinese living conditions which was often intertwined

with their alleged opium use and the ruination of European women. Both went

considerably beyond the public health conditions of the Chinese, highlighted their moral

shortcomings.l0a More focused public health concerns were less critical of the Chinese.

Evidence given by Robert Bowie (the Melbourne inspector of Nuisances) to the Fawkner

Committee in 1857 said that the Chinese homes and yards were clean and that they were

100 5¡^6 Annual Report of the Central Board of Health. Victorian Parliamenrary Papers, 1860- 1861, no
IM;25. Four years earlier, the Balla¡at Srar published a letter describing how a local Chinese encampment
had been burnt by local Europeans "as the stench used to come into the township, although the camp was a
quarter a mile away." (12 August, 1857.) On 21 August, the S¡¿r described in great detail what it said was
the putrid and offensive natu¡e of the Chinese camps and the smells that emanated from them, which it
suggested were particularly offensive for a European constitution.

101 y¡¿1¡s¡ D. Youth on Trial: The Mount Rennie Case, 1986. Labour Hist, 50:28-4I:34.

102 Queensland Parliamentary Debates, 4 September, 1884; 565.

103 the Select Committee on Common Lodging Houses. (Cameron Report) New South Wales
Parliamentary Papers (Legis A), 1875-1876, no 396. Eleventh Progress Report of the Sydney City and
Suburban Sewerage and Health Boa¡d. (Pell Report) New South Wales, Parliamentary Papers (Legis A),
1875,no42.

lM See, for example, Pell Report,op cit; recommendation 16.
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"cleanly in their þ¿þi¡s."tos In the same year, the South Australian Government Surgeon

noted that the health of many thousands of Chinese camping at Guichen Bay before

making their journey to the gold fields was good and that, provided suitable camping

places were set out, their temporary residence would not inconvenience the local

inhabitants.106 In 1860, the Victorian Central Board of Health, suggested that the health of

the Chinese in the Colony was no different from their European neighbours and that the

Chinese lodging houses were "a model, in regard to cleanliness, to many European

establishments of a similar nature."lû7 The Report continued, suggesting that the sanitary

deficiencies were not a product of the Chinese so much as the conditions in which they,

more than other diggers, were forced to live:

as mining operations have become less remunerative, many of the Chinese often
find considérable difficulty in earning the small sum which supports them and they
are constantly moving from place to place, leaving without notice, an encampment,
half, or perhaps wholly deserted, and frequently in a very dirty state.tos

Kathryn Cronin wrote that Chinese morbidity and mortality rates on the gold fields

were generally not higher than others despite the widespread publicity given to leprosy

and the other cases of exotic disease. 'Where problems did occur, it was often the result of

policies that concentrated the Chinese together into camps under the protectorate

ailangements.lOe These camps were not about improving conditions for the Chinese; they

were set up to placate popular feeling against them and to exercise an effective

surveillance and control including the payment of the residence [¿¡.110 From a public

health perspective this control was unnecessary and detrjmental, a fact recognised both by

105 S"l""t Committee on Chinesc Immigration (Fawkner Committee). Victorian Pa¡liamentary Papers,
1856-1857, no 19; qsl32, 167 and 168.

106 Adelaide Observer, quoted in Sprengel, op cit; 7.

107 Sixth Annual Report of the Cenual Board of Health. Victorian Parliamenøry Papers, 1860-1861, op cit;
29-30.

108 rOi¿; gO.

109 Cronin, op cit;92. This was a view taken by the Ballarat Star. In 1857, it claimed that if the Chinese
were to be kept in their current, "encampmens ... the public health is endangered." (22 August, 1857.) It saw

the proper laying out of the camps as the answer.

110 Cronin, op cit; 81 and 82.
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some Victorian Parliamentarians and medical officers. Even one parliamentary supporter

of restrictions on Chinese immigration sought to distance himself from the "popular

clamour" against the Chinese and claimed that he had found them "clean in their camps

and habits, perhaps cleaner than many other classes of persons there."lll It was the view

of the Victorian Chief Medical Officer that the existing sanitary arrangements were quite

adequate. In a report to the Chief Secretary he claimed that "they [Chinese] are as

intelligent and capable of taking care of themselves as other people."ttz Commenting on

the protectorates, the Central Board of Health in its Annual Report (1860) said:

The assemblage of such a number of individuals in the circumscribed space ...
cannot but cause some offence, as there are many reasons why sanitary regulations
cannot be properly carried out in these places.llr

The Chinese also imposed their own rules regarding cleanliness. The Young Report cited

the rules of the SuYap Sociery at Ballarat. Rule 10, in particular, imposed strict

requirements on sanitation and the disposal ef ¡efu5e.lla

Chinese living standards were the subject of close scrutiny throughout the second

half of the 19th century and, on occasions, evidence \ilas presented which suggested that

they were substandard. One such case came out of the survey of Chinese settlements along

the Mumrmbidgee and other parts of rural New South Wales conducted in 1883 by Martin

Brennan, a police inspector and Quong Tart. This Report suggested that the camps

suffered from poor sanitation and had no drainage; that living conditions were also

crowded; and that people were sleeping in the kitchens of food shops. Essentially, this

was a problem of poverty rather than being Chinese since the Report also found that the

furnished rooms of the richer Chinese in the area were adequate: "but they are few

compared with the many tenements which in hot weather must breathe pestilence because

1 1 1 Victorian Parliamenra¡y Debates, 14 January, 1857; 267 .

112 cronin, op cit;92.

113 5¡*¡1't Report of the Central Boa¡d of Health, Victorian Pa¡liamentary Papers, 1860, no 104; 30.

114 1363, Victoria, Young Reporf, op cit; 17. These rules were likely to be drawn up by Chinese headmen
with a view to minimising occasions ttrat might lead to anti-Chinese violence, and infringements brought
severe sanctions. Young did not comment on the extent to which compliance occurred, but the realities of
life on the gold fields must have made strict compliance with rule 10 not always possible.
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of the neglect of all hygiene laws."lls The Report's recommendations focused on the need

for more stringent regulations on sanitation and on places where food was prepared for

sale. It also recommended that the owners of the houses in these camps be required to

provide adequate drainage and sanitation.

The findings of the BrennanlQuong Tart Report were echoed in the 1892 New

South Wales Manning Commissio¿. Some deficiencies were noted; cases where people

were sleeping in kitchens, where yards had been converted into kitchens, or where a cook

was preparing food "in disgusting proximity to an open privy."l16 !s¡, it was suggested in

the evidence that the Chinese \ilere no worse than Europeans and, where deficiencies were

noted, other causes should be sought. The evidence of Dr Ashburton Thompson, the Chief

Medical Inspector to the Board of Health, suggested that the Chinese were:

seldom quite so dirty, so indifferent to comfort and decency or so squalid as some
of our own poor are; while in point of personal cleanliness they are upon the whole
very much better

He continued:

the faults to be pointed out are due neither to poor whites nor to poor Chinese, but
to those of us who know what sanitary laws ars necessary, and yet as a community
either do not enact them or else, do not faithfully execute them.llT

Another witness, a woman living with a Chinese male, told the Inquiry that the Chinese

"like cleanliness. If you are dirty they will quickly tell you 5s."l18

The findings of the Manning Commission reflected these views, namely that,

where def,rciencies were to be found, it was more the owners of the dwellings rather than

their Chinese occupants who were to blame for the overcrowding and lack of ventilation

(the most common defects in houses occupied by the Chinese.) In its recommendations to

improve the sanitary conditions of the Chinese in Sydney, the Commission advocated a

115 1333-1384, New South Wales Brennan andQrnngTart Report,op cic 2.

116 1892 New S outh W ales, M a nni n g C o mmi s sio n, op cit; 26.

1 17 rbid; ql3539.

118 tUi¿; qt5372.
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new Common Lodging House Act to set minimum standards with which owners of

premises should comply.lle The Commissioners concluded that "as a rule the places were

clean ... as far as it was in the power of the occupants to keep 1þ9¡¡1 çls¿n.r'120

The recommendation that legislative conüol be directed to the owners of these

places rather than their Chinese tenants suggests that the Manning Commissiorz recognised

the nature of the deficiencies - that they lay with the facilities available - rather than with

their Chinese tenants. l2l

More general views about the Chinese as food vendors varied. Some claimed that

as market gardeners they were important to the European domestic economy. A colonial

edition of Mrs Beeton is said to have described them as the "best gardeners in the colony

(Victoria)", and their produce was said to be cheap and reliable.l22 Jþsir activities were

even claimed to have a public health importance on the basis that a regular supply of

vegetables reduced the incidence of scurvy.t23 Jþs trade was also important to the

Chinese community and, by the 1880's, a third of working Chinese were employed in the

food industry.r24

119 lbid; 26.

120 6¡6' 26. This conhrmed earlier comments made by Dr Ashburton Thompson who had investigated
Chinese living conditions. He noted: "in all these cases ... the blame ress chiefly not with the Chinese but
with the owners of the propcrty and with the municipal officers." Q{elly, op cit; unpaginated.) Simila¡
views were also expressed by the press, at least tfrat part of it that was not predictably and consistently anti-
Chinese. During 1881, the Sydney Morning Llerald went against the popular anti-Chinese trend when it
reported that, European condiúons wcre easily as poor as the Chinese and that, in some areas, Chinese homes
were in fact cleaner. (Sydney Morning l-lerald,2l lune,1881; 4.)

121 5su¡¡ Aust¡alian Parliamenta¡y Debates, 10 August, 1881; 526.

122 5y¡¡s¡s M. One Continuous Picnic. Adelaide: Duck Press, 1982;76. They were also said to be
indusuious fishermen who "bountifully supplicd" Melboume by their labours (South Ausralian
Parliamentary Dsbates, 24 September, 186 1 ; 857.)

123 Victorian Parliamentary Debates, 20 December, 1881; 1241. Some health professionals also wrote
glowingly about the Chinese produce. In 1881, Henry Bradley claimed:

Happily however, our intercourse with the great kingdom of China has latterly introduced a few
thousand of those patient plodding people, who now, throughout the arid plains of the interior,
grow vegetables for the white man, and thus enable him to occupy with health and comfort, stations
formerly unhealthful.

(Bradley HB. Dome stic Economy: Sanitary Section. Twelve Lectures on the Subject of Health (Health Soc
of NSW Pamphlet no 9). Sydney: Health Soc of NSW, 1881.) However, others complained about the limited
variety and the high price of the Chinese produce, See, James GL. Shall I Try Australia? or Health,
Business and Pleasure in New SouthWales. London: Edward Howell and Simpkin Marshall Hamilton Kent
&.Co,1892:52.

124 Q¡sniî, op cit;144 (table 9).
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The assertion that the Chinese were a public health threat was not picked up as a

consistent issue in public health legislation or the reports of officials administering that

legislation, as might have been expected if they really stood out as a problem. The latter

part of the 19th century saw the development and refinement of general public health laws

designed to impose particular requirements for sanitation and hygiene. The development

of these provisions occurred during the same period as the imposition of Chinese

immigration restrictions. Sometimes these issues did come together and Chinese living

conditions were made part of the wider public health debate.lã Generally, however, the

Chinese were not seen as providing a central case for increased general public health

control. The link between the Chinese and public health was more typically restricted to

"high profile hoffors" such as leprosy or was part of the anti-Chinese debates rather than

the public health debates. This process also provided an example where the "expert"

evidence, as given by medical practitioners and public health officials, was generally,

though not entirely, moving towards the idea that the Chinese communities did not present

a major public health problem to the wider community while the views of the press and

their anti-Chinese sentiment were moving towards the other view that filth and squalor

was to be added to the list of complaints about the Chinaman.

It is also important to consider the way in which the anti-Chinese complaints were

characterised and their significance for this thesis. There were circumstances in which the

living conditions of some Chinese were substandard and unsatisfactory. This could be

explained by poverty and social alienation that relegated them to the least desirable, and

sometimes the least healthy areas. Yet, much of the debate about the apparent sanitary

deficiencies of the Chinese operated from the premise that this was their fault: that they

chose to live this way. There is no evidence to suggest that the Chinese cared less about

their living standards or were less caring about hygiene than Europeans. However, they

125 ¡o, example, see the South Ausualian Parliamentary Debates, 24 November, 1898; 946 and94'.-.
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often had no choice over their living conditions and seemed simply accepting of them. To

an outsider, or to those promoting the anti-Chinese case, this acceptance could be

interpreted as indifference and any insanitary conditions resulting from their immediate

environment could be interpreted as the "fault" of the Qþi¡sss.126 Finally, the responses to

the living conditions of the Chinese in Australia outlined in this part of the Chapter were

not isolated examples. Public health concerns were used to mark and isolate unpopular

ethnic minorities in other countries where they were said to be dirty and living in squalor

that made them dange ous to their European neighbours.t2T

The complaints about Chinese food vendors were particularly significant: food was

a vulnerable medium through which the Chinese body could enter into the European world

and pollute European bodies. Despite the failure to demonstrate that their produce did

constitute a public health risk, the concern became part of the conventional wisdom when

dealing with produce touched by Asian hands. In 1924, the following advice was given by

the Health Association of Australia:

The danger of infection, with typhoid for example, of foods that are eaten raw,
such as salads is a real one, especially when one considers that the salads a¡e often
grown by Orientals and others under rather unclean conditions. In the far East it is
said that Europeans make a practice of giving all vegetables and salads a bath of
Condy's fluid. The principle is a sound one, and it is to be recommended that
salads of "uncertain origin" should be carefully washed and then thoroughly wetted
for an hour or so... Such a practice would certainly reduce the damage.tza

The idea that strangers contaminate or pollute food continues to have a strong

place in the Australian mythology. There remains the pervasive view that Chinese eat cats

126 Brirbone Courier,l March, 1888; 5. This view was also expl'icit in the case of the Chinese in the
United StaLes. Onc Californian congressman said of the Chinese living conditions in his country, that there
were "thousands of Chinese herdcd together in small spaces, caring nothing for shelter beyond four walls
and a roof." (Markus, op cit; XIX.)

I27 1¡was the case in California, (Markus, op cit.) and also with respect of the Indian population of South
Africa at the turn of the 20th century. Kennedy B. ATale of Two Mining Cities. Melbourne: Melb Univ P,
1984;35,43. This is a process that remains embedded in thought. In South Africa, the arguments to retain
separate facilities were made by some Europeans quite explicitly on the basis that whites were clean and
blacks were dirty, (ABC71y' News, 16 October, 1990) The history of race relations and public health in
South Africa has been examined by Lewis in Lewis MeÀ. Disease Medicine ønd Empire London:
Routledge, 1988. See Chapter 13 and page263, in particular.

l28OaleJ.FoodPoisoning, Lg24.Buttetinof theLlealthAssociationof Ausralqsiq,Itne;27.
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and that their restaurants serve cat. Here is a cautionary tale; if you deal with outsiders

and eat their food, you risk pollution and iilness.r2e

The fruit and vegetables of the Chinese hawker was the medium through which the

barrier between the Chinese and the Europeans was breached. It was the way in which the

latter could be contaminated by the various forms of "Chinese pollution" that came with

the produce - the "Chinese" diseases, the opium, the Chinese smell and even the Chinese

himself through the use of bodily wastes as fertilisers.l3o fþis was a visible and forceful

part of the general taboo that saw any dealings the Chinese might have with food as

dangerous to the European community. It fitted into a more general issue, the pollution by

outsiders. The Gypsy rules of purity and Bean's Egyptian fruit sellers discussed in

Chapter 5 are other examples.

Views about the Chinese and their living conditions and food was a way of

depicting the general idea that saw all Chinese as insanitary. This was the idea that "dirt is

matter out of place." fn essence, the dirty Chinaman had no place in Australia. He was

out of place and dirt as a powerful metaphor for chaos, disorder and strangeness - at loast

in the eyes of many European beholders - emphasised the anomaly of the Chinese in

Australia, as people who had crossed the boundary into the world claimed by the White

man. The links between the Chinese and dirt and other markers of chaotic living were

forged through this idea. Out of it came a dichotomy, the European world and the Chinese

world. The two \üere seen as separate and necessarily apart in late 19th century

[u5¡¿li¿.131 Dirt was the visual representation of the chaos that occurred when the

Chinese breached the boundaries of White {u5¡¡¿1i4.132

129 po¡ one explanation for this, see "The Kentucky Fried Rat and otlrer Nasties" in Brunvan dJ H. The
Vanishing llitchhiker: Urban Legends and their Meanings. London: Pan, 1983; 69.

130 the 1892 New South Wales Manning Commission illust¡ated a number of concerns about the
transmission of disease through food. Syphilis was one example; ql3589. In another case, the Commission
was told that the Chinese stored the vegetables in places where they lived, as though this would transmit
disease through the pollution of the produce; q13512. This conformed to the popular, though spurious, idea
that leprosy could be to be transmitted by Chinese vegetables.

131 1¡¿sed, the Bulletin, so critical of the Chinese and other outsiders in Australia, was not racist in all
contexts and was also criúcal of the "civilising" activities of missionaries and Imperial advenhrers in China
suggesting that the Chinese should best be lefi alone ugust, 1_895; 6. - Report of the Ku Chen
Mãlsacre-andBulletin,lTJanuary 1891;8 - ahighl ptionof aviolentattackonttrenative
population of a South Pacific Island.) The paper was also sympatheúc to the position of
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The effect of these assertions that the Chinese were insanitary and a public health

risk to the wider Australian community was once again to focus the anti-Chinese response

in a public health context. In the most obvious sense, it became another plank that

supported the immigration restriction campaigns and justified anti-Chinese sentiment. It

provided anti-Chinese papers such as the Bulletin or Truth with more assertions about

Chinese sanitary practices. The issue became another justification for the continuing

campaigns against the Chinese.

aborigines as a dispossessed goup. See tÌre Phil May carto_on "A Curiosity i-n-þgr gy¡-Cggntry", Bulletin,3
tUarc-n, f 888. See'also DocÈer J. The Nervous Nineiíes. Melbourne: Oxford U P' 191; 36.

s
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4 THE CHINESE AS A MORAL THREAT

To add to the charges that the Chinese were diseased and insanitary, there was a

third charge levelled against them - that they were immoral. As with disease and living

conditions, this assertion was framed in such a way as to represent a threat to the European

community and the three charges were often run together so that the full weight of the

Chinese menace could be presented and allegations of moral shortcomings could be

focused within descriptions of public health shortcomings. For example, in a trial of two

Chinese for the murder of a European woman in 1857, the defendants were described as

"excessively dirty and presenting the appearance of having brought to the town all the dirt

and filth they had contracted during their flight from justics."l33

The moral threat always remained prominent. For example, there was the

Bulletin's stereotypical Chinamen "Ah Sin" or Mr "Sin Fat", supposedly "comrpt, opium

smoking and leprosy sodden", while newspapers reported that the Chinese were "moral

and physical lepers armed with debauchery, foetid vegetables and cheap l¿þsu¡.rr13a Jþlg

populist concern was also taken up in Government enquiries into the Chinese in Ausffalia

that examined this comprehensive idea of the alleged Chinese menace. The Rev. William

Young's report into the Chinese in Victoria in 1868 looked at opium use and gambling as

well as disease and living standards. The Brennan and Quong Tart suwey of Chinese rural

133 5¡or 14 August, 1857. Robert Thomson also drew the two issues together in 1888 when he described
Chinese cooks as having "such a fund of filth and corup[ion in [their] hea¡tls] as would astonish many who
stick up for thei¡ innocent looking cooks." ( Thomson, op cit; 117.)

ber, 1867 made a It suggested that
would spread by women and ttre
t wives and wil.ho s." See also the

story by Edward Dyson Mr the Bulletín, 1.4 April, 1888; Q and Cronin, op cit; 76-78.
This mixing of conôepts wa of the anti-Chinese rhetoric of the time. For examqle, _
V/illiam Lane, in one-of his t the Chinese, linked physical and spiritual comrption. For

vice." There was leprosy of the soul as well as
al physical corruption of the disease became a badge
ea conforms to the historical explanation of leprosy.)

se and morals of the Chinese were commonly made:
t¡icúons on Chinese immigration likened the Chinese
ping off our population" ( Parkes H. Fifty Years in the

News supported more restrictive immigration
irus". (Travers, op cit; 93.)
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settlements in NSW considered opium use and immorality as well as sanitation. The Pell

Committee appointed by the Sydney Board of Health in 1875 "to inquire into the state of

crowded dwelling areas in the City of Sydney ... so far as it affects Public Health",

emphasised this link; it took evidence of moral depravity of the Chinese and the European

women living with them, considering it to come within its terms of reference. The

Committee recommended that:

A special and very rigid inspection of all tenements occupied by Chinamen should
be iistituted. The-se pèople may be inoffensive as fa¡ as any overt breaching of the
laws is concerned, but ii is a question whether the State of moral and social
degradation in which they live is not a greater offence to the well being of the
community.trs

Public health policing and surveillance was thus given a moral as well as a sanitary

dimension. The 1892 New South Wales Manning Commissiot? coûunented on a variety of

issues: living standards, sanitation and morals (including the alleged bribery of police by

Chinese.) The Commission also brought together and considered specific aspects of the

general "immorality" assertion. These were: the seduction of European girls of tender

ages; promiscuous intercourse with European rwomen; and opium smoking.

These three issues that will be considered here; they were the central components

of the "moral threat." Opium was particularly in issue; the drug was taken to be the

medium through which seduction and promiscuity involving European women could be

explained. It prompted a major public health response namely, the development of Opium

legislation, the first laws in Australia designed to prohibit the use of a particular drug.

Prominent in this moral focus was the view that European women were cenffally at

risk as hapless objects of the Chinamens' lusts. This view had a strong following in 19th

century Australia and was used to justify calls for the first round of anti-Chinese

legislation. One of the earliest complaints was made by the prominent Victorian colonist J

135 1875, New South Wales Pell Report,op cit; para 16.
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P Fawkner, then a member of parliament and stridently anti-Chine5s.t36 fþis theme came

to be repeated regularly in the diggings and the towns. Reverend Young, relying on a

report in the Ballarat Srar, claimed that immorality among the Chinese was "deep and

widespread."l3T Jþe report that Young appeared to be basing his conclusion upon was

published in the Star on24March 1866. It was an opportunistic swipe at the Chinese

community and described the young girls as "victims of outrage by the heathen

debauchees." Yet the paper also admitted that the "Chinese headmen" had discouraged

the girls from the camp and reserved its greatest criticism for the White procurers who

established the traffic. Neither point was made by Young. The historian, Geoffrey Serle,

has concluded that while there were cases of prostitution in Chinese camps and also,

isolated cases of juvenile prostitution and rape, the extent of it was "wildly exaggerated by

1'g¡¡1gg¡.rrl38

However, it was assumed by most prominent male commentators of the period that

Chinese relationships with white women could never be voluntary and where rape could

not be demonstrated, other devices were suspected. Opium was believed by many to be

the medium through which the Chinese achieved their capture and degradation of

European women.

Opium use became a prominent concern linked with the Chinese. The drug's

affect on Europeans who came under its influence and, by implication, under the influence

of the Chinese was the central issue of concern. The Reverend Young (writing in 1868)

provided the first detailed and critical comments on the use of opium among the Chinese

in Australia, although evidenoe taken by Fawkner's Select Committee in 1857 did refer to

opium use by the Chinese. Young's Report generally came down against the Chinese and

136 ç6¡¡ (1978), op cit; 115. Fawkner was an outspoken criúc of Chinese immigration, see Cronin, op ciq
69.

137 Young, op cit;25.

138 Serle, op cit; 328. Any form of association between the Chinese and white womon risked the
categorisation of "debauchery." (see Ararst and Pleasant Creek Advertiser,2March, t866; 2.)
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was particularly critical of their opium use. He described the drug as leading to "countless

evils" and as the root cause of "every wicked thing." He claimed that around the opium

dens it was possible to find "abandoned European women" forced into prostitution in

order to pay for the drug. Adopting a disease model, Young observed "there is every

reason to fear that in the course of time the practice (opium use) will gradually spread

among the European populatisn. r'13e

This idea of the drug, with all its enslaving effects, spreading from the Chinese to

European women and youths was a popular way of seeing the problem in the latter half of

the 19th century and was taken up by many critics of the Chinese, particularly when

commenting on the opium dens of the cities. It was as a problem of the cities that the

Chinese and opium received the greatest publicity and the 1875 New South Wales Pell

Committee and the 1875-1876 New South Wales Cameron Committee (on sanitation and

lodging houses respectively) developed the threat to European women far more starkly

than Rev Young. The Cameron Committee received graphic evidence from Richard

Seymour (the Sydney City inspector of nuisances) about the moral as well as the sanitary

state of Sydney. This moral concern focused principally on the Chinese and their relations

with European women. Significantly, the women were not seen to be willing parties.

Describing one case of a woman in an opium den, Seymour claimed:

she was under the influence of opium, and he was using her - having connection
with her - and seven or eight Chinamen waiting at the door to do the same to this
Same WOm¿n.140

He continued that in another opium den, a woman had told him "They do what they like

with us when we are under the influence" The Pell Committee also provided graphic

scenes of European women, recumbent, drugged and at the mercy of any passing

Chinaman.lal Jþsss were powerful images that, in the short term, helped to drive the two

139 Young, op cit;24.

140 1375-1376, New South V/ales Cameron Commifiee, op cit; para 261.

141 6i¿; para262. Pell Committee,op cit; 13.
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Committees' calls for selective public health surveillance of the Chinese quarters. They

also contributed to the long term view that Chinamen and their opium presented a threat to

the colonial communities.

In the minds of many who spoke publicly about opium, no woman was safe from

the drug, a concem that was heightened when it was respectable women that became its

victims. The prominent Melbourne moralist Henry Varley, having completed a survey of

the city's low life in 1888, claimed to have found young European girls, one of who

admitted "to being of respectable Carlton parentage" in an opium dsn.la2 This emphasis

on respectability was again made during the Federal OpiumTariff debates (1901). Here,

the colourful Tasmanian member King O'Malley described a visit to San Francisco, where

he claimed to have seen even the daughters of wealthy men "stealing into the Chinese

dens in great numbg¡5."143

However, the concern for women was not just restricted to the "respectable

classes" or even to Europeans. In 1895, the South Australian Attorney General, supported

a proposal to prohibit the sale of opium to aborigines, claiming that "young lubras, were

enticed to the Chinese dens by the attraction of the drug, and their ruin was

accomplished"; that they were "lured from their happy wurlies to become the victims of

Chinamen." The Attorney warned "the case of the aborigines to-day might be the case

with European women ¡g¡¡g1191¡r., 144

The anti-Chinese stance of much of the popular press also focused strongly on

opium use and the alleged corruption of European women. This was a powerful vehicle

for aligning the community's fears against the Chinese. It was more powerful than just

the idea of disease and insanitary conditions. It was also enduring. As late as 1927 the

142 Danison G et al ed. The Outcasts of Melbourne. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1985; 49. These
descriptions seemed to appear opportunistically in the anti-Chinese writings of the time. The same year as
Varley's discovery, John Potts provided his Queenslar d readers with the picture of a particularly mean and
chaotic opium den, with recumbent Chinese lying "among streaks of oily fat bacon, dried fish and half rotten
fruit." Inevitably, they were also accompanied by "young girls insensible with narcotics." (Potts, op cit; 28.)

143 Commonwealth Pa¡liamentary Debates, 14 December, 1901; 7317. See also the Adelaide Advertiser,
15 June, 1905;4 where it. was reported that. "in Victoria there a¡e at least 500 opium smokers and among
these are many ladies of wealth." See also Soutlt Australian Parliamentary Debates, 18 October, 1905; 159.

144 56¡¡¡ Aust¡alian Pa¡liamentary Debates, 19 December, 1895; 3022 and3023.
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Perth Miruor described the discovery of an alleged opium den in the city with the

following headlines, reminiscent of the anti-Chinese sentiments of the 1880s: "Opium

smoking in Perth - White girl victims and celes¡i¿l lu¡s5."145

The press of the day played on these themes, calculated to isolate the Chinese in

the public's opinion. The fear of opium was emphasised prominently, as can be seen in

some of the more celebrated anti-Chinese pieces, such as the "Mongolian octopus" cartoon

and the Edwa¡d Dyson short story Mr and Mrs Sin Far, which appeared in a special

Bulletin anti-Chinese number in April 1888. This was a grisly cautionary tale of the ruin

that befell a Chinese opium den proprietor and his European wife, that used opium as a

vehicle for the standard descriptions of vice, the comrption of young girls and the frlth and

pollution of the dens.la6

Opium was an important \ilay through which much antiChinese sentiment was

channelled. Perhaps it was for this reason that many leading Chinese took a public stand

against opium use. Most prominent was the restaurateur and merchant Quong Tart a

Commissioner on two New South Wales enquires into the Chinese and a supporter of

legislation that would ban the import and sale of what he called "that detestable drug."t+z

Chinese attacks on the drug met with mixed reactions. The pleas of Quong Tart and

others were quoted approvingly in the parliamentary dsþ¿1ss.la8 However, the prospect of

the Chinese themselves seeking controls on opium discomforted those for whom the drug

and its alleged threats to White society was a major plank of the anti-Chinese campaign.

One was John Norton, the parliamentarian, populist and proprietor of the Sydney Truth,

145 Reprodoced in Davie s S. Shooting Upl Sydney: Hale and Iremonger, 1986; 36.

146 :|tre "Mongolian Octopus" appeared in the Bulletin in 1886. It is reproduced in Hornadge,op cit;24.
The Dyson story appeared in the Bulletin on 14 April, 1888.

1471883-lss4,NewSouthWalesBrennanandQuongTartReport,opcit;7. SeealsoTravers,opcit; 105
There were other prominent Chinese opponents of the opium trade. One was Gee Wah, a Christian
missionary. In 1905, he addressed an Adelaide audience on the m pamphlet. (Gee
Wah. Reasons Why the Opium tffic Should be Abandoned. Adel pium Committee,
1905.) See also the biographical note on Cheong Cheok Hong, an social reformer
(Pyke D ed. Australian Dictionary of Biography, Vol 3 , Melboume: Melbourne Univ P, 1969.)

148 Commonwealf.h Parliamentary Debates, 13 August, 1905;1769. Victorian Parliamentary Debates, 26
October, 1893;2632.
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who derisively dismissed Quong Ta¡t's plea for prohibition saying "we don't want an

almond eyed messiah; in fact, we don't want the almond eyed men ¿¡ ¿ll.r'l4e Norton and

his publication stood out as vehemently anti-Chinese. The idea that prominent Chinese

might take what could be seen as a responsible stand on opium would complicate the

negative and monochromatic image that he and others had painted of the Chinese and

deprive the anti-Chinese cause of much of its strength.

The Opium Laws

Restrictions on the use of opium, expressed in legislation passed at the turn of this

century, \üere the most visible official responses to the anxieties prompted by the drug.

They were public health responses, designed in the eyes of their creators to protect the

community from the apparent menace of the drug and the Chinese who lurked behind it.

These first drug controls also became the basis of the cuffent law in Australia

criminalising the misuse of drugs. Despite the earliest concerns about the Chinese,

expressed in the 1860s, legislation to prohibit possession and use of opium did not come

into force in Australia until the end of the century, coinciding with the second phase of

Chinese restriction legislation. tso

Overwhelmingly, in the thinking of many who supported it, the legislation was the

preventative measure against what was seen as the frank contagion of opium and the

implied menace of the Chinese users. In the Victorian Parliament the supporters of an

unsuccessftl Opium Bill in 1893 said "the evil of opium smoking is spreading to the

European population; it is getting among our own people" and degrading them to the level

of "brute 4¡i¡¡¿lg. r'151

149 Trauerr, op cit; 1 I l.
150It *as said in evidence to the l856-1857, Victoria , Fawkner Commíttee,op cit, that Singapore had
legislation in place in the 1830s, restricting the smoking ofopium to a licensed shop - (evidence ofR
McMicking q 339.)

1 5 1 yis¡s¡f ¿¡ Parliamentary Debates, 26 October, 1893; 2631, 2650.
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The threat to Europeans was a constant theme in the Parliamentary Debates and

reflected the general concern that European women in particular were in grave danger

from opium. This was heightened by the view, repeated in a number of venues, that since

the Chinese wsre less affected by opium than were Europeans, the sense of threat posed by

the Chinamen would be all the greater.tsz

A graphic expression of this threat was a description of the interior of one opium

den, said to have been in Melbourne. Here:

on one _o.pium couch ... \ilas a shrivelled-up, decrepit-looking old oriental,
resembling nothing so much as a revified Egyptian mummy; and a European
woman of scarcely twenty, very scantily claci, who I was iriformed, was^married to
a well-to-de þusi¡sssrn¿nls3

The threat to White Australia could scarcely be put with greater clarity and menace - the

contrast between the shrivelled up Chinaman, a revenant, menacing and anomalous,

feeding vampire like on his European victim, a lovely young girl, the wife (and by

implication a possession) of a respectable man of property. What was pictured in this

vignette could be projected into the wider context, the threat that the Chinaman presented

to all Europeans in Australia.

Scenes such as these gave opportunities for fertile imaginations to express the

horrors of the opium dens. The Chinese were prominent in the arguments that succeeded

in introducing Opium cont¡ols in Australia by the turn of the century; they were a

reference point for most Parliamentarians who debated the legislation and the most

significant justif,rcation for the opium laws was the protection of the European community

from their whiles and schemes. The dangers of the drug were also equated strongly with

the threat to national interest, even to national surviy¿l.lsa The view that these enactments

were anti-Chinese is strengthened by the realisation that they were not effective health

152 Victorian Parliamentary Debates, 26 gçLobgl, 1893;2639. Commonwealth pa¡liamenrary Debares, 14
November, 1901;7309 and 31 August, 1905; 1768.

153 Co**onwealth Pa¡liamentary Debates, 3l August, 1905; 176g.

154 South Ausralian Parliamentary Debates, 19 December ,lg95;3024.
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Accepting that many chinese were regular users of opium, the real focus for 19th

century concern turned about its use by Europeans' Ascertaining the European use was

diffrcult but it was central in the anti-opium debates. In 1893, it was alleged in the

parliament that there were 1,000 Europeans in victoria addicted to opium, including it

seemed two public servants!l5s This was an unsourced figure. The available data suggest

differently; that smoking opium nevei got beyond the Chinese community to a significant

extent. The New South wales Colonial Government collected data on chinese opium

smokers and European rwomen smokers. This suggested that European smokers were

greatly outnumbered by the chinese. of the 9,616 chinese resident in the colony in 1878'

4,4l6were teported aS SmOkerS. only 46 European women were said tO be smokers'

while European males were not counted in this survey' possibly because they were less

visible in the public imagination. Imports of opium into victoria were also falling

between 1881 and 1905.160 There is no evidence to suggest that many Europeans used

smoking oþium recreationally. This should be compared with the large quantities of

,,therapeutic" opium and alcohol consumed by the population at the time, the latter to the

extent that it,was recognised by some politicians as socially problematic. Yet, it was never

the subject of equivalent legislative çs¡trsl'16l

This selective approach to drug control is significant for this thesis; it was another

aspect of the directing of public health controls towards the chinese' It has not been the

only time where drug laws appeaf to have been directed towards a minority group' The

opium legislation can be compared with the development of cannabis legislation in the

united States in the 1920s and 1930s which was directed against the Mexican presence in

the united states after world war I. The parallels between the early united states

cannabis laws and the Australian opium legislation are striking. Both focused on the

1 59 yi"¡o¡¿¡1 parliamenøry Debares, 26 October, L893; 2646 and 2649.

160 y¿n¡7sqd tr T. Iranigration Stanrnore: Cassell, t968; 84' South Australia'

Roval Commission ôjöñieõ' nJi ãarchPaper No 8: A Social History of Drug

èóäiol. [ã"lãid"' 12'

Parliamentarv Debates,3l August, 1905;L774 17

. ôffiiìi"Äftüñ",ñ;äibom"miséioniniothe r8'

g ãid Nconot in Colonial Austalia 1788-1901

Canberra: AGPS, 1988.
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recreational use of the drug by a distinct and largely unwelcome immigrant group whose

alien lifestyle and potential as cheap labour was thought to pose a threat to the established

community. The effect of the laws were twofold: firstly, they created a means of control

that could be used against the Chinese or Mexicans; and secondly' they constituted an

official statement grounded in public health that the group with whom the drug was

associated was a threat to the community, providing a legitimate basis from which further

anti-chinese or anti-Mexican campaigns could þs dhgs¡ed.t6z

As a simple public health response, the opium laws present a problem' There were

more harmful drugs than opium in Australia at the time and they remained unregulated' It

was the associations that the drug hetd for Australians - the image of the opium dens and

the things believed to go on in them that shaped the legislation and influenced its

supporters: opium had the power to explain the otherwise inexplicable, that white

women would willingly live with chinamen. This could not be a product of free choice;

rather, they had to be'triiked'and ensnared and enslaved. Opium was believed to do this;

the laws were intended to prevent it and this idea drove the legislation. Speaking in

support of the 1905 Victorian prohibition, one member said:

A few days ago, I went through the opium dens of Melbourne ... In every one of

if,"r" ¿ãn"ïfî"i.I fðü;ä ñi&iunateïictims - white men and white women - they

¿îiiui.A ifrat they were anxious that the Bill should bo passed.tei

Concerns about opium therefore sat within general concems about Chinese

sexuality and the threat that this was said to pose to the white community' The idea that

the Chinese were sexually threatening to the community took different and quite distinct

163 Victorian Pa¡liamenta¡y Debates, 17 October, l9O5;2125'
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forms. It was said by some that they practiced homosexual or bestial acts' The truth of

these claims is unclear (nor was the "offence" necessarily peculiar to the Chinese) but it

was highlighted as a justification for the violence, a demonstration that the Chinese were

barbarians, oblivious to established moral order'lú

The belief that the chinese threatened white women was more significant and

enduring. It became a metaphor for the idea of the Chinese as threatening to Australia-

For example, one popular image was a caftoon showing a White girt (usually asleep) in

peril from a Chinese or coloured assailant entering through her bedroom window' The

literal threat to the woman's life and virtue was obvious enough. More significantly' the

chinaman's entry by stealth, while his victim slept, was a warning for those who were not

ever vigilant in resficting Chinese immigrants. To make the point more obvious, the girl

was sometimes represented as "Australia" or one of the colonies and the Chinaman as "the

open immigration policy." There were variations of the theme but, the sexual overtones

always remained prominent as a powerful and threatening metaphor and the more general

warning to the community about the need for restrictive immigration policy always

implicit.tes

The notion that the chinese were a threat to European women became a general

theme in news reporting. Individual newspaper proprietors were often personally

outspoken on this issue.l66 Disease was also made relevant in this context by the popular

press. In 1892, the Labour publiCation , commonweal wamedits readers of the need for

police to ensure that the Chinese did not advertise for domestics, as this must certainly

165 There are many examples, see Markus, op cit; similar cartoons are shown in Cronin, op cit and

Hornadge op cit.

166 Souter G. APeculiar People: The Australians inParagtny. Sydney: Sydney Univ P' 1981; 20'

Hornadge, op cit;32.
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lead "to the defilement of the young girls in our community by the almond-eyed procurer

or his leprous ¿sssçi¿¡ss.rr167

Stories such as these, added to the opium den stories discussed earlier, dwelt

heavily on themes of defilement and sexual menace which touched a raw nerve in the

Australian community. They were powerful expressions of the threat that the Chinaman

represented to Australians. The alleged enslavement of European \ilomen was manifestly

a threat to European males. However, the individual expressions of this threat were often

highly coloured fictional accounts or simply cartoons and where "facts" were alleged,

some were manifest fabrications. For example, in 1886, there was a report in the

Queensland Figaro of the notorious Mount Rennie rape in Sydney. There were no

Chinese involved, yet the paper managed to inject an anti-Chinese flavour when, on the

same page, it generalised that many rwomen might be suffering a similar fate at the hands

of the Qþinsss.los Accuracy was not the point in issue! The Chinese were sensed to be a

threat and their various, irnagined and hypothetical, assaults on White women were

powerful components of the case that \ryas constructed against them.

The most explicit sexual threat to White Australia presented by the Chinese was

the prospect of their interbreeding with European women. The racial theories of the day

expressed strongly the idea of the purity of the race. They emphasised the threat that

coloureds were believed to present to the White man - particularly in a thinly populated

and defenceless country like Australia. These ideas were reinforced at all levels, by the

popular press, by social theorists and by Parliamentarians.

The idea that the Chinese would cohabit with Europeans challenged conventional

values. It ran counter to the prevailing racial theories. To a community that took the

inferiority of the Chinese as given, and which discriminated socially and legally against

167 ç¡¡s6 in Hornadge, op ciq 20.

L68 gtc"ntlandFigaro 25 September, 1886;445.
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them as a matter of course, the thought of European women having relationships with

inferior races \ryas anomalous and disturbing, one that could only be explained through

some force such the Chinaman's guile or ths power of opium.

During the 19th century, White Australians responded to this particular threat in a

number of ways. Most obviously in outbursts of violence. For example, accounts of the

Buckland Valley riots in 1857 reported that one victim of the White's rampage was a

European woman, the wife of a Chinese, that she was singled out for especially savage

treatment. Here was a warning to other women. This victim was an anomaly, someone

particularly threatening to the view that the Chinese should remain separate and apart.l6e

The popular press also reinforced this idea and provided savage warnings of the

retribution which would come to European women who lived with Chinams¡.l7o

There was another concern, derived from these relationships. Any offspring would

be "half castes", and half castes, perhaps reflecting their ambiguous state, were considered

to be particularly dangerous and depraved. During the 1901 Federal Immigration Bill

debates, H B Higgins gave this advice to his colleagues:

Have Honourable Members seen the vices of the mixed races as they appear in San
Francisco? I have been through the dens in San Francisco and of all the sights I
have ever Seen, I have never witnessed any more degrading or filthy ¿5 ¡þsss.l7l

This was a recurring theme: some forty years previously, the Victorian Parliamentarian

John Fawkner, opposing the easing of entry restrictions on the Chinese, played on the idea

of the monstrosity of half caste children, claiming that they were "more like ourang-

outangs than human beings."tzz

169 Ag",13 July, 185?;6.

170 Flesh and Blood an Edward Dyson short story, Bulletin,22July,l893; 13. Also gited in Lawson S.

The Archibald Paradox. Ringwoodi Penguin, 1987;147. See also Evans, et al, op cit;262.

ber, 1901;4658. In 1896, the South Australian
there as "our open self inflicted wound" (South
; 695 see also ?06.) There was also the view that

uropean race down to ttre level of the Chinese.
r, 1901;465.)

172 Victorian Pa¡liamenta¡y Debates,9 June, 1863;926.
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The truth of all these assertions about sexual enslavement and opium was the

subject of contemporary examination. The 1892, New South Wales Manning

Commission, the most significant of the late 19th century investigations into the Chinese,

obtained evidence that quite discredited the popular view that they ensnared and enslaved

V/hite women. On the basis of the evidence it concluded that where White women

cohabited with Chinese males they were "kindly and liberally treated" and that they

voluntarily sought the protection of the Chinese. The prostitutes with whom the Chinese

consorted were, it was said, the "drudges of the larrikins" and the victims both of ddnk

and the brutality of their own race.lT¡ They were not the hapless victims of opium: the

Commission noted that, in many cases, the Chinese with whom the women lived did not

use opium; The Report concluded that, "apart from their disposition to gamble", the

Chinese were a "singularly peaceful and generally law abiding section of the community"

and that "there is no ground for suspicion,that our alien population is a danger to youthful

yil¡gg.rrl74

The Manning Commissio¿ took evidence directly from European \ilomen

cohabiting with Chinese who were users of opium. Even over the gap of one hundred

years, the poignancy of their stories and the personal tragedies that brought them to the

Chinese doors remains moving. Here are two cases: Ellen said she was seduced by a

European on promise of marriage but was then deserted and exposed to her family and

friends. V/ith few options, she moved to Sydney as a domestic where she met and then

Iived with a Chinese vegetable seller, of whom she said; "he has always been very good to

me. I could not wish for a better ¡¡¿¡."175 Pauline, originally from Brisbane, was ma¡ried

in Sydney to a man who deserted her. With no supports she found work in a circus and

I7 3 1gg2,New South W ales M anni n g C ommi s s io n, op cili 2l

t74rbidi22.

175r¡i¿; q14534.
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then lived with a bricklayer who at first supported her, but who then told her "to go on the

streets and keep him." She left the relationship and met a Chinese with whom she had

lived for four years. She agreed that "it is better to have one Chinaman to live with than to

go nightly on the sfieet to solicit ¡¡1s¡.rr176

Here were two women, for whom personal misfortune and lack of supports

propelled them into the Chinese community. In better times this option would be unlikely

to have crossed their minds but the Chinese provided an answer to their misfortunes.

Another witness, Minnie, said: "I think fully half of them come to the Chinese when they

have nowhere else to go."177 These women were a long way removed from the image of

the scantily clad society voluptuaries enslaved to the opium habit that fuelled the

imaginations of politicians. Even their attitude to the drug was banal and without sexual

oveftone. Ellen insisted that opium killed all lustful inclination and Pauline, that "you

cannot be drugged by opium."l?8 fþsy remarked that the idea that the Chinese would drug

and seduce young women was outside their experiences.lTe For these women, opium use

seemed to be an addictive habit, entered into from a sense of "flashness"; one that they

were eager to break. : '

The 1883-1884 New South Wales, BrennanlQuongTart Report also considered

the issues of prostitution and immorality. It concluded that the European prostitutes and

the "disreputable" wives of the Chinese were the real causes of the disturbances and

crimes that had "transformed the Chinese camps into dens of immorality." The Report

claimed that this could be demonstrated by the fact that while the Chinese always

remained a substantial majority in the areas examined, White defendants outnumbered

Chinese by three to one in prosecutions arising out of alleged criminal activities in the

camps.l8o Regarding the Chinese seduction of V/hite women, the Report stated that this

176 6¡¿. qr532t.

177 16i6' qs 15198-15199.

178 6¡¿' qs 14ó51 and 15295.

179 6¡6. q15337.

180 Br"nnon and Qtnng Tart Report, op cit; 7 and 3.
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view, though frequently put forward by persons "not accurately informed on the subject",

was unfounded and that the alleged victims, the women, when asked, "smile at the

credulity of any person believing ssçþ.r'l8l

The findings and evidence of these reports suggest that the Chinese were not a

moral threat to the wider community in 19ttr century Australia: Not all Enquiries agreed:

Young was most critical of the Chinese, their living conditions and their opium use.

However, his report was relatively early in the history of the Chinese in Ausnalia. As a

missionary working with the Chinese he stood apart from them, identifying the

shortcomings that, in his view, stood in the way of their salvation. He was also

investigating an unstable population of diggers, rootless and living hard and with no

family ties (a fact recognised in his Report.) Further, there is nothing that suggests Young

took detailed evidence for his findings. In places, he relied upon newspaper reports where

he might have gathered.evidence directly. These reports had a potential for anti-Chinese

bias.

The Report of the 1875-1-876 New South Wales Cameron Committee into

Common t odging Houses, which gave quite salacious and damning accounts of the

Chinese living conditions and their exploitation of European women, was coloured in two

ways. Firstly, by the evidence of Richard Seymour, the Inspector of Nuisances. This

focused on the single and questionable, though (to Europeans) horrifying proposition that

opium had ensnared these women, robbed them of their reason and turned them into the

supine objects of Chinese lust. Like Young, Seymour was an outsider, looking into the

Chinese community and bringing a moral concern to bear on his sanitary observations.

The urban historian Shirley Fitzgerald described him as "a law and order man, who

exhibited very little understanding of the causes or solutions to the problems he dealt

181rbid.3.
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with."l82 Secondly, it was coloured by the Chairman, Angus Cameron, himself. Cameron

was a prominent Labour politician, a member of the ca4lenters' union and anti-Chins5s.l83

By contrast with both Young and Seymour, the 1883, New South'Wales Brennan I

Quong Tart Report and the L892, New South 'Wales, Manning Corrnission \vere looking

at relatively stable, if sometimes impoverished, settled communities of Chinese. Evidence

was also taken first hand from the supposed White victims of the Chinese, which

contrasted so starkly with the popular idea of enslavement and degradation.

The Parliamentary responses to these concerns lay centrally in opium controls. As

both the failure of a number of the early Opium Bills and the opposition to the successful

Bills suggests, parliamentarians were not all of the view that the Chinese posed a moral

and public health menace to the European. For some, the ill lit opium dens were no worse

for health and morals than that ubiquitous colonial phenomenon "the flaring gas lit gin

palaces."tsl Yet, the image of "Ah Sin", the Chinaman, his opium pipe and all that went

with it remained a persistent and permanent feature of popular representation and the

"moral threat" became an important p¿rt of the stock in trade arguments that were used by

many against the Chinese in the 19th century. To that extent, they joined the "disease" and

"poor sanitation" arguments against them.

Collectively, these issues: disease, sanitation and morals constructed a case against

the Chinese in Australia. From a public health perspective; that is - wore they in fact a

health risk - it was not a convincing case. What it did provide however, was a powerful

and emotive argument against them. It claimed to enunciate a profound and many faceted

threat to European society in 19th century Australia.

182 tr'iøgerald S. Rising D ømp: Sydney 1870-1890. Melbourne: Oxford U P, 1987; 78. See also the
descriptions of Seymour and his methods in Mayne A,. Representing the SIum: Popular fournalismin a late
Nineteenth Century Clry. Melboume: History Dept, Univ Melb, 1991; 48, 49 and 115.

183 See Cameron's biographical note in Pyke D ed. Australian Dictionary of Biography, VoI 3 , Melboume:
Melb Univ P, 1969.

184 5se the 1895, South Australian, OpiumBil/ Debates (South Australian Pa¡liamenøry Debates, 19
December, 1895; 3033, 3041.)
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5 THE CHINESE AS SOCIALLY AND ECONOMICALLY DISTANCED

The idea of disease, insanitary conditions and morals were joined to broader social

and economic issues that distanced Chinese from Europeans. Firstly, there was the

discourse rich with ideas that characterised the Chinese as an inferior race, inhuman, or

closer to animals than huma¡5.18s Jþey were likened to or described as "animals",

"reptiles", "monkeys", "dogs", "woms", "attts", "flies" and "rabbi¡g.rrl86 Thgir queue ot

platted hair was referred to as a "pig tail" or simply as a "tail", as though they were

animals or perhaps relations of the tailed monsters described in Chapter Th¡ss.la7 fþs

opium dens were described as "pest houses" with the obvious implication that their

occupants were pests. 188

This kind of imagery was a powerful way of distancing the Chinese; it emphasised

their separateness, so separate as to be sub-human. Other ideas projected images of the

Chinese as degenerate or heightened their physical differences to Europeans or spoke of

the "ingrained (Chinese) habits of a thousand years.lf t8e Even politicians with a pro-

Chinese stance took the view that the Chinese would, quite simply, always remain ¿llsn.leo

These views consffucted and reinforced the idea that a profound, predetermined, fixed and

185 5.s for example, the Syd.ney Morning Herald.,28 June, 1888; 6.

186 Evans, et al, op cit; 286. Yarwood A T and Knowling lH,4J. Race Relations inAustralia: A History.
Sydney: Methuen, 1982; I73 and I74. Mansfield B C. The Origins of "lilhite Australia." The Australian
Quarterly, Dec 1954: 61-68; 64. South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 10 October, 1888; 1308. Bulletin
24March,1888; 9 and2L April, 1888; 9. Ararat and Pleasant CreekAdvertiser,16 October, 1863; 2 and
Potts, op cit; 5.

187 1rvgvs,16 March, 1860; 5.

1 8 8 Victorian Parliamenøry Debates, 26 October, L893 : 265 l.

189 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 23 August, 1887; 589. See also Victorian Pa¡liamentary
Debates, 20 December; 1881; 1243. See also Henry Pa¡kes' own view, expressed in Parkes H. FiftyYears in

One way in which the Chinese were

,ig#iï"n':Jåf *:;[:if ;'.äï3'"'J,
published ar rhe rime: "we mighr expecr ro find rice-earers 

"u.o*ffäuå"o,1å,:ìr"J,1tff3å:ffifåt#'"tå'fårace, and such the case." (Harrington S. How When andWhat to Eat: A Guide to the Colonial Diet.
Melboume: W H Williams, 1883; 11.)

190 South Australian Parliamenøry Debates, 16 June, 1881; 112.
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unbridgeable gulf existed between the Chinese and Europeans in Australia. They were

views that fed off the eugenics theories and the ideas of the natural dominance of the

White man that was prevalent in the late 19th century'tet fþsy had wide circulation and

were adhered to by prominent Australians. Alfred Deakin, supporting the Immigration

Restriction Bílt L901, said this about Asiatics, whose immigration the provisions were

designed to stop:

these people r as to exclude
the possibilit are to
maiñtain the our
civilisation belongs to us and we to it ... they [non-Whites] are separated from us
by a gulf which we cannot bridge to the advantage ef si¡þs¡.Ie2

These views implied a profound barrier between the Chinese and the European in

Australia. It suggested that they were naturally different and inferior compared with

Europeans. If the Chinese challenged the legitimacy of this - as they might by crossing

boundaries, by adopting the guise of Europeans, by living with V/hite women and

demanding equal treatment - they were seen as both anomalous and threatening because

they threw into doubt the validity of the European idea of the natural superiority of

Europeans and blurred the categories that kept these groups apa¡-t. One way of dealing

with this threat was to set the intruder into a comic, anomalous role, hence the

stereotypical "Black Englishman" or, in the case of Quong Tart, the "Chinese

Scotsman."l93 $s strong were these ideas that even when the press showed some

sympathy to them, as it did to some extent in reporting the Buckland riots, the Chinese

19 1 Euans, et al: 242, 243 and 293.

192 g¡6¿ in Nairn N B. A Survey of the History of the White Ausralia Policy in The 19th Century. Tåe
so Soutl¡ Australian Pa¡liamenøry Debates, 19
tes on the Slrcarers Acconurwdation Act,1905 -

sian and European shearers.) In Queensland, there is
g in close proximity to Kanakas because the latter

193 Bulletin,28 January, 1888; Bannerpage.
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victims were cast as outlandish and comical figures, as naturally cowardly and

defenceless, so they became comic victims of European vigls¡ss.lea

A central argument against the Chinese was that they were an economic threat to

White Australians. This issue was so commonly presented as a reason for anti-Chinese

sentiment that it has been highlighted and sometimes offered as a complete way of

understanding the case for exclusion.lss This raises the question: was the economic factor

the prime issue or was it an elaboration of an existing sense of difference which was

articulated in economic terms? Many who have written about the Chinese in 19th century

Australia and of racism more generally have debated this issue. No attempt to resolve it is

presented here, other than to argue that the question of boundaries is significant either as a

central legitimator of "economic racism" or as an a priori from which economic issues

were constructed.l96

The first prominent example of organised anti-Chinese violence occured in

Queensland at an Ipswich boiling down works in early 1851. It was said to be prompted

by the recruitment of Chinese as cheap labour and the objection to this by the local labour

fs¡çe.le7 The economic question remained central throughout the l9th century. By 1888

it was said in the Victorian legislature that 90o/o of Victorians supported the anti-Chinese

Bill curently before Parliament and that economic concerns were the "real object" of

these proposed restrictlo¡s.les This support was reflected in much of the public expression

194 In this case, they were described as "subjects of the Son of the Sun and First cousin of the Moon" Age,

13 July, 1857; 6. There were many ol.her examples o[ this derisive treatment. In a serious article about

Chinese protests in London against rest¡ictive legislation, the Chinese living in Australia were described as

"former residents of the Flowery Land." (Sydney Morning ÍIerald,25 July,1888; 7')

195 For example, see the Commonwc¿rlth Parliamentary Debates, 6_5eptember, 1901; 4633 and 4637, 12

September, 1901;4831. South Aust¡alian Parliamentary Debates,3 November, 1896;660.

presented on this point. However most writers agree
n of economic issues, that the identification of people

ral issue. See the articles in Rex J and Mason D.
mbridge U P, 1986. See also Jackson P. Maps of

197 Cronin, op cit; 6. Burgmann V and Lee J, op cit; 179.

198 Victorian Pa¡liamentary Debates, 6 December, 1888; 2359 and 13 December, 1888; 2480.
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of the period; directly in the form of demonstrations against the Chinese that focused on

the economic issues and indirectly through the newspapers which concentrated on the

view that the Chinaman was impoverishing European workmen. This concern was picked

up in legislation that imposed additional burdens on Chinese v76¡lçs¡5.lee

From their first arrival, and then throughout the 19th century, the Chinese were

widely seen as unwelcome economic competition either for gold or wages. This was

sometimes linked to violence or other expressions of anti-Chinese feeling. Soon after the

Buckland riots of 1857, a public meeting at nearby Beechworth was supportive of the

mayhem and maintained that gold was better left in the ground than taken back to

China.zm In the cities, resentment, sometimes backed up by legislative restrictions, was

expressed at any Chinese activity that might conceivably be done by Europeans, including

market gardening, furniture making, and crewing ships.zot

The strongest indication that the economic issue was one of the most visible

components of anti-Chinese feeling in Australia was the close association of the labour

movement with the ç¿use.202 This could be seen both by implication and explicitly. By

implication when, for example, one South Australian parliamentarian and opponent of

Chinese resffictions blamed the labour movement for its introductio¡.20r B¡çplfcitly, in the

labour publications themselves, for there were many occasions when prominent labour

identities or publications complained against all coloured immigration. For example, in

1901, the Labour Worker (the official journal of the Federated Workers of Queensland)

warned against the hordes of: "Kanakas and Chows and Afghans coming into this country

insulting your wives and daughters, and taking the bread out of white men's ¡¡1e¡fþ5.r'204

199 Factories and Shops Act I and Part IV. Other resf¡ictions included prohibitions
on Victorian mining córnpanie rkers, or workers born of "a Chinese mother or
father" In 1881, thð Vicfirian fruit stall licences held by Chinese at railway stations,
- Cronin, op cit; L27.

200 jg¿,18 July, 1857; 5.

201 For example, see Sydney Morning Ílerald,25 July, 1888; 7.

2O2prîce,op cit; 76.

203 South Australian Parliamenta¡y Debates, 16 July, 1881; 291.

204 Ma¡kusAandRicklefsHC. SurrenderAustralía? Essays intheStudyandUsesof History. Sydney:
Allen and Unwin, 1985; 35. (The Worker was a sLaunchly anti-Chinese and anti-kanaka paper, whose
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It is unclear to what extent the Chinese were driving down the labour market.

Markus suggests that in the furniture trade at least, the Chinese stood to make reasonable

livings and were not undercutting Europeans, while Chinese tin miners in New South

Wales were said to receive rates of pay that were on a par with other miners.2os ft¿yry¡o¡¿

Markey observed that while the idea that the Chinese presented an economic threat was a

"constant theme" in the working class agitation against them, it was "not enti¡ely justified"

in most cases since the Chinese tended to concentrate in specific occupations that in many,

though not all, cases were not in competition with Europeans. Whether or not they were

justified, Markey suggests that the fears were firmly held by many workers since the

importation by pastoralists of the first coolie labour in the 1830s.206

The Chinese \ilere never more than a prominent minority in Australia; there were a

host of new arrivals, competitors on the goldfields and in the towns, that the established

labour movement might have objected to in addition to the Chinese. In fact, the colonial

Governments all had active and successful immigration programmes in place to which

there appears to have been no sustained objection by the labour movement.zoz þ¡i¡isþ

a¡rivals were stigmatised only in rare circumstances, for example, when it was believed

that paupers were to be given assistance to immigrate.2O8 This, unchatacteristic, objection

\üas most likely based on the idea of the pauper as naturally demoralised and vicious, as a

stigmatised outcast who, like the Chinese, would never change his spots.

cartoons frequently linked leprosy wittr non-Eu{qpea,n immigraúon.) ForWilliam Lane,.the ejection of the
Chinese frorñ Auslralia, was-"reaily and truly a big clang of the workman's hammer on the anvil of
socialism" -Cla¡kCMH. Allistoryof Austialia-Vol5. Melbourne: MelbUnivP,l981¡87. Seealsothe
report of the proceedings of thc Fifih irades and Labour Congress of Australasia, held in Brisbane, 1888.
(Erisbane Courier,3 Ma¡ch, 1888; 5.)

205 Ma¡kus A. Divided we Fall: The Chinese and the Melbourne Fu¡niture Trade Union, 1870-1900, 1974.

LabourÍlistory,26:l-13;6and'7. NewSouthWalesParliamentffyDebates,3November,l88l;18M.
Orher studies (cited in Ma¡kus and Ricklcfs, op cit) sugg ers were reasonably treated by
their Chinese èmployers and that there was no strong evi they were."unfair"
competition for Ëurópean workers, or that they causéd si ent in the industry. (;107.)

206 ¡4¿¡¡sy R.The Making of the Lobour Party in New SouthWales 1880-1900. Sydney: Univ NSW P,
1988;290.

207 Curthoys and Ma¡kus,op cit;27.

208 Holland Rose et al ed. The Cambridge ltistory of the British Empire. Cambridge: Cambridge U P, 1933;
265. LongG.TheCaseof theDemocraricGold-Dig er. TheAustralianQuarterly, June 1955:82-86;82.
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While economics may have played a significant part in the exclusionist debate,

being Chinese was the a-priori issue that directed it and made it signif,rcant. Because of

the way they were seen, there was little the Chinese could do to escape the charge that

they undercut Europeans. Those who opposed them argued that it was ínevitable thatthey

would do so. In his anti-Chinese ramble a¡ound Queensland in 1888, Potts wrote "is it

possible for the whitemen to complete against such plodding slavery without degrading

themselves?" In other words, there was no way Europeans could compete; to do so would

make them as degraded as the Chinese.20e More particularly, complaints about unfair

competition often built upon other ideas that were used to support and srengthen the anti-

Chinese case. The views about the Chinese as an insanitary and an inferior race came

together with the economic issues; the economic issues depended upon them. For

example, insanitary and substandard living was said to provide the unfair advantage that

allowed them to undercut Europeans.2l0 fle¡s, the alleged insanitary nature of these

conditions was raised, both as an explanation of how the Chinese could work so cheaply

and also in defence of these measures. Thus, in justifying restrictive legislation, it was

said of the Chinese that:

They herded together like savages. They worked unearthly hours. One of their
workers acted as a kind of rouseabout for them. If anyone went into one of their
dens, he would find a place on the floor with no fireplace or chimney where the
food was s6eksd.2ll

In other cases although the complaints about the Chinese appeared to be

economically based, in the sense that they were about Chinese trading practices, they were

209 Pott., op cit; 8. See also Brisbane Couricr,6 June, 1887; 4.

210 the discriminatory provisions of the Victorian Factory legislation were justihed on the basis of
"fairness", an attempt to address what was said to be the natural advantage of the Chinese, "working long
hours in little dens that a white man could not live in." Victorian Parliamenta¡y Debates, 5 December;
1905:3323.

211 6¡¿' 3330. There were other occasions when the opponents of the Chinese furnitu¡e manufactu¡ers
claimed that th niøry c outh ntary Debates, 18
August, 1887; to the 1 Wal ssion. Intercolonial
Trade Union C health i text; tl¡e srict enforcement
of the Health Acts in Chinese premises. (Markus (L974), op cit; 3) See also, Commonwealth Parliamenrary
Debates, 20 September, 1901; 5079.
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grounded in the view that they were an economic threat because the Chinese were

outsiders. These were complaints that described their trading activities as "Un-English" or

that they worked on Sundays or had little respect for the ideal of the eight hour day.zrz

There were other ways in which racist assumptions drove the economic issue.

Many who accepted the economic argument against the Chinese may not have stopped to

consider how the inferior economic position of many Chinese deprived them more than it

may have deprived the European labour force. As the victims of racist assumptions - that

they would work for a pittance and were happy to live cheaply in poor conditions - the

Chinese were then blamed for any adverse effect their conditions might have or was

thought to have on the European work force. One example was presented in evidence to

the 1892 New South V/ales Manning Commission, where European market gardeners

complained that the Chinese were unfairly taking their trade. The basis of this complaint

was the assertion that Chinese produce was cheaper than theirs because European

customers would haggle with the Chinese sellers and beat down their prices, something

they did not do with Europeans sellers. So, the European assumption that the Chinese

could be made to sell their produce more cheaply than their non-Chinese competitors

provided the substance of other Europeans' complaints against ¡þs¡¡.213

Given the prominent anti-Chinese stand of so many labour publications, it is easy

to see the whole immigration restriction movement in Australia as driven by labour

interests and its perceived economic concerns. Such a view must be qualified in two

ways. Firstly, the language of much of the labour based complaints against the Chinese

suggested that economic concerns claimed their legitimacy from a more fundamental

basis. V/illiam Lane premised his calls for restrictive controls on the need to protect the

"species" and justified his anti-Chinese stance as "a prejudice founded on instinct, an

212 5oo¡¡ AusEalian Pa¡liamentary 2ebates, 16 Jgge, 1881; 113. Mansfield B C. The Origins of "Whire
Aust¡alia". The Australi-an Quqrtgyly December 1954: 61-68; 66. I892,New South Wales, Manning
C ommis sio n, op cit; q I 640 6-I&09.

213 Manning Commission, op cit; q17115.
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sentiment. According to the newspapel report, some 40,000 people marched from Lower

George Street to the Domain via the General Post OfÏce. The demonstration seemed

almost to have a festive appearance: the marchers were accompanied by bands, flags and

banners. These included a painting of the Afghan, a ship that had become the centre of a

storm over the landing of Chinese immigrants. The banners of various Sydney Unions

were also prominent as were the flags of America, France'and Belgium. Once at the

Domain, the demonstrators made "a kind of picnic of the occasion" and heard a number of

speakers refer to the "higher law" of self preservation, of the European race in Australia

minus the Chinese, and the need to respond to the Chinese in the way they would to an

epidemic of smallpox. Continuing this theme, the Chinese were likened to a plague and,

as for their vegetables, it was said "if you cannot get vegetables ... without purchasing

them from a Chinaman then go without."2\7

Many factors came together to make this demonstration so significant. By itself it

was remarkable, it was the popular culmination of a period that Graeme Davison has

described as "possibly the most concerted attack of xenophobia in Australia's colonial

history."zra The context in which this demonstration occurred was also significant. 1888

was a milestone in V/hite Ausfalian history, being the centenary of the first settlement.

For some ne\ilspapers such as the Bulletin, it also provided the opportunity to denounce

the imperial control of Britain, a control that could be characterised as pro-Chinese in the

sense that Westminster had disallowed some of the colonial anti-Chinese legislation. This

was said by some Australians to have occured because of the value of British trading

interests in China.zre It also illustrated the subservient position of the Colonial

governments. 1888 was a year in which Australians could look to and affirm their

independent identity.

The Chinese became part of this process. Robert Thomson, writing in 1888,

claimed. that he took the Chinese question out of the "mere labour region to make it an

217 Sydney tøorning Ílerald,4 June, 1888; 5'

218 Markus and Ricklefs, oP cit; 103.

2I9 Bultetin16June,1888;10, ll "JohnBull'sfix." Seealso, Bulletin,14April, t888; 10.
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Australian National Matter." In presenting his anti-Chinese case, he claimed to be a

champion of Australians, speeking for all of them "on this her hundredth birthday."2zo 4

recent historian, Charies Price, maintained that the "Chinese were the anvil on which the

new young societies were slowly hammering out their national identity'"zzt

More particularly, two things were also occurring within this broader picture. A

number of ships containing prospective Chinese immigrants (who in terrns of legislation

resffictions could expect to land) appeared off the Australian coasts. In addition to the

Afghan, there were other vessels, includin g the Menmuir and the Tsinan. The Afghan and

her cargo of immigrants presented so much concern at the time, that the Australasian

noted that "she was as much written and talked about as if she was a hostile s¡si5s¡.r'222

The Victorian response to the Afghan was to place the vessel in quarantine in Melbourne,

on the allegation of smallpox aboard, though Europeans were seen going ashore. In

Sydney, the Afghan was again placed in quarantine.Z:23

The Chinese sought to exercise their rights to land and the courts, applying the

provisions of the statures, upheld this right. This apptication of the existing law was

responded to by opponents of Chinese immigration such as Sir Henry Parkes with calls to

a "higher law" of self preservation, a law of necessity, the sort of self preservation

necessary to stave off an epidemic. He said "I care nothing about your cobweb of

technical law; I am obeying a law far superior ... namely the law of the preservation of

society in New South Wales."2z4 If this idea of the "higher law" could be said to have any

meaning it was as a popular expression of the effervescence of the moment, an

effervescence that came about in the context of the nationalism of the time. Its

precipitating factor was the arriving Chinese whose favourable court decision had allowed

220 Tho*ron, op cit; 33.

221 Price,op ciu 260. See also Yarwood and Knowling, op cit; 187

222 
"i¡"6in 

Travers, op cit; 75.

2231bid. j5 
',d76.

224 P*k"t,op cit; 487 and 488.
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them to breach the "great white walls", the margins of European Australia. The "monster"

demonstration, explicitly and implicitly, was a ritual of solidarity in response to this threat.

The popular picture of the Chinese, that they were outlandish and anomalous, and

the idea that they were a threat had been a feature of both official and popular debate for

the 30 years prior to 1888. It was readily understood by the demonstrators and those who

knew of the ships' presence off the coast. It was built upon by the newspaper reports of

their movements. One of these accounts was written by a journalist from the Sydney

Morning Herald who took time to visit the Chinese kept aboardtheTsinaz. In a manner

light hearted given the gravity of the issue he dwelt at some length upon their table

manners. He assured readers accustomed to watching the ravenous antics of the great

beasts at Sydney Zoo thatit "was equally terrible to watch the Mongolian feeding."

Having presented graphic accounts of the scene, he concluded that the Chinese at dinner

"suggested a lower order of animals."zzs

This article was simply the latest in a long uadition that extended back to the

opening of the Buckland Valley Joss House in 1857 and ea¡lier. It illustrated how the

various complaints about the Chinese were drawn together as a threat, sometimes

expressed in the metapho$ of habits, disease or lifestyle but often expressed simply in the

idea that they were just different and anomalous; people who had crossed the boundary

into V/hite society.zzo As the Argus put it at the time of the Victorian goldrushes: "[i]n the

nationality of these people, in their language, dress and habits of life, there is enough to

excite the suspicion of the diggers."227 ls other words, it was sufficient that they were

readers of the Age, the report of the Sydney
the same page, deøiling one of the standa¡d

their living conditions at Ballaral Here, the local
int, was substandard and that the Chinese were living
he value of the neighbouring property. (Age,4 June,
implication were animals was used in anti-Chinese

ths to make this point; he wrote "at night the
pt pigs with only a thin mat upon a few poles to

226 South Aust¡alian Parliamentary Debates, 19 July, 1881; 290. Adverse comment was also made simply
on the way that they d¡essed. Report of ttre Govemment Resident of the Northe¡n Territory. South
Australiañ Parliamèntary Papers, 1887, No 53; 13. See also Parkes' quote in the Sydney Morning Herald,
26iltllay,1888;8.

227 Cronin, op cit:42.
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simply different. This difference fuelled the view that they were "highly dangerous" or

"contaminating to Europeans" simply because they were Chinese i¡ [u5ü'¿li¿.228

Spatial and visual chaos was another way of depicting the Chinese world as

anomalous and removed from the European world. Beyond the scenes of language, dtess

and habit were also profound opposites that presented the Chinese world as the converse

of the European world. They were said to prefer darkness to light, while opium was said to

make night into day and day into night2zo The Chinatowns were described as

"underworlds", quite removed from the rest of the City.zro This theme was developed in a

Bulletin arricle (entitled The Chinese Invasion of Austalia) that gave a graphic, if

unlikely, account of the "subterranean galleries" that Chinese had allegedly dug bet'ween

their houses. Here was another underworld, evoking images of the Chinese scuttling

along the tunnels dug below the Sydney s¡1se¡s.231 These were powerful ways of

distancing the Chinese in Australia. Their effect was to emphasise the boundary around

White Australia, to justify its preservation and to see the Chinese in Australia as

anomalous, polluting and unwelcome.

8 CONCLUSION

Anti-Chineçe discourse in 19th century Australia took a prominent public health

focus and ideas about health formed a basis from which the Chinese were said to be a

threat to the wider (European) community. Yet, while public health was an important part

of the anti-Chinese campaign, the available evidence does not sustain the intensity with

which the public health case was put. V/here public health problems could be linked with

228 R"po.t of the Government Resident (1887), op cit; 15. South Australian Pa¡liamentâry Debates, 5

November, 1896;690.

229 :Á75 New South Wales, Pelt Committee, op cit; para 255 and appendix. Commonwealth Parliamentary
Debat-es, 31 August, 1905; f786. In an Appendix, Polts gave a graphic description of a Chinese opium den

"at midnight." (Potts, op cit; 28.)

230 Davison et al ed, op cit; 58.

231 gy¡¿¡¡¡¡4 September, 1886; 4. See a disc-ussion of this idea in Boyle T. Black Swine in the Sewers of
Ilampstead. London: Penguin, 1989: 204, 206.
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some Chinese, this was more to do \ruith their being poor or socially marginal rather than

with their beíng Chtnese.

However, there was a significant way in which these issues came together. The

Chinese were seen by many as one problem in 19th century Australia. Public health was

another problem; health was a central issue for the inhabitants of the Australian colonies at

this time. Itl health and disease was a concrete expression of the Community's fears, with

each arriving vessel potentially introducing another invading wave of disease.

Both the exotic diseases and the Chinese were outsiders, threatening invaders of

Australia, though both "invasions" were, in their context, a small influx. However, the

association of these two concarns was an obvious one, public health provided a way of

substantiating the general fears expressed about the Chinese. The dit and disorder

associated with disease was also a visual representation of their anomalous status in

Australia. They became more than "just different", they were linked with health fears and

became threatening in a number of ways that were coherent and well understood.

The public health response to the imagined Chinese threat was complex.

Centrally, it comprised public health controls that focused on them as new a¡rivals and as

residents in Australia. Some of these policed the margins of White Australia; quarantine

laws became controls on entry and another way of keeping the new Chinese arrivals at

bay. On the goldfields, the special controls and legislation served the similar purpose of

distancing the Chinese, restricting them to protectorates and conrolling their behaviour.

In the cities, the calls, in the name of public health, for resrrictions on the activities of the

market gardeners and the opium dens were measures that also sought to distance and

socially quarantine the Chinese. They were calls to protect those who would otherwise

deal with them and become polluted, corrupted or enslaved as a result of crossing into this,

Chinese, world of vice and vegetables.

It was a complex framework that constituted the anti-Chinese campaign in

Australia. Issues of "public health", "economics" or "race" do not sit apart from each

other. They interact and compound a complex case; so economic restrictions were

sometimes justif,red on public health grounds, while public health restrictions received
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their cogency from ideas about the natural proclivities of the Chinaman. The living

standards of the Chinese, shown by the evidence to be a function of poverty rather than

choice, (this was a real "economic issue") could also emphasise the public health case

against them. Thus, to people who believed that the Chinese were insanitary, evidence of

insanitary living conditions demonstrated the faot. It might have, though in their eyes did

not, point to other issues such as poverty or their inability to deal with exploiting lodging

house owners.

In the end, the prominent idea from which the public health issues took their

substance was the idea of the Chinese as outsiders and out of place in a community that

was constructing its idea of self, that was moving from colonial outpost to nation. The

public health dimension of the history of the Chinese in 19th century Australia is

important, both in terms of illustrating that process of exclusion and affirmation and also

in the history of public health policy. As a narrative history of a marginalised group, it

illustrates the way public health provisions and views about health have distanced groups

and articulated boundaries between groups.

This story of the Chinese has many parallels in other countries. For Australia, it

illustrates how the European community, as the entrenched and dominant group, relied on

public health practice to police its boundaries and, particularly during the intensity of the

centenary year, to help define that group and its place in the world, as an embryonic nation

- free, white and in control of its destiny.
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CHAPTBR 8 ',WOGS AND REFFOS'': SOUTHERN AND EASTERN

EUROPEANS IN AUSTRALIA

1 INTRODUCTION

The experience of 19th century Chinese arrivals in Australia has important

parallels with the cases of many arrivals in Australia in the 20th century. In

particular, concern for the Public's health was a central issue in the justification of

the legislative restrictions and in the wider public discourse about immigration

during this century. The public health lens was to be applied with regularity to

new and prospective Australians in order to ascertain their fitness and suitability as

settlers. It was believed that the quality of the immigrants would determine the

quality of the Ausffalian gene pool and of the race itself. This was a matter of

conce n for a number of prominent public health practitioners. There were also the

issues of disease and insanitary living - the twin threats of undesirable groups.

Many non-British Australians were said to be a problem in both these respects and

such views became a cenüal way in which disquiet about non-British arrivals in

Australia was expressed. Coupled with this was the idea that they were inferior

and a threat to the idea of Australia being and remaining almost entirely British.

These public health issues will be considered in this Chapter. They were

underlying values, often linked with other issues of concern, by which new arrivals

would be measured and they could prornpt acute and well publicised anxieties, as

the Misr case demonstrates.

On 14 April, L941 , theWest Australian newspaper announced the arrival at

Fremantle of the Egyptian passenger Iiner Misr, carrying 623 people who had left

England and many other pafts of Europe to make new homes permanently in

Australia.l On disembarkation, many of these settlers provided a melancholy

account of the conditions on board the ship, a view echoed by the port health

I Wesr Australian,l4 April, 1947:6
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authorities who refused to allow any person off the vessel until it had been cleaned

thoroughly. It was said to be "in a filthy condition" and quite inadequate for its

task. Passengers due to disembark at Fremantle were delayed for 5 hours while

thorough quarantine and immunisation checks were performed. Those who were

not of British nationality appear to have been subject to particularly stringent

customs and health checks.

Despite these conditions, the focus of official and public concern shifted

from the ship to its passengers. The Misr was found to be carrying 339 persons

from a variety of Southern and Eastern European countries, or as they were to be

described by the Victorian State president of the Returned Services League (the

RSL), an "ill assorted bunch of migrants."2 These were not the type of new settlers

that Australians had been promised by the post war Federal Labour government.

They were not the "sturdy Britons" that were intended to comprise 907o of the total

post war immigrants, nor were they the "sun-bronzed flaxen haired Balts" of

Northern Europe whose arrival lmmigration Minister Arthur Calwell hoped would

herald a general public acceptance of non-British immigration.3 In Federal

parliament, the Minister for Immigration was asked a number of questions relating

to the health and suitability of these new non-British settlers. Senator Herbert

Collett, from'Western Australia, focused on their general suitability, suggesting

that this "extraordinary mixture of nationalities ... possess few of the qualities

desirable in Australian citizens."4 fn the House of Representatives, poor health

was the issue. The Minister for Immigration assured the House that although one

passenger, a Greek boy, travelling with his family was crippled, he was of "above

2 Agr,15 April, 1947: L2.

3 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates,22 November,7946;502-511. Thereference to tl¡e
"Balts" was used by the Melbowne Ílerald to describe the fi¡st group of settlers from the Balúc
States. (7 December, 1947.)

4 Commonwealth Pa¡liamentary Debates,30 April, 1947; 1688. (Collett was a conservative,
nationalist politician with strong links to the Retumed Services League.)
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average intelligence" and "it would be reasonable to expect that he would become

a useful member of society."s

The " Misr episode" is a neglected but important window into the cha¡acter

of Australia's post war immigration policy. The fact that a press report of the

insanitary and inadequate conditions on board the ship could, as a matter of course,

be translated into a complaint about the nature and background of some of the

persons obliged to endure those conditions illustrates how tentative the out-

stretched hand of welcome for many post war immigrants really was. For many

Australians, the issue of concern was the cargo and not the state of the ship. This

was not always the case: when the Orbita, arriving the year before and carrying

only British immigrants, was found to be defective, complaints were directed only

at the state of the vessel.6

The Misr suggests a number of things about the way the immigration

programme was seen by the community in this period of immediate post rwar

influx. There was the powerful stereotype of the British immigrant against which

all new arrivals would be measured. The parliamentary questioning of the new

arrivals' health and disability illustrates that the success of the programme would

be gauged more by its manpower implications than by its humanitarian thrust.

Most remarkable of all was the fact that highly placed and influential figures could

publicly debate the relative \Á/orth of nationalities only two years after the defeat of

the NAZI regime and the exposure of the monumental brutalities done in aid of the

same kind of thinking.

The public face of Australia's 20th century immigration policy was

optimistic and compassionate. It was expressed in the pictures of cheerful British

5Ibid,2May,1947;19M. Seealsoalaterreferencetotl¡e Misr,(Argus4August,1948;3.)

6 See the case of the immigrant ship Orbita,Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 7 August,
1946;3850.andtheRena,(Argus30November,L948;6.) AnothercasesimilartotheMisrwas
that of tlre Lu ciano Manara, an un-renovated ex grain freighter and described by its Melbou¡ne
agent as "a floating slum". Despite the deficiencies, he blamed the 400 Jewish immigrants on
boa¡d for their plight claiming "they have no idea about hygiene." (Argus 17 May, 1949; 5.)
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boys leaving their East End slums for the sunny Ausralian countryside or the

comforting Movíetone News images of bedraggled refugees from distant strife

welcomed to a land of unlimited freedom and opportunity. The reality was

different: the humanitarian aspect of immigration was secondary to other ideas.

Firstly, there was the economic issue: immigrants were necessary to satisfy

Australia's need for increased labour and population.T Second, immigrants were

gaded according to their worth and potential as new Australians. Asians were

barred, Britons were welcome, and other Europeans were second best. The rage

against the Afghan and its cargo of totally unwelcome Chinese immigrants in the

1880s had been replaced by what, in the Misr case, seemed a frankly consumerist

approach to new arrivals. This was an approach that focused on the quality of the

immigrants "bought" by Australia under the immigration programme to meet its

economic needs. The racial appearance of the new arrivals was the measure of this

quality.

The best reconciliation of these two issues was to take British immigrants.

It was hoped that arrivals from this source would satisfy both Australia's needs and

a prevalent view was that Ausffalia was to be an extension of Britain. Such a

conclusion conformed with general opinion about immigration policy through the

19th and early 20th centuries which always favoured British immigrants. As V/ G

Spence, the Scottish born Queensland labour leader, wrote in 1909, the great

Australian national ideal should be "purity of the race and preservation of Greater

Britain for the Anglo-Saxon stock."8 This ideal remained central to Australian

immigration policy up to and including the post World V/ar tr influx.

7 In August, 1945, the Federal Labour Govemment announced is post war assisted migration
programme with the idea that Australia's future was to "populate or perish". Arthur Calwell said:
"Our first requirement is additional population. We need it for reasons of defence and for further
expansion of our economy" - Immigration was to be an important way of pursuing this goal.
(Commonwealth Pa¡liam entary Debates, 2 Aug us t, 19 4 5 : 49 ll 49 17 .)

8 Citø in Cole D. The Crimson Th¡ead of Kinship: Ethnic Ideas in Australia, I971. Historical
S tudies, 14: 515-525: 516.
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However desirable they might have been, British immigrants could not be

recruited in sufficient numbers to meet economic needs and throughout the 20th

century, many Europeans other than Britons came to Australia. Some arrived

without official encouragement, others were the result of official immigration

programmes. In the latter case, the arrivals were the visible results of the failure of

the traditional, British, source of supply. The Australian community was simply

obliged to accept the arrivals who were prepared to come. This was not always

done without complaint. In 1952,the Federal Labour member for Port Adelaide

described non-British arrivals as "average folk and a percentage who are not as

good as we would like them to be."e

With this kind of judgement, prompted as it was by appearance and racial

origin that differed from the British norm, came a series of complaints that drew on

public health concerns of dirt and disease and on economic concerns not unlike

those directed towards the Chinese in the 19th century. This Chapter considers:

the view that many immigrants were genetically inferior to British Australians; the

view that many immigrants had insanitary lifestyles and an increased prevalence of

disease; the claims about immigrant crime and morals; and the explanations about

occupational injuries suffered by immigrant workers.

Taken together, these considerations illustrate how health issues were used

to devalue particular groups of new arrivals, particularly the Southern and Eastern

European immigrants and refugees, ("wogs" and "reffos", as they were pejoratively

known). In particular, ideas about hygiene were used to justify a hierarchy of

worth that identified them as "second class" arrivals and emphasised the idea that,

as unwelcome outsiders, they could be threatening to the Australian community.

Their appearance and alleged moral and sanitary failings marked them as outsiders

and provided a public health context for that threat. They also provided

justifications for focusing issues such as poor living standards and occupational

9 Cornron*ealttr Parliamentary Debates,2 September, 1952; 883.
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injury on individual immigrants rather than on the wider circumstances in which

they lived and worked.

While these were similar to the public health issues that were part of the

19th century anti-Chinese debates, there was one important difference: the Chinese

were seen relatively simply - as quite unwelcome. European immigrants were

never seen in such stark and simplistic terms. The Chinese were dismissed as

hardly human: European immigrants were regarded as relatively rather than

absolutely undesirable. They were graded and compared.

Finally, as with the Chinese, public health concerns about the undesirable

new arrivals were only one part of a wider picture of "outsiders" that the Australian

community was being exposed to at the time, For example, in the same copy of

theWest Australian that coveredthe Misr' s arrival were a variety of other news

items: a story about immigrant crime, (a gang of Melbourne shop-thieves

described by police as "Gypsies"); a foreign report of the arrest of a notorious

Jewish smuggler; and two updates on foreign epidemics, with the headiines

"Cholera rages in Calcutta" and "Smallpox Scare in New York." These were

stories about the outside world, that lay beyond the boundaries of the world of

British heritage. For readers of the West Australian that day, the problems of the

Misr and its undesirable cargo were one more example of an alien and unwanted

intrusion from the outside world.

2 IMMIGRATION IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Throughout the 19th century, the non-aboriginal population of Australia

was overwhelmingly British. By the end of the century, it was 957o British.to The

10 P"r.on. born in Germany ancl Scandinavia formed the largest group but were still only l.9%o of
the total population. Italian born settlers comprised an insignificant0.l%o @onie W D. Italians
and Germans in Australia, Melbourne: F W Cheshire, 1954; 36. Sherington G. Australia' s
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Chinese were a visible and much reviled minority. However, other non-British

minorities over this period met with mixed receptions from the dominant, Anglo-

Australian community. Early German settlers were received well in Adelaide. In

1839, a local paper said "the visitor lto Klemzig, a German settlement] will be

sffuck by the obliging dispositions and courteous manners of the people."11 Later,

in 1881, a group of 200 displaced Italians arrived in Australia. They were the

survivors of a failed attempt to colonise part of New Guinea and appear to have

been reasonably well received and provided for and encouraged to settle in

Australia. In contrast to its views towards the Chinese at the time, the Sydney

press expressed considerable sympathy for the plight of these Italians, adding only

by way of faint criticism that they did not have "the fresh, stout, vigorous

appearance of the English, Scots or Irish."tz

The response to alien immigrants was equivocal however. Ten years later

the Bulletir? was warning of the threat to Australian wage earners of the "cheap

Italian labourer", whose arrival in Australia was being encouraged by the Griffith

government in Queensland as a substitute for non-European agricultural workers.13

Aliens from other parts of the world were also liable to attract public criticism on

the basis that they were threats to the good order and safety of the community. In

July 1898, for example, some anxieties were aired in the South Australian

Parliament when the Attorney General responded to three questions about

allegedly undesirable aliens: a Chinese, supposedly a leper; a band of "Greek

Gypsies", said to be "begging about the country"; and "rascally Afghans"

Immigrants. Sydney: Allcn and (Jnwin, 1980; 65, 71-82. CollinsJ. Migrant Hands in a Distant
Land.Sydney: Pluto, 1988; table 1.3, p 11.)

1l Quoted in Schubert D. Kavel' s People. Adelaide: Lutheran Pub House, 1985; 88.

12 Sydney Morning l-lerald,9 April, 1881; 3. The Bulletin, whose pages at that time made
continual reference to the Chinese peril and the threat of smallpox, made no reference to the Italian
immigrants, other than to report what its joumalist considered to be the amusing observation that
many of them tfrought Barcelona (which was the European headquarters of the expedition) was in
Iøly. (23 April, 188 1 ; 4.) See also Randaz zo N and Cigler M. The I talians in Australia ,

Melbourne: A E Press, t987 ; 41.

13 Bulletin,8 August, l89l;7.
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apparently occupying "snug billets" that might better be given to white men.

Implicitly, these were calls for greater surveiliance and control of potentially

threatening elements in colonial society.ta The next year, the Annual Report of the

South Australian Inspector of Factories suggested that the Chinese and the

"Assyrian" (Lebanese) hawkers were most responsible for the sweating of

European women garment makers.l5 However, sweating has been argued to be a

structural issue, it was not about being Lebanese and a subsequent Enquiry

absolved them from any particular responsibility for this evil.1ó

It was not only their employees that were believed to be exploited by these

foreigners: prominent among the reasons for tightening the controls of the South

Australian Hawkers Act in 1905 was the view that this "floating population of

dusky individuals" were harassing their female customers. They were said to have

been responsible for a variety of problems that ranged from making nuisances of

themselves to committing ouuages on isolated rural women and children. Such

views were not always held; in Victoria in 1915, a Royal Commission was

generally supportive of hawkers, recommending that they be encouraged as an

economical way of selling produce to the community.tz

The adverse response to aliens in Australia was not uniform: it was greatest

in areas where the non-British immigrants stood out most visibly or in a¡eas where

they were believed to be most obviously in competition with Europeans. This was

particularly the case in Northern Queensland and the'Western Australian goldfields

14 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 5 July, 1898;42.

15 South Aust¡alian Parliamentary Papers, 1900, No 6q; [. "Sweating", or the employment of
workers (typically women garment workers) at piece rates, was simply a phenomenon that occurred
during times of high labour supply when employers could hi¡e and dispense with labour largely on
thei¡ own terms. It has been characterised as "an entrepreneurial response to the opportunities
offered by a growing reservoir of unskilled labou¡." (Frost L. The New Urban Frontier, Sydney:
Univ of NSV/ P, 1991; 60.)
See also Sutcliffe A. In Search of the Urban Variable in Fraser D and Sutcliffe A,. The Pursuit of
Urban ÍIislory. London: Edward Arnold, 1983;251.

16 Report on ttre Alleged Sweating Evil. South Ausl¡alian Parliamentary Papers, 19M, no 71.

17 South Australian Parliamenøry Debates, 1l October, 1905; 458 and 1 Novembel 1905:626.
Victoria, Parliamentary papers. Report of the Royal Commission on Fruit, Vegeøbles and Jam,
1915, vol 2, No 35 (Second Progress Report) and I o 40 (Final roport); 11.
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'where the presence of Italian workers earlier this century prompted the

establishment of committees of Inquiry into the Alien labour forces residing there.

These were regional concerns; the more general course of non-British

immigration prior to World War II \üas not substantial. In the case of Italian

immigration, it was largely family reunion, a process described by Borrie as "chain

migration."ls By the late 1930s, Jewish refugees were also being accepted into

Australia in significant numbers, grudgingly by many and only as a response to the

international obligations imposed by the Evian Conference. In all, approximately

11,000 refugees were accepted, more per capita than any other country. However,

this did not alter substantially the ethnic composition of Australia which,

immediately after the end of World War II, remained quite overwhelmingly (90Vo)

British in origin. The Italian born population was only 17o; the Eastern European

population, lVo; the Northern European population, 67o.te

After V/orld War II, Australia's immigration programme re-cornmenced

and while, in 1946, the public's expectation was that the vast majority of the new

settlers would be British, Southern European migration increased rapidly. By

1951, Italian immigration reached 20,000 per year. Throughout the 1950s, it

averaged about 17,000 per year (most of it was unassisted by the Australian

Governments). Italians were roughly 207o of the total number of immigrants

arriving in the 1950s. However, British immigrants continued to dominate,

amounting to nearly one third of the total.20 Another visible and publicised group

of post World War [I arrivals were the Displaced Persons, the victims of the

upheavals in Central and Eastern Europe. They were admitted under special

anangements as part of an agreement with the International Refugee Organisation.

18 Borrie, op cit;129.

19 Collinr, op cit; table l.4,page 13, Wilton J and BosworthR. OldWorlds and.New Australiø:
The PostWai Migrant Experience. Ringwood: Penguin, 1984149. Commonwealth Parliamenlary
Debates, 1 December, 1938: 2535.

20 Sherington, op cit; 150, Randuzzo, op cit; 150.
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In 1947, the Federal Government proposed to admit 12,000 of these people and

indicated a willingness to increase the intake in later years.2l

The non-British arrivals to Australia in the 20th century came for personal

and humanitarian reasons or, if the product of official migration programmes, with

the stigma that they were second best. By comparison, throughout the 20th

century, British immigrants were never seen as outsiders in the Australian

community, were always welcome and were the object of a number of public and

private programmes designed to assist their settlement. Their virtues and values

were extolled. In L922, one group was greeted by the Melbourne Argus with

headlines such as "Fine Types of British Manhood" and "Right Kind of

Immigrants."22 This was an expression of the idea that welcomed the arrival of

kith and kin and the view that the British immigrant was "better" than others.

Support for this idea was expressed at both the academic and the popular level in

the Australian community.z: Even after 1945, when the immigration of non-

Britons was expanding significantly, Arthur Calwell, the Federal Immigration

Minister, stated, somewhat hopefully, that assisted British migration would remain

in the "forefront of our entire immigration programme" and expressed his vision

that907o of future immigrants would be from Britain.z+

One visible and highly significant component of the British immigration

programme was the transplanting of British boys as workers on Australian farms.

A number of schemes were put in place to encourage as many British arrivals as

21 Cornrnonwealth Parliamentary Debates,23 November,1947i2922-2923. By 1948, Calwell had
issued a press statement indicating Australia's willingness to take as many as 200,000 displaced
persons. Some 170,000 arived between 1948 and 1953. (Kunz EF. Displaced Persons: Calwell' s
New Australicns. Canberra: ANU Press, 1988; 36,43.)

22 BroomeR. The Victorians - Arriving . Melbourne: Fairfax, Syme and Weldon, 1984; 142.

23 tne ideas of academics such as Jcns Lyng were widely publicised and supported the idea that
traditional British immigrants would make the best settlers for Ausralia. Lyng's Non Britishers in
Australia Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1935. (the book was first published in 1927 and reissued in
1935.) Public opinion was also in favour of an immigraúon policy that was restricted to "kith and
kin" @ortus G Y .What the Census Reveals. Adelaide: F W Preece, t936; 122.)

24 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 22 Novembe r, 19 46i 502-5 1 1.
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possible and rhey highlighted the preferences of immigration policy. In the greater

picture of British immigration however, these schemes were significant but not

substantial programmes. In the 3 years between 1911 and 7914, the Fairbridge

scheme had settled 1,787 boys in'Western Australia. This was about 7Vo of the

total immigrants arriving there at this time.2s The South Australian British Boys

Farm Apprentices Scheme managed to attract 1,400 boys (known as Barwell Boys

after the scheme's originator, ex-premier Sir Henry Barwell) between L922 and

L924.26 These endeavours had a logical appeal for those who organised them.

They were a linking of kith and kin, while the exacting rural conditions in which

the boys worked were characterised as a healthy and productive life on the rural

frontier, fa¡ removed from the city slums from which many of them had come.

These were schemes whose expressed aims were to build "a new Britain in

Australia."zt They sustained the idea of desirability and acceptability that was to a

large extent measured by the origins and the physical appearance of the

immigrants.

However, the reality fell short of the ideal. The numbers of arriving

Britons reduced throughout the 1930s in absolute terrns and also as a percentage of

immigrants overall. Britain remained the predominant source of immigrants but it

had lost its monopoly. In 1938, only 3,000 British immigrants arrived. 39,000

arrived in 1927. This reality created a tension in Australian immigration policy

between the need for immigrants for national development and security

25 Sherington, op cir; 94.

26 R"port of the Selecr Committee on the Boy Immigrant Scheme and Nomination Schemes of
Immigration South Australian Parliamentary Papers, 1924. No 60; evidence of V H Ryan, page 2.
The aim, unfulfilled, was to recruit 6,000 boys to replace this number of South Ausralians killed
in World V/ar I. (See biographical note on Barwell in Nairn B and Serle G eds. Australian
D ic tio nary of B io grap hy, Vo I 7. Melbourne: Melb Univ P, I91 9.)

27 LackJ ancl Temple ton J . Sources of Australian Immigration History. Melboume: History Dept,
Melb Univ, 1988; 9, 18, illus 83. The story of these schemes has been described by Philip Bean
and Joy Melville. From the childrens' perspec[ives they seem often to have been unpleasant and
bruølising experiences. However, they were generally supported by Governments and the children
seen as "building blocks of Empire". Significantly, the programmes seemed mos[ successful in
Rhodesia, where the need for White settlers was most obvious. (Bean P and Melville J. Lost
Children of the Empire. London: Unwin Hyman, 1989; chapters 6 and 8.)
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(recognised as an issue throughout the 20th century) and the uncertainty about the

future of British immigration.2s

The central control that regulated the inflow of new arrivals into Australia

was the Federal ImmÌgration Act 1901. Its most publicised feature was its

embodiment of the White Ausffalia Policy. The debates associated with the initial

passage of the Act in 1901 were focused largely on the resuiction of non-

Europeans. However, the exclusionist mechanisms of the legislation could be, and

were, used to preclude any person deemed undesirable, whatever their racial

origins. More significantly, subsequent amendments to the Act, particularly in

1925, were focused on undesirable classes of Europeans rather than on Asians.

These amendments were in two pafts. The first was designed explicitly to restrict

classes of immigrants considered undesirable by imposing quotas. The second part

allowed the deportation of any person born outside of Australia if the Government

considered the person an industrial roublemaker. This second part was widely

opposed by the Labour opposition who saw it as a direct attack on trade union

leaders. By contrast, the first part was widely supported - to the extent that one

Labour member complained that it was the "sugar coating" designed to make the

deportation provisions more palatable.2e

In the absence of quotas (and none appear to have been imposed) the

formal restrictive mechanism for all immigrants deemed undesirable was the

"dictation test" - a test of at least fifty words in any prescribed language.30

Generally, the dictation test remained a barrier only for non-Europeans. However,

28 Lu"t and Templeton, op cit; 68.

29 Co*ronwealth Parliamentary Debates, 3 July, 1925:730.

30 Section 31a¡.
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there were calls for its use against Southern Europeans during the period of

enquiry into Italian labourers in the Western Australia gold field5.rt

With the few exceptions, aimed more at individuals than groups, the 1925

amendments were not used to restrict European immigrants.32 Yet, they were

supported and passed into law. As with the anti-Chinese legislation, the case for

exclusion turned around possibilities rather than experience - about whatmight

happen if the trickle turned into a flood of undesirable Europeans; about the need

to preserve racial purity and the need for self preservation.33 To that extent, the

two parts of the 1925 Amendment were significant. Although they were separate in

their thrust and degree of parliamentary support, they sat together as mechanisms

for protecting Australians from foreign races and foreign ideas. Both threats could

be expressed in the context of the periis of ill health; one Parliamentarian (Sir

Elliot Johnson, a sometime Federal Labour politician) claimed that deporting

undesirables \¡/as a necessary exercise in quarantine, lest, as with smallpox, their

ideas might infect the rest of the community.34 The social context in which this

legislation occurred and its significance for public health is now considered.

3 THE PRESERVATION OF THE BRITISH RACE

The idea that "British Australia" stood to be threatened by outsiders has

been important in both the 19th and the 20th centuries. In the case of the Chinese,

31 Western Australian Parliamentary Debal.es, 16 August, 1905; 697 .

32 fn Ig34,the Lyons Government sought to bar the entry of the Czechoslovakian antifascist Egon
Kisch (considered an undesirable arrival). The test was in Gaelic, a language the authorities knew
Kisch (who was a talented linguist) had no knowledge of. This was such an extreme and Eansparent
use of the power that i[ was ruled invalid by the High Court on tl¡e basis that Gaelic was not a
language for the purposes of the Act. (Clark C M H. A ÍIistory of Australia, Vol ó. Melbourne:
MelbUnivP,1987;474. MacintyreS.TheOxfordllistoryofAustralia,Vol4.Melbourne:Oxford
UP, 1986;310.)

33 Commonwealth Parliamenl.ary Debates, 25 June, 1925; 456,460 and 459.

34 Ibid; 14July, r9z5;987.
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this was perhaps most forcefully encapsulated in the fear that the Chinaman was

luring, seducing and enslaving hapless white women. V/hile the substance of the

fea¡ altered to some extent in the 20th century, the idea of the purity of the group

remained central. The new century dawned with an enthusiasm of a new nation

determined to keep its ties with Britain and its racial stock unpolluted.:s The

desirability of the Southern and Eastern European immigrants was an issue in this

respect; one of the most persistent objections to their immigration was based on

their alleged inferiority and the threat that this was said to present to the Australian

community.

The prospect of race pollution was arguably more significant in the case of

Southern and Eastern Europeans than it was for the Chinese. The Chinese were

seen as "birds of passage" rather than settlers; only a small percent of the total

influx remained by 1900 and they rarely intermarried with the European

population. By comparison, European immigrants were generally permanent

a¡rivals. It was to be expected that they would establish themselves, assimilate and

intermarry with the existing population. Also, the 20th century saw the

articulation of ideas about the purity of the race and genetic worth, put more

forcefully than in the 19th century. These ideas also received considerable backing

from scientific and public health sources.

In 1920, J H L Cumpston, the first Director of the Commonwealth

Department of Health and the foremost public health advocate of his day,

addressed a conference of medical practitioners on "The New Preventive

Medicine", his vision for public health in Australia. His speech was in support of

increased government intervention in health; it was a call for governments to take

the public health process seriously, to exploit its potential to reduce illness. With

this came another potential: in Cumpston's words, the public health process

35 Sydney Morning Ilerald, I January, 1901; 14.
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provided the opportunity of "leading this young nation of ours to a paradise of

physical perfection."36 His views in this regard were in no way atypical of his

progressivist medical contemporaries. Others of similar views included J S C

Elkington, Raphael Cilento and Harvey Sutton, all well placed and influential

public health administrators. There were also organisations whose objectives were

to preserve the health and vitality of the British stock. The Racial Hygiene

Association (forerunner of the Family Planning Associations) was such an

organisation.

For many of the post 1945 generations, this kind of thinking has

uncomfortable associations with ideas of supermen and Aryan dominance. In

Australia, during the first half of the 20th Century, the ideas of white racial

supremacy and the creation of a fit and resilient nation were respectable and

progressive. The public health practitioners who supported these views, their lives

and interests, sat within an ideological framework that claimed to be socially

progressive, positive and vital.37 They belonged to a group that Michael Roe has

called Vitalísts and their ideology Vitalism. Vitalism had its roots in the tradition of

the European writers Nietzsche and Bergson. It proclaimed the individual's

potential to struggle for higher things. It was a celebration of the capacity of the

"new man" against the traditional constraints of determinism and positivism.3s

In its health context, vitalism was a reforming process that supported

governmental intervention in social welfare and public health programmes. The

36 Medicat Journal of Aust 4 Septembe r,1920;218. See also Michael Roe's note on Cumpston in
Nai¡n B and Serle G eds. Australian Dictionary of Biography, Vol B. Melbourne: Melb Univ P,
1981.

37 Both Elkington and Sutton were athletes, the latter representing Australia at the 1908 Olympic
Games, while Elkington was friendly with the Lindsays and became a contributor to ¡he Bulletin.
See ent¡ies in Nairn B and Serle G eds. Ausralian Dictionary of Biography, Vol8. Melbourne:
MelbUnivP. 1981 andRitchie J ec,. AustralianDictionary of Biography,Vol 12. Melboume:Melb
Univ P. 1990. Sec also, Powles J. Naturalism and Ílygiene: Fascist Affinities in Australian Public
Ilealth, 1910-1940. Paper for the Conference on "Atl¡actions of Fascism", Univ of NSW, July,
1987. For the applicaúon of these views wilhin a public health and domestic context in Australia,
see Reiger K. The Disenchantment of the Home: Modernising the Australian Family 1A0-1940.
Melboume: Oxford U P, 1985.

38 the dimensions of vitalism were vast, they were literary, a¡tistic and poliúcal. See Roe M. Nine
Australian Progressives: Vitalism in Bourgeois Social Thought 1890-1960. St Lucia: Univ Qld P,
1984; Introduction.
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objects of these reforms were the betterment of the Australian community. In

effect, they were implicitly nationalist or set within a nationalist context and in

protecting and improving the community, the things that lay outside and which

were taken as threatening, were the objects of the medical vitalists' concerns.

Eugenics provided the scientific underpinning of these general views about racial

undesirability. Eugenics theory came into prominence in the late 19th century. It

was based on the belief that individuals contain a fixed measure of worth that is

determined genetically and that c¿reful breeding is more important in making

improvements to the health and ability of populations than any other measures.3e

In this context, comparisons between the races was important and, as a view of the

world, eugenics was claimed to provide a self contained, biological, basis from

which racial discrimination could be practised. It emphasised the value of the

defining group; it diminished the value of outgroups. Eugenics beliefs were very

important in the period considered in this Chapter. They were also by no means

short lived. In 1961, the Medical Journal of Australiø published an article entitled

the "Effect of Migration on the Genetic Pool" which conjectured that some

immigrants were "selectively drawn from groups with less than average

intelligence quotient ratings. "+o

Within the Australian context of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the

threat of the "other" and "inferior" races was very apparent to Europeans. A

prominent publicist of this threat was the influential academic and politician C H

Pearson whose view of the future of the White man \ /as expressed in terms of a

stark and simple conflict, between the "higher" and the "lower" races of

humankind.+t British Australia, as an isolated outpost of the "higher" races,

needed to be protected. This belief gave context and significance to scientific

39 S"" Allen G. Eugenics in Sills DL. International Encyclopedia of Sociat Sciences, Vol 5. New
York: Macmillan and the Free Press, 1968.

40 Walstr R J. Effect of Migration on the Genetic Pool. Med J Aust, 1 1 May, 1963: 700-702.

41 Pea¡son CIF.. National Life and Characler. Lorulon: Macmillan, 1893; 84-85.
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statements about the relative worth of racial goups in, and beyond, Australia. The

nature of the "worth" being measured was of course defined by its proponents. In

England and Australia, these were the educated middle class Anglo Saxons. On

their scale of measurement, immigrants to Australia with the background and

appearance most closely resembling the eugenicists' olvn were most highly valued.

(to quote Sutton: "the more Australian the child is the better the specimen.")+z

Marked departures from this norm were devalued. As Mary Cawte has written:

Not only did the prosperous and professional classes see themselves as
having the superior germplasm, but the professionals also, by virtue of their
expertise, were ideally suited to assess, in terms of their particular science,
the eugenic or dysgenic properties of others.a3

The consequences of policies underpinned by eugenicist beliefs were two

fold. The abilities, health and morals of whole populations of peoples - Jews,

Negroes, Nordics - could be compared purely on the basis of their physical

appearance (which served as a visual genetic marker). This legitimised

stereotypes: all Jews could be said to share similar character traits - such as being

unscrupulous in business. Further, distinctions could also be made within

populations which correlated genetic worth with success. Thus criminals and

paupers were shown to have a smaller genetic \ilorth than the professional classes,

while criminals would breed more criminals.44

To a significant extent, eugenic beliefs drove the arguments of some

prominent progressivist Australian medical practitioners in favour of sterilisation,

42 Powles, op cit; 8.

43 Cawte M. Craniometry and Eugenics in Aust¡alia, 1986. Ilistorical Studies,22:35-53:38.

44 See McKenzie D A. Statistics in Britqin. Edinburgh: Edin Univ P, 1981; chapter 2. In a Fabian
tract, Sydney Vy'ebb wrote of differential birth¡ates:

when half or perhaps two-thirds of all the married people are regulating their families,
children are being freely born to the Irish Roman Catholics and the Polish, Russian and
German Jews, on the one hand and the thriftless and irresponsible - largely the casual
labourers and the other denizens of the one roomed tenemenß ... This can hardly result in
anything but national deterioration"

In complaining that the poor and undesirables had more children who where likely to carry on the
t¡ait, V/ebb ignored completely the environmental and economic issues relevant to the question.
(cited in Kevles D J. In the Name of Eugenics. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986;74.)
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birth control and immigration restrictions.¿s They were also influential in framing

Government policy. Stephen Garton has concluded that while not being regarded

as a wholesale reform strategy, eugenics was assimilated into the ideas of national

efficiency and that eugenics techniques and prograÍrnes became part of the public

health policies of New South Wales early this century.46 Yet, there was also a

view that State interference impeded the natural application of eugenic principles.

For all his vitalist views and his calls for public health policy, Cumpston ultimately

speculated on whether State intervention was interfering with the process of

nature's laws, the selection of the best genetic stock.47

The incorporation of eugenicist thought into progressivist public health

thinking in Australia emphasised a major divergence of policy in the sense that, for

some, it was incorporated into the idea that environmental issues were central

determinants of better health. For others, it sat with the view that the environment

mattered less than heredity, which was the prime determinant of health, morals and

potential. Bacchi has explained this by suggesting that the deterministic view of

eugenics thinking was modified by some of its Ausualian adherents, whose focus

on environmental improvement reflected the idea that Australians could create a

community free of the worst public health problems of Europe.as

45 Roe has written:
Progressives cared desperately for the health of the race ... enormous attention went. into
the hcalth of mothcrs, babics and chilclren. This stress on youth reinforced viølism and
complemented progressive education. Concern with racial welfare led on to (and, again,
became synonymous with) eugenic beliefs.

ßoe, op cit; 14) As conrols on point of entry, United States Immigration legislation of the early
20ttr century was influenced by eugenics beliefs. The Immigration Act of 1924 successfully reduced
to a trickle the flow of Southern European immigrants into America by the imposition of a strict
quotasystem. @orsythWD.TheMythof OpenSpaces.Melbourne: MelbUnivP,1942:38. See
also Kevles, op cit; 95.) In Aust¡alia, the Immigration Act 1925 was based on similar values. In
innoducing the Bill, the Prime Minister S M Bruce claimed that the US legislation was of "very
great interest" to fhe Govcrnment since, like America, it shared t]re same needs to preserve the
purity of the race. (Commonwealth Parliamenta¡y Dcbates, 25 June, 1925:457 .)

46 Garton S. Sir Charles Mackellar: Psychiatry, Eugenics and Child V/elfa¡e in New South Wales,
1900- 1 9 14, 1986. Il is tori cal S tudie s, 22: 2I-34; 34.

47 Cumpston J IHL. The ÍIealth of the People. Canberra: Roebuck, 1978; 130.

48 These two ways of seeing healttr policy are set out in Bacchi C L. The Nature Nurture Debate in
Australia 1900-1914, 1980. Historical Studies,19: 199-212. Sutton, for example, appeared lo
believe that exposure to the Australian environment stood to improve the quality of foreign born
children living in Aust¡alia. (Powles, op cit; 7.)
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There was one area where the "nature/nurture" debate \pas reconcilable.

This was in the case of outsiders, the "inferior races." Their status was never

questioned by most of the vitalist improvers. Cumpston and Sutton largely

adhered to deterministic ideas and with them the notion of superior and inferior

races.4e The latter were beyond the boundary of the respectable Anglo-Saxon

Australian community and beyond improvement. They might lie physically within

the community but, socially and morally, they were outsiders; most obviously,

they were alien or lesser races and they joined the other social outcasts such as the

"habitually drunken or vicious residuum of society."50 The distinction between the

"higher" and the "lower" races was expressed clearly by Raphael Cilento in the

conclusion of his Blueprint for the Health of a Nation (published in 1944):

The Australian of the present and the next generation has to make for
himself and his descendants the deliberate physical and psychological
choice between the status of the "commando" and the status of the coolie.5l

The "coolies" were most obviously the servile Asian hordes into which, in

Cilento's view, Ausúalia must not degenerate. Keeping the race pure and Anglo

Saxon was a way of ensuring that this did not happen.

In summary, eugenics, in its Australian manifestation, had its obvious

application in the policy that wanted only desirable white races admitted since this

\ilas the way of retaining a homogeneous British community in Australia. As Roe

has written "the White Australian Policy expressed and strengthened a passion for

racial purity and social homogeneity."sz 1¡" supremacy of Britons in this country

49 miO; 208. However, one prominent. medical practilioner, Dr Richa¡d A¡thu¡, the founder of the
Eugenics Society of New South Wales, was a sEong supporter of Italian settlement in North
Queensland. However, it has been said that he probably saw it as a buffer against the Japanese,
who he believed were the real threat, to white Aust¡alia. Bacchi, op cit; 205, 208. See also
Bibliographical note on Arthur, in Nairn B and Serle G. Australian Dictionary of Biography,Vol T,

Melboume: Melb Univ P, 1979, vol 7.

50 Ga¡ton, op cit; 30 and Cawte, op cit; 53.

51 Cilento R. Blueprint for the Health of a Nation. Sydney: priv pub, 1944; ll3.
52 Roe, op cit; 19.
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\ilas a matter of much significance and concern.S3 Eugenics was a central part of

the vitalist process that, while it saw environmental change as a central issue, also

saw fixed hereditary issues as significant, pafiicularly in the case of outgroups.

This was reflected in immigration controls, aimed principally at non-Europeans as

the most obvious and threatening inferiors and outsiders but also at the undesirable

European races as well. Indeed, in justifying the terms of the 1925 legislation,

(aimed at undesirable Europeans) the Prime Minister S M Bruce claimed that "rhe

people of Australia are quite determined to maintain their racial purity."s+

The specific application of ideas about the inferiority of the immigrant

groups being considered in this Chapter will now be considered. In particular, they

provided the cloak of scientific legitimacy for arguments designed to restrict the

immigration of the "less desirable" Southern and Eastern Europeans. The more

Southerly and Easterly the European immigrants, the more they departed from the

Anglo Saxon physical caste, the less desirable they were. Immigrants from the

South of Italy seemed to some Australians to be so distant from the British ideal

that they were sometimes described as though they were not European. In 1891,

they were described by the Boomerang as the "Chinese of Europe" (as opposed to

Northern Italians who were described by the same paper as the Scotchmen of

Italy.¡ss These comments were based simply on physical appearance, the fact that

53 th" ust¡aliaxi:'Ê;t îJ,
No 59;

54 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 25 June, l9Z5;457.
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the Southern Italians looked different from the other Europeans who predominated

in Australia at the time. They were marked as outsiders and subjected to the same

broad range of social, economic and public health criticism as the Chinese, simply

because they were seen as outsiders. Negative comments based on physical

appearance continued through ttre 20th century. These opinions were focused in

the areas where Italian immigrants were mÒst closely settled. -

In l925,the Queensland Labour government appointed a caleer public

servant Thomas Ferry, to enquire into the Italian population in Northern

eueensland. Feny was critical of the living conditions of many of the Southern

European communities established there. Signifrcantly, he shaped these criticisms

by reference to gross categorisations, leading him to a process of grading and

comparison. He concluded that if British sugü cane workefs were the most

efficient, Northern Italian workers were next best and were "much superior to

Soùthern Italians And the"Mediteranean races generally."so Ferry's devaluing of

the more Southerly workers was not an isolated view. Borrie claimed that

Northern Italians were popularly regarded as "economically, socially and culturally

more like Australians ... and therefore more desirable as immigrants."sT

The perception of Southern Italians as undesirable was expressed in the

fear that they would introduce values that were not Australian. Duringthe L925

Immígration Bill debates, Dr Earle Page complained about Southern Italian

immigrants, citing their urban preferences; he said they were a "type that

congregates in cities." In contrast, Page believed that Northern Italians were "a

type that loves the 1and."58

For some, undesirable immigrants stood to erode the purity of the

Austalian community itself. In 1937 , a Member of the South Australian

56 Roval Commission on Social and Economic Effect of Increase in Number of Aliens in North

aueeísian¿. (Fer:ry Reporl). Queensland Parliamentary Papers, 1925, Ã34;10.

57 Borrie, op cit; 149.

58 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates,8 July, L925;782.
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parliament lamented that many "unsuitable" Southern Europeans were arriving and

that "we shall not for long be able to boast of our pure British stock." Despite this

fear, pragmatism held sway: the South Australian Government' awale of the

shortage of British immigrants, saw the inevitability of non-British migration. It

could only take consolation from the belief that the State had a gleater percentage

of British nationals than "any other part of the Empire" (sic).sc Two years later the

theme was repeated, this time in the case of refugees. In the South Australian

Legislative Council the Honourable Sir John Cowan said:

we have been getting a most undesirable type of refug.e! tþt can only be a
menace to sociêty añd a burden to the taxpayer ... mainly the type has been

bad.m

His comments were hearsay, they were based on information given to him by

people "from the Old Country ... on their way to Australia." In reality, he may

have been.hard'pressedito-substantiate his claims, though he did not need to; they

were accepted without query.ot

The involvement of Italy in the Second World War as an AXIS power and

the subsequent arival in Australia of many Italian prisoners of war deepened the

suspicion and dislike that already existed against ltalians. 'Where they were

employed as farm labourers, the Ausualian military prepared a leaflet for all

potential employers. It included advice on how to deal with these workers that was

an illuminating glimpse of the official view of the Italian character and bore a

striking similarity with the way that American Negroes were stereotyped. The

leaflet advised:

59 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 18 August, L937;336.

60 lbid, 19 July, 1939: r94. see also Pyke, op cit; 108.

6 of the

n ualities

d un*l
work, the nature of these qualities could only be guessed at! (Commonwealth Parliamentary
Debates, 30 April, 1947; 1688.)
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1. He cannot be driven but he can be led'
;'. ù;.it,y lr õttit¿tiL"; it is possible to gain his confidence by fairness and

firmness.
3. Great care must be exercised for he can become sly and objectionable if

badlY handled ez

After Ig45, Southern European immigrants arrived in Australia in sizeable

numbers. Often they were not welcomed by the Australian community and were

the subject of complaint from both official and private sources. These complaints

drew on physical differences. In 1951, the Victorian State Secretary of the RSL,

forgetting otd differences, said that the League "would rather have an Afrika Corps

...than some who have come here from Mediterranean ports."63 It was the Nordic

rather than the Latin types that found favour with the RSL. Indeed' G L

Kristianson (a historian of the RSL) said that many sub-branches had wanted

immigrants from South-East Europe excluded as a necessary extension of the

V/hite Australia policY.ø

.At the level of implementing Government policy, there is also evidence

that physical appearance was used by immigration officials to exclude some

Southern Europeans. In 1955, one Australian offîcer based in Italy rejected a

Sicilian applicant for migration with the comment "[-ooks like a cross between a

Hottentot and a Fiji Islander. Certainly not 75 per cent European- Reject."6s

Another rejected an applicant because he looked like a Gypsy and, the officer

believed, would have been stared at in Martin Place.66

Immigrants from Eastern Europe fared no better than those from Southern

Europe. Before World War II, the most prominent were Jewish refugees, the

victims of NAZI policies and German expansion in that region. Many AusFalians

62tritzgerald A.The ltalian Farming Soldiers. Melbourne: Melb Univ P' 1981; 33.

63 Jupp J. Ar rivals and Departures. Sydney: cheshi¡e l¿nsdowne, 1966; 12.

ics of Pa : ANU P¡ess, 1966; 68. -Ttt" BSI-^
f whät it mmigration into Australia' See for
L947;3 ;5.

65 Randazzo, op cit; 151.

66 Martin H. Angels andArrogant Gods: Migration Oficers qn! MlSrans Reminisce 1945-85

CarË;ä: ÃôpS',1Þgtl35. (Niartin Place is ã cenral ihoroughfare in Svdney')
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had no sympathy for these refugees, nonvithstanding the harrowing circumstances

of their a:rival in Australia, and expressed their views in traditional anti-Jewish

terns that focused prominently on their appearance and adverse Jewish

stereotypes. In 1939, one prominent citizen, Sir Frank Clarke, President of the

Victorian Legislative Council, described them as:

shrinking in height...I.tyas horrible to

think tha-t Australian girls or even bring
their own ed women and breed arace

within arace.67

Clarke justified the comment by saying that he was concerned to preserve

Australia's standard of eugenics. Significantly, this view was not rejected by

prominent Australians; rather, he was said to be raising an important issue. The

Prime Minister replied that it warranted an immediate enquiry, while State

politiciansÞxpanded on.Glarke's assertions by pointing to cases of sweating and

unfair labour practices that the refugees were said to be involved with.6a The Age

agreed that alien immigrants "presented a menace to living and industrial

standards."6e Clarke's description was subsequently refuted by the Federal

Government but, this was based on the accuracy of the remark (that there were in

fact no rat faced refugees in the intake) rather than on its general thrust, which

seemed to attach like an external mark, a badge of physical deficiency that pointed

to many inward defects.?o This hostility against Jews in Australia that focused on

their physical appearance continued after the V/ar. In 1946, Immigration Minister

Calwell responded to concern about 275 Jewish refugees waiting at Shanghai en

67 As",9 May, t939; 11. Sydney Morning Heraldr!^M9y11939; 1r
D;i¿rà Scanäat. Sydney: Angus- and Robèrtson, 1983; 115.

68 Age,9 May, 1939; 11'

69 t0 May, 1939; 10.

70 Sydney Morning Herald,23 May, 1939; 20 and 23 June, t939; 11'
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route to Australia with the light hearted inference that they were black rather than

EuroPean.Tt

\White some prevailing attitudes about Italians and Jews seemed to

categorise them as non-Europeans, other views went further and dismissed them as

not even human. The Chief President of the Australian Natives Association (a

patriotic body and hospital insurer) degraded the post war Jewish arrivals to the

status of animals and objects; they were he said "the refuse of Europe"; they were

no better than "cattle, sheep or swine."7z By stark comparison, warm publicity was

given to the first grcup of postwar refugees from the Baltic region. They were

described by the press as "sun-bronzed, flaxen hai¡ed" and "ideal New Australians"

as having "a fine appearance" and looking "bright and intelligent." They fitted the

dominant image of physical worth. Indeed, it has been said that ttris first,

prominently publicised, group of refugees were deliberately chosen by the

Government in the hope-that their features would disarm criticism of the new non-

British refugee programme.T3

The critical attitude toward Southern and Eastern European immigrants to

Austalia described here was premised on eugenics thinking in the sense that it

adhered to ideas of worth and value which were determined by genetic origins.

Thus, Southern Europeans were believed inferiors in the Australian community

simply because they were Southern Europeans. Prominent public health

practitioners of the time generally supported this view. They subscribed to the

need to retain the purity of the Australian race from arrivals they considered

inferior.

A strong healthy and virile population was the accepted object of these

exclusionist endeavours; this was public health theory on its grandest scale.

71 Cor*onwealth Parliamentary Debates, 6 August, L946;3727.

72 Mrkur A and Ricklefs M C eds. Surrender Australia? Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1985; 23

73 Broome, op cit; r'l9. Kunz,opcit:42.
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Within this framework, eugenics beliefs emphasised the threat that the stranger

posed to the community: the threat of interbreeding and pollution of the racial

stock. By way of contrast, those who were believed to be the least threat to

Australians were the British and then the Northern Europeans. These were less

strangers and more kith and kin. Eugenics beliefs justified in public health tenns

an immigration policy that aimed to be quite'frankly selective of the group's that

were most desired as immigrants; they \ryere those whose appearance proclaimed

them to be the least strange.
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4 I{YGIENE, DISEASE AND ILL HEALTH

In addition to the Eugenicists' views, other public health criticisms were

also focused on the activities and living conditions of immigrant outsiders to

Australia in the 20th century. It was said by many that Southern and Eastem

European immigrants had a greater burden of disease and had a poorer standard of

hygiene than the Australian community generally, which further emphasised the

threat they were said to present.

As Chapter 7 demonstrates, similar ideas were held about the Chinese in

the 19th century. Some of these views returned in very similar forms, as criticisms

of the 20th century arrivals. In 1961, the Medical Journal of Austaliø published

an article about migrants and their lifestyle making the comment that:

the fertilisation.of.market gardens with human excreta ... (is) a common
custom among some classes of immigrants, though it seems to lead to
outbreaks of disease surprisingly infrequently 7+

This was the same issue of pollution that was raised in 1892 in the case of the

Sydney Chinese and in 1915 in the case of the Egyptian vegetable sellers in Cairo.

However, there was an important difference, likely to sEengthen the concerns.

Unlike the Chinese in Australia or the colourful but treacherous fellaheen, the

Southern and Eastern European arivals were not regarded as transient figures in

the Australian experience. They were peûnanent settlers and their dealings with

the Australian community were therefore also permanent.

The power to exclude prospective immigrants on the basis of their health

status formally existed as part of the Immigration Act. In L9t2, the Act was

amended to make disease and disability a more specific ground to deny entry to

74 Special A¡ticle. Culture, Society and the Migrant. Med. J of Attsf , l8 March, 196I: 420-424;
423.
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Australia. The exclusion provisions were comprehensive and provided

immigration officials with considerable latitude.zs The criteria and the diseases

were not specified in the Act but precedents were established. One immigration

officer recounred that in the late 1960s, applicants with skin diseases risked

rejection because they might stand out in Australia "as objects of curiosity",

causing resentment in the community.T6 Like the leper, the immigrant's blemishes

would be a visible badge of disease and defect. In the context of a prominent view

of immigration, that arrivals were new stock to supplement the labour force and to

assimilate into the community as "new Australians," the blemished immigrant was

"faulty". However, the gate keeping potential of the Immigration Act was quite

specif,rc in its health and moral aspect and operated to exclude the exceptional

applicant rather than an undesirable rump. European settlers were generally

allowed to enter Australia and objections to their suitability were made in forums

other than the Act and its.administrators.

One forum was the popular press. In 1926, the nationalist Sydney paper

Smith's Weekly gave a seemingly eccentric account of the poor living conditions of

a recently arrived group of Italians. This saw altitude rather than latitude, as the

determining factor. In the "higher isolated regions" where sanitation \üas non-

existent, the article claimed, the inhabitants "know nothing of hygiene and show no

desire to learn". By comparison, it credited coastal dwellers with "moderate

cleanliness".TT This view, that altitude was correlated with poor health, was

contrary to most public health understanding. The evidence suggested the

75 the definition of "prohibited immigrant" in section 3 was extended to include mental
incapacity, persons suffering from a "serious ransmissible disease or defect" or from tuberculosis,
or any dise¿se likely to make the immigrant a charge on the community. The power was also
provided for the Commonwealth to prescribe diseases which could render the sufferer a prohibiæd
immigrant. Section 3 also included a series of moral bases which could result in a person being
prohibited. The d selectively prohibit
immigrants from only on British
immigrants, with uld work unfairly
against them. (Commonwealth Parliamenøry Debates, 10 December,l9l2;6739 andfollowing.20
December 19 12: 7 57 I and following.)

76 luIu.tin, op cit; 81.

77 S^ith'rWeekly,2l January, 1926; Il.
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converse. For example, there was Far's view of the British experience in the 1849

cholera epidemic - that the mortality in the lower regions was greater than in the

higher regions. Where this was true the phenomenon could be explained by the

dangers of seaports and the extent to which the respective water supplies were

polluted.ze However, Smith'sWeekly adhered to this phenomenon as a way of

reinforcing its own views about a community of immigrants that it considered

generally undesirable.

Latitude as a determinant of health and hygiene status was a more

traditional yardstick than altitude. In 1951, at the end of what was described as a

"fact finding" trip to Europe, the Queensland president of the RSL (Raymond

Huish) reported that many aspiring Italian applicants "did not appear to be as

clean, smart and intelligent as was the case in Holland and Germany". Huish was

particularly concerned about Southerners and Sicilians who were mainly

agúculturalists. He claimed that they had "a lower standard of living, hygiene and

education." (>resumably unlike Australian bushmen.) zl

While the Smith's Weekly and the Huish comments were about living

standards in Italy, they were made signif,rcant for Australian immigration policy.

Huish, consistent with the policy of the RSL, was seeking to give preference to a

"better class" of (Northern European) immigfant. The Smith's Weekly excursus

into public health geography appeared in an article entitled "Lithgow's Appalling

Italians - Old World Conditions in NSW - Community that Revels in Filth."8o

Both these accounts were generalisations, calculated to label all Italian

immigrants. Neither Smith' s Weekly nor Huish sought to use their observations to

state a case for the importance of proper sanitation in remote areas. Rather, they

78 tr'u¡r W. Vital Statistics. London: The Saniøry Instif,ute, 1885. See also Smith F B. The
People's Heallå. London: Croom Helm; 1979; 230 -237.

79 Citø in Wilton J. and Bosworttr R. O/d Worlds and New Australia: The Post War Migrant
Experience. Ringwood: Penguin, 1984; 20.

80 Smith' s Weekly, op cit. See also Thompson S L. Austalia through ltalian Eyes. Melbourne:
Oxford U P, 1980; 171.
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were negative remarks made in order to support and justify broad exclusionist

ideas. T}¡e Smith' s Weekly article, in particular, was a blast (one of many) against a

local Italian community that explained sanitary defrciencies by focusing on the

assumed habits of Italians in parts of Italyr "the peasantry, lit argued] are content in

their ignorance to breach every health law that has ever been enforced and thrive in

filth". They were accused of living in "unspeakable degradation!', their homes

\ilere "wal:rens" and they indulged in "filthy practices learned at home". Although

sanitation was prominent, it was only one part of the complaint; the community

was also accused of manufacturing sly grog and doing Australian workers out of

jobs.¡t

Refugees from Eastern Europe were also subject to criticism about their

standards of hygiene. H B Higgins' comment, made at the turn of the century,

about Polish Jews in London; that they were "wretched and dirty" having habits

"of the very worst kind'1, was a prominent example of anti-Jewishness in

Australia.e2 But Higgins' view was not isolated, in 1891, the Bulletin printed a

diatribe against the Jews in London. Its c,riticisms drew heavily on ideas of public

health. The new arrivals, it claimed, "were all dirty and penniless". They took

English jobs and this threat was said to be real for Australia when these "dirty, flat

chested" Jews were exported here.83 Views such as these were to be repeated on

occasions when the community became sensitive to the refugee presence. In

August 1940, under the prominent headline "Rising Incidence of Syphilis: Do

Refugees Account for it?" Smith's Weekly prominently publicised a report to the

Queensland Minister of Health from Sir Raphael Cilento suggesting that an

81 Th" pug", of Smith' s Weekly were peppered with derogatory references to ltalians, many of
which iñcluded florid references to public health deficiencies, for example, to the "greasy flood of
Mediterranean scum that seek to defile and debase Australia" or to the "dify dago pests" that
threaten to ruin Australian farmers. (Blaikie G, Remember Smith'sWeekly? Adelaide: Rigby,
1966;227,228.)

82 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 6 Sepæmber,l90l ;4657.

haracteristic occupations such as
distorted into Jewish stereotypes. See
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increase of syphilis in that State may be the result of the influx of refugees,

especially those from Vienna, since that city was "the most dangerous of the gteat

capitals in the prevalence of venereal diseases." However, in its detail, the report

was speculative, suggesting that the increase might simply be a cyclic increase:

this possible explanation was grossly overshadowed by the sensationalist

headline.s¿

Both during and after the war, anti-Jewish feeling was expressed from both

sides of the Australian political system and was justified in both health and moral

terms.In 1938, a member of the New South Wales Legislative Council called for

tighter entry controls on Jewish arrivals on moral grounds.ss In 1944, William

Hutchinson, the Liberal Federal member for Deakin referred to Karl Marx as a

"filthy Jew".86 Other parliamentarians also took an anti-Jewish stance. One was

Albert Green, the long sitting Labour Federal Member for Kalgoorlie. In l939,he

suggested that Hitler may have had his reasons for expelling the Jews. The same

year, he complained about the extent to which the Jews had colonised parts of the

Capital cities, giving the Melbourne suburb of St Kilda as an example.sT

Sections of the press also took an anti-Jewish position. In 1938, a report in

the Catholic Freeman's Journal claimed that it was not good to have "nests" of

immigrants. The use of the term "nests" has obvious associations with vermin and

insanitary conditions. Its language was also reminiscent of those other parts of the

Australian cities inhabited by the Chinese who, in the public imagination, scuttled

insect like through the narrow and oppressive alleys of the Chinatowns.ss Truth

84 S*ith' , Weekly,3l August, 1940; 1. See also Blakeney M. Austalia and the Jewish Refugees
1933-1948. Sydney: Croom Helm, 1985; 59. Pearl, op cit; 115.

85 Blakeney, op cit; 79. New South Wales Parliamentary Debates, 8 November, 1938;2512.

86 Age,8 September, 1944; 3.

87 Commonwealth Parliamentffy Debates, 15 June, 1939; 1966.

nces to the Chinese, see Davison G et al ed.
win, 1985; 58. The Australian newspapers

egating together and said to be "causing anxiety
14 June, t939; 13 (a reference to Kings Cross), or
I property. Sydney Morning Hersld,15

December, L939; L3.
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also took an anti-Jewish stance, which it claimed to justify in part by making

public heatth based complaints about Jewish businessmen, suggesting that their

businesses were not cleanly run.8e

These comments about newly a¡rived immigrants blended in with the more

long standing complaints that focused on settled communities of Southern.and

Eastern Europeans. By 1913 the Chinatowns of Australian cities had become the

aliens' quarters. They were places inhabited, it was said, by Chinese, Indians,

Syrians and Afghans. A report into the living conditions in Melbourne at the time

provided the same examples of immigrant poverty and the stories of comrpted

white women and prostitutes that had been a feature of the descriptions of the

earlier Chinatowns.eo However, it was where non-British arrivals were most

visibly congregated that official enquiries and reports ensued. This was the case in

'Western Australia and Queensland.

The view that Southern Europeans settled in Australia were unclean in their

habits and appearances was highlighted in 1904 when the Western Australian

Government established a Royal Commission to investigate non-British labour on

the goldfields. The presence of alien (largety Italian) workers was of concern to

miners for a number of reasons. They were said by some miners to be careless

workers, particularly in their use of explosives. They were believed by many to be

undercutting wages, in the sense that they were paid less than other European

workers, though the Commission found no evidence of this as a widespread

practice.er Public health complaints were added to the lisq it was alleged by

witnesses appearing before the Commission that the Italians were unhygienic. The

89 M"lboorn eTruth, 30 December ,1939:13 - "Refujews Digging in on Business Fronts."

90 Joint Select Committee upon the Housing of the People in the Metropolis, hogress Report .
Victoria, Parliamentary Papers, 1913, no 4; Evidence of Constable Scott" commencing page 18.

91 Royal Commission on the Immigration of Non-British Labour. Western Australian
Pa¡liamentary Papers, t904; 13.
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Report concluded on the basis of evidence received that "some of them (Italians)

are of uncleanly habits endangering the sanitary condition of the mine in which

they work."e2 In taking this evidence, there was no attempt to measure these habits

against those of miners generally or to disentangle the general dislike expressed

against the Italian workers by many witnesses. As with the Chinese miners before

them, no account was taken of the environment in which the Italians were obliged

to live and work. There \ilas no publicly expressed argument that if they were paid

less then this was discriminatory and should be rectified. Most importantly, there

was no clear case stated against the Italians. The evidence of the witnesses was

contradictory and unsubstantial. Within the broader framework of the dispute, it is

likely that issues of health and safety were used to supplement the more immediate

economic concerns of the Anglo-Australian labour force, who saw Italian workers

as unwelcome competition.

The second'major Inquiry to focus on Southern European living conditions

was the L925 Ferry Commission in Queensland. Ferry received evidence from

representatives of the Australian Workers' Union that "the houses of new (Italian)

settlers are pretty rough" and that their "standard of living is ... very 1ow."e3 Such a

criticism, if accurate, did not seem generally substantiated. Poor living conditions

adversely affect health status yet nothing in this Report pointed to the fact that the

health or hygiene of the Italian settlers was significantly compromised by poor

living standards. No recommendations were made on this point. Ferry was

broadly supportive of Italians, particularly Northern ltalians. By comparison, the

Report was critical of Queensland's Greek community. Ferry complained that the

Greek boarding houses and clubs were "generally in a filthy condition". However,

this complaint nested with other complaints that touched on many areas of Greek

life in Qùeensland, including their role as self employed persons potentially in

92

93

Ibid; 13, Minutes of Evidence; 14, 38, 40.

Ferry, op cit; 15.
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competition with the local labour force. Ferry concluded, "they [Greeks] did not

make good settlers". His complaints about health and living standa¡ds seemed to

be overshadowed by this more general view.ea Ferry also made critical comments

about Maltese immigrants in Queensland. He considered them to be "inferior to ...

the British or the Italian" and, describing his visit to a lodging house used by

Maltese, he complained that "every room was crowded with bunks with just

enough room between for the occupants to move about."95

Ferry's Report was sufficiently influential to be quoted during the 1925

immigration debates in Federal Parliament. Of his findings on the Maltese lodging

houses, the Leader of the Labour Opposition, Matthew Charlton, complained that

"foreigners lwere] allowed to live in circumstances which are detrimental to health

not only of themselves but also of other people of the district." Living in

overcrowded boarding houses was more a matter of poverty than "being Maltese",

yet this point was ignored'by Charlton (it was as though they wanted to live this

way and the health laws were at fault by allowing it). The issue was brought into

the Immigration dêbate with the implication that the Maltese posed a public health

threat not only to themselves but to the whole community.r6

The living standards of Southern European immigrants also came under

scrutiny after'World \Mar II. In 1948, N O P Pyke described the view that Italian

immigrants had a low standard of living as partially correct while Borrie, writing

in 1954, stated that Italians "tended to accept lower material standards of life than

Australians".eT Subsequent reports from the 1960s, quoted by Broome, cite

instances of overcrowding among Greeks and Italians in inner city terraces with

inadequate sanitation while paying very high rents (in some cases, the report

94lard;tz.

95 rui¿; to, 11.

96 Co*ronwealth Parliamentary Debates, 1 July, 1925;565.

97 Borrie, op cit; 30. See also Pyke N O P. An Outline History of Italian Immigration into
Australia. The Australian Quarterly, September t948: 99-109; 109.
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added, to their own countrymen!) Broome cited a Melbourne study, done in 1966,

which claimed that337o of Greek families surveyed had to share bathrooms and

toilets.es Like the Chinese immigrants before them, this want of sanitation and

hygiene could have been used to demonstrate the parlous position of the recent

arrivals. It was used to demonstrate the argument that Southern Europeans were

narurally dirty. The latter view Was more readily accepted by a community that

felt an antipathy for these unwelcome arrivals.

The overcrowded circumstances in which many immigrants lived

sometimes provided the basis for elaborate public health arguments against them

that focused on the notion of them as outsiders. During the t925Immigration

debates, it was claimed that Italian workers in South Australia shared beds, which

were "never cold" but always warm from the various bodies using them.99

Although cast as a public health issue (this information was apparently given to the

Federal member for,Adelaide by a nurse,) the practice confronted established

ideas of boundaries and space. The idea of sharing beds presented an anomalous

and disturbing image of people who had no regard for personal space and order. It

was a powerful metaphor of disorder, was readily associated with insanitary living

and was repeated on a number of occasions in related themes: for example that

Greeks would sleep in their clothes.lOO Jþs undesirable immigrant as a disordered

person contrasted strongly with the sense of local order, what was described in the

debates as the neat and orderly development of cities, towns and homes by the

Anglo Saxon settlers of Australi¿.lol ftsperting of this kind of anomalous

98 Broorn", op cit; 203.

99 Co**onwealth Parliamentff y Debates, 2 J aly, 1925; 668.

100 Co*rnonwealth Parliamenøry Debates, 8 July, 1925;772. The Western Australian Royal
Commission (1904), op cit, heard evidence that characterised the Italian workers as chaotic and
disordered and in breaõh of the normal rules of propriety. It was said that they slept with their
clothes on (;44) and that they urinated in beer bottles (;68).

101 Comonwealth Parliamenta¡y Debates, 8 July, 1925:785.
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behaviour emphasised the view that certain immiglants were anomalous outsiders

and out of place in the Australian community.

Finally, the Southern and Eastern European arrivals in Australia were

simply categorised as a group who would accept diminished and unsatisfactory

standards of living. This was seen in the "migtant hostel" complaints which were

prominently and sympathetically aired on behalf of British immigrants in Federal

Parliament in 1951 and 1952. Specifically, they related to the conditions in the

South Australian hostels at Finsbury and Gepps Cross and they were based on the

lack of individual kitchen facilities in huts and the barrack-like communal eating

¿urangements. It was said that these arangements \ilere designed for their

predecessors, Eastern Europeans. Significantly, they were not considered suitable

for British tradesmen.lO2 Jþs British immigrants were so taken aback by the

conditions that they threatened to write to the Queen and their case was taken up

enthusiastically by both Liberal and Labour backbenche¡s.103 The point was that

the unsatisfactory communal eating arrangements and lack of privacy, deemed

unacceptable for Anglo-Australians, were considered quite acceptable for Eastem

Europeans.

The hostels provided for refugees became a focus of concern in the years

immediately following World War II. On occasions, they were seen by the local

community as potential reservoirs of foreign infections. Northam Reception Centre

in'Western Australia was one example. Here, Mr Hugh Leslie, the local Federal

parliamentarian, complained on behalf of the surrounding residents saying that:

Already there has been an outbreak of hookworm in the surrounding
district, and although the suggestion that the disease may have come from
the camp has been rejected, that cannot be proved to my satisfaction

102 Cor*onwealth Parliamentary Debates,2 September, f952; 884-885.

103 Co**onwealth Parliamentary Debates, 14 May, 1952;342-358. 30 Octobellg5l;1297.
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He continued that outbreaks of other diseases were possible, including

gastroenteritis and unspecified "undetectable" diseases from overseas. It was not

made clear where the fault lay. Partly, he believed, with the inadequate sanitary

arrangements and overcrowded conditions of the camp but also, he added, with the

fact that the immigrants came from countries "where [hygiene and sanitation]

standards are not as high as they are here."lot

The standards of at least some of the camps do seem to have been very

inadequate. V/hen describing the Maribyrnong hostel (said to be better than many,

including Finsbury in South Austalia) Jupp wrote "had this particular hostel been

run commercially ... it would probably have been condemned by the local council."

Limited sanitation and a shortage of running water, together with overcrowding

and communal living, were described as common to camp life and could have

done little to prevent the spread of infection among ¡þs ¡esids¡¡s.los

These were problems with the facilities provided by the Commonwealth

Government yet, it was easy to portray the culture and social values of the

residents as accepting - or even creating - inadequate hygiene. Necessity could be

interpreted as choice and the inadequate conditions could be described as the fault

of the camp residents. The idea, identified by a number of inquiries and noted by

Borrie, that Italian workers "tended to accept lower material standa¡ds of life than

Australians" illustrates this point. Such a view ignores the marginal economic

status of most immigrants and allows the health and welfare problems associated

with that status or with the environment in which they lived to be recast as

problems of the victim's own choosing.to6

Overall, the standard of living of the Southern and Eastern European

immigrants was determined mainly by their options and their relatively low

lM Co**onwealth Parliamenø¡y Debates, 30 March, 1950; 1482.

to5tupn, opcit:27.

106 Borrie, op cit; 30.
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position in the social and economic hierarchy. It was easy to say that, because

displaced people lived in conditions that were visibly worse than Australians, their

needs were more limited. More particularly, what could be seen as the

"naturalness" of their poor living conditions was also projected as a health threat.

These descriptions of the inadequacies of Southern and Eastern European

arrivals implied a general belief that they were threatening outsiders to the

Australian community. Their physical appearance, social difference and poverty

advertised the presence of a new and separate class of potentially cut-rate workers.

Allegations about their living conditions were expressed in public health terms,

emphasising the threat to the wider community. It was also expressed as a moral

issue, emphasising their disorder and disregard for traditional uses of space. As

with the Chinese before them, these undesirable immigrants in poverty became a

general symbol of threat to Anglo-Australians.

The medical literature in the 1950s and 1960s gave some indication of the

way that the health problems of new arrivals were viewed and defined. There was

some recognition of the fact that poor living conditions affected their health. A

study by Saint in L963 found "relatively high rates of morbidity (for all migrants)

from acute and chronic infection", which he attributed to their past and present

poor living standards. In the case of bowel infections he wrote that, generally,

these patients "have lived in apartments and substanda¡d houses ... where for

cultural and economic reasons the recently arrived ... [tend to congregate.]"1o7

There were also a number of studies on the psychological issues of

adjusting to a new life in Australia, published within the fi¡st 25 years after the end

of World War II. These were generally sympathetic responses to the plight of the

immigrant and the traumatic histories of many. Significantly, they failed to go

beyond a personal level of explanation, one that focused on the individual patient.

107 5¡¡¡ B G. The Medical Problems of Migr mts. Med I AL¿sr, 9 Ma¡ch, 1963: 335-338; 336
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Rarely was the Ausnalian environment or way of life seen as the basis from which

immigrant ill health might be explained. Rather, explanations, particularly in the

case of mental illness, tended to emphasise the horrors of past experience, the

concentration camps or the social dislocation inherent in leaving family and

culture.l08

Two case studies from an'article written in 1960 by J M Last provide an

example of this model of explanation. One involved a young woman from a

"beautiful mountain valley in Northern Yugoslavia" for whom immigration meant

depression - in a new home in a small attached house under the shadow of a

gasometer and near a railway goods yard and iron foundry. The only suggested

resolution of the depression was the prospect that the woman and her husband

might, when out of debt, be able to move to the country at some future date.

The second example involved a young German male, leading a nomadic

life working in rural areas. He contracted venereal disease, said to be the result of

contact with a prostitute. The man was described as shy; at country dances he

stayed mostly on the sidelines with the other men from the camp. He was given

some "simple psychotherapy" in the hope that it might "help him adjust his

personality."lOe Granted, Last in his role as an Adelaide medical practitioner was

limited in his options by the immediate needs of his patients. He was not hostile to

their problems. He did not dismiss them as malingerers or as immoral or even

ungrateful for the new start in life that Australia had given them. However, in his

coíìmentary, Last's analysis is firmly anchored in a view of the problems of these

patients and the clinical resolution of those needs that was set within a context that

saw them as outsiders, with problems that emphasised their alien status in

Australia. He did not focus on the wider structural issues of poverty or the

108 5." for example, the following - Burgess J N. With the Migrants in Europe. MedJ Aust,Z1
September, 1952: 438-439. Ellard J. The Problems of the Migranr Med J Aust,22 Novembe¡,
19õ9:1039-1043.ListawanIA.ParanoidStates:SocialandCulturalAspects. MedJAust,l2May,
1956:776-778.

109 Last J M. The Health of Immigrans: Some Observations From General Practice. Med I Aust,
30 January, 1960: 158-162.
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economic system that saw immigrants as the lowest stratum of the work force. He

did. not explore the ethnocentricity that devalued foreign cultures and values or the

inadequate planning controls that lumped the poor and unpleasant industries

together. Rather, he turned the problems inward for the immigrants themselves to

resolve, perhaps with some counselling.

These sympathetic medical treatments of the poor mental and physical

heatth of particular immigrants are no less ethnocentric than other explanations.

They are however cloaked with the authority of medical knowledge and a stated

sympathy for the immigrant. So while this medical view may appear to be

different from, for example, the denunciation of an RSL offrcial, it is not

necessarily less labelling or less coercive in its view that solutions to the problems

of poor health lay with the immigrants themselves rather than with the

environment into which they had arrived.

This analysis of hygiene, disease and ill health, illustrates the same ideas

about the Southern and Eastern European arrivals that were presented in the case

of the Chinese: that they introduced disease and lived in insanitary circumstances.

It was easy to make the charge that the new arrivals were unsatisfactory and even

threatening in public health terms, to say that this was their fault and to then use it

as a way of articulating resentment against them and marginalising them. It was

not so easy to demonsEate the charge however, and there rarely seemed to be a

recognition of the significance of the environmental conditions and the cultural

dislocation that played a major paft in determining the health of Southern and

Eastern EuroPeans.lto

e choice to move into the Australian community
o so to be used as a criticism of them. This was

during the 1925 immigration debates: "do the
sønda¡d of living?" Such a view was blind

the immigrants found themselves.
925:7ùt.)
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5. MIGRANTS, MORALS AND MAFIA

The stereotypical Chinaman "Ah Sin", corpulent, immoral and criminal,

provided a popular and well publicised case against the Chinese in Australia.

Similar pictures were presented against Southern and Eastern European arrivals

and views relating to immigrant crime and their alleged moral conditions played a

significant role in shaping the attitudes against them. Illegal activities and public

health come together in areas of organised crime such as prostitution and drug

trafficking. Prostitution is the subject of the sanctions of the criminal law and of

moral judgement. It is also an area of considerable public health significance. As

the history of public health control demonstrates, it is difficult to unravel these

various concerns.lll Section 3 of the Commonwealth Immigratíon Acr 1901 also

illustrates how the issues of crime, morals and public health were brought into the

same focus: "prohibited immigrant" was a collective term that included persons

with serious or loathsome diseases, criminals, prostitutes and persons living off the

earnings of prostitution. Prostitution was further linked with immigration policy

since convicted prostitutes and persons convicted of living off the earnings of

prostitutes joined seditious revolutionaries as a relatively small class of persons

who could be dePorted.ttz

A popular picture of recently arrived immigrants was one that emphasised

actual and potential criminality. The image of the menacing Asian hawkers at the

turn of the century was continued by the cartoon figures of disembarking ltalians,

11r d
sex etention
Act 1908;
2226.

112 5sctie¡ 84, inserted by amendment to the Act, 1920.
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dressed as brigands with knifes in their þsl¡s.ttr The association of crime and

character was strongly represented as a natural and expected consequence of being

foreign. This was the case with the Chinese, it was also true of the Italians. In

1891, the Boomerang wamed Queenslanders of prospective Southern Italian

immigrants, likening their presumed hot blooded temper to the volcanic mountains

of theii naúve region. More specifically, it warned of the Mafia and of family

disputes "being settled by the lç¡ifsrr.l14 The theme was continued in Queensland:

in 1934, Frank Dalby Davison described Southern Europeans as "worthless",

"knife sticking" and "anti-fascists" (at that time a criticism).tts

The picture of migrant crime was developed in the context of sinister

overseas organisations and the threat that this brought to Australia. This

emphasised the idea of the external menace to the Australian community. In

pafiicular, links with migration and criminal organisations in the migrants' home

countries were often made. In the 1925 Immigration debates, several members

emphasised this point and articulated the threat from outside that was introduced

by undesirables, Thei'e is a strong parallel in the idea that, in the same way that

immigrants from infectious areas were a threat, people from a¡eas where organised

crime was believed to exist were also threatening.tt0

This theme continued during the period of substantial Southern European

immigration after 1945. The spectre of organised and violent crime was often

conjured up in Federal Parliament where it was claimed that many new arivals

"carried knives on their person and are a constant danger to decent citizens" while

assaults that occurred in the vicinity of hostels generally resulted in immigrants

being the prime suspects.llT More outspoken backbenchers said that these

1 13 ¡u"¡ and Templeto n, op cig 221.

ll4 7¡o Boomerang, lT January, 1891;4.

l15DavisonFDandNichollsB. BlueCoastCaravøn.Sydney:AngusandRobertson,lg35;225.

1 1 6 Çs¡¡¡nsnwealth Pa¡liamen tary Debates, 2 J lly, 1925 ; 666, 685.

117 Commonwealttr Parliamentary Debates, 6 May, L952;8. 27 November,Ig5l;2765.
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immigrants were "murderers and vicious criminals".lls Others conjured up the

idea of secret criminal 5eçis¡is5.lle

These concerns \¡/ere not sustained by the available crime statistics. In

1952, a Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry reported that crime involving

immigrants as assailants was significantly below the crime rate overall suggesting

that, contrary to the popular, knife-wielding stereotype, European immigrants were

generally a law abiding group.l2o Notwithstanding this fact, migrant involvement

in crime was presented by the media as a prominent issue. Migrants were seen

either as victims or as suspect assailants: both roles emphasised their potential to

disrupt and threaten the Australian community. In these cases, the facts were

reported prominently and also, in a context that focused on the ethnicity of the

victim or the assailant and its significance in the offence. The press coverage of

the "Victoria Ma¡ket" killings was one prominent example of this.

Over a period in 1963 and 1964, shootings at Melbourne's Victoria Market

claimed a number of victims of Italian background. The media reports of these

murders generated a."moral panic" within the Victorian community which

amplified and broadened the issues, characterising the crimes as matters about

Italian immigration and the alien threat generally.t2t The reports described the

offences as "Mafia type" and it was noted that they were similar to other alleged

ethnic murders in America. Although the identity and motive of the assailants was

unknown, the press provided its readers with considerable background on the

Maf,ra organisation and its various ¡i¡u¿15.122 The anti-immigrant context of the

118 S.", for example, Daniel Mulcahy a Federal New South Vy'ales back bencher, -
Commonwealttr Parliamentary Debates, 26 September, 1951; 40.

119 Co**onwealth Parliamentary Debates, 20 June, L95l;124, See also 15 November, 1951;
2055 and 20 November, L95l;2261.

120 Corronwealrh Parliamentary Debates,4 June, 1952; 1308. 2 Ocûober, 1951; 175. See also,
Bonutto, op cit; 18.

121 pot a full description of the signihcance of this process see Cohen S. Fotk Devils and Moral
Panics. London: MacGibbon and Kee, 19721l9l.

I22 $ee the Age 17 January, l9&;3, 18 January; 3, 23 Jantaryi l, 2ç January; 3. See also Whiæ
N R and P B.Immigranls and tlrc Media. Melbourne: Longman Cheshi¡e, 1983; 84, 85.
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response was highlighted by the Leader of the Victorian Labour Opposition who

described the shootings "as not being ordinary crimes, they are something evil and

foreign in our community."tæ

V/hite and White, examined the press coverage of the shootings and

conclude that the words most frequently used in the headlines were ltalían,

Calabrian, Sícilían, Mafia and Migrant - Eeîeralities that brought the whole Italian

community into the spotlight of suspicion and blame. The Victoria Ma¡ket

killings, together with other high profile offences such as the apparent murder of

Donald McKay at Griffith in 1977, were reported more prominently than usual and

were kept cuffent because of their presumed ethnic associations. The assailants

were seen as outsiders in the Australian community.tzn

While the Victoria Market killings were aprominent example of the

reporting of crime in Australia and its supposed links with an immigrant

community; there were precedents. In the early 1930s, Queensland Italians were

said to be associated with the secret "Black Hand" societies and the general

association of foreigners with criminality remained a long standing ids¿.t25 The

reports reinforced prejudices and strengthened the idea that all Italian immigrants

were linked with these organisations. It was also given public health significance.

In 1960, an article on tuberculosis published in the Medical fournal of Austalia

emphasised the similarities between the need to screen immigrants for health and

the need to screen for criminal activity. The latter process being described as "a

123 Agr, 22 J anuuy, 1964: 5.

124 141¡¡¡e and White, op cit, chapter 5 generally. See also Bonutto, op cit; 20. Another example
of thisoccunedin 1960withthekidnappingandmurderof aSydneyboy,GraemeThome. Itwas
a particul the Sydney it as the work of an outsider and a hunt began
for short, tted the obvi er stereotype. Fifteen months lalm,amember
or the Ne 

, i" 
"*î#iifËiu, 

il. *onotf,^n:å',l3å ifå'ltrhiå:il'täi%$i:"Sii9å:.
28 November, 1961; 3161. Also, Tølking History, ABC Rad.ío,Interview
htly,L992.)

125 þe¡ut¡s, op cit; 126-127. Pyke,op cit; 108.
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lesson leamed from the large-scale importation of gangsters which took place in

the United $¡¿¡ss.r'126

The process of emphasising immigrant crime has continued into the last

two decades as the complaints about press covflage of crime lodged with the

Federal Office of the Commissioner of Community Relations indicate. Drug

offences, in particular, have been associated with immigrant groups, described in

one newspaper report as "semi-literate peasant types who were well off if they

once owned a dozen goats."127 These are examples from an apparently broad and

notorious spectrum of ethnic wrongdoing that has received, and continues to

receive, wide media coverage.l28

Despite the high profile treatment of ethnic crime, in the 1990s - as in the

1950s - immigrants are usually under-represented in criminal statistics and

criminal drug statistics in particular. In South Australia for example, the data

suggest that, other than New Zealanders, persons born overseas do not have a

significantly higher than average crime rate overall.l2e It is unlikely that the South

Australian community,would"echo this view: the media tradition of characterising

certain types of crime as "ethnic" has fashioned a popular notion of immigrants as

drug dealers or as organised criminals.

Presenting Southern European immigrants as undesirable on the basis that

they were involved with alien criminal organisations emphasised that they were

126 nollig"r W. On the Incidence of Tuberculosis in Victori a. Med, J Ausr, 1 October, 1960: 528-
532;528.

127 tvtrite and Whire, op cit; 5.

128 Ser- Advertiser,2T December 1990; 1 - This involved a murder of an Indochinese man in
Adelaide by other Asian men. It was described (without basis) in the paper as an "execution" with
the overtones of organised crime and drugs. See also, Advertiser, 19 November, 1990; 1. This
involved the (unsolved) murder of an Italian male. Both crimes received a disproportionate amount
of publicity compared with most other murders in Adelaide.

129 Personal conversation with søtistician, Office of Crime Statistics, (South Australia) (1990).
See also - South Aust¡alia, Attorney General's Depafment, Crime and Justice in South Auslralia,
Adelaide: six-monthly reports and Francis RD. Migrant Crime ín Australia. St Lucia: Univ Qld P,
l98l;79. The Study done by Reynolds et al into the client profrle of drug offenders in South
Australia showed a significant under-representation of overseas born offenders other than British
bom. (Reynolds C S et al. The South Australian Drug Assessment and Aid Panels: An Alternotive to
the Criminsl Justice System. Paper presented to the Window of Opportunity Conference, Adelaide,
December, 1991.)
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threatening to the Australian community. It articulated and gave substance to the

general idea that they were undesirable. It emphasised their links with a world

beyond Australia hightighting them as outsiders. Popular representations of ethnic

crime in the media both justifred the idea of "undesirability" and were justified by

it. Organised crime, in the sense that it was seen as a planned and concerted

activity, was threatening as an intrusion into Australia from the su¡sids.l3o

Overt criminal activity was only one issue in a more general context; there

were other matters that either hinted at or were on the margins of criminal activity.

These included suggestions that immigrants were immoral, that they were involved

in vice or that they grouped together in enclaves.l3l This was a common complaint

in Australia as it was elsewhere. In the United States, a study claimed to show that

low intelligence and immorality generally occurred together. This focused on the

Southern and Eastern European immigrants since they had been measured by the

ethnocentric "intelligence tests'! used at the time to be of very low intelligence. By

implication, they must also have been immoral. It also served as a further

demonstration both of their genetic inferiority and the need to restrict their entry.t:z

Once established, some immigrant communities were also subject to this

general view that they were unsuitable. The Ferry Commission, dismissed

Queensland's Greek settlers as being of an "undesirable type" apparently because

they lived mainly in towns and carried on small businesses in "cafes, fish shops,

boarding houses and other less reputable ways."ts¡ Ferry added that these people

health focus in the reporting of the Bradford
out convincing evidence blamed a popular
htening public concern over the epidemic and

3ft:ìåi5 
(Buttenvorth E., rhe 1e62 Smallpox

13l ¡¿s¡ and Templeton, op cit; 149,233.

132 Chase A. The Le gacy of M althus. New York: Alfred Knopf, 1977 ; 27 l.

133 þsrry, op cit; 12. See also Borrie, op cit; 109-110.
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gave "nothing to the wealth or security of the country", presumably because the

Greeks, as predominantly self-employed, were independent of the local labour

market. This echoed the earlier complaints about the Chinese, \ryho were also

largely independent workers. Feny goes so far as to describe the Greeks as the

new Chines¿, commenting that they were even occupying the old Chinatowns (that

is the poor areas) of the towns in Noth Queensland.

Ferry's view gives some shape to the notion of "undesirability", illustating

the established assumptions about the role that immigrants were expected to play

in Austalia, namely as employed labour. Applied to people who did not conform

in appearance or occupation to the paradigm of Anglo-Saxon farm boys,

"immigrant" was a general term that encompassed both morals and living

conditions. Further, the claimed undesirability of the few became a statement

about the general undesirability of all unwelcome immigrants. Thus, in 1.940, the

Fitzroy (Melbourne) Council complained about the presence of foreign clubs in its

area. Basing its comments on "personal observations", the Council reported that

these places were undesirable, 'lSome [it said]... were nothing mofe than sly grog

shops and clearing houses for drugs." Even if this was the case, it is arguable

whether it made the clubs more "undesirable" than their Australian counterparts

among whom breaches of the licensing and gaming laws were not unknown.

Further, the Council's reported comments imply that all the clubs were

undesirable, although only some were identified as being in breach of legislation.

This generalisation led the Council to yet a wider generalisation: it wondered why

non-naturalised Australians (that is all non-Britons) were allowed into Australia at

all.134

When the idea of "undesirability" was articulated, a moral concem was

prominent. Thus, in 1938, Graham Pratten, a New South V/ales politician and

critic of Jewish immigration, called for an amendment to entry controls in order to

134 White N R and White P B. Evaluating the Immigrant Presence: Press Reporting of Immigrans
to Ausúalia, 1935-1977. 1983 ithnic and Racial Studies,6:284-':07;290.
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ensure the "moral Character" of new arivals as well as their "physical and

occupational suitability." The Government'S "open door" policy was, he said,

encouraging "the wrong type."trs

This moral undesirability was also expressed more specifically in the idea

that some of the new arrivals posed a threat to Australian women. Here, there a¡e

similarities to the fears directed âgainst the Chinese in the 19th century. Ferry's

Report noted that Southem Italians behaved poorly in trains "crowding out the

carriages and jostling women and children", while Greek restaurant proprietors

were said to be "constantly" making improper suggestions to the girls employed by

1þsrn.l36 This theme continued where pockets of Southern Europeans existed.

There were complaints of jostling and obsüucting made against the Italians in

Kalgoorlie in L934,tst while in 1944, the Stanhope (Queensland) Clarion, under

the headline "Dago Menace Again Threatens Stanhope District", complained

among other things that the Italians living in the district before the war:

had become so cheeky, so arrogant and so devoid of common decency that
women when.approaching them were obliged to walk off the footpath to
avoid some rude ¡9¡¡¿¡lç 138

This imagined threat to European women was a particular issue when

Italian prisoners of war were assigned as farm labourers. The idea that they might

seduce the local women was considered to be one of the most dange ous aspects of

the policy of employing the prisoners unguarded. Fitzgerald, in his study of Italian

prisoners of war, described this as an example of the traditional fear of the "ruling

caste that its women would be violated by the lower s¡fls¡5."13e After V/orld Wa¡

135 ¡Jsvs South Wales Parliamentary Debates, 8 November, 1938;2512.

136Ferry,opciq12. SeealsoEllardJ.TheProblemsofttreMigrant. MedJAusr,22November,
1969: 1039-1043;1041.

137 Casey G and MaymanT. The Mile tlnt Midas Touched. Adelaide: Rigby, 1964; f 88.

138 Piøgs¡ald, op cit; 78.

139 rbid; 79.
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II, the idea that immigrant males were a sexual risk to the community continued.

In an intriguing update of the opium dens of Little Bourke street, a Melbourne

television station in the 1960s reported the claim that "expresso bar" prostitution

was flourishing in the inner suburbs. To support this, the station relied on the

evidence of a woman who claimed to have had sex with 4,000 Italians within the

past three years. While this quite improbable claim was later shown to be a hoax,

the initial publicity was widespread and was likely to have done much to nourish

and harden the pre-existing notions of many vls\¡,/e¡s.lao

The social circumstances in which many immigrants lived made it

unrealistic to judge their moral behaviour against what was taken to be that of the

established Australian family unit. For example, the Snowy Mountains hydro

electric scheme predominantly employed young immigrant males, either unmarried

or isolated from their families. V/ilton and Bosworth suggest that while

prostitution did flourish in some areas of high immigrant population, it was simply

the expected result of the physical and social remoteness of the workers. This may

have been the case but its consequences were that "nice Aussie girls" learned to

stay away from towns like Cooma while the Australian newspapers "pontificated

about the inevitability or the extent of the vice that came with migrant

settlement."l4l fþss, the critical observations and conclusions were directed

towards the, largely migrant, workers on the Snowy Mountains Scheme, in a sense,

its "victims", rather than the socially abnormal conditions in which so many of

them worked and lived.

In the reception centÍes, there were similar concerns: V/ilton and Bosworth

cite a complaint made by a number of British immigrants seeking to be separated

from "foreign migrants particulffly single men." They claim to have been

promised separate accommodation and, to an official lnquiry set up to investigate

t4o Jupp, op cit; I t2-t 14.

141 wilton and Bosworth, op cit; 116.
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this and other complaints, suggested that "the 'morals' of their children might have

been affected by living too close to single foreigners."l42 This concem was about

what mighr happen. Its effect was to provide a justification for keeping British and

Non-British arrivals soparate, though it was never shown to be a realistic concern

about the comrpting potential of Southem and Eastern European immigrants.

The moral threat presented by groups of allegedly undesirable immigrants

should be viewed in the context of their expected role and function. In particular,

many were required to undertake indentured labour assigned to them by the

Government (this was a condition of assisted immigration). This arrangement

imposed a "caste" status in the sense that it ma¡ked, socially distanced and isolated

the immigrant from the mainsüeam of the Anglo-Australian community. They

were social outsiders. In such cases, a central response by the community has been

to see the "outgroup'l, in this case the immigrants, as highly visible outsiders,

threatening and, in particular, as a sexual threat to the community. This was the

case with the Chinese inthe'19th contury, while the Australian Army's concerns

about the Italian prisoners of war were, in Fitzgerald's view, similar to the fears

held in the United States about Negroes and the threats that they allegedly posed to

White women. As late as 1961, tbe Medical Journal of Australid, in an article that

considered immigrants and their culture, made the point that prejudice and sex

were often linked in contemporary thinking about them, with the immigrant being

considered to have "animal like sex appetites."la3 Thus the idea that certain goups

of new arrivals were immoral and threatening to the established order of the

community underscored their status as outsiders. It emphasised more generally the

threat that they presented to the Australian community as outsiders.

14216i6; tr3
143 ¡4.¿lsal Journal of Australia, Special Article, op cit; 424. See also Fitzgerald, op ciq 80. See
also Helmer J . Drugs and Minority Oppression, New York: Seabury Press, 1975; 4748.
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6. DANGEROUS, DIRTY AND DISABLED

The jog notting Chinamen were a source of resentment because they were

said by many to work too hard, to find too much gold and to threaten ttre livelihood

of Australians. Generally, the Chinese were self employed or worked within

Chinese enclaves; the Colonial legislation sought to distance them and marginalise

them from the local labour force. Some immigrants in the 20th century were cast

in a similar role and were branded as "sweaters" of local labour or "undesirable"

because they were self employed (as was the case of the Greek community in

Queensland).

The immigration policy of the 20th century was not designed to encourage

independent opsrators. .Rather, immigrants were intended as "fuel" for economic

expansion and nation building programmes such as the Snowy Mountains

$çþsrns.laa Hence, they were seen as a resource. The logic of immigration lay in

its supply of workers; labour was expected and, in the cases of assisted

immigrants, formally required in return for the opportunities to settle in Australia.

The value of immigrant labour and the occupational health issues affecting

it were of prime importance to Australians. These issues formed another basis

from which criticism of new arrivals occurred. In particular, immigrant workers in

Australia have been linked with high levels of occupational injury. In many cases,

they were blamed for these injuries and, in this process, it is possible to see another

example of the use of health as a basis for justifying prejudice against specific

immigrant groups and to emphasise the distinction between them and the rest of

the community. To illustrate this, three examples are presented, relating to the

144 Kun ,op cit; 143. Wigmore L. The Strugglefor the Snowy. Melbourne: Oxford U P, 1966;
Chapter 8 - A Time to go Forward.
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Kalgoorlie Mines, the Port Pirie Lead Smelter and the occurrence of a medical

condition labelled as Mediterranean back.

The final great gold rush in Australia occurred in the Kalgoorlie area of

W'estern Australia at the turn of the century. Much of the gold was buried deep

underground and its extraction required substantial capital and the use of a large

labour force. The labour attracted to these mines included a number of foreigners,

whose presence was said to be of sufficient concern to warrant the setting up, in

t902, of a Commonwealth Commission into Foreign Contact Labour ínWestern

Australía. This was prompted by the number of foreign workers and their rate of

increase. However, the Commission found that the number of foreigners (mostly

Italians) was, in most mines, a very small percentage of the total miners employed

and their rate of arrival was likely to decrease rather than increase. Yet, Italians

were singled out for particulil criticism by other workers. So distant did they

seem that, in the evidence of some witnesses, they were distinguished from V/hite

men. There were objections about their occupational health and safety practices,

about ttreir standards of living and also about their careless and over-enthusiastic

use of explosives.l4s fvve years later, the State government re-opened this issue in

response, it was said, to a popular outcry.146 This led to the creation of a second,

State, Royal Commission whose Report also concluded that the number of non-

British Europeans in the State was small. However, it claimed that it was its

potential to grow that was of concern. Despite this concern, there seemed to be no

basis for it; any annual increase in the Italian population of the area was small

when compared with the increases of the British population over the same

Period.t¿z

145 R"port of the Commission to Enquire inro Foreign Cont¡act Labour in Western Australia.
Commonwealtlr Parliamenøry Papers, l90l-I902. A44.

146 R"po.t of the Royal Commission on the Immigration of Non-British Labour. Western
AusFalian Parliamentary papers, 19M, vol 2, A716.

l47 tbid,tg.
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Some of the complaints of the witnesses to both of these Inquiries have

been detailed elsewhere in this Chapter. Broadly, they were about living

conditions and mining safety and hygiene. They claimed to justify policies of

exclusion rather than betterment for all workers. The occupational health and

safety context in which the calls for exclusion occurred were justifications of the

wider and long sranding anti-Italian feelings that existed in the Kalgoorlie

community and which erupted into open violence, fust in 1919 and then more

forcibly during the Australia Day holiday qf l!f4'.t+r

The issue of foreign labour in Kalgoorlie is complex and cannot be dealt

with in detail here. However, it demonstrates that, at the turn of the century,

another non-British group had joined the Chinese. The thrust of this local

discontent was about excluding the Italians entirely; there was resentment that they

were there at all. The complaints were simila¡ to those made against the Chinese

some decades before. In both cases, they were demonstrations of resentment

against foreign workers that were partly articulated in terms of public health,

occupational health, their alleged threatening behaviour and their presumed

criminal activity.

The Port Pirie lead smelter is the largest in the world. Since 1889 it has

refined ore from the Broken Hill mines, some 450 kilometres distant. tü/hile

bringing much prosperity to the town, the lead industry also brought occupational

and environmental problems of such dimensions as to warTant Government

investigation and involvement which continues to the present day. The first

significant health enquiry in Port Pirie was the Royal Commission into Plumbism

in 1926 that examined the occupational lead exposures of workers at the smelter.

Port Pirie had a substantial Greek and Italian population at the time. They were

148 poun6 Table, June, 1934,24:651-655. (Cited in Crowley F K. Modern Australia in Doctanents
1901 -1931 Vol L Melboume: Wren, 1973; 537 .) Gerritsen R. The 1934 Kalgoorlie Riots: A
Western Australian Crowd, 1969. University Studies in History,5, No 3:42-75.
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first attracted by the fishing industry, though by L926,322Greeks were employed

at the smelters.l4e From their first arrival this immigrant population was objected

to in terms that were grounded in public health. Nancy Robinson has written:

The single Italian men spent most of their time in boats, but while on shore
shared ciramped unhygienic conditions which invoked the wrath of
neighbours ánd incun-ed the frustration of health effiss¡5.1s0

Evidence given to the Royal Commission also focused on the Greek and Italian

employees. This was done with some justification; the plant was absorbing more

non-British Europeans in the 1920s and reported cases of plumbism (lead

poisoning) among these workers had risen disproportionately. This led the

Commission to conclude that:

Greeks, Italians and Maltese, in particular, are much more susceptible to
the hâzards of the industry than are persons of British or Northern
EuroPean origin.tst

The use of the \ilord "susceptible" suggests that it was simply the fact of

being Greek or Italian.that put these workers at risk and it was within this view that

attempts to explain the over representation in plumbism were made by Smelter

offrcials and others. It was suggested that the domestic habits of the Southern

Europeans were deficient and that this was the main issue. It was said that they

lived in crowded conditions, that they abused alcohol and that they were not too

particular about their sanita¡y aüangements including washing before ¡¡s¿15.1s2

One witness concluded that "they have primitive ideas about hygiene and have to

be taught ¿ ls¡".153 Here their personal habits - even the extent to which these

workers ate tinned, as opposed to fresh, food came under scrutiny.ls4

149 RobinronN. Reluctant Harbour: The Romance of Pirie. Jamestown: Nadjuri Ptb,1976:276.

150 rbid;273.

151 psps¡¡ of the Royal Commission on Plumbism. South Australian Parliamenøry Papers, 1925
no 57; para 17.

152¡6i6; qs478,588, 1073, 1079.

153 rUi¿: q1089.
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These were issues about the Italian and Greek workers that built upon pre-

existing stereotypes, that they were dirty, that they lived differently from other

Europeans in the town. This view ignored other issues such as the extent to which

workers were even aware of the issue of lead poisoning and the extent to which

they were able to avoid it given their particular tasks within the smelter. These

issues were to some degree acknowledged by the Royal Commission and became

the subject of specific recommendations but for many of the witnesses, the issue

largely turned about the personal habits of the migrant workers.

Mediterranean Back is said to be an unspecific musculo-skeletal injury,

believed common among immigrant workers. The term is a stigma; its immigrant

sufferers were said to be malingering or perpetrating frauds on the workers

compensation systems. Although any worker could be injured, it was the injuries

of migrant workers that atgacted the label Mediterranean back. The term and its

stigma was specific in its application to Southern European workers. There is no

local equivalent for inj ured Anglo-Au s tralian 1x7s¡ks¡s. l ss

The idea of Mediterranean back epitomised the unreliability of Southern

European workers who ceased to labour productively. In 1987, the Victorian RSL

president Bruce Ruxton said that immigrant workers intentionally defrauded the

compensation system:

glish know the'Workers' Compensation
they know it before they come to Australia
for payments that are incredible yet offer

154 rbid. qL37r.

155 afc9.1o C. MigrantWorkers andWorkers' Compensation in NSW. Sydney: Social Welfa¡e
Research Centre - Univ of NSV/, 1988; 91.

156 rUi¿; +.
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His was not an isolated voice. Studies that have been conducted on migrant injury

suggest that Ruxton's view has supporters within the medical and legal

professions. In a study of the New South Wales workers compensation system,

Nye found that the origin of an injured worker was often used in a derogatory way

and accompanied by doubts regarding the genuine nature of the injury. These

views, Nye concluded, were often generalised, so that:

while AustralianÂJK workers also attract adverse comments, these
that group as a whole, whereas it
ers ... are often seen as a group all of

Alcorso's study of workers compensation claims surveyed solicitors'

attitudes to workers compensation. From these data, she identifi.ed the tendency

for the creation of a "migrant claimant model" which was understood to fit all

injured workers of that ethnic background. For example, one solicitor included in

her study created an elaborate series of generalisations such as migrants "have a

different concept of morality to us" or their political systems are corrupt and

"everything works on a patronage system", thus linking the injuries of immigrant

workers to a stereotypical view of their cultural system.tsa

Alcorso challenged this stereotype. She concluded that there were over-

representations in. claims by immigrants only for some occupations and not

generally.rse In particular, if the idea of Mediterranean back was to have any

meaning beyond a misleading ethnic stereotype, it would need to demonstrate a

consistent pattern of ethnic over-representation in work place injuries, for example,

that Southern European medical practitioners or accountants had more work place

injury than the general rate for medical practitioners and accountants. This is not

the case. The type of industry in which the over-representation occurs and the

157 ¡ts B. Some sspects of Workers' Compensation, Sydney: NSW Ethnic Affairs Commission,
1978. (cited in Alcorso, oP cit; 18.)

1 58 Alcorso, op cit: 92-93.

r59 Ibid; 133.
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stratification of the work force within that industry provides a more telling picture

of the issue of ethnic injury rates. By comparison, an explanation that seeks to

focus on the mindfulness of the injured worker necessarily ignores or discounts

environmental or social factors that offer alternative explanations as to why

particular groups of workers are more at risk for occupational injury.teo Two such

factors discussed by Alcorso are the over representation of immigrants in

dangerous occupations and the relatively powerless position of immigrants in the

work place that makes them more susceptible to injury. However, explanations

such as these which see environment and power as significant do not appear to

have dispelled the idea of Mediterranean back. Arguably, one reason for this is

the fear of malingering and the overuse of medical services that Pilowsky has

suggested permeates Australian society at all levels.t6t \{i¡þin this context, the

natural response to injury is to direct a biomedical gaze on the victim in an effort

to assess whether or.-not he or she is "really" injured. By comparison, the

occasional media report of an injured litigant being exposed in court as a

malingerer provides a simple explanation of immigrant occupational injury that

can ignore the more complex factors that surround the issue and can be drawn into

the general proposition that all injured immigrant workers are malingerers.

The metaphors of disease have been used for other arivals. There was the

term.Brirish disease, employed in 1977'by Ian Sinclair, then Federal Minister for

Primary Industry.tez In Sinclair's view, the symptoms of this ailment could be

seen in the over-abundance of British trade union officials in the Australian work

force. He postulated that the economic woes of the United Kingdom were caused

by this "disease" and that the activities of trade unions and the presence of British

160 5.r Minc S. Of New Australian Palienfs, Their Medical Lore and Major Anxieties. MedJ Aust,
11May, 1963:681-687. ParkerN. Malingering. MedJ Aust,2 December, 1972: 1308-1311; 1311
and Balla J I and Moraitis S. Knights in Armour. Med J Aust, 22 August, 1970: 355-361; 361 .

161p¡1sçs¡y, interview inNew Doctor,Issue 40, 1986: 6-11; 8.

l62ln aspeech given at tfre opening of the Annual Conference of the National Country Party,
Tanunda,5 August 1977. (The Australian, S August, 1977;6.)
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unionists in Australia would lead to similar effects. This was a generalisation

prompted by Sinclair's anti-labour views. It was based on premises of doubtful

validity and made without any substantiating evidence.

The two concepts make an interesting comparison: while Mediterranean

back appears largely to have passed into the Australian idiom without any serious

popular challenge, the term British diseîse met widespread, though not total,

opposition in the media at the time it was first aired. This demonsmþs the

relatively more powerful position of British immigrants within the Australian

community. YeL both concepts vividly express the expected role of immigrants

within the Australian economy. Indeed, it could be seen to reflect the "price" of

entry to Australia. This was to labour productively in a subservient and powerless

position. To become injured and a charge on the system or to attempt to alter its

established rules was to fall short of those expectations.

The experience of immigrant workers in Australia illustrates how their

illness and injury has been explained in a way that directs responsibility for it at

the worker. It illustrates how this has permitted the construction of generalisations

and labels that questions the legitimacy of the illness or injury and diminishes the

extent to which occupational structures and environments are responsible for it.

This used ideas about health and disability in a way that controlled and blamed.

Many writers have argued this to be unfair and inaccurate. More significantly, it is

also another aspect of the general proposition charted in this thesis. Immigrants

who do not fit into the expected stereotype, who "fail" through injury or who stand

apart from the norm as independent workers were marginalised. They were

labelled as undesirable outsiders and viewed as threatening to the Australian

community.
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7. THE RESPONSE TO IMMIGRATION, RACIAL OR ECONOMIC?

A prominent focus of opposition against immigrants considered undesirable

was that they posed an economic threat to members of the Australian community.

This was emphasised particularly when they moved beyond the consrained and

closely defined role of wage labourers. -The issue was a focus for opposition to the

Chinese in the 19th century. However, it was argued that economic concern was

not the central reason for anti-Chinese feeling. Similarly, the economic arguments

against the unwelcome arrivals of the 20th century seemed driven more generally,

by the general dislike towa¡ds them, of which public health was another

expression. Nevertheless, the charge that these new arrivals were exploiting

Australians and taking their jobs remained a prominent complaint.

At the turn of the century, the Assyrian (Lebanese) traders in Adelaide

came under the'senrtiny'of the South Australian Factory Inspector. The Report for

1899 made two points: that these traders were attracting work that would otherwise

have gone to Australians and-that they exploited European women. A tone of

moral indignation pervaded the document, suggesting the traditional concerns

about white women in the clutches of Asiatics. For example: "young girl

(European) working at a sewing machine in very untidy and dirty bedroom in

Assyrian house. I think this kind of thing should be stopped"l63 f{e¡e was a

picture of dirt, disorder, economic and perhaps sexual exploitation. However, the

extent to which the Lebanese exploited and replaced European workers was

thrown into doubt in 1904, when a South Australian Select Committee investigated

the "Alleged Sweating Evil" in the clothing industry and said of alien

manufacturers:

We find that Assyrians from Mount Lebanon are the principal aliens
engaged in clothing manufacture and the evidence shows that not only do
they teat their employees well, but pay wages equal to those paid by

163 5ou¿¡ Australia. Parliamenta¡y Papers, 1900, no 64; 9
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European factory-owners for simila¡ work. As manufacturers, they are
decreasing in number l6a

The Lebanese were only one of a number of groups of aliens that fell under

suspicion in this way. The Western Australian and Queensland (Ferry) Inquiries

were also concerned with the idea that Italian workers were monopolising local

jobs. Borrie's description of the ltalians.in Queensland also included the belief of

local labour groups that Italian migrants were prepared to undercut and displace

the local work force.l65 [¡¿li¿¡ immigration into Australian cities provoked a

similar response. In 1924, in the Victorian Parliament Mr G M Prendergast

suggested that immigrant labour was cheaper than the standard rates and that

Italians were "being brought here with a view of reducing ... wages."t66 The belief

in economic competition appeared to play a significant part in precipitating ill

feeling against some immigrants. Borrie, for example, indicated that where

Italians followed occupations that did not bring them into competition with

Australians, the process of acceptance was easier.l6T

Jewish refugees were also accused of taking Australian jobs. The

traditional Gentile apprehension of Jews as prominent and successful businessmen

shaped many concerns about the refugees from Eastern Europe which drew

pessimistic conclusions about the effect that they would have on the local

community. For example, in 1939, a South Australian cabinet minister, concerned

about the entry of Jewish refugees, described the unhappy case of a returned

soldier with 9 children "who had been displaced in his employment by an Austrian

Jew who came to this State not long ago."toa

1ø R"port on the Alleged Sweating Evil, op cit; 8.

165 Borrie, op cit; 20.

166 Vicorian Parliamentary Debates, 18 December ,1924:2284.

167 Borrie, op cit;63.

168 5oo¡¡ Ausralian Pa¡liamentary Debates, 12 October, 1937; 106r. Specifrc sectors of the
the forefront was the
t ruthless opponent of the

ft'r,:f::1":,':lliìii,^ou,.
Aust¡alia. In Britain, f.he Home Secretary, Sir Samuel Hoare, recorded that he encountered
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Adverse comments against Jewish immigration were also made in the

Federal Parliament. Albert Green, the Labour member for Kalgoorlie, was a

strong opponent of Jewish immigration. In 1939, he focused strongly on their

apparent role as economic competitors, claiming "even little shops for the mending

of stockings ... where a little Australian girl can be seen working, have behind

them a Jew who conEols 1¡" 6usl¡es5¡r'l6e

The media also presented the idea of the Jew as an unwelcome and

unscrupulous businessman. Emphasising sharp business practices, traditionally a

part of the Jewish stereotype, the Sydney Catholic Weekly remarked on the

"aggressive" business methods of newly arrived Jews who, allegedly, were

"breaching our industrial laws ... and using unfair methods to defect (sic)

Australian competitors.r't70 pspulist papers such as Truth also complained about

what it called the "Refujews", about how they \ryere sweating and taking over

Melbourne suburbs as'they allegedly had in London (Prahan's Chapel Street, it

warned, would become another Whitechapel Road.)tzt As with the Chinese before

them, the allegations of poor wages and a¡duous working conditions were given a

public health perspective which could be calculated to raise the level of concern.

In May 1939, it was said that the refugee employees of backyard factories in

Carlton were in fhe "roughest living accommodation", inferring a threat to both

their health and the health of the community.tzz

These comments appeil to have been ideologically, rather than empirically,

driven. The Reports of the Victorian Inspector of Factories for the years 1937 to

1939 make no reference to sweating and gave no critical comment on outworking

"massive resistancs" from the medical profession in that country when he suggested the entry of
refugee doctors fleeing the Anschluss. (Sherman AJ. Island Refuge: Britain and the Refugees from
the Third Reiclr. London: Paul Elek, 1973; Iùl fn.)

169 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 15 June, 1939;1966.

170 ghkeney, op cir; 75-76.

171 See Melbourne Truth30 Derember, 1939; 13. Sydney Morning Herald,14 June, 1939; 13 and
12 April, 1939;20. See also Lack and Templeton, op cit; 179, 181.

172 Sydney Morning Herald, g May 1939; 11.
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while, in July L939, the assertion was formally denied by a Department of Labour

Inspector.tT¡ In all three years, employment increased in Victoria, suggesting a

buoyant labour market able to cope with the relatively small refugee intake.

British migration had also fallen off sharply in the 1930s and although there was a

significant increase in Jewish refugee arrivals, Ausralia wide, there were not more

than 1,556 in 1938 and 5,080 in 1939. It was also signifi,cant that the positioning

of Jews in the role of small businessmen was not simply the result of some natural

proclivity. It was the product of Australia's own immigration policy that admitted

only Jews of some means (having at least 3,000 pounds,) together with its refusal

to accept any professional qualifications that they might þ¿vs.l74 Yet, the point

that some Jewish immigrants \ilere wealthy was a source of continuing complaint

in the press, raising the idea that they could not be real refages5.lTs þy

comparison, British arrivals, whose numbers stood to make a far greater impact on

the local job'market; wero'seldom the subject of these concerns. British

immigration \ryas generally welcomed despite its numbers and the fact that,

because their professional and trade qualifications were generally recognised,

British immigrants were not simply relegated to the lowest strata of jobs that could

not otherwise be filled.

Economic issues were marshalled against Southern and Eastern Europeans

in a number of contexts. By themselves, they were important issues, for example,

the quotas in the L925 Immigratíon Act werc said by members of both Parties to be

imposed in order to protect local jobs.t76 In this sense, the arguments for

I73 Sydney tttorning Herald,13 July, 1939; 1 l. In contrast, there is some evidence to suggest that
Jews were the victims rather than the perpetrators of unscrupulous practice. Sydney Morning
Herald,ll April, 1939; 11.

174 5¡e¡¡g1on, op cit; 105. Commonwealth Pa¡liamenta¡y Debates,6 March, 1947:432. Markus
A. Jewish Migration to Aust¡alia 1938-1949, 1983. Journal of Australian Studies,13: 18-31; 23.

175 On the same page as Sir Frank Clarke's "rat faced" outburst was a report ttrat 130 Jewish
refugees had arrived bringing some 200,000 pounds with them. See Sydney Morning Herald 9
May, 1939; 11 and also 12 Jwe,l939:12.

176 Commonwe¿lth Pa¡liamenlary Debates, I July,1925;576 and 8 July, 1925;802. Here, Albert
Green claimed to be speaking for the Labour Party when he said:
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immigration restriction paralleled the public health arguments. Both presented the

idea that the immigrant was threatening to the established community. They also

intertwined and were hard to separate. A prominent example was the view that

because the Southern European arrivals lived poorly, they would undercut

established wage ¡¿¡ss.l77 Thus hygiene and poverty became part of the

justification for the economic argilment against them. Sometimes the two issues

were dealt with in the same breath. Ferry provided very critical cornments of the

Greek community in Queensland concluding that "socially and economically, this

type of immigrant is a menace to the community in which he settles."178 Jegsths¡

or apart, the issues of economics and public health widened the case against those

arrivals believed to be undesirable outsiders: they were dirty, they were dangerous

and they took local jobs. Their capacity to harm the Australian community could

be presented as substantial.

8. CONCLUSION

Like the Chinese before them, and unlike the British immigrants, the

Southern and Eastern Europeans were strangers to the community into which they

a:rived. To many Australians they were unwelcome and their presence, when

encouraged, the result of economic necessity, national insecurity or humanitarian

obligations rather than choice. Most importantly, their presence was seen within

n¿urow constraints. They were to perform the often arduous and isolated tasks

.i,BiJ i$;iiïf#"Ti;,ffiäffi1,Ë;?,åiï""ä-'
mass ¡ ustralia.

177 5ug¿¡ Inquiry Committee Reports. Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers 1929-193l,Vol3, No
%10;7,9-13.

178 F"try, op cit; L2.
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assigned to them in accordance with the national interests while adopting the local

value systems as promptly as possible.

The marker of their outside status was their physical appearance. The

significance of their outside status was the view that these unwelcome arrivals

were potentially threatening to the Australian community. Health became a

prominent aspect of that threat. It provided a persuasive reason for immigration

controls and other discriminatory provisions.

As with the Chinese, these health threats were either largely un-

demonstrable or the product of their new found place in Australian society rather

than their being Southern or Eastern European. Public health concerns - fears

about di¡t, disease and racial contamination - were expressions of the threat of the

outsider; it was the context in which the threat was defined and articulated. The

response, particularly the public health and racial concerns implicit in the

Immígration Aet.and'the thinking of its supporters and administrators, were \ilays

of protecting the community from that threat.
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CHAPTER 9 AIDS, ASIANS AND DRUGS: AUSTRALIA

AND PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUES IN THE LATE 2OTH CENTURY

1 INTRODUCTION

This Chapter considers outsiders and curent public health policy. It is the third of

the narative chapters describing outsiders and public health in Australia. All three

chapters rely upon the sociological distinction between the "sacred" and the "profane" to

explain why dominant social groups have reacted against minorities whom they

characterise as intrusive. These threatening intrusions were often associated with public

health notions about dirt, disease and hygiene. Where social boundaries were breached,

and the presence of snangers or other threatening groups was felt, their danger was

articulated in terms of "pollution" - dirt, chaos and the menace of disease. Public health

responses were part of the community's attempt to defend itself from threat, to protect the

"sacred" from the "'profane" and to articulate boundaries between the community and the

outside. The issues - disease, poor living conditions and poor morals - considered in the

Australian historical context in Chapter 7 (Chinese in the 19th century) and Chapter 8

(Southern and Eastern Europeans) remain with us and have been important in shaping

contemporary public health policy.

In late January 1992, Adelaide newspaper readers were exposed to accounts of

threat from outsiders and marginal groups. Substantial publicity was given to the arrival

of a boatload of Chinese refugees. In one cartoon, which aimed to demonstrate the laxity

of the Immigration policy, they were described as "pests."1 Their anival prompted a

series of articles about the defenceless and poorly watched Australian coastline. It

prompted a plea from John Howard, a leading conservative politician, for Australia not to

jettison its traditional @ritish) values in a quest for a relationship with Asia.2

I Australian 23 January, 1992 8.

2 I;bid. and. Adu"rti ser, 25 January, 1992; 4.
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Other threats, prominently reported at this time, centred a¡ound anxieties about

AIDS. In particular, the South Ausralian Health Commission, responding to media and

political pressure about the possibility ttrat a dentist with AIDS had infected his patients,

(a subsequent study showed that he had not) announced that it would crcate a register of

health workers known to be infected by the disease. This proposal, largely unnecessary

given the very small risk to patients and-the existence of adequate precautions within each

profession, was described by the Adelaide Advertiser (which was supportive of the

proposal) as a "dob-in AIDS register."3 The disease prompted other anxieties; two days

earlier, South Australian police had affîrmed their right to a "shoot to kill" policy if

threatened with a syringe said to be contaminated with the AIDS virus. A police

spokesman subsequently said that being threatened with a syringe was more stressful than

being threatened with a gun or a knife.a Outsiders with AIDS were also a source of

anxiety. Prominent publicity was given to the concern Australian basketball players were

said to have hadabout'competing against a Black American player carrying the virus.

In all these cases, the public health risks were small. The creation of an AIDS

register would not provide the community with any greater protection than currently exists

against the very small risk of patient infection. The risk of police encountering an infected

syringe is extremely remote. Guns and knives are a far more significant risk.s The

description of the boat people as "pests" had uncomfortable associations with vermin and

disease and the way Chinese arivals were described a hundred years ago. These were not

public health problems, in the sense that they posed a significant health risk to the

Austalian community, though they were presented as public health problems. They were,

more significantly, issues about outsiders and the threat of contamination. The fear of

3 Advertiser,2T January,1992;I Thisdecisioncameinthewakeof anintenseperiodof mediagenerated

concern. SeeAdvertisèr,22Januaryil, 23 January;3 and'24 January; 1.

4 Adverrtser,25 January, 1992;1. 27 Jantary,1992;3.

5 The South Australian Police Commissioner's Report for 199G1991 Listed 1342 armúrobberies as being

g this amount. ABC News, I March, 1992. See also
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outsiders as dangerous and a threat remains an important part of contemporary views

about public health.

This Chapter examines this theme of public health and outsiders in its current

context through the focus of three contemporary social issues: Indochinese immigration;

drugs; and AIDS. It contends that there are many similarities with the way these three

areas have been viewed and charactefised as public health problems in the late 20th

century and the way issues involving minorities and outsiders, discussed in ea¡lier

chapters, were also seen and characterised as having public health significance.

The context in which public health is seen has changed over the past hund¡ed

ye¿¡rs. In the late 19th century, the main public health issues were focused largely on the

need for sanitation and controlling the waves of epidemic diseases. The Chinese as

unwelcome outsiders were linked forcefully with these concerns. In the early 20th

century, these issues were accompanied by the ideal of the virile nation and the need to

protect the Anglo-Australian genetic stock from lesser races. This was reflected in the

passage of legislation such as the CommonweaJthNational Fitness Act L94l that, in the

face of the potential menace from enemy outsiders, saw physical fitness as "a national

question" and underpinned immigration controls that restricted the entry of the "less

desirable" Southern and Eastern European immigrants.6

The late 20th century is also a significant period during which new themes about

public health are developing, in both Australia and elsewhere. In particular, there has

been a recognition amongst its practitioners of the need to define the interests of public

health in more diverse and more sophisticated ways, recognising the role of many

government agencies in determining the health status of their citizens. Public health it is

said is not simply the business of health departments, but of the community and other

governmental structures. The accepted meanings to phrases such as "intersectoral co-

operation", "the new public health", "primary health care" and "healthy cities" emphasise

6 Sydney tøorning Herald. 14 April, 1939;13.
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this role and are used in documents attempting to achieve better health for att Australians.T

Important strategies in realising these goals have been the "empowering" of local residents

and communities in ways that allow them to take responsibility for their collective health.

These ideas have been entrenched in "right to know" legislation and in other

administrative provisions in health legislation. The public health laws of both South

Australia and Victoria contain such piovisions.8 The period between 1980 and 1992 also

saw the extensive rewriting of public health legislation in almost every Australian

jurisdiction. Laws, often dating from the turn of the century, were recast in ways that to

some extent took account of the changed views of public health, that gave greater scope

for community involvement and sought to be more than simply reactive to identified

problems.9

The issues of concern to governments and public health practitioners have also

changed from the earlier periods. In 1986, the Better HealthCommíssíon ( a National

Inquiry formed to report on major preventable health problems in Australia) identifred

cardiovascular disease, nutrition and injury as "priority areas" for better health.10 They

were the avoidable hazards of normalised behaviour, the risks of everyday lifestyles.

They were not threats from the outside. However, two other issues have been important

components of government policy making, though they were not part of the Commission's

enquires.ll AIDS and illicit drug use have been seen as significant public health issues,

the subject of other governmental Inquiries and extensive legislative and policy review.

Both areas have attracted more governmental funding than the broader public health

larationof AlnwAra. USSR: WHO, 1978. V/orld
tion. Otfaw4 Canada, 1986. 'World Health

althy Public Policy (2nd International Conference on

l3H,ì"fliiiäf ##tr'.fåh,,',3no,lnrn.
8 Heøtth (General Amenùnent)Acr 1988 (Yic). Public and Environmental Health Acr, 1987 (SA).

9 rui¿; sections 5c (Vic) and 44 (SA).

10 Ausralia, National Better Health Commission . Looking Forward to better Healrå (Vol l). Canberra:
AGPS, f986; fr0.

1l It is understood that this was because the Commission took the view that these issues were paÍ of other
governmental areas of review.
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inquiries. While they presented fertile opportunities to focus on the traditional fear of the

outsider as a public health threat (and this has often been a feature of the general public

debate in this area) some reviews and critics of public policy about AIDS and illicit drug

use have demonstrated an awareness of the way in which public health policies have

focused on marginalised groups. For example, in 1987, John Cornwall, the South

Australian Minister of Health, when introducing new public health controls for infectious

disease said:

e unfornrnately brought with them a
nation, victim blaming and outright
were persçcuted because of their
ath. The moral outrage in some quarters
ts that this phenomenon is still with us.

ed to ensure that it achieves an
the community at large is protected
that those with the disease are not

s.12

Finally, there is another important issue that has affected public health responses to

outsiders in the late 20th century. V/ith perhaps the one exception (AIDS) the public fear

of disease is less in the late 20th century than in the l9th century. Public confidence in the

success of immunisation programmes and the ability of medical science to combat disease

has lessened its potential to threaten. The view that outsiders introduce life threatening

diseases has less impact now than it had 100 years ago. As the analysis of the "boat

people" (the Indochinese refugees) suggests, outsiders can still be pictured as threatening

to the Australian community but, the strength of the view that they are dirty and diseased

appears to have been diminished by this confidence in medical progress.13 By

12 Souttr Ausralian Parliamentary Debaæs 11 lvfarch, 1987;3312. This historical awa¡eness was
See

ublic Health

e

eLimitations of Modern Medicine, 1973. Sci Med
ønd Man,l: 1-30.
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comparison, AIDS (for which there is at this time no cure) and illicit drugs have remained

central threats in the Australian public's consciousness.

2 WHITE AUSTRALIA AND TTIE ''BOAT PEOPLE''

As a wholesale exclusion of Asians, the White Ausnalia Policy ended in 1966,

when the Liberal Government announced thatpersons with qualification "positively useful

to Australia" would be considered as immigrants. This would be subject to their

"suitability as settlers" and their ability to "integrate readily" into the Australian

community.14

The end of the White Australia Policy and Australia's involvement in the

Indochinese wat ãs an ally of the subsequently defeated Government of South Vietnam

emphasised the signihcance of Asia in Australian life. These two events came together

when Australia became the refuge for many persons fleeing the aftermath of the Vietnam

war. As a result, the last 15 years has seen distinct changes to entry patterns to Australia.

For the first time since the 19th century, significant numbers of Asians arrived here.

Many of these came as refugees under resettlement programmes. Others anived at

Northern Australia in small boats having sailed them directly from Indochina.

However, Asian immigrants remain a very small part of the Australian population

overall and Indochinese born Australians represent less than l7o of. the population and

were never more than a significant minority of the total number of new settlers arriving

during this period.l5 Yet, their presence has received considerable publicity. Their

visibility as non-Europeans, the sometimes spectacular manner of their arival in small

boats, their status as refugees and the economic downturns of the late 20th century has

14 palf."e*un A C. TIe Administration of the White Australiø Policy. Melbourne: Melb Univ p,1967;163

(texrof Sir Hubert Opperman's speech toParliament, 9 March, 1966.)

15 et is highest berw een 1972 - 1984, 4"_!gtul Asian settler intake was never higher FyZ]!" of the toøl
annolin-taË". - Cottins J. Why Blainey is lVrong, Aastralian Sociery, Septembef 1984: 11-13; 13.
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made the issue of Asian immigration prominent. It has promoted controversy and at least

some degree of misgiving in the Australian community. Opposition was most obviously

highlighted in the "Asian Immigration" debate sparked by the prominent Australian

historian Geoffrey Blainey in March 1984.1ó However, public expressions of concern

about a petmanent Asian presence in Australia preceded Blainey. In particular, the period

between 1977 and 1978 provided Austalians with the most graphic and memorable

instances of Asian immigration. It saw small boats crammed with Vietnamese refugees,

the "boat people", whose arival along the Northern coastline was seemingly a daily event.

The community's response to these events (as measured by the press repofts and by

surveys of public opinion) suggests significant reservations existed at that time about these

new arrivals.lT

The Indochinese were a unique group of immigrants. Firstly, prominent publicity

was directed to one particular group, the "boat people." The popular response to

Indochinese immigration often focused on this relatively small group of arrivals, as though

they symbotised all Indochinese arrivals. It was this group that was highlighæd as a

particular cause for concern. Their direct form of entr!, avoiding the official channels,

prompted the view that they were "queue jumpers."l8 More particularly, the method of

their arrival (independent of government control) and the fact that on occasions they

entered Darwin harbour unnoticed emphasised starkly the vulnerability of the coastline.19

What the "boat people" represented was a loss of control over who could arrive in

Australia. They gave substance to the fear of invasion and, by implication, raised the

whole issue of Asian immigration. After nearly a century, the "Yellow Peril" had

reappeared in a particularly forceful way.

16 S"" Blainey G. Attfor Australia. Sydn_eyl Methuen llay_ng!, t?S4 gltg also The Appendix in lvlarkus A
and Ricklefs i¡C. Suirender Ausralia? Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1985.

17 See the surveys cited in this Chapter (below).

l8 Genera[y, the vessels landed in Australiabecause they !4 b"gtt denied landfall in countries closer to
Vietnam,-ani thus also denied a chance to join the queue of hopeful applicants seeking entry to Ausralia in
those countries.

19 S"" Grant B. The Boat People. Ringwood: Penguin Books, 1979.
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This part of the Chapter examines the response to the Indochinese a:rivals from the

late 1970s and the extent to which public heatth concerns were a part of that response. It

argues that there are both similarities and differences when compared with the way that

the Chinese were seen a century before and that, within this general framework, the

Indochinese experience of the last quafter of the 20th century provides insights into the

continuing capacity of public health issues to give substance to the idea of the outsider as

a threat.

There were substantial differences between the Indochinese arrivals, even in the

case of the "boat people", and the Chinese arivals of the 19th century. This was a

different kind of "invasion": the widespread and intense opposition that cha¡acterised the

Chinese presence in Australia did not greet the Indochinese arivals. Since most of the

Asian immigrants, and virtually all the "boat people", were refugees from the Communist

governments of Indochina (particularly Vietnam), this provided what would otherwise

have been unlikely allies to their cause including the RSL. However, this fact heightened

the antþathy of some representatives of the labour movement. Adding to thei¡ traditional

fear of immigrants as a source of cheap competitive labour, they painted them as parasites

and opportunists unwilling to help reconstruct a new socialist Vietnam.2O

The "boat people" were at most 47o of the Australian intake of Indochinese

immigrants.2l Even during the peak period for their arriving (1977-t978) they were less

than207o of the total Vietnamese refugees accepted by Australia in that year'.n However,

they were well publicised immigrants, particularly between lÂ{ay 1977 to May 1978, when

28 separate boats arrived carrying over 1000 people. Generally, these boats were very

small and ca¡ried less than 50 people. The largest landed 181 refugees.23 In November

20 At least in the frnt instance, see Viviani N. Tå¿ Long Journey. Melbourne: Melb Univ P, 1984; 71,75,
77.

2l Lewins F and Ly J . The First Wave. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1985;26.

22ltid:26,Tabte2.t.

23 Cor*onwealth Parliamenøry Debates, g May, 1978;2@6.
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1977,11 boats, taking advantage of calm seas, were able to reach Australia. On one

occasion during that month, 6 boats arrived over 2 days.

The reactions in Australia to the events of this November form an important part of

the material discussed in this Part of the Chapter. The concerns generated by the prospect

of what the Austallan newspaper called a "Viet A¡mada" resonated with the traditional

fea¡s of invasion, disease, crime and economic threat.% V/ittr this came the concern,

reported by the Australian that the Communist Chinese government was sending "tens of

thousands of its own people" disguised as Vietnamese refugees (presumably for the

purpose of invading Australia by stealth).25 However, the 500 boats that the Age predtcte'd

may be heading for the coast never materialised; Australia was not sw¿rmped by a sudden

influx of "boat poopls."26

Disease And trl I{ealth2z

The idea that Indochinese refugees introduced disease into Australia was used as

part of the arguments against them by those who objected to their a¡rival. Like the

Chinese and the Southem Europeans before them, the arguments focused on the fear of

exotic disease and, also, about their hygiene practices. To some extent, this was an easy

charge to make. By Austratian standards, the health status of the Indochinese refugees

was and remains poor in a number of respects. In 1987, the Indochinese prevalenco rate

for tuberculosis was 220 times that of the general population. Other diseases, including

% The Autt alian,25 November, 1977: I. The idea that the refugqes were "invaders" \ilas often expressed
ople" in critic se

be so easily b
ine". For one q

soil it is difficult
news travels fast
2233-2234. See ates, 30 lvlay,l978i27%.

25 Atr,30 November,1977;4. llte Attstrallar, I Augus¡,1979;5-

26 Ag",26 November ,L9771! - at that time, the paper predicæd the a¡rival of 60 boats. Four days later, the
prediction had increased ûo 500.

27 Disease as used here is intended to mean infectious disease.
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syphilis and hepatitis B, were also vastly in excess of the Australian average. Exotic

diseases such as leprosy and malaria have also been detected among the arrivals.2s Poor

health can be expected among refugees from a¡eas of conflict or poverty. Simila¡ findings

have occurred among other (Indochinese and non-Indochinese) refugee settlers in the

United States and Canada.29

However, as with the Chinese in the 19th century, the issue of disease among

arriving Indochinese became focused on them as Indochinese and as threats to the

Ausralian community, rather than as people who had undergone exacting and debilitating

experiences in their journeys to Australia and whose standard of living made them more

susceptible to disease than Australians. For example, in 1979, the conservative

eueensland Health Minister, Sir William Knox, suggested that the Indochinese arivals

posed a thrcat to the community. He claimed that:

Hundreds of Vietnamese refugees suffering from TB were being allowed into
Australia:::- m'any more we¡e ariving illegally and posed a g¡ave health risk to the
nation.3o

Knox's view received support from members of the labour movement and, as occurred in

the 19th century, some of its prominent reprcsentatives took a high profile in their

opposition to the Indochinese arrivals and couched this opposition in public health tenns.

One was Clyde Cameron, the Federal member for Hindmarsh (South Australia) and

shadow Minister for Immigration. In 1977 , he called for the "boat people" to be "made an

example of', suggesting that a few of the boats should be refused entry.3l

Cameron made a series of complaints against the refugees including the assertion

that they were wealthy racketeers attracted to Australia by its lucrative social security

benefits. He also set his opposition to them within a health context when, the next year,

Med J Aust,146:9-12; 10.
ommittee on Foreign
Indochinese Refugee

29 SÞnOing Commiúee on Foreign Affairs and Defence Inquiry, op cit; 1l 14.

30 Th" Aurrr alian,27 August, 1979:3.

3l TheAr"rralian,25 November, t977; l.
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he claimed that some of the arrivals were "riddled with a form of venereal disease that

cannot be cured." This infection, which he said was known as "Saigon Rose", was

virulent, highly infectious and, he claimed, had led one victim to attempt suicide.32

Venereologists did not take such a bleak view. This particular type of venereal infection

was regarded by the Director of the South Australian Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Service as both curable and, in all respects, an exaggeration of the true status of the

infection.33 However, the prospect of an incurable disease, linked by name to a particular

group by virtue of its being the ex-home of many Indochinese refugees (as has often been

the case with venereal infections), could only be calculaæd to cause considerable

apprehension in the public mind about further immigration and to strengthen the case

against it.

Fringe, but active, racist organisations such as National Actíon have also used

assertions about disease and social habits in their campaigns against Asian immigration.

ln 1979 it was said by'the'Federal Minister for Immigration that: "the racist goups claim

the refugees we are taking are carrying untreatable VD, that they breed like flies and that

they bring in contagious diseases."34 These views seem to have been of limited impact;

the publications of these groups were sporadic and not widely available. However, they

did emphasise the potential disharmonies and anxieties in the Australian community and

the targeting of Asian outsiders as public health threats.

There is no evidence that the health of the Australian community was put at risk by

the new refugees. In its submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs

and Health in 1981, the Commonwealth Deparrnent of Health, while acknowledging the

32 Corrnonwealth Parliamenøry Debates, 30 lvIay, 197 8; 27 84.

33 personal communication with Dr Gavin Hart, Di¡ector, Sexually Transmitted Diseases Sen¡ices, Soutft

Aust¡alian Health Commission.

l0s.)
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poor health status of the refugees, concluded that the problems were likely to represent "a

personal rather than a disease (ie community) problem."35 This opinion was reflected in

other contexts. With reference to the "boat people", the Northern Territory Government

told the Committee that, while malaria and certain parasitic diseases were a concern to the

Territory, the health problems of refugees could be managed provided that sufficient

money was available.36

These views raised important issues about screening prior to and immediately after

entry to Australia and the extent of compliance with long term medication and t¡eatrnent.

'Where Government policy on immigration has reflected public health concerns it has

taken this view; it has used health as gtounds to regulate rather than to deny entry.37

In many respects, the issues about the "boat people" were similar with the way that

the Chinese were seen in 19th century Australia. There was the same issue of the

"unclean" arrivals'whosq{hreat was expressed in the idea that they introduced disease.

They were also seen as a significant threat because they were uninvited. They were

breaching the protective barriers of Australia, they were demonsEating the old fear of the

vulnerability of the Northern coast line. For this BrouP, complaints and questioning about

their legitimacy and health status proved greater than any other arriving refugee group.

However, there was also a major difference between the Chinese in the 19th

century and the Indochinese in the late 20th century. The menace of disease was less

threatening. Recent generations of White Australians, accustomed to improved living

conditions and access to immunisations and antibiotics, could consider themselves

immune from the diseases of other populations. Even the allegedly incurable "Saigon

Rose" failed to gain widespread publicity and the detailed exposition of alleged diseases

35 SAnding Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence Inquiry, op ciq 1111.

relating to the fumigation
not appear to have been
NsthernTenitory
30,24 November, 1977.

37 Rei¿ J C et al. Refugee Medical Screening in NSW, 1986. Convn H Stud,l0:2ß5-274.
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became the catchcry of fringe racist organisations rather than the subject of constant

publicity. Simply, disease in the 1970s, for a population that had relegated epidemics to

the history books, did not have the potential to provoke the same concern and intensity as

it had in the late 19th century.

Crime and Vice

Public health was part of a wide field of objection to the Indochinese refugees. As

with the Chinese and the Southern and Eastern Europeans before them, those asserting the

undesirability of the Indochinese probed the moral and criminal contexts in order to build

their cases. Sometimes, and to emphasise the problem more generally, they were then

linked with disease, particularly in the context of the vulnerability of the Northern coast.

Thus, in the opinion'of 'the Australian;ihe arrival of the "boat people" exposed the

community to the two traditional Asian menaces "drug running and disease."38 To the

Darwin labour leader of the day "Curly" Nixon the refugees were "Blackmarketeers, dope

runners and brothel keepers."39 In one case, where the securing of a boat involved the

overpowering of its Vietnamese guards, the vessel was referred to by the National press as

a "pirate ship" and, by implication, its cargo of refugees as pirates who had overpowered

the soldiers with "drugs and a1coho1."40

38 The¿¡s ; 2. Eleven years later, Geo eat the same

sentiments, Northern coastline (not far lay-unpro-tecaed

no¡n "Arug or an enemy intmder" (?lre -26 June, 1988;

22.)

39 Th" Autt aliøn,25 November, 1977:4.

4o rbid,
brought
journali
\ryoman

comments which belittled the hazards of their
National press reported a health official's claim that:
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Since their initial and well publicised a¡rivals, Indochinese refugees have lived

with assertions that they were involved in crime and racketeering. ln 1978, the Secretary

of the Wollongong Trades andLabour Council, echoing Curly Nixon, described the boat

people as "former pimps and brothel keepers."4l News reports continued to make links

between Indochinese and the drug trade. In June 1988, following a television report on

Asian crime syndicates, theWeekend Australian ran the following headline prominently

on page 1. It would have been more appropriate in a Fu Man Chu novel than a leading

national paper: "Curse of the Triad: How Vietnamese gangsters will pave the way."42

This was conjecture - about what mighr happen. Beyond claiming in the detail of the story

that some members of Vietnamese street gangs (only a "tiny minority of the Australian-

Vietnamese population" it admitted) were addicted to drugs and were peddling them at a

street level, the article was largely speculating what could occur r/the "Chinese Triads"

began to inf,rltrate the Australian community.

Concemsabour'Indochinese crime have continued to be reported in the media.

Significantly, it was often expressed in the context of foreígn organised crime and here the

Triads were given a high prof,rle. For example, in one headline in 1991: "Triad gangs milk

shop customers' credit cards.'43

The view that Asians are significantly involved in drugs and crime is not borne out

by studies of crime in Australia. In the case of drugs: a study of offenders reported under

the South Australian drug legislation found that offenders of Indochinese origin were

under-represented.4 Considering crime generally, in 1981, the Senate Standing

Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence received evidence suggesting that although

in much worse condition
See also Grant, op cir and

lookas if PeoPle
to Hobart 77;4'

. Refugee.

41 Cortnonwealth Parliamenøry Debates, (Senate) I June, 1978;2553.

42 fheWeekend Ausralian,25-26 June, f 988; 1. See also, SBS. Dateline (current affaiß programme), l8
June, 1988.

43 Advertiser,23 March, l99l;9.

4 Reynolds C S et al. The South Australian Drug Assessnryry and Aid Panels: An Alternative to the
Crim,inat Justice System. Paper presenæd to ttre Window of Oppornrnity Conference, Adelaide, December,
1991.
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there was some violence and crime among the newly arrived Indochinese in Australia, it

was not widespread and, the crimes were minor, often related to boredom and the problems

of adjustment in a strange community.4s Evidence was also presented suggesting that

press reports over-emphasised the crimes of Indochinese persons. A witness from a New

South Wales voluntary welfare organisation expressed this point: "I think that there is

only a very small number of trouble makers, who unfortunately get all the publicity."46

The data show that the Indochinese community, once settled in Australia, is

under-represented in the crime statistics. In a study of crime among Asians and Pacific

Islanders in Brisbane (published in 1990), Rolade Berthier concluded: "overall, the nature

and extent of Asians and Pacific Islanders involvement in illegal offences is lower than

that of native-born Australians living in Brisbane." Berthier claimed that other studies

done in North America have made similar findings.aT

There is no convincing evidence to suggest that the Indochinese community was

involved in crime. Yet, disproving the link should not overshadow the significance of its

being made and, more particularly, the context in which it was made. Indochinese

criminal activity was typically presented as more than just random criminal activity. Its

association with Asian based, Triad gangs was a link with outside, organised criminal

activity, often said to involve the drug trade. This context emphasised the threat that

Indochinese arrivals could be said to present to the Australian community at large. It was

a threat from the outside. It was also the same issue used against the Southern Europeans

earlier this century with their alleged association with foreign criminal organisations.

These kinds of links were not limited to Australia: in other countries, the issue of

crime has also been used to articulate the threat of Asian arivals as outsiders. Vietnamese

RA

46 Erriden." given to Sønding Committee on Foreign Affain and Defence Enquiry, f 981 by Baptist Union
ofNSW, opcit'1474.

47 Berthier R. The Nature of Illegal Offences Committed by Asians and Pacif,rc Islanders in Brisbane.

C r imino to gy Atu tr alia, OctoberÂIovember, 1990: 1 6- 1 8.
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guest workers caught up in the changes in Eastern Europe in 1990 and 1991 found

themselves a largely unwelcome group. Their prcsence was met with the charge, made by

locals, that they wefe "criminals, smugglers and prostitutes."4S

public opinion and media views are usefulwindsws through which the

significance of public health and the Indochinese refugees can be seen. They provide a

"popular" context through which this issue is presented and discussed in the community.

The popular expressions in the late 19th century against the Chinese, the "monster

demonstrations" and the almost unremitting campaigns in many of the prominent papers

were not pfesent in the late 20th century. The press coverage of the Indochinese presence

has often been positive though sometimes inconsistent. For example, in the same edition

of the newspaper that carried the "Curse of the Triad" story, there was another article,

entitled "Trapped.- with-a tragic future", that described in very sympathetic tones the

plight of homeless "boat people" in Hong Kong. Significantly, they were not arrivals on

Austalian shores.49 However, the fîrst boat people were even supported by the press. In

February 1977, the Agewïote of the "humanitarian debt" owed by Australia to the

refugees and urged the Government to take more of them.5O Later articles were also very

supportive of the refugees, highlighting the racism that they have encountered, their

problems of resettlement and the distress of family separation.Sl

Having analysed the contents of four major Australian papers, White and White

illustrated a high level of articles favourable to the Indochinese. They concluded: "it is

surprising to see that the Indochinese immigration was viewed so positively."52 Yet there

were also prcss reports about Indochinese health that could only intensify local feeling

48 Corrrtpondents Reporl. ABC Radio National g June, l99l'

49 ttt" WeelcendAttstraliqn,25 June, 1988; 2.

5O Ag",17 February 197719.

5l For e*atnple, see the Adelaide Sundty Mail, 4 December , 1977; 2.

52 Wniæ N R and White PB.Inanigrants and the Media,Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 1983; Chapter 7

and 131.
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against the refugees. Reid et al, cite two such cases that focused on public health issues.

One, in the Sun Herald,was a report about the new arrivals, commencing with the

assertion that: "dozens of Indochinese refugees afflicted with serious diseases are being

allowed into Sydney each week." The other, unnamed, report was said to relate to some

cases of leprosy found among Indochinese students at a Sydney school. In these cases, the

authors concluded ttrat the press fintþ generated, and then reported on the anxieties of the

non-Indochinese readers of the articles.53

The traditional fear that Asian a:rivals would take Australian jobs was a more

prominent media assertion. For example, there was the banner headline of the Melbourne

Sunday Observer - "Viets grab Vic jobs."f 'While, in an a¡ticle on the refugees in June

1978, the National Times commented on what it said was the prevalent attitude towards

the Indochinese in Sydney's Western suburbs: that the Indochinese should be sent back

"(because) we have a high enough unemployment rate as it is."55

The reporting of critical anecdotal pubtic opinion about the Indochinese a:rivals

emphasised differences in lifestyles, often expressed in a health context. For example,

some White residents of Manickville, a Sydney working class suburb with a high

Indochinese population, expressed their dislike of their new neighbours in traditional

public health ways. One said: "a lot of people don't like the Vietnamese because they are

dirty ... Australians won't go into their shops." Another complained: "they stink. They

live five families to a unit. They spit in the street."56 In a television programme, made in

the late 1980s, about the Australian national identity, one person interviewed complained

that local health officers were too lenient with Vietnamese shopkeepers and that this

leniency contrasted with their vigorous inspections of her father's shop, when they were

recently arrived from Greece.57 No longer the immediate outsider, the interviewee,

53 Reid et al, op cit;269.

54 quoted in the N ational Time s, 1 8 August" L97 9 ; 3.

55 rbid, 1o June, 1979;3.

56 MeUo. B and Ricketson M. Suburbanasia. Time,8 April, 1991: 18-26; 19.

57 On Australia,ABC Television.
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arguably, was locating herself into the Australian community and reaffirming her position

there by identifying this latest round of arrivals as deficient in sanitary practices and, by

implication, threatening outsiders.

These were the highly publicised views of some residents whose daily lives

brought them into contact with Australia's Asian community. More general surveys of

public opinion about the Indochinese in Australia suggost that both positive and negative

attitudes were held.58 There were traditional concerns about job loss and the

"Asianisation" of the cities and a high reliance on the media in forming views. Concerns

about employment were issues that were raised and reported, focusing on the idea of

Asians taking jobs and undercutting labour rates.59 However, the surveys suggest no

evidence that the particular issues of refugee disease and crime were pre-occupying

general public opinion.

bluntly that
a further 29 a
1978, cited

towards refugees, MSJ Keys Young Planners
cluded that207o of tt¡ose sampled held a racist
ere ambivalent and, while acknowledging

1242.
A survey, conducted in June 1986' bY

attitudes ûowa¡dsestablished Ir¡dochinese born

1).
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cities in
Unempl t
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November, 1984;12.)

59 Soutlr Ausralian Pa¡liamenøry Debates, 26 l¡ly, 197 7 ; 127 .
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In conclusion: the response to the Indochinese in the last quarter of the 20th

century has many similarities to the response to the Chinese a hundred years before. Most

significantly, both goups were potentially seen as "invaders." In particular the "boat

people", that most highly publicised group of refugees, demons[ated the vulnerability of

the coastline. This was a graphic embodiment of the historic fear - the "Yellow peril" -

and the "Asianisation" of Australia. It was a modern va¡iation of the Chinamen arriving at

Port Darwin in 1888 or jog trotting through the Western District towa¡ds the diggings.

Like the Chinese, the Indochinese a¡rivals were greeted with some measure of

resentment and complaint. Some of this received prominent publicity. Geoffrey Blainey

in particular played a prominent part in articulating what he said was the expressions of

resentment and apprehension felt by ordinary (White) Australians in response to Asian

immigration. While these concerns were widely aired so were those of persons who

opposed his view. Rejoinders to Blainey drew this debate into the broader context that

saw the Indochinese arivals as the latest in a long history of arriving. For some of

Blainey's critics, the responses to the Chinese in the 19th century contained important

lessons 100 years later.6o

Yet, the fear of the Asian arrivals of the late 20th cenrury seemed attenuated when

compared with the earlier experience. There were no monster demonstrations, no

restrictive legislation, tho acts of violence were sporadic and associated with fringe groups

and the media did not present as the bitter and remorseless antagonists of the Asian

population. While crime remained a prominent issue, the public health context through

which anti-Asian sentiments were expressed lacked the intensity of the 1880s.

Considering public health: there were similarities in the way both the Chinese and

the Indochinese were presented as a threat to the Australian community. The public health

issues associated with the Chinese in the 19ttr century - disease, dit and smell - can all be

identified in contemporary anti-Indochinese sentiment. They remained an expression of

fl S"" qenerally Ma¡kus A and Ricklefs M C. Surrender Australia? Essøys in the Study and Uses of
Historyl sydnef : Allen and Unwin, 1985.
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the tlreat that could be introduced by these uninvited strangers and, on occasions'

traditional anxieties resurfaced. The cases of leprosy, reports of which were said by Reid

et al to have provoked its traditional horror, and "saigon Rose", the allegedly incurable

venereal disease, were two examples of this. However, these were exceptions and they

cannot compare with the constant linking of the Chinese arrivals with every disease that

seemed handy and that was calculated to provoke fea¡ in-therninds of 19th century

Australians.

public health thus contributed its traditional core of issues that portrayed the

Indochinese as outsiders, an alien threat and as an anomaly in Australia. However, it

adopted a relatively subdued place in the wider tapestry of anti-Indochinese feeling. It

was not the specific health fears that occupied a cenEal position rather, it was the "sense

of difference", expressed by habits and customs such as smells and spitting or tho more

general ideas, such as the anxieties which some white Australians aired about the

changing faces of the inner suburbs: To some extent these fears were health related and

they focused on "pollution", they were used to demonstrate the essential difference

between "them" and "us", which was such a core issue in the anti-Chinese campaigns of a

century before. Blainey, claiming to dissect those concerns, concluded that they stemmed

in part from a sense of d.ifference in manners and lifestyles, such as cooking smells and

spitting in public.6l Public health was part of this core, it elicited differences. However, it

was not the central issue that it was in the anti-Chinese campaigns of the 19th century.

A prominent explanation for this must relate to a change in the nature of public

health problems which made the late 1970s and the earty 1980s so different from the

previous century. Disease and epidemics as threats from the outside were no longer a

central issue of concern, they had lost their power to galvanise and threaten the Australian

community. Smallpox, leprosy and the plague were historical phenomena rather then real

threats. AIDS did not present as an issue in Australia until L982 to 1983 and while it has

been cha¡acterised as a disease of outsiders, the initial images of AIDS as an "American

61 Bhiney, op ciq 132.
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Gay disease" directed fears elsewhere. For the Australian community in the late 1970s,

largely free of serious epidemic diseases and generally confident in the powers of medical

science, disease had lost its potential to horrify and the central health threat presented by

outsiders had gone. However, health issues were raised and remained significant ways of

emphasising differences in habits and lifestyles and thus remained a part, albeit not a

central part, of the complaints about the Indochinese a¡rivals.*

3 ''THE MENACE OF DRUGS'' - DRUG POLICY SINCE 1965

The 10 years between 1965 and1975 saw significant social upro¿¡r in Australia and

considerable social change, seen by many as confusing and anxiety provoking; perhaps

encapsulated in the popular Bob Dylan þic of the time "there's something going on, but

you don't know what it is, do you Mr Jones?" A central issue was the opposition to

Australian and United States involvement in the Vietnam war. This led to a widespread

and prolonged campaign of highly visible activities such as demonstrations and "sit ins", a

process which the historian Ian Turner, among others, saw rls having the effect of

operating beyond its specific context and transforming political values. His description of

the Melbourne Moratorium (a protest of some 75,000 people against the Vienram War)

pictures an effervescent period, a counter culture replacing the order ofthe established

culture that was waging the conflict.62 Alternative values and symbols which focused on

communal living and altered styles of dress were ostentatiously adopted by many young

people and widely commented upon in the media. Closely associated with these changes

A3-2M. York B. Police, Students and Dissent:
However, as Geoffrey Bolton pointed out, tl-t9¡9

onsEators remained asignificant and very visible
tory of Australia,Vol5: 1942-1988. Melbourne:
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was drug use (generally cannabis and to a lesser extent, the haltucinogen LSD) which was

seen by many as the vehicle through which much, perhaps all, of this process was

occurring. Both these drugs were publicised widely as mediums through which other

realities might be discovered and explored. This gave them a higher starus among users

than the more traditional recreational drugs such as alcohol.

Within this process, certain institutions were seen as particularfoci of threatening

change. Universities were accused of threatening established values. It was claimed that

their students were vulnerable to radical social theories, often said to be the work of an

"undesirable minority" influenced by "outside sources." These concerns were more than a

traditional blast at student radicalism. It was fea¡ed by some that students, influenced by

the writings of a variety of overseas thinkers, as diverse as the European theorist Herbert

Marcuse and the United States student activist Jerry Rubin, were working for "the total

destruction of Australian society." In this thinking, communists and drug takers were

drawn together as seemingly natural bed fellows. For example, one New South Wales

backbencher claimed that "highly skilled academics" were manufacturing hallucinogenic

drugs. In this thinking, the "hallowed ground" of the University had been polluted; the

enemy was within.63 It was in this context of change and threat that the drug laws - in the

case of most States, enactments that had remained dormant for decades - were amended

and strengthened in response to what was seen to be the menace of the time.

This Pa¡t of the Chapter considers the way in which Austalian Parliamentary

representatives responded to the believed threats of this period and the threat of drugs in

particular. It illustrates how the drug laws of the Australian States over this period were

strengthened considerably and that this process has continued into the 1990s. Most

significantly, it illustrates how these laws were intended as ways of protecting the

community from the believed threats of outsiders.

63 South Ausualian Parliamentary Debates, 2t4 Jtne,1969; 179. 23 July, 1968; 160,161.

Victorian Parliamentary Debates, 29 March, 1966:46û; 7 May,1969;4695.
NãlSòuttt Wales Parliamentâry Debates, 28 September , 1967;- 1770, I I March, 1970: 4136; 2 September,

ibîö; s-+ls, llSepte.uet, t9i0; 5830-585s.
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Since 1965,narcotic drugs, amphetamines and, to a lesser extent, cannabis have

been the subject of an increasingly complicated and detailed legislative regime, including

widespread prohibitions on their possession and severe, almost unprecedented, penalties

including mandatory imprisonment, and even life imprisonment, on persons selling or

supplying them.64 The remarkable thing about this legislative process is the broad bi-

partisan support it has received: only when legislation was suspected of being weakened,

as occurred in South Australia with the decriminalisation of cannabis in 1986, was that

support lost.

In many ways the politicians' views and their support for tougher laws were

reflecting community opinion. A survey done on behalf of the Commonwealth

Government in 1985 suggested that the majority of Australians felt bewildered by what

they took to be the drug problem. They claimed to lack knowledge about drugs and felt

that the Government should be doing more about drug treatrnent and drug educaúon.

After unemployment; drugs were seen as the most significant social problem in Australia.

For persons over 40, it was the most important problem.65 However, these concerns were

very specific; they related to a range of substances - heroin and other narcotics, cannabis,

cocaine and amphetamines - drugs which have been made the subject of the criminal law

in Australia and in many other countries. They were not concerns about alcohol and

tobacco, the two most widely used drugs in Australia. For most Australians, the "drug

problem" has a very specific and directed meaning.

To the extent that this concern was based on the public health problems posed to

the Australian community by drug use it was hugety misplaced. Considering mortality as

one marker of the size of a public health problem: data gathered by the Commonwealth

Department of Health in 1989 demonstrated that 97Vo of drug related deaths were

attributable to alcohol and tobacco. Only IVo of drug retated deaths were caused by the

64 Th" QueenslandDr
iueËåi¿ñgs. ttte supp io.,t
hfewhich could not be .,',

65 R*tk nesea¡ch. Social Issues in Australiø,1986. See also McAllisær I et al. Drugs in Australian
Soc¡¿ry. MeiUourne: Longman, Cheshire, 1991; chapter 9, Public Opinion and Drug Use.
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illegal group of substances such as heroin and other narcotics and here, mortality is often

associated not with the drug but with its cloak of illegality that leads to uncertain quality

and deaths through accidental or deliberate overdosing.66 gn these data, Australians are

clearly concerned about the wrong drugs. Furthermore, since the off,rcial purpose of

Australian drug policy is to protect the public's health (an assumption based on the facr

that drug control policy at State and Federal level generally comes w.ithin the Ministers of

Health portfolio) and that this protection has been expressed in legislation, then

Governments in Australia have simply been regulating the wrong drugs.

There is another way of looking at the "drug problem." As Chapter 7 argued, the

early 20th century concern about drugs and the resulting laws focused on smoking opium

rather than on the potentially more dangerous opiated medicines. Since L965, Australian

law has also focused selectively on certain drugs - heroin, cannabis, LSD etc - and has

only recentþ imposed controls over tobacco marketing and has few controls designed to

restrict the sale and marketing of alcohol.6T The early opium laws were argued to be laws

about outsiders, the Chinese suppliers and users, rather than laws about the drug. This

theme continues: crurent drug laws have also been powerfully influenced by the idea of

the "outsider" and the threat that they pose to the community, its youth and its values.

Parliamentary debates are used extensively in the following discussion. White the

focus is mainly on South Australia and, to a lesser extent, Victoria and New South Wales,

similar views were being expressed in all State Parliaments over the period and the

process of tightening the laws and increasing the penalties was remarkably similar in alt

States. The many politicians who publicly supported these changes claimed that drugs

were part of a deep social problem, finding evidence for their view in newspaper accounts

6 A*ruti^u, De¡rartnent of C-ommunity Services and Health. Staristics on Drug (Ise in Austalia, 1989
Canberra: Canberra: AGPS, 1990;35-54. Mortality_is the most serious measure of harm. To this figure
should be added the very large burden of morbidity, from smoking and alcohol related diseases and ãlso
from the injuries arising out of d¡ink driving and other alcohol related incidents.

67 Fout Australian States, the Australian Capital Tenitory and the Commonwealth Govemment have laws in
glagg tha producr of the late
lggOs or see for example the
Tobacco
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of the disturbing social changes of the period and reports of constituent's concems about

the issue. Australian politicians were both reporters of social anxieties and the creators of

ostensible "solutions" to those anxieúes. As such they played a pivotal role in heighæning

and directing community concern about these issues and the parliamentary debates are

presented here as a relatively clear and easily available window into the Counqy's

anxieties, not only about drugs but also about the other things occurring in Australia at the

time.

InL967,the South Australian Government amended its Police Offences legislation

to prohibit the sale, supply, manufacture or use of hallucinogenic drug lysergic acid

(LSD). This control came in the wake of overseas publicity concerning its use among

young people though, in the relative backwater of South Australia, it is not clea¡ that there

was ever a significant use of the drug. Data from the State Drug and Alcohol Services

Council indicate that for the financial year 1968/L969,39 people were treated for all forms

of drug addiction (other than alcohol or tobacco) and that 54 people sought general

information relating to drugs and alcohol.6s On these data, there was no epidemic.

However, the reports of overseas use were significant because it was in the context of this

imagined outside menace that the issue was debated.

From the first Bill, the "outsider" theme was prominent. Members taking part in

this debate made frequent reference to the threat to South Australians from the regions

beyond its borders and the threat to the young in particular. The Hon G C Pearson

(representing the State's most remote rural electorate) supported urgent action in this

matter, citing the effects that the drugs were having on overseas youth.69 However, to the

extent that the legislation was a rcsponse to the Government's concem about drug use by

68 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 19 November,1969;3116.

69 South Australian Parliamenøry Debates, 31 October, 1967;3224.
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young people, its concern was not uniform; the legal age for drinking alcohol was rgduced

in 1968 and reduced again in I97t.to

The association with other countries as the source of supply was also made in the

parliamentary debates. In 1970, the places of origin of illicit drugs were linked with the

traditional betes noires of Australians looking beyond their shorelines. As a source of

cannabis and hashish, there was said to be the Middle East connection, from where the

"long journey" to Australia began. Nearer to home, there was Mainland China, said to be

a source of the opium poppy, whose product - heroin - was also said to be finding its way

to Australian homes, adding a public health insult to the ideological injury of

communism.Tl There was no evidence for this "communist connection", although

assertions that it existed were a feature of cold war politics. The historian Alf¡ed McCoy

attributes the idea to the anti-communist sentiments of prominent United States law

enforcers such as Harry Anslinger, of whom one of his Southeast Asian drug enforcement

agents saidin 1971.

Everytime Anslinger spoke anywhere he always said the same thing - "Th"..
Chicôms are flooding the world with dope to corrupt the youth of America." ...
There was no evidenãe for Anslinger's áccusations, but that never stopped hinlz

Like the objections to Italian immigration to Australia in the 1920s and 1930s,

organised crime was presented as an issue. The Mafra was singled out as presenting a

danger to Australians through its involvement in the drug trade in the 1970s. Publicity

was also given to the Triads, claimed to be "a Chinese equivalent of the Mafia." It was

said that these groups were responsible for the importing of drugs into Australia.T3

Sometimes the outsiders that posed a threat to South Australian youth came from other

States. Typically, these were drug pedlars but included in this threat was a New South

70 Licensing Act,19ffi. Age of Majority (Reduction) Act,I97}-IgTllpart X)CI.

7l South AustralianParliamenøryDebates, l1November,1970;2549 and3l October, 1967;3228.

72 VrcCoy AW . The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asr¿. New York llarper , 1972; 147 .

73 Souttr Australian Parliamenøry Debates, I 1 November , 1970; 2459.
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Wales university paper that was said to have published the formula for making LSD.74

However, parliamentarians from that State chose to look overseas for the source of their

threat.75

The threat from the outside was also expressed vividly for many Australians in the

exotic names given to cannabis - Bttdlla Stícl<s, Lebønese Líghtníng or Acapulco Gold -

despiæ the fact that most of the drug was cultivated and prepared locally.T6 As recently as

1986, South Australians were warned of the threat of "super dope" (this was thought to be

a more potent variety of cannabis) which, it was said, would come to the Staæ. There was

never any evidence that super dope did unve.11

Signifrcantly, the outside threat was often presented as broader than just that of the

drug dealeç drugs werc set into a tapesüy of wider change and questioning of the

"system" that, collectively, seemed threatening to many parliamentarians. Through this,

cult figures from the period, such as the singers Mick fagger and Ma¡ianne Faithful and

the model "Twiggy", found their way into the debates about the drug laws as though they

were evidence of this broader outside influence of change.Ts

If the threat was said to come from the outside, the objects of concern were young

people, a group that symbolise the believed vulnerability of the community. They became

the objects that the laws were intended to protect and the comrpting and degrading effects

of drugs on their young victims were described graphically, in terms not unlike earlier

references to the Chinese opium dens. In 1986, a Queensland Member of Parliament d¡ew

74 Souttr Australian Parliamenøry Debates, 31 October, 1967;3228. 2 November, 1967;3338. l1
November, 1970;2549.

75 Ne* South V/ales Parliamentary Debates, 14 September ,1965;571, 29 lvlarch, L965: 4655,4660, I
September, 1970; 5445, 19 September, 1967; 1261.

76 Very little cannabis consumed in Ausralia is imported. Usually, it is domestically grown, though
sometimes prepared and packaged in such a way as to look imporæd. @ersonal communication - South
Ausralian Police Drug Squad.)

77 Souttr Australian Parliamenøry Debates,23 Ocober, 1986; 1553, AdelaideN¿ws,28 October, 1986 25.
Personal communication with Mr Chris Pearman, Analyst South Ausralian Deparrnent of Forensic Science
and Sgt Jim McDonald, South Ausualian Police Department" 1990.

78 N"* South Wales Pa¡liamenøry Debates, 3l August, 1967; L}M, 19 Sepæmber,1967; 1265, I
September, 1970;5424, 2 September, 1970; 5483, f84, 16 September, 1970;5913.
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on the traditional opium den theme of the degradation of young girls to justify his calls for

higher penalties. He claimed:

I have seen a girl of nineteen years of age who obviously was formerly very
attractive but who was so far stripped of pride in herself that ... her personal
hygiene no longer matte¡ed to her and there were cockroaches crawling through
her hair.Te

The, traditional, squalor and chaos of these place was also emphasised: describing a visit

to one alleged dealer's "den" in Kings Cïoss, a New South Wales Parliamentarian claimed:

it was one of the filthiest, rottenest and most stinking hovels I have ever seen. ... I
was sick when I came out of this pad. I vomited in the gutter after having been in
this stinking rotten hole. ... Honourable members who have not seen these pads
could have no conception of what goes on in them.8o

The idea that children, and schoolchildren or children from "respectable homes" in

particular, were the natural and expected victims of the drug dealer has been a consistent

theme in the development of drug laws. In 1967, prohibitions on drugs were said to be

necessary because youth was "an age of experimentation."Sl Young people were also said

to be the "unsuspecting" victims of the drug pedlars.82 For some, the fears of teenage

violence and vandalism couldbe explained as the results ofcannabis use.83 This concern

has continued into the 1990s. In South Australia, the Minister of Health, when again

sEengthening the drug laws to increase penalties for persons convicted of being in

possession of illicit drugs for the purposes of sale, justified the amendment by claiming

79 Queensland Parliamentary Debates, 19 August, 1986; 363.

80 N"* South Wales Parliamentary Debates, 1 September, 1970;5443.

8l South Australian Pa¡liamentary Debates,3l October, 1967;3224.

82 South Ausralian Parliamenøry Debates, 31 October, 1967;3227.

83 Souttr Australian Parliamenøry Debates, l1 November,l970;255f . See also New South Wales
Parliamentary D-ebalgq,26 October, 1967;2562, 3l October, 1967;2&3, 16 Sepæmber,1970;5915 28
September, 1970; 1770.
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that "young people today live in a world of uncertainty. Traditional values and extended

family support systems have been shaken life's opportunities are uncertain.'84

Public concern about drug use by school children has been a particular issue of

concern. This was illustrated in a highly publicised case involving the illegal expulsion of

a srudent by his school principal for allegedly supplying cannabis at an Adelaide high

school in 1991. The press reports of this event claimed that there was a popular "outcry"

in favour of the principal. Despite acting contary to Deparunental policy (the boy could

have been suspended but not expelled) the principal was cast by parents as something of a

local hero. The Adverrís¿r editorial explicitly justifred the principal's action by

distinguishing between the law of the "heart" and the law of procedures and guidelines,

adding cannabis must remain "taboo" in the schools.85

Public anxieties about children and illegal drugs were so significant that they

prompted quite unusual extensions of the drug laws. In the 1990 amendments to the South

Austalian'drug laws, the Government created "drug free zones", or artas within 500

metres of a school. Its claimed object was to deal with the problems of drug trading to

school children. Introducing the Bill, the Minister of Health said:

The Government will not tolerate people lurking in the vicinity of schools, seeking
to recruit young people into drug use ... Children are any community's greatest
resource. They must be protected from ... the many evils that are associated with
drug use."86.

The "school zone" proposal made no sense in terms of public health need and it is difficult

to find evidence that suggested children were particularly at risk from illicit drugs, either

in the 1960s or in 1990. Surveys of drug use among school children done by the Drug and

Alcohol Services Council had indicated that, beyond a small level of experimental

84 Souttr AusEalian Parliamentary Debates,23 March, 1990; 788. This issue was also prominent in the
justification for the extreme penalties in Queensland. (Queensland Parliamentary Debates, 19 August, 1986;
356,392.)

85 Advertiser,ll April, l99L;26.

86 South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 22March,l990; 788, 789. These ideas built on the popular
notion of ttre illicit dmg dealer as outsider, "lurking" and dehumanised, notions expressed also in other
Søtes. (Victorian Parliamentary Debates, 29 March,196f¡; 4657, New South \ilale.s Parliamenøry Debates
1 September, 1970; 5425, 5445.)
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cannabis use, illegal drugs were virtually not an issue in South Australian schools.sT By

comparison, children have been very much at risk from both tobacco and alcohol yet,

penalties for the sale of tobacco to child¡en in particular remain insignificant and by

comparison with the illicit drugs have been very poorly enforced.ss

What is significant in this concern for children is not its health context but its

social context. Firstly, the locating of the community's core in its youth was emphasised

by the selective referencing to school children or children from "respectable families."

The plight of the fa¡ more vulnerable, homeless, street children was not addressed at all in

the frst proposals for the legislation and then in a far less high profile way in the final

Bill.8e The symbolism of the legislation was quite explicit in its provisions. It involved

the creation of the zone around the school and its students as "sacred", as an embodiment

of worthwhile social values and the vulnerability of South Ausnalian youth. The school

and its students were to be protected by these special increased penalties from the

threatêning'social outsider, the "profane" drug dealer. The amendment was responding to

the powerful idea of threat from the outside. It was defrning the "sacred" and the

"profane" in accordance with the historical view of drug control that identified the threat

as synonymous with the outsider. That this threat should largely be groundless did not

diminish its power. The State Govemment did this not as a response to a problem but as a

necessary populist gesture; necessary both to seek electoral support and also as an attempt

to refute the charge, commonly made by conservative groups, that labour administrations

are soft on crime and their policies contribute to the moral decay of the community. The

Government knew that the community was anxious about illicit drugs and it built on this

theme. As a populist gesture, the proposal extended and reinforced that anxiety in the

87 South Australia, Drug and Alcohol Services Council. Suney of Alcohol,Tobacco and other Drug Use by
S o ut h Aus tr alian S c ho o I c hil dr e n. Adelude: DAS C, f 987- I 989.

88 ffiU D et al. Australian Patterns of Tobacco Smoking in 1989, 199I. Med J Aust,l54: 797-801.
Penalties for sale to child¡en throughout Australia are very minor. A typical example is the Tobacco
Products Connol Act, 1986 (Souttr-Australia). Section ll of this Act imposes a mædmum penalty of $1,000
for persons in breach of the prohibition. In the fust four years of operation of this Act there were two
prosecutions. (V/akefield et al. Illegal Cigarette Sales to Children in South Australia, l992.Tobacco
Control,l: f f4-117.)

89 Author's recollection as a policy adviser to the Minister of Health at the time.
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place where it was greatest. It gave substance to the threat to respectable South Australian

Youth.eo

In the case of the expelled schoolboy, the values that protected the school were

mare thanjust burcaucrat's rules and regulations. They were the collective values of the

community whose interests were vested in the place. Within its specific context, this

reference to a "higher" law (the law of the "heaÍ" that transcended the law of procedures

and guidelines) has similarities with Henry Parkes' illegal actions designed to restrict

Chinese immigration in 1888.91 His was also a call to the "higher" law of preservation of

the community and, if Parkes' references to the Chinese were translated into the particular

context of cannabis in schools, the parents would recognise in the sentiment the call to

protect the margins of their vulnerable school community from what the Advertiser

refened to as the outside "demon" of drugs. More particularly, the idea that drugs in

schools were "taboo" is significant. People who bring drugs into this zone have

transgressed the boundary that separates the school from the "profane" aspects ofthe

world beyond it. This is a form of ritual pollution. V/ithin the zone, the illicit drug is

"taboo", it contaminates the "sacred." If the substance in question had been the

mainstream drug tobacco, rather than cannabis, expulsion would not have been an issue

and the incident would have passed off as quite insignificant.

The fuss about drugs near schools extended to the more general idea that illicit

drugs - the outside menace - were imperilling the community itself; that the laws were

necessary to prevent moral decay. This has been a long-standing theme. In 1967, the

New South V/ales Labour opposition spokesman for drug policy supported increased

penalties for the following reasons:

90 nt úre time that the proposal was announced (September, 1989) the Labou¡ Government was running up
to an election. The proposal to amend the law was based on a model in New Jersey and a similar proposal
from the New South V/ales Labour Opposition. The argument thaf it \ryas a pre-emptive exercise in the lead
up to an election is strengthened by the fact that the announcement was made by the Premier's Ofhce rather
than the Minister of Health's and without any consultation with relevant health authorities. (Author's
recollection.)

9l Parkes H. Ftfty Years in the Making of Australian History. London: Longmans Green and Co, 1892; 479 ,
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This theme was repeated in other States as the final justifrcation for these laws. During the

debates on the Queensland legislation, a supporter of the increased penalties said:

[we] are frghting for the heritage of our country, because what is happeningtoday
urred in other countries - and they are second rate
es, the flower people and the dnrg addicts. We do
in Australia.Yz

It may well be that the combination of drug traffic and organised crime represents
the most serious crime problem facing our nation today. Directly or indirectly it
threatens each person and institution in this country. It threatens the fabric of
society and the gown of public integrity.93

Conclusion

The reality of drug control policy in Australia is that over the past twenty five

yeÍtrs, the least energy (both adminisratively and legislatively) has gone into the two

drugs that cause the most health damage, both to the users themselves and, in the case of

alcohol, often to third persons as well and with the greatest costs to the community. The

most energy has gone into the drugs with the least history of harm. The public health

problems of the various kinds of drug use in Australia has been eclipsed by the idea that

the community was being threatened by certain drugs, those that, unlike alcohol and

tobacco (used by approximately 607o and3o%o of the community respectively), were not

part of mainstream social use; that drugs such as cannabis and LSD were the currency of

the social change occurring at the time; and that they were associated with outsiders, the

things that lay beyond the Australian community in the late 1960s. The drug laws

constructed the reality of the illicit drug dealer as a heavily penalised outcast, thus

92 N"* South'Wales Parliamentary Debates, 3l August, 1967; 1003. See also 28 Sepæmber,l967;1770.

93 Queensland Parliamentary Debates 19 Augusl 1986;362 In the light of the findings of the Fitzgerald
n the Saæ) and ttre great public concern and anxiety

","i3äîT,$å',,n',"îäfl"åoå*i,äL'ff 3f ?i"",å**,

Debates, 3 November , rg70:2306. 
integrity" See also South Australian Parliamentary
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protecting the centre, particularty its youth, from the corrupting influence of this now

marginalised and shadowy frgure. It located the boundary a¡ound the sacred, protecting it

and positioning the dealer on the outside. In a Durkheimian sense, the exemplary

punishment of the dealer reaffirmed the collective moral order of the centre.94 By

comparison, the use of alcohol and tobacco has always been well entrenched in Australian

society; its manufacturers are of the centre, they are often prominent and seemingly

benevolent corporate citizens.

The "demonising" of the illicit drug dealer provided a focus for communities to

reinforce their own values in recent times of social change. However, the process has

misdirected public health policy in the area of drugs. Government funding and policy

formation had, until the late 1980s, been largely complacent about the need for alcohol

and tobacco control. V/hile the powerful lobbies for these two drugs made it more

problematic for Government to connol them, they were, more significantly, not seen by

the community as part of the drug problem. The belated introduction of a comprehensive

national drugs policy now does include alcohol and tobacco. However, the proposals in

both areas are far from complete and in the case of alcohol are of questionable value in

seriously reducing uptake and consumption.9s This distortion has had, and continues to

have, significant public health consequences in terms of both the current and future deaths

and costs attributable to drugs generally.

4 ''NOBODY V/ANTS A WTTCH HUNT BIJI ...'' AIDS AND PUBLIC

94 ThotnpsonK. Betiefs andldeology, London: Ellis Horewood, Tavistock, 1986; 43.

95 Ausralia. National Health Policy on Alcohol in Australia. Canberra: NCADA, 1990. Hawks D V. The
Watering Down of Australia's Health Policy on Alcohol, 1990. Drug and Alcohol Review,9:91-95.
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HEALTH

t that the people whose behaviour
at to the future generations
Forum" - quoted in an Adelaide

In 1981, medical literature reported the occurrence of fatal conditions in young and

otherwise healthy patients, all homosexual males, diagnosed as suffering from an acquired

immune defrciency.9T As the cases increased, the first hints of the oncoming epidemic

were apparent. For the initial reporting clinicians, the disease they labelled "Acquired

Immune Deficiency Syndrome" or AIDS98, presented an epidemiological "puzzle" and

asked "tantalising" questions whose answers would "perhaps provide means to protect the

persons most at risk" and would certainly extend their understanding of "host-parasite

relations."99 This detached observation rapidly became overshadowed by an increasingly

emotional debate that was most intense in the first four years of the disease. The debate

focused predominantly on the sufferers of AIDS who were homosexuals and the threat

that they were said to present to the wider community.

AIDS has been a central health issue in the 1980s and 1990s. It has had profound

effects on the Australian community and upon the development of public health policy

over this period. It is a disease through which social minorities have been stigmatised and

labelled with as much vehemence as they were in earlier epidemics. While public health

policy makers generally did not promote this process, (many argued against it) these

issues have had substantial effects on public health administration in Australia. AIDS has

also provided the impetus for the rewriting of much Australian public health legislation.

The AIDS "White Paper" (a Federal Department of Health document that recommended

96 Advertiser, g February, 1988;4.

97 Gottleib M S et al. "Pneumocystis Carinii" Pneumonia and Mucosal Candidiasis in Previously Healthy
Homosexual Men, 1981. New EnglandI Med,305:1425-1431.

98 ¡,foS is used here as a term that encompasses both asympûomatic infection with the human
immunodeficiency virus (IIIV) and the various resulting diseases known collectively as AIDS.

99 Durack D T. Oppornrnistic Infections and Karposi's Sarcoma in Homosexual Men, L981. New Engtand
J M ed, 305: 1465-1467 ; 1467 .
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uniform national responses to the disease) led to the first detailed analysis of public health

law in areas of infectious disease control in Australia since J H L Cumpston's, earlier this

century.100 This work has been done against an ofæn hysterical backdrop of public

vilification of sufferers, but also within a framework that, in many cases, showed itself to

be informed by the knowledge of the historical context in which previous epidemics and

episodes of victim blaming occurred. For example, a Government Discussion Paper that

examined Australian public health legislation in response to AIDS accepted that "the

potential for scapegoating and blaming unpopular minorities must be recognised as a part

of the historical process of public þe¿l¡þ.r'101

AIDS in Australia does not have expected mortality rates likely to make it the

primary cause of premature mortality in the community.lo2 ys¡, the disease has affected

the public imagination to the extent that it has a central place in current Australian public

health policy and practice. More particularly, its association with homosexuals and

intravenous-users of illicit drugs has fuelled the idea that AIDS is a disease of deviance.

The responses to AIDS have been shaped by this idea. Much of the publicity about

the disease has been in association with the control of activity considered by many to be

deviant. There have been occasional, but highly publicised, cases: prostitutes have been

detained in the name of public health, or have been charged with endangering the lives of

potential clients, while people with the disease have been accused of wilfully spreading it

to others.1O3 Police and correctional services officers have donned extraordinary

protective clothing when accompanying prisoners with the disease, emphasising quite

unnecessarily the danger that the those with AIDS were said to present to the

lN Australia. AIDS: ATime to Care, ATime toAcr. Canberra: AGPS, 1988 and tl¡e Discussion Papers of
the Legal Working Party of the Inter-govemmental Committee on AIDS (cited variously in this Chapær.)

Party.l*gislørtve Approaches to Public Health
ices and Health, 199f ; Ch 2. See also, Souttt

f02 By 30 June, l992,theotal cumulative deaths from AIDS in Australia amounted to2259, (National
AIDS Regisær . HN Surveillønce Report) Deattrs from tobacco are between 17,000 to 20,000 per yeør.

103 Sydn"y Morning Herald, 1 August, 1989; f and 3 August, 1989; l. Age,27 March, l99l;24 and
Canbena Times, 27 March, 1991; f 5.
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community.lO4 Punitive legislation has been introduced in all Australian States as a result

of fea¡s about AIDS.

As a mysterious, fatal and incurable disease, AIDS had the potential to alarm. The

fearful rcsponses were, in part, a recognition of that fact. However, the social context of

AIDS, the presumed characteristics of many of its victims, added another dimension to

many of these responses. In particular these were informed by the idea that the person

with AIDS was a threat since it was seen as an affliction of deviant people. Here, many

views about AIDS (like the earlier views about leprosy) saw the disease as an outwa¡d

sign, a badge that proclaimed its victim's deviance. In part, the public health laws about

AIDS reinforced the view that persons with the disease could be a threat to the

community, principally because they would seek to infect others. Many States highlighted

and reinforced this view in their legislative programmes that dealt with AIDS.

However, not all people with AIDS contracted it through homosexual activity or

drug use. Some received contaminated blood products. Significantly, this fact has

emphasised the point made above. Infected blood recipients are generally described by

media reports, and sometimes in prominent policy documents, as the "innocent" victims of

AIDS. This reinforces the notion of the guilt of the "other"; it creates a dichotomy: those

who are "innocent" and by implication - the word is never used directly - those who are

"guilty."lOs This distinction has been formalised in public policy to the extent that

compensation and special financial help through trust funds is available only for the

"innocent", the medically acquired category of victims.l06 By comparison, the presumed

1ß For example, see Brass A and Gold J. AIDS in Ausrralia. Sydney: Bay Books, 1985; 107.

105 1¡e 1987 Søtement of the Catholic Bishops of Ausralia on AIDS drew this distinction when it said:
"by any criterion there are many innocent victims of the disease" (Australian Catholic Bishops. The AIDS
Crisis. Sydney: St Pauls Pub, 1987 - pamphlet). In 1985, during debaæ on the South Ausralian Anatomy
andTrønsplantation Bill, a Liberal member spoke of the need to protect the blood supply because of the
"terrible prospect of an innocent person - perhaps a child- dying" (South Australian Parliamentary Debates,
14 May, 1985; 4206.) In 1991, a Sydney woman who contracted AIDS through artificial insemination (ie
innocentl) complained that when being reaæd she had o wait with addicts (iethe guílty victims)
Advertiser,19 March, 1991; 10. See also a report of the Mormon Church's view on AIDS, which divided
its sufferers into "innocent" and "culpable" depending on fhe route of infection. (Age Extra,T March,1992;
3.)

lffi Much of this has been by way of out of court settlemenfs relating to actions commenced against the Red
Cross and hospitals. These were defendants with significant, resources and the settlements were not directly
about compensating the "innocent" but avoiding costly legal actions. However, the wide spread settlements
for the "innocsnt" categories emphasised the distinction between this group and the "guilty". There was also
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guilt of the homosexuals who contracted AIDS extended even to the idea of collective

guilt, applying to all homosexuals. For example, when an infected blood donation led to

the death of its recipients, the Anglican Dean of Sydney w¿rs reported as saying that

"homosexuals have blood on their hands." From the newspaper report, the inference was

that all homosexuals were invo1ved.107

This third study in contemporary public health policy considers the AIDS epidemic

in Australia by bringing together a number of themes in the responses to the disease.

These are: the idea that AIDS is a disease of outsiders; that these outsiders a¡e threatening

to the community and AIDS is an embodiment of that threat; and that the disease brought

with it a wider social significance about moral failings and retribution. More generally,

this discussion illusfates the importance of the social perspective in considering a modern

epidemic. It illustrates that the power of diseases to threaten and alarm is signifrcantly

enhanced by its association with groups considered marginal and threatening. AIDS has

been vested.with most of its power to threaten because it has been characterised widely as

a disease of deviant people. It is a public health expression of the threat that these people

a¡e taken to present to the Community.

AIDS has always been presented as a disease of the outside and the marginal.

Soon after its initial reports, the disease prompted explanations that focused on the bizarre

and exotic. Unrestrained sexual activity was given a prominent place in these

explanations. Initially, the focus was on the use of "poppers" or amyl nitrites (volatile

solvents believed to heighten sexual experience) by victims of the illness.l08 Amyl nitrite

was readily available and widely used at the time by homosexuals. The "poppers"

a trust fund, the lvlark Fitzpafick trust, estabtished in Australia, whose objecs were the assistance of the

medically acquired cases of AIDS.

107 5y¿¡1sy Morning Heyald,l0 December, 1984; 9. This involved the death of 3 Queensland babies in late
1934. Thi¡ incident is discussed below.

108 ¡4¡n¡q¡ M. et al. Risk Factors for Karposi's Sa¡coma in Homosexual Men. I-ancer. 15 May, 1982:

1083-1086.
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explanation for the disease focused on AIDS as a side effect of a quest for intensified and

"unnatural" sexual activity. Within this context, it was logical to conclude that the victims

with their insatiable appetites brought the disease upon themselves.l09 It also placed the

risk factor for AIDS frmly with the profligate minority who were assumed to use these

drugs, implicitty suggesting that the vast majority of the community were protected from

the fear of contagion.

Biza¡re animal rituals allegedly occurring in Central Africa also served as

explanations for the origins of AIDS. They were reported in both the scientific literature

and the newspapers. An early (1983) report on the disease was published in the Sydney

Daity Telegraphunder the headline "Animal rituals 'origin of AIDS'. Disease spread by

blood.'r110 A similar report in the GuardianWeekly entitled "Black magic behind the

spread of AIDS virus?" described the view of aZanre doctoc that the disease was first

introduced into humans by being transmitted from animals as part of a cenEal African

belief that the inoculation of monkey blood was a way of intensifying sexual activity.llt

These explanations, in the tradition of the "Da.rk Continent", conjured up ideas that

followed Joseph Conrad's allegorical journey up the river Congo and into the "horrors"

that lay within the heart of that "immense datkness." Such explanations could only cloak

the disease with more mystery and fear. Its victims could be seen as ravenous participants

in the horror and, deservedly, struck down by i¡.112

The idea that AIDS was a disease introduced by outsiders was also put about in the

early descriptions. Some Americans believed that it had come to the Western hemisphere

by communist Cuban troops returning from Africa.l13 By contrast, Altman claims that

AIDS was under-reported and under-diagnosed in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

109 Shct D. Tt ¿ Plague Years: A Chronicle of AIDS, the Epidemic of our Times. London: Picador, 1986:
23.

ll0 Po¡¡y Telegraph, 12 July, 1983.

lll 6*r¿¡onWeekly,5 July, 1987;6. See also Karpas A. Origin of the AIDS vims Explainú? New
Scientist, 16 July 1987 ; 67 .

112 go*a6¡.The Heart of Darkness.New York Norton, 1971.

l13 96ç¡, op cit; lol, 102.
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because of its association with "western decadence" and the denial that homosexuality

could be widespread in communist countries.ll4 Other Europeans held a similar view: a

paris newspaper ran the following headline to an article on AIDS - "the curse that came

from America" while in Britain, the Sund,oyTimes blamed the spread of the disease in that

country on "homosexuals who have been on 'sex holidays' to America.'ll15 In Australia,

the Rev. Fred Nile (an outspoken, evangelical churchman and New South Wales

politician) called for the compulsory quarantine of all homosexuals returning from

America and also for a ban on any further travel to that counbry by homosexuals.l16

Most significantly, AIDS has been associated with homosexuals, who in the first

10 years of the disease, remain the most signifrcant European "at risk" group. The

historical view of the homosexual was that of the outsider, an entity beyond the

boundariês of humanity:

The line between acceptable and bad, deviant sex must bethePossibility of issue.

Otherwise where do yôu draw the line? If one pretends to justify sodomy, another

will justify onanism,ïampirism, rap : of children, cannibalism etc. There is no
feason to stop.

Sodomy was the last degree of human depravity, the foundation of crime, a
monstrósity and may lead to cannibalism.

These were the views of two prominent French authors witing during the 19th century:

the fust was Paul Claudel (a leading Catholic dramatist), the second, Pierre Proudhon (a

socialist reformer).l17 These men had different social views but both were expressing

what they saw as the alien and marginal nature of the homosexual and sodomy as one

erotic expression of homosexuality. Both consigned the homosexual beyond the margins

of society, to share the same generic identity with the cannibal and the vampire. While

114 416o- D. NDS and the New Puritanism- London: Pluto Press, 1986; L74.

115 rUi¿; 15.

116 5r¿n"y ysrning Herald' 17 November, 1984; l.

1 f 7 gi¡sd in Greenberg DF. The Construction of Homosexuatiry. Chicago: Univ of Chicago, 1988; 367,

353.
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these were by no means universal views, they were representative of mainstream

European thought about homosexuality in the 19th century that, seemingly, went back

thousands of years.

In Leviticus, homosexuals were said to be an "abomination" and a "violation of

nature." This view was also reflected in New Testament writing and condemnation of

-homosexuals became tradition in the mainstrearn chu'ch.118 The proscription of

homosexuality in Levíticus is significant since that book was concerned with the

identification and prohibition of a range of anomalous behaviour.ll9 V/ithin this frame,

homosexuals were anomalies, human freaks whose existence challenged established social

order. The idea of homosexuals as outsiders and marginal people was also a feature of

secular thought. In Germany, effeminate homosexuals were identified with werewolves.

The word ragamuffin was originally the name for a demon - derived from ragr, meaning

effeminate.l20 Early Prohibitions on sodomy and buggery were accompanied by

preambles that emphasised the outcast status of the perpetrator. Persons who practised

these acts were described in Massachusetts legislation in 1697 as "contrary to the very

light of nature." What was significant here was the way in which the preamble

constructed the idea that these offences were committed by "unnatural" people - beyond

the boundaries of nature i1self.121

The view of the homosexual as anomaly and freak remains prominent. In 1850,

they were described by one investigating London journalist "monsters in the shape of

¡¡s¡."122 Mid 20th century media reporting of homosexuals also played on the theme that

characterises homosexuals as monsters and freaks, as women in men's bodies, as not truly

human or as lacking the "manly" traits of courage and virility. They werc presented as

I 18 Coleran P. Ctvistian Attitudes to Homosexualiry. I-ondon: SPCK, 1980; l?A.

ll9 L"uitirrt 18, 22-23.

120 6"tr¡"n M. In l¿rsen G J ed. Myth in Indo European Antiquity. Berkeley: Univ of California P, 1974;

145,I52. See also enry in the Oxford English Dictionary.

r21 ç¡¡"¿ in Greenberg, op cit; 304,

L22 yo¡n¡t' Preceptor or More Sprees in London (1855), cited in Greenberg, op cit; 335.
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anomalous beings. To a community that centres on reproduction and its own preservation,

homosexuality seemed to challenge the natural order of things.l23

There was also the idea of homosexuals as physical outsiders. The origins of the

English word "buggery" suggest this. In one view, it was a comrption of "Bulgarian",

which had its origins in the belief that sodomy was practiced widely by a heretical Eastern

European sect.rz+ However opinions on the origin of the term differ: the 10th edition of

Burn's fwtice (1776) suggests that "buggery" comes from the Italian "buggatone" on

account of the practice coming to England from Lombardy. Both explanations implicate

foreigners in its reception into England.l25 The idea that sodomites were strangers was

held by others. In 1709, the Anglican clergyman Thomas Bray warned that the sodomites

are "invading our land." This was attributed by some to the French vices leamed by

Charles II and his entourage and brought back to England at the end of his exile.126

During the same century, the author Tobias Smollet, in his novel The Advenrures of

Rod¿ríck RiÍtidom, wrote "[e]ternal infamy to the wretch confound who planted first this

vice on British ground."\27 In other countries, sodomy was also seen as an alien vice;

despite the view held by the English after the Restoration, the French community believed

that the apparent increase in homosexuality in France during the mid 19th century was

partially attributable "to French troops who had been contaminated by Arab vice while

serving in Algeri¿."128

These views illustrate two strands of social thought that have characterised

homosexuals and homosexuality as both foreign and inhuman (ie as monstrous) - both

categories of outsiders. This was formalised in policy in both the ecclesiastical and the

later secular views of homosexual offences which sought their justification from the idea

123 ¡"¡ to Pea¡ce in Cohen S and Young I ed. The Manufacture of News.London: Constable, L973;292.

124 5." the entry n the Oxford English Dictionary.

125 grrln R. The Justice of the Peace and the Parísh Oftcer (10 ed). I-ondon: H Woodfall and Y/ Srahan
printers, 1766; vol 1,249.

126 gu¡¡1¡¡¿¡ D W R. The Moral Revolurion of 1688. New llaven: Yale U P,1957;4.

127 çi¡r¡in Greenberg, op cit; 338.

128 ¡-1e¡ A. Sexuality and Homosexlaliry. New York Norton , L97l; 162.
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that the proscribed act (sodomy) was a "detestable and abominable sin" that went against

natu.e.129

Contemporary public policy in Australia continues this discriminatory tradition

against homosexuals to a significant extent. At the time of the first reports of AIDS

infections, homosexual activities were illegal in four of the six Australi¿¡ $¡¿¡e5.130

However, over the past 10 years, Australian jurisdictions have moved to abolish

discriminatory practices based on the denial of goods and services and to largely repeal

the laws criminalising sodomy. Even in these cases, the process of removing

discriminatory provisions is not complete and, where decriminalisation has occur¡ed, other

civil disabilities on homosexuals continue. For example, under legislation in Western

Australia in 1989, the age of consent for homosexual acts is 3 years higher than that for

heterosexuals.l3l The Act also made the "proselytising" of homosexual behaviour or its

promotion in schools illegal.t3z Calls for discrimination against homosexuals have

continued into the 1990s and a strong prejudice remains both in Australia and

elsewhere.l33 l¡ Australia, bashings and murders of homosexuals continue as a violent

expression of social attitudes which seem unaffected by legislative reform.

AIDS has provided a context through which criticism of homosexuals has been

directed. The conservative British weekly The Spectator saw AIDS as a natural

intensification of the "disgust" felt by the community towards open homosexuality.

129 Burns Justice op cit.

130 5es Intergovernmenøl Committee on AIDS. HNIAIDS Prevention Homosexuality and the Law.
Canberra: Deþt of Health and Community Services, 1991; 10'

l3l ¡o* p¿¡srm(Detiminalisation of Sodomy) Act 1989 (V/estern Australia.)

132 5¡*¡1¿¡ p¡svisions exist in Engtand; æ4, \d.ucation (No2) Act 198ó, section 46. See alqo the p_rovisions

of the Local'Government Bilt @ngland), cited in Jackson P. Maps of Meaning. London: Hyman Unwin,
1989; t2t.

decla¡ed its support for discrimination in
service. Calls for specifrc restrictions

s

sterilised. (Hewitt B. et al, An Ugly Anti-Gay
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"Flaunting" the journal claimed "breeds disgust. Flaunting a habit which spreads a fatal

disease breeds rage."r34 In Australia, violence and forcible quarantine was openly

recommended as a response to the disease. One prominent radio personality suggested

that homosexuals should be boarded up in their Oxford St. haunts while another solution,

offered by a radio "talk back" caller, was that they should be taken to a deserted island

where they could be "as happy as pigs in mud."135 In media reports, they were likened to

lepers 136 il1d $¡l¡sþss. 137

These violent and punitive components of the response to homosexuals were

accompanied by other components that seemed to cater to a public voyeurism and a

fascination with the stereotypical homosexual. For example, Sydney newspaper readers

were treated to a lurid account of the antics of patrons at the "Mineshaft", a New York gay

bar, while the closure of bath houses, saunas and gay bars, (ostensibly they were venues of

unsafe sex and thus health hazards), became a prominent issue in the United States, that

was also reported in Australia.l38 These descriptions of the places, of their steamy

excesses and the hints of the unremitting orgies and the weird rites that they played host to

were calculated to excite the imagination of the conventional suburbanite.l39 Jþsy \¡,/srs

134 ciþd in Hewitt, op ciL

135 g¡ed n Sydney Morning Herald, 10 December,1984;9.

136 y"¡,s (Adelaide), 24 Febrauy,1988. See also D interes¡þg
similarities. Like the homosexual, the leper was also icious. The
leper's disfigurement's made them a marginal and anon uman. The AIDS
victim as presumed homosexual also sha¡ed this anomalous and marginal status as freak, part male and part
female.

th the homosexu
a leading Dominican 1486,
C and Peters E.Witc Univ

Penn P, 1972; 127. Scarre G.Witchcrøft and Magic in 16 and 17 Ce llan,
1987.)

138 Sydn"y Morning Herald, S November, 1985; ll.
of the World promised its readership that it would
d that the Gay club it was investigating was "sheer

. London: Fontana 1991; 355.) See also the extract
did to handsome Kenny", ciæd in Mort F. Dangerous
;212.
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pictures in a tradition of journalistic licence that, in many contexts, including the opium

dens of 19th century Australia, have drawn upon the weird and fantastic "other worlds" of

the margins.l4o

Within this general context of the homosexual as a menacing outsider, AIDS

became a particular embodiment of that menace to the community. This was given a

specifrc shape in Australia when three Queensland babies died of the disease as a rcsult of

transfusions of blood found to be contaminated with the virus. While the babies were not

the only recipients of blood who contracted AIDS, they were the most prominently

reported at the time and their deaths led to par:ticularly violent outbursts against

homosexuals generally. Bashings, said to be associated with the incident, were reported

by the press.141 Prominent responses suggested that ttre infected blood donor was directly

culpable for the deaths. Rev. Nile claimed that the donor was as guilty of murder "as if he

had run over their prams with his ç4¡."142 Nile's analogy was telling; unwitting motorists

are nevei Charged with murder for the deaths they cause while other motorists are never

bashed (as Sydney homosexuals allegedly were) because of a road death in another State.

There was also some evidence that the donor in question was not aware that he was

infss¡sd.la3 However, there were calls for new penal legislation to deal with this issue and

also to use the existing law to charge the blood donor with homicide. The Queensland

Government hastily drafted legislation that imposed severe penalties for prospective

donors who failed to declare their sexuality.ru Simila¡ legislation was passed in other

States, with the New South Wales premier Neville Wran threatening laws against

an:

l4l Cotrier Mait (Brisbane), 19 November, 1984; 1.

I42 5t¿nq yerning Herald, 17 November, 1984; 1.

143 queensland Pa¡üamentary Debates, 15 November, 1984; 2583.

144 ¡o"n¿¡nents to theTransplantation and AnatomyAcr (Qld), introduced a penalty of up to 2 years
imprisonment for false declarations Jggar_ ding a blood donation.
(Tiansplantation and Anatomy Act (No 2) 1984, section 484')
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homosexual donors "twice as tough" as those in Queensland.l4s This became a common

theme. political parties claimed to be in favour of tough measures; their opponents

claimed that they were not; that they were shifting moral boundaries so as to admit

marginal people into the community. In Queensland, the Labour opposition was

vulnerable to this latter charge because its platform sought the repeal of laws that

criminalised homosexual practices.l46 The Federal Labor Government was held

responsible by another, prominent, conservative politician (Ian Sinclair) for the babies'

deaths on the basis that it had "downgraded the role of the family", "porrayed

homosexuality as the norm" and "promoted de-facto relationships and free living." That

Government's t€sponse was more positive; it provided the resources to allow the testing all

of future blood donors.l47

Hysteria directed against homosexuals as a result of the babies' deaths highlighted

the more general threat that all homosexuals were said by some to present to the

community. The father of one of the babies was reported widely in the media as saying

"[a]s far as I am concerned homosexuals are sick people and should be treated like lepers.

They should be left on an island ¡s fie."148

The idea that homosexuals were threatening to the community and that AIDS was

the expression of that tlueat was well developed in the public imagination and also in

legislative tesponses to the disease. This view was most clearly articulated in the idea that

homosexuals with AIDS would intentionally seek to spread the virus to others, an idea that

has become a central issue in contemporary AIDS policy. From 1984, legislative

145 Sydnry ¡øorning Herald, l7 November,1984;2.

146 queensland Parliamentary Debates ,20 and2l November, 1984; 2752 (^ question relating !o ALP
policies on the maintenance of the family unit.)

147 }t¿nsy Morning Herald,l? Novembeç 1984; 1,

1984i2898. For a description of the Federal Govem
Politics of Health. Melbourne: Churchill Livingstone
page 358.

148 5r¿n¿y yorning Herald, T December, 1984; 3.
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provisions were strrengthened in order to punish and deter misleading statements by

(homosexual) blood donors. For example, in South Australia, theTransplantatíon and

Anatomy,Acr was amended in 1985 to impose a new offence (a $10,000 penalty) for

persons convicted of making a false statement in respect to blood donations. Similar

provisions were imposed in all other States. Queensland imposed a2year Eaol term.149

Offences for wilful or reckleS's infection, first drafted in the 19th century, were re-drafted

with increased penalties and now retain a central place in Australian public health

legislation.

These legislative provisions were a response to the idea, often aired, that people

with AIDS (homosexuals and drug addicts) would seek to spread the virus. This view was

given shape by a series of stories in Austalia and overseas. News items about robberies

and assaults with AIDS contaminated syringes have become part of the media reporting of

the disease.150 There were a number of quite diverse stories, all making the same point,

that AIDS victirns were deliberately infecting others. For example, it was reported in the

Australian media that, in Zimbabwe in 1990, a local Shona leader was saying that AIDS

could be cured by its sufferers raping tWhite girls.tst Three months later, in Sydney, the

local residents of an inner suburb were said to be objecting to a proposed refuge for people

with AIDS. Among other things, the residents claimed that these persons would "grab

their kids to pay back the world for getting AIDS." A spokesperson for the group

described the prospective residents of the refuge as "Aliens, paranoid and unstable ... they

have got a set against average ordinary battlers like ourselvs5.r'152 In 1991, a Black

American with the disease was reported as "wanting to take all the women with him that

he can.r'153

l49po¡asurveyof fheseprovisions,seeSouthAusralianParliamentaryDebates, lfMay,1985;42M.

150 Advertiser,3l July, 1990; 3.

l5l Correspondents' ReportABC Radio, 11 February 1990.

152 230 neport ABCTelevision 9 May, 1990.

153 çow¡¿v Vlail, 3 May, l99l:13.
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These were complex stories, some were quite undemonstrable or cases where

conjecture was reported as fact. They needed to be considered in their particular context.

As "news", they were often wrenched from these backgfounds. They might have

considered issues such as denial, which could prompt a person to expose others to the risks

of infection. They might have considered the fact that powerless people such as prisoners

will use the only weapons avdlable to them, particularly if these weapons provoke the fear

that a syringe said to be contaminated with the AIDS virus provokes. On other occasions,

they were simply misleading. An example of this appeared in the Adelaide Advertiser in

1986, under the headline - "AIDS victim had sex 'to get back at the world'." The report

suggested, that a person with AIDS was taking revenge on the world by deliberately

spreading the disease. It was based on an article in the Australían Family Physician

written by two medical students who, as part of their course work, had sat in on a general

practitioner's clinic. Significantly, in the original article it was not the patient who

claimed-he "wanted to get back at the world" but the student authors who raised this as

one of a number of possibilities to explain the fact that they felt the patient would continue

to engage in unprotected sexual activity,154

On other occasions, the media generated, as potential threats, matters that were

simply hypothetical. For example, one article, under the headline "AIDS lovers could face

charge of murder", was a speculation by police and lawyers on the charge that might be

L3¡dif acase of wilful infection,werc proved. In 199L, the South Australian Government

announced that it intended to abolish the raditional common law defence to homicide if

the victim survived a year and a day from the initial assault. This initiative, first

recommended in 1977,was intended to take account of serious injuries where the victims

were kept alive only through life support systems. However, it was characterised as an

"AIDS Murder Law" by the local press taking up the idea that it could apply to persons

, Spencer J and Grey J. Aids: Two Case Histories, 1986. Australian
also Advertiser,24-Jwre,1992;16. The headline was "Plans to Stop
s admiced they were not sure of the infected man's motives - a
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who deliberately infected others. This focus became central to the media treatment of the

proposal.l55

The idea that people with AIDS will wilfully infect others sits within a more

general frame of thought. It is the latest in a tradition that extends at least as far back as

the lepers of medieval Europe. Sometimes this tendency was said to occur simply because

the infecæd person was believed to-be malevolent. This was alleged in the Edict of

Edwa¡d Itr banishing the lepers from le¡de¡.156 Sometimes there was a methd in this

process; it was said that a sufferer could be cured if they passed on the disease to

¿ne1þs¡.157 This was a view that had some currency in Australia at the turn of the century

when people with venereal disease in the Northern Territory were accused of infecting

aboriginal women in order to cure themselves.l5s 1'6. idea of "wilful infection" now

presents people with AIDS as threatening and dangerous to the communities in which they

live. Central to all of these ideas is the notion of the threatening stranger whose presence

has prompted public health sanctions in the many contexts considered in this thesis.

However powerful it may be, the accuracy of this view is quite suspect. Cases of

careless transmission of the disease will occur, while some robbers recognise tho potential

of the easily available syringe (contaminated or not) to strike fear into their victims. But

the cases of vindictive and wilful infection in the way described by the media seem to be

without much evidence. A study of the case law relating to the transmission offences

generally, suggests that they have not been used in Australia, while British case law

suggests that the equivalent sections have rarely been used ¡¡..s.159 Despite this fact, the

155 5"e two reports in the Adelaide press. News,2l January, 1987;3. Advertiser,3 April; l99I;3 ("AIDS
Murder Law Now Planned")

156 g6q¡s¡y W M ed. The Black Deøfl¡. New York Holt Rinehart and Winston,l97l;73. See also Zappa
P.Ilnclean! Unclean!. London: Lovat Dickson, 1933; 136, 188.

15 Bullet.New York
of Penguin,1973-;22jS Lessonfromlevi ;

191.

158 Bu¡¿s¡se of Mounted Consøble Thorpe. Select Committee on the Aborigines Bill. South Australian
Parliamentary Papers, 1899, no 77; Appendix to the minutes of Evidence.

159 5se Intergovemmental C of
HNIAIDS. Canbena: Deptof on
the point. See R v Vantandillo
CPD, 187. Hunter v Malloch
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view that persons with AIDS, or other infectious diseases, would wilfully seek to spread

them to others is powerful and sustains the idea that these people a¡e a threat to the

community. Their marginal status, coming from the fact that victims of the disease

(unless declared "innocent" by the media) were taken to be homosexual or illicit drug

users, emphasised the sense of threat. The disease gave it a particular context.

The association of AIDS with homosexuals, the idea of homosexuals as

threatening outsiders and the substantiation of that threat through AIDS have shaped the

way that people have described the disease. There have been four contexts in which AIDS

has been seen.

1 More than Just an Issue of Public Health

For many Australians, AIDS was more than just a disease, it was an issue about the

moral behaviour of its victims, it was a symptom of the underlying problem of

homosexuality and promiscuity. For example, in 1987, the Australian Roman Catholic

Bishops said that AIDS was "a deeply moral issue and not simply a matter of public

health" while a "moral re-awakening" should be the fundamental premise upon which any

education programme was based. They took the view that "[p]romiscuity is the main

cause of our problem. What has always been sinful is now becoming suicidal."1tr

Here was the suggestion that disease prevention strategies were insufhcient and

that somethingmore than just public health responses were required. Another church

leader, the Anglican Dean of Sydney, took a similar position - that the disease was a

consequence rather than the primary issue. He called AIDS the "inevitable consequence

lfl Ausralian Catholic Bishops, op cit See also Sydney Morning Herald,25lvfarch, 1987; 3 andAge,25
March, f987; 16.
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of Australia's soft attitude to homosexuals.'1161 Some members of the medical profession

have also taken this view. For ex¡mple, a South Ausfalian country doctor was reported as

saying that "ordinary decent people arc not at risk [from AIDS1."t0z A Sydney doctor

blamed "sexual promiscuity" for the spread of AIDS adding that "homosexuality remains

a moral evil that requircs supernatural intervention... AIDS will not be solved by the

provision of free condoms."-Jfhe doctor's advice to health authorities was to discourage

homosexuality and to encourage antibody positive persons to adopt "with supernanral aid,

a chaste lifestyle."ló3 While these views wer€ not mainstream, they werc not exceptional

and they received wide publicity among both the public and the medical profession.lø

2 Homosexuality as the Disease

The idea that AIDS was a symptom of a deeper malaise in its victims implies that

their presumed homosexuality was the main issue of concem and that preventive measures

at this level, that restricted the spread of homosexuality, was the required strategy.

This views homosexuality as though it was a disease in itself, to be curtailed and

isolated in the interests of public health. This idea is not tecent. In 1631, during the

prosecution of the Earl of Castlehaven for sodomy, the prosecutor described his alleged

crime as of a "pestiferous and pestilential nature" that is, the act itself was the

16l go*¡r, yait (Brisbane), 19 November, 1984; 1.

n

ls.)

163 ¡¡¡¡ns K. AIDS: A Judeo Christian Approach, ^A tßralian Family Physician,l5: January 1986, 13-16;

16. This position does not reflect the viewS õf major A,ustralian medical organisations.

stic acitudes
victims made the
Patients by

This found that3D%o
in dealins with hom
Health Cäe Professi search,January 1988, l-2; 1.)
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contagion.l6s This disease model is persistent; in 1928, a prominent English newspaper

described homosexuality as "a plague, stalking shamelessly ... The contagion cannot be

escaped, it pervades our social life."166

This has been an enduring way of seeing. The idea that "homosexuality" is spread

through the community by its "sufferers" seeking to convert others remained a feature of

media reports.l67 More recentþ, in-1991, the Australian Defence Force justified its policy

of excluding homosexuals on this basis. The Army's Director of Public Information $/as

reported as saying:

Every patent expects us to protect partlcu]grly.the younger members (ofthe forces)

uguiiríu *froi".r*g" of things, onè of whicli is homosãxual advances.l6s

Within this framework AIDS was a badge of moral comrption betraying the real

disease - the menacing and threatening nature of its homosexual vicúm. The physical and

the moral disorders might be found together, one was simply the symptom of the other, a

point illustrated in the report of a coronial enquiry into the events surrounding a prominent

English mass murder in 1987. The coroner heard that tests were done on the dead gunman

for "AIDS, hepatitis, drug abuse and evidence of homosexuality."169

3 AIDS as a Punishment.

Explanations about the cause of AIDS abounded. Most prominently though, AIDS

was seen as the deserved punishment for homosexual practices. For some, this

165 ç¡¡e¿ in Greenberg, op ciq 302.

16 P"..e, in Cohen and Young, op cig299.

167 Pearce, in Cohen and Young, op cic298'299.

in the United States.

'iål:ïi:"
ut rather, bY

presumptions about the mind of the homosexual him

169 Adverriser, 26,September, 1987 ; 7 .
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punishment was imposed by a supernatural force: for others it was "nature striking back",

the "natural" response to unnatural or anomalous behavigttr.lT0

The divine punishment idea found favour in Australia as elsewhere with the

conservative Christian Call to Australia Party which described AIDS as "the Wrath of

God diseass."l7l In the United States, it was even accepted by a prominent United Staæs

medical journal.l7z The conservative-NewYork Post described AIDS as nature's awful

retribution against people who had declared war agains¡ ¡¿1ur'e.173

The idea of AIDS as a punishment affected some people's views about the search

for a cure. One New South V/ales member of Parliament, a prominent opponent of

homosexual law reform, said of AIDS "I hope they don't find a cure for l¡.1774

Presumably, a cure would spare the guilty their just punishment. A similar view can be

detected in some of the early newspaper reports which, at the time AIDS seemed to be

contained within the homosexual community, could speculate on the hidden messages of

the disease, one"paper suggesting that "perhaps we needed a situation like this to show us

what we have known all along, depravity kills." 175

170 56ms unusual theories were presented - that it was aUnited Staæs government plot to decimate ttre
homosexual community, part of Tutankhamen's curse, or that it was linked to fluoride in the water supply.
There were also bizarre and the sexually aberrant explanations that atracæd the most media coverage.
(Alrnan, op cit; 43, and Shils R. AndThe Band Played On. London: Penguin, 1988; %8.)

l7l Sydney Morning Herald, 10 December, 1984;9.

l72In lgï4,an editorial in the Southern Medical Journat claimeÅ that AIDS was the consequence of
immorality and a "fulfilment" of St Paul's injunction against homosexuality in Romans I. Homosexual
practices, the Joutnal maintained, could not be considered "altemative behaviour ... but as the old wisdom
of the bible states, most cerøinly pathologic." It is not possible to gauge how widely the Joumal's views
were shared by is readership; the Editor subsequently claimed that most letters he received in response were
positive to his view. (Homosexuality Kick and Kickback @ditorial), 1984. Southern Medical Journal,TT;
149-150, 1067.)

173 ¡1g¡¿¡1, op ciq 59.

174 ¡6¡6' 68. Indeed, while the victims of AIDS were all, predominantly homosexual, there was an
argument, made by many gay rights activists that" initially at least" the medical authorities werc not trying
parricularly ha¡d to find a cure for the disease. One columnist wrote, relatively early in the hisory of the
disease:

If KS (Karposi's sarcoma - one of the symptoms of AIDS) were a new form of cancer attâcking
straight people, it would be receiving constant media attention and ... research would be proceeding
with

(Shils R., op AIDS. Brandt has writæn that some doctors were not
supportive ol No Magic Bul/et. New York, Oxford U P,1985;172-
173.) See als

175 ç¡sd in Cover stury, MedJ Aust,ll July, 1983.
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The "divine punishment / nature striking back" way of explaining AIDS is

important - all the more so because it appears to fly in the face of scientific knowledge.

Both were ways of emphasising heterosexual relationships and family values. AIDS was

the risk for those who had departed from those values. Implicit in this thinking was the

view that people with AIDS ought to be punished because they werc presumed to be

homosexuals who had transgressed the values of the centre.

4 AIDS and the End of the World

Many initial responses to AIDS were millena¡ian and bore similarities with the

social upheavals of ea¡lier epidemics. With the first reports of the disease, health

authorities reported an upsurge of enquiries by many persons, concerned that they may

have been infected with the virus. A New South'Wales medical officer indicated that

generally fleeting'events in their past lives - a chance sexual encounter, or a casual contact

with a homosexual person - became the basis of fears held by many that they had

contracted AIDS. The publicity that sensationalised the disease was resurrecting the

guilty secrets of persons fearful of death.176 This was one response to the disease that

bore a similarity to the millenarianism identified by Cohn in his history of medieval

EuroPe.l77

There were other millenarian responses that involved the whole community. The

Adelaide News headline, - "It is the end of us all" - reflected this point. Other headlines

were just as gloomy: "A time of deep despair and panic" and "No doubt SA tollwill

grow." There were also letters to editors predicting doom such as "the horror is among us

and none of our loved onos Íì¡e safe"; or stories which recounted the boom times that

176 5r¿nsy ì,46rning Herald, T December, 1984; 3.

177 ç6¡¡ N. T/¡e Pursuit of the Mitlennium.Inndon: Paladin, 1970; 128-130.
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Sydney funeral parlours were experiencing, all of which seemed to be foretelling a

devastation to Western society equal to that of the great plague.lTs

When prominent personalities, victims of the disease, died, newspapers had the

opportunity to focus on their private lives and also on the indiscriminate way that the rich

and influential were also struck down by AIDS. Thus, an article about the disease in the

Adelaide News included photographs of some of these people under the headline "Fame

and fortune can't buy ctue to plagus.'l79 This was the notion of "death as a leveller" that

was present in ea¡lier centuries. The statement in the newspaper article that "$125 million

fortune could not save [one particular victim] from his fate" is remarkably similar to a

caption to the "Miser" one of the 1538 woodcuts by Hans Holbein the younger. This read:

This very night shalt though know death!
To-morrow be encoffined fast!
Then tell me, fool! while though hast breath,
Who'llhave the gold thou hast amassed?80

Here, AIDS seemed the latest in a series of events that have been identified as

threatening civilisation including wars of religion, coloured immigration and pollution.

The point has been made that issues such as AIDS or nuclear war were "new vehicles for

old fears" and that: "[t]he likely decline of the west seems to have been an endemic worry

ever since "the west" emerged as a visible entity."l8l

Conclusion

178 Forexample, AdelaideNøws, 12 AugusJ. 1985:27,28. !9 February,-1987;-13,. l8-February-p87; 13.

L€tter ûo T\eAuitralian,26March, f 987-. Hills B. Special Repotin Sydney Morning Herald, 23 February,
r987.

I79 N"wr,19 February, 1987:14.

180 Hslbe¡ the Younger. The Dance of Death.New York Dover, l97l;133. The same theme is the subject
of Shakespeare's poem "Fidele".

181 1¡n¿ul1 G. New Fears for Old. New Society,2T March,l9ï7,16-17;16. See also, Oswald Spengler, in
the readings collected by Fleischer M P ed. The Decline of the West? New York Holt Rinehart and
'Winston, 1970.
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The public responses to AIDS in Australia and elsewhere in many respects echoed

the panic and vilifrcation associated with earlier infectious epidemics. In Austratia, this

process was more heightened at the time of the death of the three babies, when the disease

had clearly moved out into the general community and potentially all were at risk, and

before the testing of btood donations was in place. Yet, the linking of AIDS with deviance

and homosexuality has remained a central theme in the discourse about the disease into

the 1990s. The popular picture of AIDS articulated and substantiated the more general

threat that the homosexual as an outsider was said to prcsent to the community. It justifred

the pre-existing hostilities about homosexuality and directed those fears in public health

tenns. Thus homosexuals, felt to be threatening as a marginal group, were showr¡ to be

threatening because they were presented as responsible for spreading the "gay plague"

within the community. AIDS was the embodiment of the threat of the outsider. AIDS

laws, particularly those that promised "tough approaches", showed the voters that their

health authorities'-were policing the boundaries between the outside and the community,

protecting the latter f,rom contamination. In the case of theTransplantation and Anatomy

Act, the amendments were effectively setting a protective cordon around the blood supply

that distanced the homosexual by punitive legislation.

The issues about AIDS discussed in this Chapter have strong parallels with the

earlier epidemics considered in this thesis and the marginal groups associated with them.

The social course of the disease demonstrates that the process of blame and vilification -

the ideas of disease as a danger from the margins and as a deserved punishment - has

survived into the late 20th century. This point is all the more significant insofar as

medical science can to some extent "explain" AIDS; the virus has been discovered and the

route of transmission understood. This "divine punishment" notion cannot simply be

dismissed as medieval superstition in want of a rational explanation. It was an expression

of collective response against those on the outside who were threatening, both as

homosexuals and people with an infectious disease.

There have been a number of separate but parallel debates going on about AIDS.

The anxiety that the disease provoked in the community has had a signifîcant effect on the
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development of public health policy in Australia, an effect out of proportion to the public

health significance of the disease. Yet, the community, its politicians and health officials

have responded to it in a different ways. Punitive legislation and penal sanctions were put

in place in order to demonstrate that the community's elected representatives were

responding to the threat. This was a public reinforcing of the vilif,rcation and stigmatising

of the marginal groups associated with the disease. However, the rethinking of public

health controls, done in the light of the experience of ea¡lier epidemics, or the provision of

resources for the uniform testing of blood donations, were considered and logical

responses to the disease. They demonstrated that many politicians and public health

policy makers were able to integtate the current issues of AIDS into a wider picture that

incorporated the sociological, psychological and historical experiences gleaned from other

epidemics. In particular, it was recognised and accepted that the participation of people

with AIDS, rather than their objectification, was important for the development and

maintenance of public health policy while over the first decade of the AIDS epidemic,

laws and restrictions relating to intravenous drug users and homosexuals were ¡educed

rather than made more stringent. The application of those lessons for the development and

maintenance of a non-judgemental policy remains a crurent challenge for the

administrators of public health controls.

5 OUTSIDERS AND CONTEMPORARY PUBLIC IIEALTH POLICY

Disease and public health threats remain a badge of outcast status in the late 20th

century as they were in earlier historical periods. The case of the drug free community at

Ashboume (described in Chapter 1) suggests that ancient fears continue to affect public

health policy making. Within the community, public health concerns remain ma¡kers of

the threatening outcast. An advertisement in 1992 for an exclusive and securely protected
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Adelaide housing development played on this theme; it contrasted the security within the

estate from the outside jungle of drug related crime, AIDS and the destruction of social

values beyond its walls.182

This Chapter has examined three areas of public policy where health related issues

became an expression of the kinds of threats to the Australian community that many

believed existed from outsiders. The "boat people", suppliers of illicit drugs and

homosexuals as presumed victims and transmitters of AIDS were presented as outsiders,

threatening to the Australian community. The "Asianisation" of the suburbs, the belief

that youth would be enslaved by drugs and reject established social values, the portrayal of

the homosexual as a social anomaly, were threats that were articulated in public health

terms.

The governmental response to these threats varied. In the case of Asian

immigration, entry restrictions remain an ongoing issue; calls to restrict the arrival of

Asian immigrants (usually formally on economic grounds but public health and lifestyle

were also cited as reasons for the need) have been made frequently in Australia over the

past decade. In the case of drugs, a selective and punitive approach has increasingly

criminalised the suppliers of a range of "non-mainstream" drugs. Maximum penalties

have been raised from small periods of imprisonment in the late 1960s to life

imprisonment in a number of jurisdictions in the 1990s. The illicit drug dealer has been

legally defined as an outcast and many have been subjected to lengthy terms of

imprisonment by Australian courts.

In the case of AIDS,legislation was also made more punitive. New offences were

created, old offences were strengthened. Here, the Australian governments were

responding to anxieties that occurred at crucial times in the spread of the disease such as

the contamination of the blood supply in 1984. Yet, in their effects, these provisions were

not punitive. They have virtually never been used and Government public health advisers

182 1¡is has been a widely advertised claim for an Adelaide housing esrata Mira Monte since 1990. It has
not been a because of the high prices or the recessed economy of the
time is not the enthusiastic use of the "menacing outsider" theme in
advertisem (Advertiser,lS July, 1992;68.)
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recommend quarantine as a last resort.l83 Here, the rhetoric of tough action, which has

been a prominent face of Government policy - a demonstration that something was being

done about AIDS - was not being carried through. Publicly, Governments were saying

one thing to reassure an anxious community: their public health administrators were doing

another; they were very seldom implementing the full rigour of those policies.

There is a common feature in the three policy arcas considered in this Chapter.

The point at which the boundary was d¡awn around the community as "sacred" - the thing

to be protected from the threatening "profane" intruder - was defined in terms of the

concerns and anxieties of the times and the legislation responded and gave substance to

this. Thus certain drugs were defined as marginal and illegal by public health laws

because they threatened and alarmed the Australian community. This was not based on

any idea of public health need. More particularly, Governments seeing the need to win

over a constituency anxious about drugs or AIDS were able to define the "sacred" and the

"profane." The legislation located the object of control such as the illegal drug dealer or

the prostitute with AIDS outside the boundary of the community thus formalising the idea

that they were threatening. The legislative provisions constructed and shaped the "reality"

of the threat that was expressed as a fear of outsiders. For example, the notion that illicit

drug dealers lurk around South Australian schools at recess time is quite without

foundation. Yet, the "school zone" legislation focused on the idea as though it was a

reality and in doing so effectively created the reality.

The public health significance of governmental and community responses to the

three a¡eas considered in this Chapter are quite different. However, each demonstrates

how to a grcater or lesser extent the idea of the threatening outsider has been a significant

component in contemporary public health policy as it has been in earlier public health

policy. The cost of this process in terms of the public's health must be recognised.

183 Victoriu, Health DepartmenL Guidelinesfor the Management inVictoria of HN Infected People who
Knowingly or Recklessly Risk Infecting Others. September, 1989.
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Punitive calls for isolating and reporting AIDS sufferers have been shown to lessen the

extent to which they are prepared to tn¡st and co-operate with public health y¿e¡[çs¡s.l8a

Calls to use public health screening as a barrier to entry to Australia, or arguments for

deportation that rely upon threatening diseases, must prompt hopeful refugees to falsify

results and to avoid seeking treatment when arrived in Australia. The drug laws have had

the effect of emphasising the dichotomy between illegal and legal drugs (alcohol and

tobacco), normalising the latter and implicitly playing down their substantial public health

problems.

Quite simply, and as these examples suggest, the process of allowing ideas about

public health to emphasise the marginal nature of social groups or to focus on outsiders

has been, and may continue to be, a significant obstacle in the development of public

health policy and programmes that should always be aimed at maximising the

community's health.

lM Advertiser, 20 July, 1992; 12.
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CHAPTER 10 PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE COMMUNITY . THREE

STRANDS FOR FUTURE ANALYSIS.

1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis is focused on the theme of public health and outsiders. It argues that

outsiders - strangers, socially marginal groups and racial and ethnic minorities - have been

described as threats to the communities into which they have come. The expression of

these threats has often been to the community's health. V/ithin this framework, it has been

possible to see public health controls as ways of formalising and maintaining the

separation of social intruders, drawing bounda¡ies, and isolating and containing outsiders

and marginal groups. However, despite the many examples described in earlier chapters,

this focus on minorities in public health policy is not inevitable; communities do have the

potential to reflect on their anxieties and to respond to them in ways that do not label

outsiders as threats. Yet, it is a continuing process, with a continuing potential to distort

public health policy, as the following article and commentary on it illustrates.

In April 1991, the Medical Journal of Australia published a short paper on the

incidence of gonorrhoea among the clients of a Sydney sexually transmitted diseases

clinic.l The article claimed a marked reduction of the disease among males and suggested

a lessening of risk factors for all sexually transmitted diseases, including AIDS, among

this group. The gonorrhoea rates among female clients indicated an increase, providing a

particular focus on Asian prostitutes who were 897o of all female cases. The authors

speculated on the reason for the high representation among this group. It was said that the

women were "practising unsafe sex in Sydney rather than in Asia" but acknowledged that

their clients were not consistently using condoms and that "persecution" of the prostitutes

would be counter-productive to ttre public health interventions in place.2

1 Donouan B et al. Gonorrhoea and Asian Prostitution: The Sydney Sexual Health Centre Experience,
1991. Med J Aust,154: 52G521.

2 taia: szt.
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The article was reported in the Australian media. The good news about the decline

of the gonorrhoea rate overall was not reported. Instead, the focus was directed on the

Asian prostitutes and this issue became the substance of the comments. It was alleged that

the prostitutes "don't practice safe sgx", that they "don't use condoms", that they "ought to

practice safe sex."3 Here, important issues emerged in the metamorphosis of data about

disease rates into a media report that was exclusively about Asian prostitution. More

particularly, the report focused on the women as though they were effectively in control of

the sexual relationship, that theirs was the power to insist that the client used a condom.

Such a view of this particular client / prostitute relationship overlooked the circumstances

of these women, on short stay visas and operating within a very different power and

authority structure than their Australian counterparts. It was this fact that was significant

in the transmission of disease rather than the nationality of the prostitute. Focusing on the

latter was also calculated to stigmatise all Asian prostitutes as diseased, irrespective of

their particula¡ circumstances. Furthermore, from a public health penpective, the singling

out of Asian prostitutes as static "reservoirs" of infection made no senso. It stood to

overlook the dynamic nature of these diseases, that there are pathways of infecúon rather

than foci; that the women were infected by clients and then infected other clients.

In the media report of this Medical Journal of Australid study, being Asianwas

presented as the central causative issue. The tragedy of reports that focus on this issue is

that, while they may strictly be correct and Asian sex workers did have higher rates of

disease than V/hite sex workers, the reasons for it were not considered. Yet, if we are to

reduce the rates of disease among sex workers and among powerless groups of sex

workers in particular, we have to ask questions about what needs to be done to empower

those workers, to enable them to take control over their working conditions. Being Asian

was simply a marker of having a low level of power. Makingbeing Asían the significant

issue in a report is to lay a false trail which may be pursued to the detriment of the things

3 Daybreak,Radio National, 15 April, 1991.
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that could be done in the interests of public health.a To return to the question of drug

legislation raised in Chapter 1: it is possible for arational drug policy to be constructed

that focuses on the toxicity of the drugs rather than on the idea that some drugs arr

marginal and others are mainstream. However, as Chapter 9 suggests, the Australian

experience over the past twenty years is that this may happen slowly and incompletely if it

happens at all. This is also true of other public health issues. During the 1980s and 1990s,

public health policy makers and administrators have addressed the legal and social control

aspects of AIDS in a context that has been acutely aware of the issues of scapegoating and

blame and their potentially damaging effects on AIDS policy. Yet, in a wider context,

their advice, which was informed by this awa¡eness, \ryas questioned and rejected by some

prominent politicians and public figures.s

This thesis does not attempt to prescribe the conditions that might achieve the goal

of ideal public health policy. However, it is worth isolating three strands of enquiry that

would be significant in directing and continuing the ideas explored in this thesis. These

issues are presented briefly as problematic areas within which further work should be done

to understand the obstacles in refocusing public health thinking away from minorities as

threatening outsiders. They can be encapsulated as three propositions. First, increased

scientific knowledge about disease will not prevent the association of disease with

minorities. Second, the community has selecúve views about risk that magnify some

public health risks while diminishing others. Third, the popular presentation of public

health issues through the media will tend to enhance community anxieties about these

issues rather than diminish them.

4 N"uu" M. AIDS and Women in the Sex Industry - Legal Approaches to Public Health, 1989. Corwnunity
H e al t h S tudie s, 13l. 423 430.

5 S"" ttt" commenß of Professor Fred Hollows a prominent Australian humanitarian and eye specialist
(referenced below) and Wilson Tuckey, the Federal )pposition spokesperson for Health in 1988, who, at
the Third national AIDS Conference, claimed, among other things, that AIDS resulted from "deliberate and
vq_ry_pgssibly unnatural sexual activity" (Advertiser, S Augusg 1988; 3, l0 August, 1988; 5 and 13 August,
1988; 25.)
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2 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PUBLIC HEALTFI.

Over the past one hundred years, the disease process and the vulnerability of

people to disease, increasingly, has been the subject of positivist scientific explanation.

V/ith this process has come the view that science reveals or uncovers "truths", that these

"truths" necessarily will replace other views about the world which a¡e demonsrably

false. Positivistic science provides the stamp of authenticity. The application of such a

view to the specific issues covered in this thesis, the association of minorities with disease,

might be expected to resolve the matters considered in earlier chapters and exorcise the

superstitions of an earlier age. However, there is another way of seeing scientific

knowledge; that it is relative and located within its particula¡ cultural context and is

influenced by it. Such a view is a central counter to the persistent view of science as

"correct" knowledge; it is also a prominent view.

There has been considerable revision of the nature of scientific knowledge since

the early 1960s.6 Thomas Kuhn, a central frgure in this process, argued that scientists

work within a defined environment and that scientific knowledge is affected by the

expectations and assumptions of that environment. Since scientists operate within these

environments they are coloured by them. They cannot be said to be engaging in a free and

unfettered enquiry about principles and ideas that a¡e said to exist outside the social

framework within which they are produced.T The significance of that broad debate for

this thesis is that the issues discussed here cannot now be dismissed by a late 20th century

conclusion that the linking of minorities with disease simply displayed a lack of adequate

scientific knowledge. Most importantly, it cannot be assumed that there will be no further

cases where particular groups are blamed for public health problems because our scientific

knowledge is now more complete than previously.

6 tnis issue has been dealt with by a variety of authors. The major revision was made in 1962. See Kuhn T
S. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Chicago: Univ Chicago P, 1970. See also Feyerabend P. Against
Method. London: Verso, 1978. For a summary of the fields of thought in this a¡ea see Cha¡lesworth M.
Science, Non-Science and Pseudo-Science. Melboume: Deakin Univ P, 1982.

7 Chalre.. A,F.Wlnt Is This Thing Called Science? Stlucia: Univ Qld P,1976; chapter 8.
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Certainly, scientific knowledge does extend our understanding of the spread of

epidemics. For example, the 13th century view that the plague was spread by fewish well

poisoners is demonstrably false. However, granted this knowledge, there remains ample

scope to focus on outsiders and to do so within the context of a scientific framework. In

the Donovan et al study, the scientific findings pointed to Asian sex workers as a high risk

group but were inadequate without being considered in the wider social context of the

Asian prostitutes. Even "good", "modern" science is bound into its culture. In addition, it

is argued that scientific statemonts are in themselves only partial explanations of events

such as disease.S

The culture bound nature of the scientific process has been illustrated by some

examples considered in this thesis. The investigations into witchcraft or the well

poisoners were "scientific" in the sense that they were based on a process which claimed

to arrive at the truth through the extraction and recording of accurate information. This

was gathered through confessions and the observations that, for example, certain old

women were marginalised and the subject of much suspicion by their neighbours or that

Jewish communities seemed to be less affected by the plague. Other associations between

disease and specific groups could be made with scientific accuracy. For example, it could

also be demonstrated by observation that the 19th century poor were more at risk from

cholera than the wealthy. Similarly, most of the AIDS cases in Australia to date have

been homosexual males. In neither case could it be said that cholera is a disease of the

poor or AIDS is a disease o/homosexuals in the sense that these groups are rcsponsible for

it. Yet, both these ideas were prominent explanations for these two diseases.9

8 J*g"n llabermas described the idea that scientifrc knowledge can remain deøched as an "objectivlst-
illusión". He claimed that it was not possible to see the world as: "a universe of facts independent of the

they are in themselves." (McCarthy T.The CrirtcdTheory of
s, 1984; 59.) See also ldacKenzie D Ã. Snrtsfics in Britain
;225.

9 Co**ents that AIDS was a dise¿se of homosexuals were still being prominently reported 10 years after
the frst cases of AIDS in AusEalia (In particular, see Professor Fred Hollow's comments widely aired in the
media. Australian, T-8 Ma¡ch, 1992;2I. For a treatment of this issue more generally, see the commentary
by Goodman M. Cenre of the Storm, 1992. Australian Left Review, 136:3840.)
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In addition to its being culturally specific, scientific knowledge is not a complete

form of explanation. Its findings exist within a wider explanatory context and lead on to

other enquiries. A graphic example of this is the collapsed granary described by Evans

Prichard in his workWitchcraft Oracles and Magic among the Azande. Here a ganary

had collapsed, injuring a number of people sitting underneath. An explanation was

available: the posts were being eaten away by termites and a critical point reached when

the remaining, sound, posts became too few to support the weight of the structure. The

Azande acknowledged this but, it was only a part of their enquiry into the event. Further

questions were necessary - of all the people who might have been injured, why were those

particularpeople injured; what fate brought them in place and time to the moment of

collapse?l0 These are not questions for which scientific enquiry relating to the failure of

structures can provide an answer. In the same way, those who considered AIDS a

punishment were not necessarily denying the existence of the HIV virus or the process of

transmission. Rather, this knowledge led to another quesúon about why the person

contracted the disease. Indeed, for many, this was the central question, one that formed

the basis of the idea that there were "innocent" and "guilty" victims of the same disease

process and linked it with the idea that the guilty were being punished. It was a view that

some of the victims of AIDS ought to contract the disease because of what they do or are,

while others ought not.

The popular idea that "doing science" involves a detached process of merely

observing and reporting on those observations is philosophically unsound. In addition, as

the account of AIDS in this thesis suggests, there can be no confidence in the application

of scientific knowledge to rescue minorities and outsiders from the process of blaming

described in this thesis. A fuller knowledge of the disease process is, in itself, no

explanation. For example, the fact that AIDS is the result of a viral infection can be made

10 Evans-Pricha¡d E E.Witchtaft Oracles and Magic ømong the Azand¿.Oxford: Oxford U P, 1976;22. A,

simila¡ question was asked by the United Søtes writer, Thomton Wilder, in his 1927 classic The Bridge of
San Luís Rey.
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consistent with the "God's will" explanation in the sense that the vi¡us becomes the chosen

medium of punishment. Here, biological explanation was contextualised within the social

framework of the viewer. The willingness to recognise this point allows a more

significant place for social theory in explaining the nature of statements about public

health, that particular "ways of seeing" powerfully shape our interpretation of things taken

to be fixed and independent "scientific" measurements. In particular, where outsiders are

said to be an issue of public health concern, it allows ideas relating to groups and

boundaries to be important ways of contextualising the positivist scientific knowledge that

much public health policy is based upon.

3 RISK AND PUBLIC HEALTH

One definition of risk is the likelihood of harm occurring. It is a central issue in

approaching public health problems. Public health legislation imposes controls that

attempt to safeguard the public's health through the reduction of risk, either by imposing

general duties of care or specific exposure standa¡ds on manufacturing activities. The

issues considered in this thesis raise questions of risk. The complaints about the Chinese

in 19th century Australia were grounded in the idea that they were a risk to the wider

community. More recently, there has also been a vigorous legislative endorsement of the

view that illicit drugs pose a risk to late 20th century Australian society. The evidence

suggests that the Chinese were not a risk to the health of the Australian public and that it is

legal drugs, not illegal drugs, that amount to almost all of the drug deaths in the

community but that evidence did not appear to influence greatly the course of public

health responses to both issues.

Douglas and Wildavsky claimed that ideas about what constitutes a risk or threat

varies among cultures and individuals: communities' meÍLsure of risk is a social ptocess

rather than one which relies on isolated, positivist "scientific" measurements and
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statements. One issue is whether the risk is freely accepted or unwillingly imposed.ll

Such distinctions lead to a focussing on the type of iskrather than its likelihood of

causing harm. The alien and imposed risk is magnified; the risks of everyday life are

diminished. The public health risks linked with unpopular minorities, such as the Chinese

in 19th century Australia, were magnihed although they were associaæd with specific

(exotic) diseases, responsible for relatively few deaths: at the same time, the risk of enteric

diseases - the normal haza¡ds of city living in Australia - seemed mainly to be construed

as a fact of life rather than as an imposed risk.

The argument that the assessment of risk is a social process is illustrated by the

occasional concerns about local clusterings of environmental cancers. Some rural

communities in Australia appear to experience higher than expected rates of cancers and

congenital malformation. These outbreaks are identified and publicised because the close

knit nature of these small towns makes the presence of disease more apparent (people

know each other's business) than in a large city or suburb where there a¡e fewer social

bonds. These outbreaks generally appear to be a statistically random over-reprcsentation,

not the result of any specific causal agent (under-representations or "negative clusterings"

also occur but are not remarked upon.) However, the identification of a disease cluster has

prompted residents, the media, and local community leaders to focus on the presence of

environmental carcinogens or mutagens in locally used pesticides or as additions to the

water supply, as explanations for the disease. These issues have become highly charged

and very prominent. The communities see themselves as "at risk" from an outside agent,

something visited on them. Assurances to the contrary by public health officials have

been branded as a "whitewash"; they have been dismissed as denying the issue.l2 The

I I Douglas M and Wildavsky A. Risk and Ctiture. Berkeley: Univ Calif P , 1982; L7 .

and Dublin, small settlements North of Adelaide whose residents believed that ttre incidence of a series of
cancer cases had a common cause in the water supply.)
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public health statements about risk were rejected because they did not accord with

community belief that a risk existed.

In these cases, the communities were focusing strongly on particular "outside"

issues such as chemical pesticides or additives to the water supply and entrenching their

ideas about that threat. Statements by public health officials to the contrary simply

generated new rounds of critical speculation, for example, whether the government experts

were deliberately down playing the risks, whether tests were done with sufficient

accuracy, or whether conflicting data exist.13

Issues about risk have been important in this thesis. They continue to be important

in public health. The risks of some events occurring (death through heroin use, being

assaulted with an AIDS contaminated syringe ) are very remote. In a "scientific" sense

they have little public health significance but this has not prevented them from receiving

much publicity as areas for which remedial legislation is required.

Overall, two points must be acknowledged when considering risk. Firstly, there is

not a consistent "scientific" scale against which it can be measured. Ideas of risk shift

according to context and the community in which the risk occurs. Secondly, some risks

are normalised while others are magnified. Risks that are imposed on communities such

as those from the outside are seen as alien and are heightened in the public imagination.

Those that are part of normalised behaviour are diminished.

Both points emphasise the problems of dealing with public health issues merely in

proportion to the measure of the risk that public health professionals believe they present

to the public. Fears about disease cannot always be dismissed by reference to some scale

of risk. Rather, they require a process of explanation and negotiation within a social

framework that considers the way that the particular issues that are the subject of risk are

created by or seen in the community. In particular, the risk that marginal people are taken

13 Revnotds C S and Baker C C.
Austrãlian Health Commission's
Australian country ûowns following upply
and in pesticide spray drifr
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to present through their being diseased or unhygienic is magnified because they are

outsiders and presumed "dangerous" to the community and public health threats are a

central expression of that danger.

Such conclusions do not leave public health practitioners powerless to make

changes to ideas about disease and its causes, particularly where outsiders are involved.

However, it does call into quesúon the idea that a focused and frank application of the

positivist "scientific" process of risk assessment on its own will provide communities with

reassuring and believable statements about public health. This does not deny the

significance and persuasive authority of public health practitioners but, it does require

them to employ a broader explanatory repertoire for risk assessment. In particular, they

must operate within a broader explanatory context that is conversant with the idea that risk

is centrally a social phenomenon.14

4 PUBLIC I{EALTTI AND TT{E MEDIA

Historical examples of the relationship between contemporary anxieties and the

presentment of risks by the media have been discussed several times in this thesis. The

significance of those examples can be underlined by another, recent, example. In

February 1991, a suburban Adelaide newspaper carried the compelling headline "Urine

test demand after fox barbecue horror." It was a story about some local youths (nearly

L00, some said to be carrying baseball bats) in a particularly poor part of Adelaide's

Northwestern suburbs, some of whom had apparently cooked a fox in a local park and

then urinated on the barbecue plate within sight of horrified residents. Responding, the

local Mayor demanded that the plate be "analysed to see if it was a health hazard." 15

health policy, in areas where residents' views about
roaches to environmental control. See, Auer J.

Strategies, 1989. Cotrununity Health Studies,13: Ml-
Public Health, 1989. Cotwnunity Heølth Studies,13:
nt HeølthManagement Pløn. Adelaide: Sæering

Commitæe Pub,1992; Section 3.

15 Standard Messenger,6 February, 199 1; 1.
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Within a few weeks, the story sank into oblivion, a short follow up reassured residents that

the plate was not contaminated with anything the analysts could detect and made no

menrion of the fox. The debate refocused on the desirability of providing toilets and

recreational facilities in a suburb whose residents, by most social and health markers,

struggle against substantial adversity and deprivation. For a brief period however, the

residents of much of Adelaide were offered, through the local paper, a stage for an urban

horror that played on "pollution" and the threat of barbarism. Public health was the

process through which the perpetrators were marked and positioned socially as outsiders

and their actions examined.16

Trying to make sense of a story like the "fox barbecue horror" is difficult; it offers

only a series of loose ends that seem to frustrate analysis. Was it really a fox? Who were

the shadowy and unidentified perpetrators of this outrage - were they just vandals or

something worse? Was the outrage contained to the hapless fox or did it pose a wider

threat to established social order? Did the perpetrators urinate on the plate and if so what

would the tests show, would they identify some internal and possibly contagious diso¡der

that might explain it all?

The power of the media to convey images and ideas to the community has become

significant, especially with the increase of literacy in the 19th and 20th centuries and then

the development of ever more accessible forms of media.17 Newspapers were a powerful

vehicle in the 19th century and the press treatment of foreigners tended to reinforce their

outsider status. For example, Sydney press coverage of criminal offences in the mid 19th

century appeff to have constructed boundaries which identifred foreigners, emphasised

16 The." are many other examples of this kind of media reporting. See the media analysis of the 1964
"mods and rockers" riots in Britain (Cohen S. Folk Devils and Moral Panics.I¡ndon: MacGibbon and Kee,
1972); the reporu of the Bathu¡st Motorcycle racing riots in the late 1970s (Cuneen C et al. Dynamics of
Coilecrtve Conflict: Riots at the Bathurst 'Bike Races. Sydney: I¿w Book Coy, 1989.) See also, the media
Eeatrnent of "Bodgie and Widgie" gangs in the 1950s. (Wilson P R and Braithwaiæ J. Two Faces of
Deviance. St. Lucia: Univ Qld P, 1978; chapter 2, "Bodgies and Widgies: Folk Devils of the Fifties".)

17 Commenting on the newspaper coverage of the Pa¡is Commune (187f), Karl Marx, said:
The daily press and the telegraph ... fabricaæ more myths ... in one day than could have formerly
been done in a century

(Quoted in Cohen S. and Young I. The Manuføcture of News. London: Constable, 1973; preface.)
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and ridiculed their racial or class origins and emphasised their tlneat to moral order.18

More specif,rc examples of this kind of press reporting, directed to the Chinese in

Australia, were discussed in Chapter 7.r9 A number of populist newspaper proprietors,

including John Nortonof Truth, William Lane of ¡he Boomerang and J F Archibald of the

Bulletin, hetd highly charged and very negative views about some foreigners and about the

Chinese in particular. The Bulletin, for example, focused vehemently on the Chinese

outsider with a nationalist passion. Lawson concluded that the Bulletín:

with its
the
stones

Media treatment of public health issues remains a significant problem in the late

20th century. For example, in January 1992, wide publicity was given to the death of an

Adelaide dentist from AIDS. Here, the media highlighted the very remote risk that his

patients might have become infected, creating an issue vastly out of proportion to the risks

involved. This publicity forced the South Australian Health Commission to announce that

it would create a register to keep track of infected health workers, a decision that was

against all public health advice, including its own. It was simply a product of the critical

publicity generated by the media.2l

Questions about the relationship between "news" and newspapers and other forms

of media bear upon the potential to change this type of reporting. Studies of the role of the

media in Australia emphasise the point that reporting news is not merely a miroring of the

things going on in the world. Rather, V/indschuttle, among others, argues that news is a

18 Stor*u M. Crime News in Colonial New South Wales. Media Information Australia. lvlay, 1984:7-13;
9.

19 Cronin K. Cotonial Casualties.Melboume: Melb Univ P, L982;74.

20 La*son S.The Archibald Paradox. Ringwood: Penguin, f987; 145. See also Rolfe P. The fownatßtic
Javelin 180-1980: An lllustrated History of 'The Bulletin". Sydney: V/ildcat Press, 1979; 2G27 and66.67

2l Adver tiser, 23. V4 Jantnry, 1992.
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prduct for profit, an object of consumption. The need to create a "good", that is

ma¡ketable, story is central in this process. "Good" news, so constructed, is stories that

resonate with community opinions, amplifying and heightening the things seen as

problematic. In this analysis, the media therefore has a dual role - influencing and being

influenced by the community within which it operates.22

There are two consequences to this. Firstly, the use of the popular media to change

ideas and to challenge public beliefs is limited and always constrained by whether the

issues a¡e sufficiently popular to sell the media product. Secondly, the presentation of

news within this framework requires a generalisation and simplification of people and

things presented as "news". Pearce's descriptions of British press reports about

homosexuals emphasised this point. He noted that the terminology used by the mass

media emphasised the separation of homosexuals from the rest of the community and

enhanced the idea that they were outsiders by the creation of a number of derogatory

categories. They were described as "freaks", "perverts" or "degengrates". Even among

media rcports that were "supportive", in the sense of their being opposed to the continuing

illegality of homosexual acts, medicalised categories were used, such as "sick", "ill" or

"unfortunate", which enhanced pre-existing social views about the marginal nature of

homosexuals.ã

Australian press reporting of immigrants reviewed in Chapters 8 and 9

demonstrated a similar theme, emphasising the separation between the new arrival and the

rest of the community and the "un-AusEalianness" of much of immigrant behaviour,

including personal violence and organised crime. The immigrant was rarely shown simply

as another inhabitant of Australia but was distanced and objectifred, either as an outsider

and a threat or as a figure of fun.z

22 WindshuttteK.The Media.Ringwood: Penguin, 1984; chapter 10. See also Windschuttle K and
V/indschuttle B ed. Fixing the News. Sydney: Cassell, 198 f ; 48-53. This cha¡acærisation of news as a
commodity has been made by a number of w¡iters. Cohen claimed fhe process of reporting and presenting
news \ilas I'a deliberate creation" or a "manufacture".- Cohen, op cit; 44. See also Tuchman G. Making
News: A Study in the Construction of Realiry. New York The Free Press, 1978.

23 Pea¡ce F. Mass Media and the Homosexual,in Cohen and Young, op ciq 290.

24 Wnite N R and White P B. Evaluating the Immigrant Presence: Press Reporting of Immigrants to
Australia, 1935 -77, 1983. Ethnic and Raciøl Studie s, 6: 284-307 .
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The obvious meaning and significance of this "commodity" view is that news as

presented bears no necessary relationship to the accuracy of the events reported. Cohen's

detailed study of the press reports of the "Mods" and "Rockers" disturbances on the

English South coast in 1964 illustrate this point. Here, sensationalist reporting was out of

proportion to the events as they occurred but had the effect of heightening public fear and

expectation, setting the scene for an increasing spiral of hostility. Cohen concluded: "[t]he

Mods and Rockers didn't become news because they were new; they were presented as

new to justify their creation as news."25

"News as a commodity" presents potential problems for the promotion of public

health information. It suggests that what is represented as news will be measured against

populist standards. This is significant: Jock Young has claimed that bad news is more

popular than good news because it reflects the general sense of disillusion and injustice

about the world that readers seek and respond to.26 In this view, the idea of Indochinese

youths'terrorising old ladies or spitting in the street makes a more acceptable news item

than a story about Indochinese immigrants as responsible neighbours and citizens. Stories

about health hazards and minorities are also "good stories". Repofts that describe the

opulent lifestyles of drug dealers, publicise the plight of the "innocent" victims of AIDS

(innocent in the sense that they acquired the disease through blood transfusion), or portray

refugees as wealthy opportunists, all make good news and popular reading. They can also

be read to indicate the failure of society to conduct its affairs justly.

The potential of the media to present public health information that does not

sensationalise, does not play on the exotic and the threatening and does not reinforce the

traditional fears of threat from marginalised groups is limited it seems.

25 coh"n, op ciq 46.

26 quoted in Windschuttle, op cit;276. - Cohen and Young's contention was that people feel this way
because of the manifest conEadictions in the society in which they live which publicly emphasises equality
of opportunity and fairness, while really promoting exploiøtion and inequality. For persons living wittr
these inconsistencies, bad news, emphasising threats, caprice, random violence and violations of the system
- all subjecs that to some extent have been considered in this thesis - seems a more accurate reflection of
reality than other views of the world- See also Katz J. V/hat lvfakes Crime "Ne"vs"?, 1987 . Media Culture
and Society,9:47-75.
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Little has been written in Australia that addresses this problem in its public health

context. What has been written has not addressed centrally the issue that the need to

manufacture news may not be compatible with presenting the story in the way public

health workers consider most appropriate. The Better Health Conanission sought a

bureaucratic solution to the issue of how scientific information might be presented in the

media. It recommended the creation of a "Health and Media Council" as a fust step

towards the:

commencement of a
ad

Such recommendations wrongly imply that the interests of media and scientists are

common or could be made common by the creation of such a committee.28 Often, the

media, pursuing commercial interests or other values, has aligned itself against public

health interests. This can be illustrated for example by the prominent stance of Adelaide

papers against increasing the restrictions in relation to tobacco and alcohol advertising.29

Ilowever, the view that the media owners have control over the issues that a¡e

presented as "news" does allow some prospect for negotiation and change. It allows

public heatth workers to approach media proprietors in the hope that their outlets will

present news in a way that focuses less on minorities and the threats that they might be

seen to present to the community and more on the more serious, but normalised, risks of

27 B"tt", Health Commission ,Looking Forward to Better Heatth,Yol l. Canberra: AGPS, 1986; 94. One
prominent commentator, Norman Swan, a journalist and advice to
-scientif,rc 

colleagues dealing with the media to outlining ientific
information. This may assiit scientists to put their case; publicise
information in a way calculaæd not to exacerbate problems when doing so forms the basis of a good story.
(Swan N. Conveying Scientific Information to the Non-Scientific Public, 1986. "f Occup Health and Søfery -
Aust NZ,2:359-362.)

28 For example, in the atæmpt to construct a new voluntary code for cigareüe advertising in 1988, there was
a total failu¡e of the public sector members of a Media Council Committee - health workers, consumers etc -
to agree with almo
representatives, ad
Australia from the

29 S." for example, the response of Ausralian stralian, I9-2
Advertiser,S March, 1988:?Á, AdelaideN¿ws, 29 February,
the very negative headline ("Outrage on Drink Ads bal health option
a partial ban on alcohol advertising. News 12 March, 1991; 1.
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everyday life. However, to expect that this will happen without considerable argument,

public debate and even regulation is to miss the essential point about the media as the

producer of a commodity for profit. Telling a good story is, realistically, the media's first

priority; playing on outside threats is always a good story.

5 CONCLUSION

This thesis has shown that issues about public health and disease must be

examined in a broader context if useful lessons are to be got from the historical na:ratives

described both in this thesis and elsewhere in the historical literature. More particularly,

public health policy has always been fa¡ from the application of a solitary and isolated

"scientific" process that simply investigates and reports public health facts. The notion

that public health policy is merely the rational application of science is reinforced by the

idea of the disinterested process of science, the idea that risks are neutral statements about

scientifrc facts and the view that the media simply reports the world as it is. Those issues

are central pillars of a fallacy about the world in which public health is practised, that

suggests a neutrality, fairness and objectivity but in fact fails to provide them. Public

health policy makers need to be sensitive to other issues, particularly the social context -

the realities of boundaries and outsiders - and the way public health has been brought into

this context if they are to understand the nature of many of the things that have been

labelled as "health problems".

There is some optimism that this is occurring and that we have learned from the

historical narrative. If we see AIDS and drugs as two central public health issues in the

latter part of the 20th century, we can see that, together with the stigmatising and

marginalising of the victims, there is also a parallel strand, a body of critical social theory,

that has reflected on the issues, set them within their historical context and has sought to
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understand and comment on them. It is as though we still hunt witches yet a¡e also able to

use our sociological imaginations to be critical of witch hunts.
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POSTSCRIPT

As this thesis is being completed, it is impossible not to reflect on the events now

occurring in some towns in what was East Germany. It has been reporæd widely that

many youths (labelled neo-Nazis by the media) have been attacking the homes of

immigrants from the East and Vietnam. Gypsies from Romania were singled out for

particular violence and criticism, both by the youths and many of the older residents that

tacitly supporæd them. It was said that they were illegal residents, that they stole from the

local supermarkets, that they defecated on local gardens and in telephone boxes, that they

were dirty and smelt.l

In the turmoil of change in Eastern Europe, with high unemployment and rising

prices, the tensions in communities such as these is obvious enough and the need to blame

outsiders for social or economic woes is a response with many precedents. The

characterisation of the Romanian Gypsies in 1992 as polluting and a threat to health is one

more representation of the threatening outsider. They join the Jews of Medieval Europe,

earlier communities of Gypsies, the Jews of the 19th and 20th centuries, the Irish

immigrants to England and Australia, and the Chinese and Southern and Eastern

Europeans in Australia as the latest companions in the misfortune of being outsiders. If

these European crises widen, it is likely that other racial and ethnic minorities in Europe

will, increasingly, risk the same Eeatment. The Romanian Gypsies may be the latest

victims of this process; they are unlikely to be the last.

L The Age,5 September 1992;14, Correspondents' Report, ABC Radio National, 6 September, 1992
Australlan, S Seþæmber , 1992;7 , Døybreak, ABC Radio National, 9 September , 1992 and Age 19
September, 1992:7. BBC World Service News, 2 November, 1992.
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